Compact industrial television system-developed at RCA Laboratories-lets us see the unseeable in safety!

Continue your education

with pay-at RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA

Something's gone wrong in a big blast
furnace, and heat is too high for engineers to approach. Focus the Vidicon
camera of an RCA Industrial Television System on the flames and the fiery
furnace can be studied in comfort on a
television receiver.
This is only one suggested use, for
RCA's compact industrial television system is as flexible as its user's ingenuity.
"Eye" of the tiny camera - small enough
to be held in one hand- is the sensitive
Vidicon tube. The only other equipment

needed is the Vidicon camera's suitcasesize control cabinet, which operates anywhere on ordinary household current.
The Vidicon camera could be lowered
under water where divers might be endangered-or stand watch on atomic reactions, secure from radiations. And it is practical to arrange the RCA Industrial Television system so that observers can see a
3-dimensional picture ... real as life I
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and electronic• in action at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West
49th St., N . Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation
of America, Radio City, New York,

Victor-one of tht" world's foremost manufachirers of radio and electronic products
- offe rs you opportunity to gain valuable.
well-rounded training and exp<'·riencc at
a good salary with opportunities for advancement. Here are only five of th(l' many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio receive~ ( including broadcast. short wave
and FM circuits. television. and phonograph l'Ornbinations) .
• Advanet"d development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters. R-F
induction heating. mobile l'Ommunications
equipment, relay systt:>ms.
• Ix-sign of componrnt parts snt:h as
coils. loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and desi~n of Df>W recording and produdng method,.
• Design of n-c-eiving. power, cathode
ray , ga• and photo h1bes.

Write today t-0 National Recruiting Diolsion, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jersey.
Also many opportunities for Meclumieal
and Chemical Engineen and Physicists.

IUIOIO ~OaPOaAr lON JAMlal~A
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Modern facilitie~ provide practical
educational advantages to help
men advance within the company.

How Westinghouse
helps TOP MEN
win TOP SPOTS
Years ago, Westinghouse recognized the
value of education to its employees ... started
a program to make available every practical
educational advantage.
Today, there is an entire department at
Westinghouse charged with the sole responsibility of recruiting top men for engineering
and sales, manufacture and research . . . and
to provide them with the best available
facilities to develop and advance within the
compa~y. Hundreds of key men throughout
the organization assist in carrying out this
extensive program.
An orientation and training program is

designed to acquaint them with the company,
and to help them find that spot where they will
be most effective and successful.
The training course is supplemented by
a Graduate Study Program, through which
advanced degrees may be obtained from
leading universities.
In these and in other ways, W e~tinghouse
extends itself to help its carefully selected
employees get ahead in the company and
to achieve true professional status • • • for
Westinghouse management recognizes that
the future of the company can only be as
great as the men who are to assume leadership.
G-10115
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A BETTER KIND OF SCREENING made of A lena .4 /clarl
Alu111i11w11 . Each ll"ire is a srrong alloy core combined ,.-irh
a highly corrosion-resistanr outer layer. Re.wlr: a lasting
screening, rl1a r will not weather-stain sills or , idin g. Cos, :
no higher 1ha11 you·re used ro paying fo r gooJ screening.
W orth asking fo r. to i11srall in your prese11t f ram es. or in nell'
alumi1111111-framed cambi11ation screen a11d s1om1 ll"indows.

DISCOVERY WHILE SHAVING;

To a certain Alcoa metallurgist,
the past few weeks' research
seemed futile indeed as he faced
his mirror one morning in the late
twenties. This problem was a
sticker: Army and Navy planes
demanded a new kind of alurnimun; just as strong, but far more
impervious to salt spray and
weather • • • Suddenly, as he
squeezed the last bit of shaving
cream from the tube, a messa ge
flashed. He wrapped the empty
tube around his finger. Yes •.. a
core of strong aircraft alloy . ~ ;
like this. An outer layer of pure,

Moral
FOR 1HINKING PEOPLE
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highly corrosion-resis tant aluminum ••. like this!
Hastening to the laboratory,
he tried out his new idea. It
worked! Tests proved it to be
everything he hoped it would be.
Then he collared the boss roller
in Alcoa's sheet mill. Quickly, he
explained how this new, more
useful form of aluminum was to
be made. "Can you roll it, Dan?"
the metallurgist asked anxiously.
"Sure we can roll it!" grinned
the big, capable man in overalls.
Soon a sheet ingot of high-strength
alloy, sandwiched between two
thinner slabs of almost pure

aluminum, was slamming through
the shining rolls. It grew wider,
thinner at every pass -a sandwich, welded by the tons of pressure into a single w1it. Finally,
there emerged a new, protected
kind of aluminum sheet. We
called it" Alclad" Aluminum. And
it came to be a mighty factor in
America's air power. Most military and civil planes wear this
strong shining skin.
We learned to make it into
rods and tubing, even to draw it
into fine wire. And thus, among
many other things, a better kind
of screening was born.

BECAUSE FREE COMPETITION demands constant improvem ent,

Alcoa stockholders backed this m etallurgist and his fellow researchers, until their p erseverance found the answer . Oth ers stood ready,
in plants, sales offi,ces and managem ent, to introduce the new A/clad
products. After 18 years, this better product is still creating n ew jobs,
and helping America toward better living, in home, fa.rm, and industry. Seems like a good system for all concerned. ALUMINUM
COMPANY OF AMERICA, 742 Gulf Building, Pitt.sburgh 19, Pa.
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Chemical Research helped produce

The tires on your car right now may
have cords of Cordura * High Tenacity Rayon yarn. If so, you benefit
from one of the most important contributions that Du Pont scientists
have made through the years to the
automotive industry.
"Cordura" High Tenacity Rayon
is comparable to structural steel in
tensile strength. It makes possible
tires that are at once lighter, stronger
and safer than pre-war tires. Unlike
natural fibers, the qualities of this
product of chemical science are always uniform.
UNDIES TO TIRES

At first, rayon was used mainly in
making articles of clothing. However,
with an improved tire cord in mind,
Du Pont scientists set out to produce
a tougher rayon than any previously
known. The problem was given to a
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skilled team whosemembersincluded
organic, physical and analytical
chemists, physicists, and chemical
and mechanical engineers.

V-belts of "Cordura" and rubber keep even
tension, far outlast others.

facturers, "Cordura" was tested in
heavy-duty tires on baking-hot desert roads. During the war it proved
itself on command cars, trucks and
jeeps. Today, rayon-cord tires are
widely used on trucks and buses,
and leading manufacturers use
Du Pont "Cordura" in tires they
make for passenger cars.
The combination of lightness and
strength offered by "Cordura" has
also earned it a welcome from makers
of conveyor belts, V-belts and hose
for domestic, agricultural and industrial uses. It is used to reinforce laminated kraft paper, to tie wires to
electrical switchboards and as a chain
warp in carpets to bind the wool
tufts firmly in place. One of the
newest uses is in plastic clotheslines.
The Du Pont Company makes none
of these articles. But because
Du Pont scientists had an idea and
the facilities and funds to develop
it, many businesses can now offer you
better products to make life safer and
more enjoyable.
.AEQ. U . 8. PAT. OFF ,

One of their first discoveries was
that strength could be increased by
using cotton !inters as the source of
cellulose, in place of wood pulp. It
was found, also, that the viscose solution had to be prepared and handled
with extreme care. Perhaps the most
important lesson was one which the
silkworm had taught centuries before: stretching increases strength. The
Du Pont experimenters stretched the
new yarn and made rayon with a tensile strength of about 70,000 pounds
to the square inch-more than twice
the strength of textile rayon then
being produced.
TRIED AND PROVED

With the cooperation of tire manu-

SEND FOR "The Story of Cellulose," a 43.

page, illustrated booklet that describes the
making of viscose a nd acetate rayon , lacquers, plastics, coated fabrics, etc. Many
charts and equations. For free copy, write
to the Du Pont Company, 2503 Nemours
Building, Wilmington, Delaware.

PO
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
••. THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Great Drama/le Ent,rtarnment- Tune tn "Cavalcade
of America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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Strength factors of Long Life!
No pipe that is provably defi c i e nt in any of these
strength factors should e ver be laid in city stree ts

'Wthout crushing strength - or, for that
matter-without all of the strength factors
listed opposite-no pipe laid 100 years
ago in city streets would be in service
today. But, in spite of the evolution of
traffic from horse-drawn vehicles to heavy
trucks and buses- and today's vast
complexity of subway and underground
utility services-cast iron gas and water
mains, laid over a century ago, are
serving in the streets of more than 30
cities in the United States and Canada.
Such service records prove that cast iron
pipe combines all tne strength factors of
long life with ample margins of safety. No
pipe that is provably deficient in any of
these strength factors should ever be laid
in city streets. Cast Iron Pipe Research
Association, Thos. F. Wolfe, Engineer,
122 So. Michigan Ave .. Chicago 3.

CRUSH I NG
STRENGTH
BEAM
STRENGTH

{

The ability of cast iron p ipe to withstand external loads imposed by heavy fill and unusual traffic loads is pro,red by the Ring
Compression Test. Standard 6-inch cast iron
p ipe withs tands a crushing weight of more
than 14.000 lbs . per foot.

{

When cast iron p ipe is sub jected to beam
stress caused by soil settlement. or disturbance
of soil by other utilities, or resting on an obstruction, tests prove that standard 6-inch ca1t
iron pipe in JO.foot span sustains a load of
15,000 lbs.

SHOCK
STRENGTH

The toughneH of cast iron p ipe which enables
it to withs tand impact and traffic shocks , as
well as the hazards in handling, is demonstrated by the Impact Teat. While under hydrostatic pressure and the hea,ry blows from a
50 pound hammer, standard 6-inch cast iron
pipe does not c rack until the hammer is
dropped 6 times on the same spot from progressively increased heights of 6 inches .

BURSTING
STRENGTH

In full length bursting tests standard 6-inch
cast iron p ipe withstands more than 2500 lbs.
per square inch inte rnal hydrostatic pressure,
which proves ample ability to resist waterhammer or unu sual working pressures.

{
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The forgotten half billion

IT'S EASY to forget a product that gives almost flawless performance. Most people, for
instance, never think of the valve springs in their cars . . . largely because wire developments have brought them to a point approaching metallurgical and mechanical perfection.
The half billion valve springs in service today . . . closing each valve as often as 12 times
a second, from sub-zero temperatures to 400 °F ... will prove almost 100 per cent dependable for years on end. Roehling is a chief supplier of round spring wire to valve spring
manufacturers.
Today, too, Roebling's wide line of wires and wire products offer economies to every
field of industry. A full range of high carbon specialty wires . . . wire rope for every sort
of rope-rigged equipment ... more than 60 types of electrical wire and cable ... a complete range of woven wire screens. Write for information about the Roehling products
of interest to you.
EXTRA QUALITY .. .
EXTRA VALUE ... THAT'S WHY

JOHN A. llOHLING'S SONS COMPANY, THNTON 2, NEW JHSIY
Allonlo, 934 Avon Ave.* 801lon, 51 Slffpw St. * Chlco90, 5525 W. Roosevelt Road* Clnclnnofl, 3253 Fredonia' .
Ave. * Clnelond, 701 St. Clair Ave. , N. E. * OenYer, 4801 Jod<son St . * Hou1lon, 6216 Navigation llvd.
4
* Lot An11elH, 216 So. Alameda St. * New Yo,t, 19 Rector St. * ,1tlladelpltlo, 12 So. Twelfth St.
* Son 1roncltco, 1740 Seventeenth St.* Seallle, 900 First Ave. So. A CENTURY OF CONFIDENCE ~
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out of .the briny
Metal furniture. lawn mowers, and materials for aircraft
out of the briny deep? Drugs, ink, paper products. fumi gants
and photographic plates from ocean water?
Indeed, th ese products and man y more owe th eir origin to
elements ex tracted from the brine of the sea and fr om the
earth's subterranean brines . . . bromine, iodine and
magnesi um.
The first of th ese, bromine, appears in a host of products
which we use daily. For yea rs this basic chemi cal has been
produ ced for industry hy The Dow Chemical Company.
Bromine and bromine compounds are utilized in man y
fields including textiles, petroleum, solve nts, fumi ga tion.
cosmetics, pharmace uti cals and a variety of others.

contributes strength without dead weight to many varied
industrial and consumer appli cations.
Bromine, iodine, and magnesium are hut three of over six
hundred produ cts manufactured by Dow in the interests
of "chemi cals indispensable to industry and agriculture."
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY• MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
New Yorlc • Boston • Philod•lphia • Washington •Atlanta• Cleveland• Detroit
Chicago • St. Louis • Houston • Son Francisco • Los Angeles • Seattle

Dow Chemical of Canada, limited, Toronto, Canada

In addition to its medicinal use, iodine has man y irnlu , trial applications, among th em dyes and photographi c film.

Magnesium, the ligh tes t of all stru ctural metals, is likewise
extracted from th e inexhaustible wat ers of th e sea through
a special process originated by Dow. Proved in valuable for
over a decade in aircraft co nstru cti on, magnesium today

6
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Will we ever
run out of gas?
of the crude oil that
powers and lubricates our civilization
is not an immediate danger. Scientific
methods of exploration, drilling, and
recovery keep pushing farther and
farther into the future the day when
petroleum must be supplemented by
other raw materials. When that day
comes, however, there is no danger
that the American economy will slow
down.
RUNNING OUT

Standard Oil already knows how to
make high-quality gasoline from coal
or oil shale. The supply of these raw
materials is far greater than the reserves of petroleum. It is important
that the research and development
work in the entire field of synthetic
fuels continue so as to lower the cost
and raise quality still higher.
Work with synthetic fuels is only
one example of how Standard Oil
plans ahead to serve its customers.
By working to keep this company in
the forefront of one of America's most
competitive industries, our researchers and engineers are helping to keep
America itself ahead and to make life
better for every American.

Standard Oil Compan y
(INDIANA)
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:Jle Gngineer
To many, ihe engineer is one who walks around with a slide
rule under one arm and a book of tables under ihe other. He seems
10 be able 10 pluck formulas ou1 of 1he air, command them 10 his
will as would some high po1en1a1e commanding his subjects.
The engineer is 1hough1 of as a builder, one who comes 10
grips with 1he raw forces of nature, and through his vision, !raining and creative ability conquers these forces and harnesses them
10 ihe bidding of man. In his own right, ihe engineer is establishing man's dominion over 1he earth, as was promised as man's rightful heritage. Where once appeared raw jungle', there now springs
great concrete and steel cities, where once raged ihe wild 1orren1now is seen ihe same force of nature made 1ame and beautiful by
man through use of dams, locks, bridges and dikes. When man
turned his a11en1ion away from ihe face of ihe earth 10 ihe heavens
ihe engineer showed him how 10 fly in comfort and safety in globecircling siraioliners.
Today man's comfort and very existence has come 10 res1 in
1he hands of ihe builder, ihe man of science and vision, ihe man
of invention and curiosity, ihe engineer.

J. A. B.
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THE DEAN'S PEN

Dean Huber Croft

It is my pleasant duty to welcome the new students
to the College of Engineering and again to greet the older students for the new academic year. Here you will
find an outstanding faculty, excellent laboratory equipment, and a first class engineering library, surrounded
by"the historical traditions of a great University acquired
through the 109 years of its educational experience.
Make the most of it!
Your course of study is tedious, rigorous, and difficult and most certainly this is the way you yourself
would want it. This means that you must begin to plan
and to organize your day in an orderly fashion so that
you may have time to study and contemplate properly
and still have time to undertake those extra-curricular
activities in which you are interested. The most successful engineers budget their time and this you should
learn to do effectively.
Some 2600 engineers have been graduated from the
College of Engineering ( three in the Class of 1878, and
343 during the last academic year). These engineers,
coming from every state in the union and from all comers
of the entire earth, occupy positions of responsibility,
some in minor positions, some as chief-engineers, some
as Presidents of corporations. This is because engineers
in the course of their experience must assume responsibility. We of the faculty like to feel that our program
of education here at "Old Mizzou," at least, had a small
part to play in the success of each of our graduates and,
of course, point with pride to the accomplishments of
our graduates. When you graduate, you will be joininng
the ranks of a group of distinguished alumni, and we will
expect you to carry on the Missouri tradition of unstinted

10

service to the profession, to your community, and to your
country.
There never has been a better time to enter engineeril.1g. Not only is this true because of the increasing
importance of engineering works in the American Scene
and the accompanying increaS(, of opportunities for a
great variety of engineering interests, but also because
there is a definite indication that contrary to general belief, there will be a deficiency of graduating engineers for
the next four years at least, to fill the demand indicated.
In all probability, this means that your placement problem at graduation will be considerably simplified.
Last June, there was supposed to be an excess of
engineering graduates for the opportunities available,
but this was not the experience at the University of Missouri. We have kept a record of the June graduate placements. About 49 % of the class had accepted positions by
Commencement on June 12th, and to the best of my
knowledge every graduating senior was placed by September. The delay in making a connection was quite
normal, as some men want to take a vacation before
they start to work, some men were helping at home during the summer, and some men could not make up their
'minds as to which opportunity they wished to undertake.
,5o the prophesy of more engineering graduates than jobs
was not correct. From now on for several years it is my
personal opinion that the decreased enrollment in engineering will undoubtedly result in more specific opportunities per graduating engineer.
The decrease in enrollment has another advantage
for you now. The size of laboratory and lecture classes
will be smaller thus permitting better teaching relations
between you and your instructors. Immediately after the
World War there was an unusually large enrollment of
G. L's in engineering which could only mean overcrowded
classes and laboratory facilities, because the trained instructors were not available, nor could the physical
plant be increased immediately. This could only result in less effective teaching. This trend toward overcrowding has now been reversed, and whether you yourself realize it or not, you will experience more effective
teaching in all classes because every member of our faculty is conscientiously trying to assist you in learning the
basic principles of the science and the art of engineering.
Thus your opportunities for learning and in all probability, your opportunities for making connections with
a challenging position upon graduation are better than
those experienced by the past four or five classes. We
of the faculty hope that during your stay at the University you will do the best that you can to merit such
good fortune.
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.A 'Weann '
St. Pat's week is the high point of the year for
engineers at Missouri. If all of the hours that will be
spent between now and next March 17 dreaming, worrying and arguing about that celebration were laid end
to end, they would probably reach from here to the south
end of the Hinkson and back again. This is the biggest
social event of the year in the College of Engineering.
And it's one of the biggest, if not the biggest, event of
the year on the University of Missouri campus.
But of course it's much more than a mere social
event. Grizzly old seniors are now spending many happy
hours spinning tales about the past celebrations to eager,
fascinated freshmen.
''I'll never forget the campus stunt of '47. That
was the year Stoney Maulhill fell off the ladder and
ripped a big hole in the top. And let me tell you about-"
The freshman sits as in a trance, listening to the spell
weaving and dreaming about that glorious week in March.
How many of you engineers that enjoy this affair
realize how fortunate you are to be at Missouri? Nowhere else ;s the good Saint's birthday celebrated with
such fierceness. Nowhere else is the celebration so long,
so colorful, so full of events and so expensive. And nowhere else is the tradition so old. Yes, you all know
that the fact that St. Pat was an engineer was discovered
on your campus.* After extensive research, it was
shown "by an ingenious operation, in which he combined
the orthographic projection of three leaves of a shamrock and the chemical affinities of cork into an infinite
series converging four degrees and twenty minutes northwest of Dublin." 1

To sponsor, organize and finance such a celebration
requires quite a large organization. That group is, of
course, The Engineers' Club of the University of Missouri, Inc. The biggest activity of this club is the sponsorship of St. Pat's week. And most of its members join
so they can participate in the events of the week to the
fullest extent.
However, Engine Club is older than the St. Pat tradition. It existed as early as 1902 as the Engineering

o/

:Jle (}reen

JACK HARVEY, E .E. '51

Society and through the years, the celebration has naturally come under the wing of the club, with both profiting.
Now, the constitution of the Engineers' Club has a special provision creating the St. Pat's Board, which arranges
for and carries out the celebration.
But even though St. Pat's week is the biggest function of the Engineers' Club, it is not the only one. Far
from it. There are multitudes of little services that the
Club does for engineering students.
How many engineers at Missouri have noticed the
absence of "hat passing" to collect funds for flowers for
a friend's funeral or to send gifts to someone in the hospital? Although we are all ready and willing to donate
to such funds, we are spared because the Engineers' Club
takes care of all this and buys the flowers, etc. from its
own treasury. It is only right that the Club should
do this.
The Engineers' Club is the principal organization of
all of the engineering students and it is through this
club that they can have a united voice to the faculty,
the University officials and other groups on campus.
When it appears that the interests of the engineering students will be fostered by a certain candidate to a high
office in the SGA, the club can vote to donate from its
treasury to the campaign fund of that candidate. Time
and again in the past, the Engineers' Club has taken a
defiant stand on an issue in which engineers had vital
interests.
1

•1t has since been "discovered" by many other engineering colleges.
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Homer H. Haggard, "St. Patrick Was An Engineer,"
The Independent, March 18, 1905, page 4.
( Continued on Page 28)
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Looking At The Turbosupercharger
By JOHN A . BAVER, M.E. '51

INTERCOOLER
EXHAUST MANIFOLD

RAMMING
AIR
INTAKE

INTERNAL
SUPERCHARGER
INTAKE MANFOLD

-. -

-

EXHAUST STACI( -

TURBOSUPERCHARGER

On October 9, 1942, there occurred the first large
scale day-light raid by U. S. heavy bombers on Hitler's
"Fortresa of Europe." One hundred fifteen Flying Fortresses and Liberators, together with a large fighter escort
~f more than 500 planes, rose from the airfields of England and pointed their noses toward the coast of France.
The German Luftwaffe wasn't to be caught napping.
No sooner had this armada crossed the channel, when
wave after wave of Focke-Fulfe 190 and ME-109 fighters intercepted the bombers.
After hours of continuous and stubborn attack by
the German Air Force, the bomber fleet headed back
across the channel. Their mission was completed : the
battered ruins of the Fives locomotive plant and the
steel works at Lille, France was left behind them. Fortyeight of the German fighters were shot out of the sky.
All but four of our bombers returned to their base. Our
losses had been relatively small in spite of the fact that
early in the battle the bombers had been separated from
their fighter escort.
A new theory of air warfare had been proven correct ; big bombers could fight through defending fighter
cover in broad day-light, bomb with precision from high
altitude, and return safely to their base.
The ability of the bombers lo carry their load of
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destruction to the target and return sa fely was not miraculous, nor was it due to the apathy of the German Air
Force. The Allies had found a weapon that would bring
the German war industry to its knees. No one realized
this more than the German High Command.
The true story of the U. S. heavy bomber's success
lies in the plane itself; its design. and those who flew it.
The chief factors contributing to the terrible effectiveness of this raid were ; heavy armament. a bomb sight that
allowed precision bombing from high altitudes, and the
turbosupercharger. The latter enabled the plane to fly
at high altitudes where flak is apt to be thinner and less
accurate, and where intercepting fighters are at a big
disadvantage.
This is the story of the turbosupercharger- a story
that covers a period of forty years of its research and
development, and that eventually led to the moment in
history when its application turned the tide of events in
favor of the forces of justice. humanity and peace.
On December 17, 1903, the Wright brothers made
the first !-ustained flight in a motor driven air plane.
During their fourth successful attempt, the 750 pound.
12 horsepower biplane rose to a height of 800 feet above
the sands of Kittyhawk. The flight lasted 59 seconds.
during which the plane attained a speed of 30 miles per
hour.

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

In that same year, a young student, Sanford A. Moss,
by name, was working on his Doctor's Thesis at Cornell
University. His project was the gas turbine. In 1903,
while experimenting in the university laboratory, he successfully operated the first turbine wheel ever to be
driven on the products of combustion in the United States.

Early in 1917, the National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics asked a large company in this country
to undertake the development of turbosuperchargers. This
company, noted for its progress in the development of
steam turbines, had gained experience with both centrifugal compressors and turbines.

The wheel that Moss had built was in effect, onehalf of the present day turbosupercharger. It was an
engine that was driven by the gasts of combustion- such
as, those that are present in the exhaust pipe of a gasoline engine. The next step was to attach a machine to
this turbine that would carry out the work of supercharging the engine, i.e. , to raise the pressure of fresh
air entering the engine's cylinders. In the same year,
1903, General Electric began the development of a centrifugal compressor. Dr. Mos3, who continued his research on the gas turbine, played an important part in
this development The principal elements of this machine were a high speed wheel called an impeller, and a
diffuser. The diffuser was used to convert the high velocity of air created by the spinning blades of the impeller into pressure. The complete mechanism had enough
speed to be suitable for direct connection to the wheel
of a gas turbine. Thus the turbosupercharger as it evolved, took the form of one of the simplest of all machines:
two wheels connected by a shaft.

In May 1918, the first turbosupercharger was delivered to the Army Air Force. That summer a small group
of Air Corp men and engineers set out for Pikes Peak
to test the turbosupercharger under actual operating conditions. Equipment of this party included a Liberty
engine and instruments to check such data as pressure,
temperature and fuel connsumption.

The next important step in the development of the
turbosupercharger came in the war year of 1917.
In 1914, the average speed of aircraft on the western
front was around 70-80 miles per hour, but by the early
part of 1917 the average speed was about 125-135 miles
per hour. Experience gained under combat conditions
had shown the advantage to be with the planes which
could fly at the highest altitude, and thus gain the attackers position. Planes were being built by each side with
improved ceiling as well as increased rate of climb.
Soon the air warfare necessitated planes to operate
satisfactorily at altitudes of 20-24 thousand feet. At this
altitude, the engine began to fail through the lack of
sufficient oxygen to produce combustion in the engine
cylinders. As a result, the plane would begin to lose
speed and maneuverability. It had reached its ceiling.
Consequently the race between the Allies and Germany for mastery of the air narrowed down to a methof for supercharging the engine.

SKY GIANT-The Boeing B-29 Superfortress. Its wing
span is 141 ft. 3 in.; length 99 ft.; and height 27 ft. 9 in.
The B-29 has innumerable aerodynamic refinements,
such as flush-type rivets, butt-jointed external skin,
streamlined nacelles for its 2,200 horsepower Turbosupercharged Wright engines, and completely retractable landing gear.

Working under high altitude conditions, test after
test was run until all "bugs" were removed.
Finally, the first successful test was made. The
Liberty engine, which had previously given 350 horsepower, now gave 230 horsepower- but without the turbosupercharger.
Turbosupercharged it delivered 356
horsepower! The turbosupercharger had proven itself.
Through the 20's and early 30's, the turbosupercharger continued from the development stage to the proven
product, and in the middle 30's it became standard equipment on our high altitude fighters and bombers.
Because of the turbosupercharger, American aircraft have been able to reach altitudes where few, if any,
enemy planes could follow.
France, England, and Germany, started turbosupercharger development but their interest in this field fell
short of the success that has led to its present use by
the U. S. air force.
Only American high altitude fighters and bombers
are turbosupercharged.
(Continued on Page 22)
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The Chemical Engineer

•

Industry

By JAMES C. LAWRENCE, A .B., B.S.(Ch.E. ) '10
DIVISION ENGINEER E. I. Du Pont de Nemours
& Company, Inc., Active Member, American Inst.
of Chem. Engrs.
It was about the turn of the century-say the early
1900s- that we began to hear of the introduction of a
program for formal training in Chemical Engineering in
a few of our universities and engineering schools. The
University of Missouri was one of the first, the School
of Engineering granting its first B.S. in Ch. E . in 1905.
The practice of chemical engineering had been developing in industry for some years. The process industries, particularly, had since the late 1880s been developing men trained in chemistry to handle the unit operations, and men trained as mechanical engineers to
work in process operations. As a result, both of these
types became, through necessity, the forerunners of the
present day chemical engineer.
It is interesting to note that I have a plant notebook belonging to my father, who was graduated in
chemistry, in which he noted his calculations for the
cooling surface required and coil size for a nitrator to
be installed at the old Ashburn, Missouri , dynamite
plant in 1894- he became a chemical engineer the hard
way.
Today, the chemical engineer's formal education is
directed in the main toward providing a sound training in
the basic sciences, mathematics, English, and the humanities, with special emphasis on the chemical engineering
unit operations, unit processes, construction materials,
and basic design.
As FORTUNE magazine for March, 1950, puts it :
"To understand U. S. Industry in the second half of the
20th Century, you must understand the chemical industry-its intricate processes, working silently night and day
in plants of great geometric form , convert some of the
most common materials of earth into an array of products
that grows more prodigious. It is almost wholly an industry founded, built, and run by chemists and chemical
engineers, men trained in the sciences who have lr.amed
to live with ceaseless change- and regularly bring forth
new processes, new products, and revolutionary growth.
This climate has bred some of the best managerial brains
in the U.S. "
Chemicals must now be considered the premier industry of the U.S.- replacing the automotive industry which
held the title for the first half of the century. As of
now, the chemical industry can not be matched by any
other in dynamics, growth, earnings, and potential for
the future. Over the past ten years the average growth
of twenty-four companies (large and small) in the chemical industry has been 277 per cent.
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Indicating the industry's technical penetration of
other industries, there a re today more chemists and
chemical engineers employed outside of the basic chemical producers proper, than in it.
From 1936 to 1949 membership in the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers rose from 1,435 to
9,711 (57%).
No matter what branch of industry beckons to the
chemical engineer, it would appear from the above that
opportunity awaits him.
The chemical engineer facc-s an extremely wide variety of industries in which to develop his career. Large
industries and small industries require his services, and
offer opportunitiPs for professional development along
many lines, some of which I should like to discuss.
Professional devdopment may and docs take one of
two paths- that leading toward technical eminence in
the profession, the other toward administrative achievement in industry. The choice of fields or the path in
which one finds oneself depends usually on the individual and his personal make-up. In either case he will be
building one th(• basic foundation provided by his formal
education.
To aid in building on this foundation the young
chemical engineer must not overlook participating in the
activities of his !)rofessional technical societies. for here
is an extra opportunity for broadening his horizons and
keeping in touch with the latest developments in his
profession. Participation in the American I nstitutc of
Chemical Engineers' student membership, junior membership, associate and active memberships is as much a
measure of the individual's professional progress as is
his progress in industry itself.
The process industries in general, and the chemical
industry in particular, offer to the chemical engineer
some five fields of specialized activity within which he
may find professional satisfacticn and contribute materially to the "bringing forth of new processes, new products.
and revolutionary growth."
One essential path, which, while it may be only one
path that orovides an initial avenue for development .
leads to all the others, is that activity known as " plant
service." Here is the "melting pot," the "apprenticeship,"
where the youn,11;er engineer gets his nose literally rubbed
in chemical engineering. His duties are known as "plant
assistant."
Chasing B.t.u.s, enlarging "bottlenecks,"
studyin,11; labor-saving methods, improving maintenance
( Continued on Page 31)
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MEET THE ALU MNI
m66ou,i fflen W~o J.lave fflaJe (}ooJ'
By /. PHILIP DODT

There are many men who have graduated from this
fair school in bygone years, and since then, have proved
themselves in the field of engineering. Several of these
men and a few of the highpoints of their careers will
now be presented.
C. M. Laffoon arose from surroundings far removed
from the sphere of engineering. Raised on a farm south
of Kansas City, it wasn't long before he had established
in his own mind the fact that he wanted to sharpen a
latent mechanical skill brought forth in his invention of
a multi-bladed windmill which he erected on a 12-foot
tower and connected to do useful work on a water pump.
After the one-room country school, he attended Warrensburg State Teachers College followed by electrical engineering at the University of Missouri to which was added a
Ma$ter's degree in that same field in 1915. He then became interested in the student training program then
being offered by Westinghouse Electric Corporation at
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where he became quite prominent at that early stage in the d~ign of electric generators. In 1936, he was made manager in the A. C. Generator Engineering Department. He laid the groundwork
for high-frequency generators in the 5000-cycle class,
and, also, since that time he has participated or been a
leader in alm0$t every phase of development of the modem turbo-generator, in particular, high voltage insulation.
.ventilation, and rotor construction.
E . J. McNeely was graduated from the University
of Missouri in 1922, and joined the Southwestern Bell
Telephone Company in St. Louis in their student training program. He was later as.signed to Kansas City and
Little Rock, Arkansas, returning to St. Louis in 1941 as
general plant personnel supervisor. In 1947, he was appointed general plant manager for this same company,
later becoming vice-president in charge of operations for
Northwestern Bell. All these proved steps in the ladder
to the position he now holds as newly-elected president
of Northwestern Bell Telephone Company with headquarters in Omaha, Nebraska. He now resides at 118 South
19th Street, Omaha, Nebraska.
C. W. La Pierre born in Jackson, Missouri, attended
the University of Missouri as part of the Department of
Electrical Engineering. He left at the end of his third
year in 1924 to join Electric Company with whom he has
been associated ever since. Starting out as testing in the
switch gear department, then directing developments and
investigations in electronic circuit applications, light and
OCTOBER, 1950

color, heat transfer, vibration, and electric power, he holds
sixteen patent; in this field. He is at the present time
manager of the Aircraft Turbine Division for General
Electric at their Lynn River Works in Lynn, Massachusetts.
L. M . Arms was born in Kingston, Missouri, earning
a B. S. in Civil Engineering in 1916 from the University
of Missouri. He started out as a draftsman and computer with the bridge department of the Kansas City
Terminal Railway Company for a year, then becoming
connected as a highway engineer for the state of Missouri and a d~ign engineer for the state of Illinois. During the first World War he became a first lieutenant in
the Engineers' Division. In 1923 he became associated
with the Portland Cement Association as an engineer in
the Railways Bureau. For two years he was Supervisor
of Proportioning Engineers of Cook County for the Illinois Highway Department going back with the Portland
Cement Association in 1932. He is now Assistant Manager of the Hiii:hways and Municipal Bureau of the Portland Cement Association at 33 West Grand Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois.
J. L. Andrews, though born in Bloomington, Indiana,
attended the Missouri School of Mines. later transferring to the University of Missouri from which he got
a B. S. in Mechanical Engineering in 1924. After being ·
with the American Steel Foundries in Granite City, Illinois, for a year, he was made Engineering Head of the
Physics and Electrical Laboratories of Stewart Warner
of Chicago where he remained until 1929. From 1929
to 1942 he was a design engineer with Edison General
Electric Company in Chicago. During this last war he
became connected with the Naval Ordnance Laboratories
in Washington, D. C. In 1943 he was sent by the Navy
to England as a representative to consult on secret technical work with the leadin~ British scientists. He has
done considerable research and development in his career and holds numerous patents-some being on a vacuum fuel feed and a loading machine heating unit.
As you can see, these men have led varied and fruitful careers since their departure from the engineering
school. G_lancing through "Who's Who in Engineering,"
one can pick out many more men who have contributed
as much or more to the profession since leaving this university. So, future graduates, sit up and take note-it
has been done in the past and it is up to the classes of
the present to uphold this school's high standing of meritorious achievement in engineering.
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Only STEEL can do so many jobs

This crane runway, whose structural
steel was fabricated and erected by United States Steel for the San
Francisco Naval Shipyard, is 730 feet long, 209 feet high, extends 162½
feet over the water at each side. It can lift gun turrets and other huge
sections weighing as much as 1,000,000 pounds.

HOW TO LIFT A MILLION POUNDS.

For solid comfort, you
can't beat mattresses that have inner springs of steel. Especially if the
inner springs are made of U ·S ·S Premier Spring Wire, specially developed
by United States Steel to give lasting resiliency and buoyancy to the
inner springs of sleep equipment and upholstered furniture.

THE SOFTEST THING YOU CAN SLEEP ON IS STEEL.

The inside of a
food can is "surgically clean." Sterilized in processing, it is cleaner and safer than any dish.
The Department of Agriculture reports, "It is
just as safe to keep canned food in the can-if
the can is kept cool-as it is to empty the food
into another container." And, incidentally, did you
know that "tin cans" are really about 99% steel?
CLEANER THAN YOUR BEST CHINA.

COMPANli C
AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY• AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY• CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION• COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY· H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED
OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY '. PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION • PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPAi T
UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPAi U
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so well

•••

l n cerla in parls of
the country, yo u can now hu y indi v idually p ac k age d s in g le s e r v in gs of i ce
cream. They' re ca ll e d "Diced C rea m" ...
and they strik e a n ew hi gh in sa nitatio n ,
economy a nd con ven ie n ce. Diced Cream
is made in m ac hines fa bricated la rge ly
from stainless slPel -t.o assure maxim um
purity in the finished product.
NEW ICE CREAM IDEA.

What a change from the little red schoolhouse! This new school in California embodies the latest features in school
construction, including the use of U ·S ·S Stainless Steel for architectural trim.
The stainless trim resists a tmospheric corrosion, harmonizes with the building
d esign. Unit.ed States Steel produces steel of all kinds for such buildings •••
continuing its number-one job of helping to build a better America.
STAINLESS STEEL GOES TO SCHOOL.

listen to ... The Theotre Guild on the Air, presented every Sunday evening by United States Steel.
National Broadcasting Company, coast-to-coast network. Consult your newspaper for lime and station.

and this label is your guide to quality steel

UNITED STATES STEEL
d/epzng to 'Yiuild a 'Yj~te a

•AHii GENEVA STEEL COMPANY • GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY • MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY
,\PAI lENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY
m H UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY
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•

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY

•

OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY
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BULLARNEY
For April THE OLD FARMER'S ALMANAC
warns: Look to your fences and daughters. Spring's
here!"-Coronet.

""

Frontier coroner's verdict : We find that the deceased
came to his death by an act of suicide. At a distance of
a hundred yards he opened fire with a six-shooter upon
a man armed with a rifle."-Mody C. Boatright, FOLK
LAUGHTER ON THE AMERICAN FRONTIER
(Macmillan)

Johnny thought Henry VI!I was a busy man when
he stated that he increased the population of England
by 40,000 through his own efforts.
Joe : "Where did you get that black eye?"
Schmoe: "Told the conductor I was traveling on my
face, and he punched my ticket."

""

Last night I had
The jug and thou
Today a hangover
And how!
Teacher:
Tommy :
Teacher :
Tommy :
spell?"

""

"Tommy, spell wrong."
"R-o-n-g."
"That's wrong. "
"Well , isn't that what you asked me to

""

Only a fair weather friend would refuse to loan
you an umbrella.
A Houston bus driver was trying to make a turn
downtown, but a woman driver, apparently unaware of
the bus, was moving into a dangerous position. The
driver whistled sharply. The woman stopped and looked,
and the driver jockeyed his bus through the opening.
Asked by a passenger why he had whistled instead of honking, the driver said: "About half the women drivers won't pay any attention to somebody honking. But there ain't a dame in Houston that won't
stop and look when she hears a man whistle."--Clyde
La Motte in Houston POST.

""

""

'Tm a big gun at college."
Father : "Then why don't I hear better re1X>rts?"

""

"Your child 's spoiled."
"He's not spoiled."
"Well, if you don't believe me just go out and look
under that steam roller. "

""

"Give me a cigarette, Joe."
"I thought you'd quit smoking."
"Well, I got to the first stage; I've quit buying."

On the Athens, Texas, golf course, a shapely miss,
attired in the briefest of shorts, stepped up to the number
one tee and prepared to address the ball. Three caddies
a1:d five male golfers stepped aside and watched . She
swung prettily, hooked the ball, and lost sight of it.
"Could you tell me where my ball went?" she asked
the onlookers. Sheepish grins passed over eight faces.
Not one of them had had his eye on the ball.-Tyler, Texas, MORNING TELEGRAPH.

""

"Is your wife going to have an operation for appendicitis?"
"Not that I know of. Why do you ask that? "
"While waiting in the doctor·s office yesterday,
I heard her through the door telling him to cut it out."
)owf

""

Trigonometry is when a lady marries three men at
the same time.
Anatomy is the study of heavenly bodies.
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Looks like that new Thermo Course could be a
little rough this year.

(Continued on Page 32)
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DEATH OF THE OLD
"IRON HORSE"

The Tired Old "Horses" awaiting their
turn at the ~utting torch.

It takes old steel to make new steel. A new source
of 'scrap' for the Open Hearth furnaces of Weirton Steel
Company is the coal burning steel locomotives which are
being discarded by U. S. railroading. An almost complete switch from steam to diesels is occurring. One prediction is that virtually all of the 29,000 steam locomotives still in service on American railroads will be retired
during the coming decade.
The old coal burning "Iron Horse" is taking a terrific beating. Over 100 have already been put to the
torch at Weirton, and more are being cut up. They are
hauled in by diesels and stockpiled. Later moved to the
scrap field, they are cut up with oxy-acetylene torches and
reduced to open hearth scrap. This scrap is then charged
into the furnaces along with "liquid iron" to make new
steel.
Coal burning steam engines played an important
role in the settling and development of America. They
became a part of our folklore. Here we see the beginning
of the end of another era in American history.

Two huge cranes lift the boiler out of an engine
that has been cut into. This section will be cut up
into smaller pieces th11t fit in the open hearth charging
buggies.
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These gi11nts are too big to be cut up in the stockhouse, are dismantled in a scrap field.
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The Story Behind The Cover
single case turbine was re-established.
An essential component of the steam turbine is the
condenser. The distinct advantage of the condensing
turbine is that it can convert more heat energy from the
steam to mechanical energy by expanding the far below
atmospheric pressure.
A great many developments have led to modern
steam turbine power generation. Most of the present day
central station turbines operate on the condensing principle; that is, they exhaust at far below atmospheric
pressure into condensers from which feed water of good
quality is returned to the boiler plant. Most modern
un its operate at 3600 H.PM. and drive a two-JX>le 60
cycle generato r. Now under construction is a 3600 RPM
turbine rated at 125,000 KW maximum output with a
28.5 inch vacuum.
With the increased demand for power, due to increasing population and indu stry, it has been estimated
that the generating capacity of the United States will
be doubled with in the next ten years. This increased
capacity will be paced with improved power generation
as the intervening obstacles are overcome. The overcoming of these and other obstaclt-s is the work of the engine:!r, and the fi eld of power generation offers one of
the widest and greatest engineering opportunities.
- - - - - - - ----- - -- - -

With the tum of the nineteenth century, the steam
turbine came into its own in the United States. The first
steam turbine for central station distribution was the
plant but into operation by the Hartford Electric Light
Co., early in 1900. It was a 2000 KW, 1200 RPM condensing turbine, far exceeding in delivering capacity any
unit previously built.
The two men most responsible for development of
this type of power generation were George Westinghouse
and Sir Charles A. Parson. Ir. 1896. the Parsons Company supplied to Westinghouse a 150 KW, 5000 RPM
turbine and a D . C. generator. The first turbine Westinghouse produced was a 120 KW machine to drive directly a 5000 RPM D.C. generator.
The Hartford machine continued in use for the next
eight years, although with some difficulty due to thermal
distortion of the turbine casing. This distortion was due to
the steam entering at one end of the turbine at a high temperature, and exhausting at the other end at a comparatively cool temperature. This situation was corrected
by dividing the temperature drop between two machines;
a high pressure section and a low pressure section, in separate housings, but on the same shaft.
By 1904, through the operation of the Hartford turbine, the distortion difficulties were overcome, and the
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M'ILLING CUTTERS

many styles
and sizes
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• From the headwaters region of the
Amazon comes Up-River "Fine Para", widely acknowledged by rubber experts as the highest grade of natural
rubber. To Okonite resear.hers and independent experts
alike, long experience has shown that only this rubber
provides all the factors needed in top quality insulation
for electrical wires and cables.
The Okonite Company obtains a high degree of uniformity in shipment after shipment of this premium
rubber in "biscuit" form ... has found that Up-River
Fine Para assures a long service life .. . uses it exclusively in all Okonite rubber insulated wires and cables.
The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey.
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Efficient milling on a wide variety of
work and materials is made possible by
the broad range of styles and sizes
offered in this complete line of cutters.
Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence
1, Rhode Island.
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He's a
Campus A-man

The "A" stands for "Activities"-and he's in a
lot of them. Plays first-string basketball. Represents hi s class on the student council. Writes for
the school paper.
When it comes to campus doings, his major
is Service.
Telephone people are like that, too. They
believe in giving good telephone service-courteous, friendly, helpful service. And b ecause they
believe it so strongly, their spirit of service shows
up in community affairs.
That's why you'll find telephone men and
women working on charity drives, joining service
clubs, leading Scout troops.
Both at work and at home, telephone people
try to help out wherever there is a need-and
enjoy doing it.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
OCTOBER, l %0
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How The Turbosupercharger Works
( Continued from Page 13)
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''WOLVERINE"

CNROMECLAO
Engineers Steel Tape
Assures A longer Life Of More Accurate Measuring
• Non-glare Chrome-Clad satin ftnfsh
on line-extra durable, wlll nol
crack, chip, peel, or corrode.
• Permanent let black markings,
prominent sb:e aids easy and accurate reading-graduations extend
lo edge of Una.
• Sturdy ¼-In. Una, fully subdivided,
"ln1tantaneou1 11 Readings ••• de,.
taches and attaches easily to reel.

• Super-strong rustproof metal disc
reel with perforated sides to aid In
cleaning and drying.
• Adjustable leather strap handle
affords firm hold ••• long winding
handle, line-locldng type.
• Supplied with two Improved pattern, removable finger rings. Ring
locks under spring protecting first
end.

In 50, 100, or 200-ft. lengths, marked feet, lOths and l00ths, or
feet, inches and Sths ... standard and extra-heavy models.
See them at your nearest Lufkin dealer.

~

A·,,~.,,,w

TAPES •
RULES
PRECISION TOOLS

O ~ a , r ft.I~-

-

9~·A

THE LUFKIN RULE CO.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN • NEW YORK CITY •

BARRIE, ONTARIO

RENT A CAR
50c hr. - 7c mile
$5.00 24 hn:;. - 7c mile

Date Rate -

$5.00 Flat

( Ins. Incl.)

6 P.M. -

8 A.M. -

20 miles Free

1st Tank Gas Free

Columbia Drive Ur-self
8th & Cherry

TUXEDO RENTAL
Tiger Hal & Dry Cleaners
13 on the Strollway

A gasoline engine gets its power from the ~mbustion of a correct mixture of fuel and air in its cylmd~rs.
The fact that we don't have to pay for the air our engme
uses doesn't mean that it is not as important as the gasoline. From the viewpoint of the engine designer, it is
even more important because getting the proper amount
of air into the cylinders is more difficult than injecting
the right amount of gasoline.
If we assume perfect combustion, it has been found
that it takes about 14 lbs. of air to provide enough oxygen to bum 1 lb. of gasoline; in actual practice, we g~t
better fuel economy if we use approximately 17 lbs of atr
to 1 lb. of gasoline
In engine operation, when the piston descends on
its intake stroke, a partial vacuum is created within the
cylinder and the air is pushed into the cylinder by atmospheric pressure. At sea level, this pressure is about
14.7 p.s.i., and the ordinary engine is de~igned to operate
at this pressure. If the pressure were greater, say 18 p .s.i.,
it would be possible to get more horsepower with the same
size engine. On the other hand, if the pressure were 10
or 12 lbs. to the square inch, the engine would develop
correspondingly less power.
Other things being equal, the power developed by
a gasoline engine depends on the quantity of air that
we arc able to pass through it, or, what we may call its
"pumpinJ<; capacity" which depends mainly on three
things;
( 1) Size of engine, i.e .. number of cylinders, and the
bore and stroke or "displacement. "
(2 ) Speed at which it runs efficiently. i.e .. revolutions per minute.
( 3 ) Pressure or density of the air that is taken into
the cylinders.
In the case of aircraft cn1,;in<:-s, the size of the engine and the speed at which th <2 engine can run is sharply limited. Therefore. we come to the possibility of
boosting the power by increasing the density of the air
before it enters the cylinders.
By compressing the air taken into the engine to a
greater density. we would then be able to get more of it
into the cylinders. Thus greater power is obtained without increasing the size of the engine and eliminating the
need to run it at undesirable speeds. This is the work done
on the air by the supercharger.
At 25,000 feet for example. air docs not have the
pressure of 14.7 p.s.i., but some what less than half
that or about 6 p.s.i. Thus at 25.000 feet, our engine
begins to starve for air and has lost over half of its
power because of only half the pre~.sure available to push
the needed air into the cylinders is present.
( Continued on Page 24)
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Bright New World
the colors of the rainbow are
all around you-through plastics. A blue plastic clock wakes
you, and you flip on an ivory plastic light switch. You take
your clothes from a yellow plastic hanger. Plastic toothbrushes come in colors for every member of the family.
Cheerful decorating schemes are enhanced by the beauty
of plastic drapes. There's no limit to the colors you can get
in these versatile materials!
But this is only the start of the plastic story. Plastics
help make better clothing. Modern furniture and furnishings owe much to plastics. Much of your food is packaged
in clean, clear plastics. Plastics add safety, durability, and
appearance to many of your electrical appliances.
These versatile basic materials are man-made. Organic

chemicals are the ingredients of the "unfinished" plastics
-called resins. From these resins come the many different
forms of plastics we know.
The people of Union Carbide are leaders in the production of plastics, resins, and related chemicals. They also
provide hundreds of other materials for the use of science

FROM MORNING TILL NIGHT,

and industry.

FREE: If you would like to know more about many
of thething.,you U!Je everyday, .• end/or the illu.• trated
booklet "Product!J and Proce.<t..• es." lt tell!J how Jcience
and indu,tr_v u,e U CC', Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons,
Ga.es, and Pla.rics . Write/or free bookle1 C.
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UNION CARBIDE
.A.-7V.IJ

CAR..DO.tV

30 EAST UND

STREET

CO.R.PO.RATZ-OJV

00

NEW

YORK 17, N. T.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T r a d e - m a r k e d Produ cts of Divisions and Units i n c l u d e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BAKELITE , KRENE, and VrNYLITE Plastics
NATIONAL Carbons

•

ELECTR0MET Alloys and Metals
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•

LINDE Oxygen

EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries
•

•

•

PREST-O-LITE Acetylene

ACHESON Electrodes

HAYNES STELLITE Alloys

•

,

,

PYROFAX Gas

PREST0NE and TREK Anti-Freeza

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS
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Turbosuperch arger
( Continued from Page 22)

Ren±al Service ··
Elec±r~c Floor Polishers

It is obvious therefore, that it takes real power to
pump enough air into the cylinders of a modem 18
cylinder, 2000 horsepower radial engine. This problem is
solved by making use of the waste gases in the engine's
exhaust, the gas turbine, and the supercharger. The waste
gases drive the turbine, the power furnished by the turbine drives the supercharger. This is the operating principal of the turbosupercharger.
Now let us follow the air as it is used by our high
altitude engine. First the air is pushed down the air
intake duct at a high velocity by the forward speed of the
plane. After traveling some distance along the duct, it
comes to the supercharger. There it is picked up by the
whirling blades of the impeller wheel and squeezed ½
to ½ its original volume. This compression causes the
air to reach an undesirable high temperature. To reduce
this temperature, the air is passed through an intercooler. This intercooler is similar to a finned radiator
or heat exchanger. From the intercooler, it passes to the
carburetor where it picks up a load of fuel. Then another supercharger, this one gear-driven and mounted
in the engine itself, picks up the mixture, squeezes it a
little tighter and pushes it into the cylinders of the engine.
After the mixture has been burned in the cylinder,
it passes to the exhaust stack where it is allowed to expand and reach a high velocity before coming in contact
with the turbine blades of the turbosupercharger. From
here it is exhausted to the atmosphere after it has done
the additional work of supplying the power to pump more
fresh air into the engine.
For a plane without a supercharger, the ceiling is
around 20,000 feet. With the addition of the turbosupercharger, the only real practical limit is the limit at which
men with oxygen masks and electrically heated suits can
fly and fight.
Today in peacetime, aviation and the turbosupercharger, enables the giant ocean spanning air liners to
fly above storms and bad weather, and in so doing is
·contributing to the comfort and safety of modern air
travel.

·· 'All Types of Floor Wax

704 Broadway

FOR
SUPERIOR QUALITY
DEPENDABLE SERVICE
Say it With Flowers
From

Member F. T . D. A.
STORE
16 S. NINTH ST.
3179-3170

GREENHOUSES
WEST BLVD.
6231

Electrical Appliances

Paint

Cutlery

Kitchenware

Sporting Goods

Tools

Anderson's Hardware
9th & Walnut

Phone 4495

YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER

1010 BROADWAY

COLUMBIA , MO.
Leepn Sm.i±h, Pho±ograph er
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BOTTLENEC KS
Have No Place in Productionor in Your Future Progress!
by CHESTER E. MEYER
S11perintendent, Prod11ction Sched11/ing
General Machinery Division
ALLIS-CHALMERS MANUFACTURI N G COMPANY

(Grad11ate Training Co11rse 1938 )

in a big plant like
Pthe Allis-Chalmers West
Allis Works
RODUCTION CONTROL

1s a constant campaign to prevent bottlenecks and keep orders
moving along smoothly
to meet scheduled shipping dates.
Most men face much
the same kind of personal problem when they
get out of engineering
school and plan a proCHESTER E. MEYER gram of graduate training and experience
leading to a firm position in the work they
want to do. They can't afford to risk bottlenecks and blind alleys in that program,
either.
Big Opportunity
I had this in mind when I graduated from
M IT in 1936 and enrolled in the AllisChalmers Graduate Training Course. I'd
been particularly interested in production
and sales. I was looking for practical training, experience and opportunity. And I
got them.
First assignment was in Steam Turbine
erection. Then I went to the Centrifugal

Pump Department, and worked on cost
analysis. This job gave me a chance to
study plant layout and manufacturing
methods, and put me in contact with the
Time Study and Planning Department. I
liked the work, and finished up the course
in that department. I've stayed in the same
type of work ever since.
Here in Production Scheduling we pick
up each job after the Planning Department has established the routing. It's up
to us to set a shipping date, and then work
out dates when the job is to be completed
in the various shops through which it must
go. This requires a thorough knowledge
of methods, shop capacities and work
loads throughout the entire plant.

Great Diversity of Products
To give some idea of the extent of this
operation, here are a few facts about the
West Allis Works: The floor area of the
buildings is more than 160 acres. There
are 14 miles of railway and 4 miles of roads
within the plant, and the shops contain
more than 30,000 power tools, from small
precision machines to the great 40-foot
boring mill. It requires 208 traveling cranes
to handle materials and equipment. There
are twelve great machine, assembly and
erection shops, three foundries, pattern
shop, tank and plate shop, forge shop,
mill shop and many miscellaneous buildings used in manufacturing.

Assembling big direct-current blooming
mill motor for te s t-last step in the
manufacturing process before shipment
and final installation.

Some of the big jobs going through
now include a 107,000 kw steam turbine
unit for a midwest utility and two complete new hydraulic turbine and generator
units for Hoover Dam. There's an order
for six 22,000 hp pumping motors for a
West Coast irrigation project, and another
for one of the largest power transformers
ever built. Rotary kilns up to 400 ft. in
length, gyratory crushers weighing 500
tons and 22 million volt Betatrons are all
products of these shops. So are delicate
electronic and control devices.
Allis-Chalmers designs and builds basic
machines for every major industry: steam
and hydraulic turbine generators, transformers and other equipment for the
electric power industries; crushers, grinding mills, rotary kilns, screens and other
machines for mining, ore processing, cement and rock products; flour mills and
oil extraction plants; electronic equipment; big pumps, motors, drives ••• to
name just a few.

Widest Choice
As you can see, Graduate Training Course
engineers at A-C can move in just about
any direction they choose-any industry,
any type of work from machine design,
research and product engineering to manufacturing, selling and installation.
The course is set up to allow students
plenty of chance to gain training and experience in the work they choose. There's
no reason to run into bottlenecks or deadend streets-for students help plan their
own courses, and are free to change their
plans as new interests, new opportunities,
present themselves.
Completed parts flow on a planned master
schedule from all parts of the great West
Allis Work s as this large turbine unit takes
form . This is a general view of a part of the
vast erection shop.

ALLIS-CHALME RS~
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee I, Wiscons/11

OCTOBER, 1950
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Engine Notes
In The News
A turbosupercharger which will enable piston-powered commercial airliners to fly non-stop from Chicago
to London with heavy payloads has been developed by
the General Electric Company.
The company's Aircraft Gas Turbine Divisions sa id
today that the new turbosupercharger makes possible
dra-m atic fuel savings, together with great power boosts,
whtn used with piston-powered engines of the latest design.
E . S. Tho:npson, manager of sales of the divisions.
described the comparatively small but powerful turbo designated the CH9- as a "significant advance in our
long history of turbosupercharger development."
Turbosuperchargers, pioneered by General Electric
and widely used by America's fighting planes in World
War II , are the devices which enable a irplane piston engines to "breathe" in the rarefied air of high altitudes.
Spun by the engine's exhaust, they compress the rarefied
air to sea level pressures before it enters the cylinders.
Thompson sa id the CH9 has undergone rigorous test
stand op~ration in combination with a Pratt and Whitney
R-4360-C piston engine. T ests have shown 32 per cent
more takeoff power, and a reduction of more than 20
per cent in fuel consumption is possible with this combination as compared with transport powerplants now in
use The comparison was made with the performance
of a powerplant consisting of a current production turbosupercharger, a BH-4, and a production R-4360 engine.
"This means that a powerplant of the new type can
fly an airplane over longer distances, at greater speeds and
with heavier payloads than any commercial powerplant
in service today, " Thompson comrrented.
General Electric engineers said the CH9 turbo supplies the engine with the highest airflow- 350 pounds a
minute- and under greater pressure- and more than six

times atmospheric- than a ny turbosupercharger yet developed.
The engineers said this has resulted from aerodynamic design improvements in the turbo and advanced
engine designs which permit opl·ration of the turbosupercharger under higher exhaust pressures than previously
possible.
The new turbosuperchargc r entirely eliminates the
conventio11<1 l geared s111wrcharger, or the impeller, operating off the engine shaft . Th< ·re a re no mechanical connect ions bl't wecn mgine and turbo. Development of a di rect cylinder fuel injection system for the R-4360 elim inated the major need for a geared supercharger which
is used to insure uniform fu<'I distribution to the cylinders.
Engineers said elimination of the geared supercharger not
only saves up tn 500 hp. pn•viously drawn from the piston engi ne. but abo mak!'s possible a more efficient
method of cooling the combu stion air going to the cylinders.
Thompson sa id airlinns equipJX'd with such pow erplan ts could fl y non-stop from Chicago to London. a
distance of 4000 miks. carry ing n<'arl y half as many passengers as are now loaded for Chicago to New York
fli ghts. Commerci;il t ransporb a rc unable to make such
fli ghts at prr-rnt. Neither can they fly non-stop from
New York to London with p rofitable payloads. G-E.
engineers said that with the new powerplants non-stop
trans-Atlantic flight s coulci be made at faster speeds
and with heavier payloads than is now possible by airliners
making two stops enroute.
General Electric pioneered development of turbosuperchargers when the late Dr. Sanford A. Moss proved
his first model in tests atop Pike's P eak in 191 8. During
World War II. General Electric produced nearly 200.000
turbos for American fighting planes. and licen!'-es built another 150,000 to C-E drsign .

• • •
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In Peace-In War!
N December 7, 1941, the Japs
O
launched their "surprise attack" on
Pearl Harbor ...
On June 25, 1950, the Reds launched
theirs on South Korea ...
And today, as in 1941, 1942 and
1943, it is the enemy's turn to be
surprised-

At the ready strength of our
competitive free - enterprise
industries ... at the speed of
their productive mobilization!
Socony-Vacuum, one of America's big
companies, geared to peacetime competition under the U. S. business system, has been steadily growing stronger
-looking ahead, plowing back-building for future needs.
And today in Petroleum this bigness
is coming in "handy" -vitalry handy as
our nation goes on a war footing.
For example,Socony-Vacuum'sworldwide producing facilities have more than
doubled-and refining capacity has
increased nearly 50% since 1942-big
build-up year of World War II.
Today, Socony-Vacuum has pledged
its all-out efforts to meet our military
and civilian needs. We believe the free
system which has enabled us to become
a big company, which makes our nation
the greatest in the world-is worth
serving and protecting to the limit of
our resources and abilities.

The Flying Red Horse Companies
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC., and Affiliates:

~

SOCONY·YACUUII

MAGNOLIA PETROLEUM COMPANY • GENERAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION

SERVES AMERICA-PROTECTS Al\lERICA !
BJ<;XESS ------OCTOBER, 1950
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Wear'in The Green
( Continued from Page 11 )

Pipe, itself, does not
have all the properties required of a true electrical conduit. But National Electric
processes a special steel pipe
into a real quality conduitSherarduct.

-/le/1.ed Mu/:
_/

Special high-grade steel is
Spe llerized-a kneading
process that produces fine,
even-textured steel.

2

Th e Sp e llerized s teel is
rolled into pipe, put through
the Scale-Free process and
pickled.

3

This specially treated pipe is
Sh e rardized-an exclusi ve
process of g alvanizin g th at
applies zinc to metal under
heat. This affords permanent
protection ag ainst rust.
A smooth " Shera-Solution"
enamel is baked into the
pores to gi ve acid-resistant
surfaces.

Then-and only then-do you
have Sherarduct, a true conduit . . . long lasting, easily
fished, rust proof, easily bent,
strong, easy to handle.
Sherarduct is only one of the
many outstanding products
made by National Electric-a
reliable source of supply for
your future electrical needs.

And don't forget the Column Guarding duties taken
care of by the Attendance and Discipline committee of
the Club. This is always a big event for the engineers
and the engineerinng alumni at Home Coming. The Missouri-mud coffee, the gallons and gallons of fine cider
and the dozens upon dozens of doughnuts that keep
the Column gua rds going throughout the Jong night must
be paid for by the Club treasury. Many fellows have
taken a Jong step towards Knighthood by collecting all
those double St. Pat hours after midnight on a Column
Gua rd detail.
One of the biggest and hardest working committees
of the Club is the Publicatiom Committee, whose principle duty is publishing the Shamrock. Each year, this
committee is supposed to get a fi xed percent of the membership dues of the Club. Actually, this percent is so
low that the club members, who get all issues of Missouri Shamrock, pay less than half the purchase price of
the magazine.
No small item in the E ngineers' Club budget is the
space we bu y in the Savita r so that pictures of the whole
Club can be included, by classes. And don't forget the
slide rule that the Club gives to the outstanding sophomore each Fall. Of course there are the other main events
of the yea r in the College of E ngineering- the Fall barbecue and the Christmas pa rt y a re sponsored and paid for by
your E ngine Club.
The program commi tte2 tries to present a series of
programs at the regu la r bu siness meetings of the Club
that are properly balanced between the educational and
the entertaining. It is recognized that the engineering
students look to their professional societ ies of their indiv idual branches of engineering for highl y technical and
specialized programs. So the technica l programs a t Club
meetings a re limited to those of interest to all di visions
of the profession. Since business meetings a re on Wednesday nights, consideration is taken to make the pro gr:cims att ractive to dates as well as engineers.
These a re some of the things that your E ngineers'
Club does for you besides putting on the biggest St. P at's
cel~bration in the world . Think it over and ask yourself
if this isn·t a real barga in . And then join the club. Oh ,
I'm sorry . I forgot that you're already a member. Well,
pass the word along and get a few others to join. It's
yom club, so take an active pa rt.

l'he Stein Clab
BEVERAGES ... SANDWICHES
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Photo by USAF Air Materiel Command

Glass face that can take a bath of fire
1be man you see here can wade into the hot-

test part of a gasoline or oil fire and stay to
put it out.
He is wearing the latest in fire-fighting
dress, developed by the Engineering Division Laboratories at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, in Dayton, Ohio.
Designing the suit-to protect the wearer
against heat up to 2000° Fahrenheit-was
a tough enough problem for Air Force scientists. But once they had solved this by
using layers of glass fabric, nylon, and metal
foil, the problem presented by the visor for
the fire-fighting suit was yet to be worked
out.

Was there a material transparent enough
to let the fire fighter see, yet fire-resistant
and fire-repellent enough to let him face up
to a 2000" Fahrenheit blaze?

OCTOBER, 1950

That question was put to Coming Glass
Works, and the answer was a fire fighter's
face made of Coming's Vycor Brand 96%
silica glass.
Two thin panels of 96% silica glass-the
Coming glass that can be heated till it glows
and then plunged into ice water without
breaking-are used to make the visor. And
their inner surfaces are coated with thin,
transparent films of gold.
This glass transmits cool, visible light,
allowing the fire fighter to see. The gold film
blocks the hot, invisible rays by reflecting
them outward. A small dead-air space between the glass panels prevents conduction
of heat through the glass from the hot,
burning gases.
We hope this special use for Corning's
96% silica glass will remind you that today

-because of Corning research-you can
use glass in many ways that you may never
have thought of before.
Throughout Industry, Corning means research in glass-research which has made
glass a material of practically limitless uses.
That's a good thing to remember when
you've finished college and started working.
Then, as you plan new products or processes,
we invite you to call on Corning before the
blueprint stage. Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York.
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partne rs in creatin g
f o r 81 y ea rs , leaders of the engi n eering profession
h ave made K & E products their partne rs i n creating
the techn ica l a chievement s of ou r a g e. K & E instrumen t s, drafti ng equipmen t a nd ma t erials-such as
the LEROYt Le tt ering equipmen t i n the picturehave thus played a par t in virtually every great
e n gineeri n g project in Amer ica .

world's f inest drowin g pencil

w1th

Genuine IMPORTED

CASTELL lead

nOW!

Why wait until you graduate?
Start using the Drawing Pencil
of the Masters today-smooth,
free -flow ing, grit-free CASTELL,
accurately graded in 18 unvarying tones of black,7Bto9H.
YOU CAN AFFORD CASTELLbecause it outlasts other pencils, hence is more economical.
In addition, you get the personal satisfaction of superior
craftsmansh i p that only
CASTELL gives. Unlike ordinary pencils, CASTELL sharpens to a needlepoint without
breaking.
Ask for CASTELL at your book
store . Don't allow yourself to
be talked into using a substitute. CASTELL is a life -time
habit for up-and-coming Engi-

t Reg . U. S. P~t. Off,

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN , N . J.
Ch icago • St. Lo uis • Detro it
San Franci sco • Los Angele s • Montre al

THE
BROWN
DERBY

THIS

·-·• •

SPACE

Full Line
of
Pipes and Tobaccos

AT

·-·

••

LIBERTY

116 South Ninth
Phone 5409
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Chemical Engineer
( Continued from Page 14)

costs, increasing production rates, improving the capacity
of existing equipment-and so on, ad infinitum. And
last, but by no means least, he gains the experience of
working intimately with people, from those of managerial
and supervisory stature to the lowliest chemical operator
From the latter, let it be said, may come the most important lessons of all!
The first field, and probably the one most often selected, is that of production, or plant operation. Here
the chemical engineer actually takes a first-hand part in
carrying out those steps which are used to define his
profession-"operatio ns in which matter undergoes a
change in state." Here, indeed, he "learns to live with
ceaseless change," since process improvement and better
products are his constant beacons. The practical application of the tools of his profession reaches a high point
in plant operation and production.
Another field, constantly open to those whose bent
lies in the direction of exploration into the unknown, is
research and development. Every industry depends for
its future on the research into new fields carried out
today. Basic chemical engineering research, or applied,
requires the best thinking of which we are capable in
order that the tools with which we operate, and the
means by which we produce may be the most efficient
and effective available.
To those who do not feel the urge for research,
chemical engineering design offers one of the most fascinating fields of endeavor that could fall to anyone.
Here, however, one must first gain experience in plant operation, production, and maintenance in order that a
thorough understanding of "what makes it tick" can be
applied to process equipment in an integrated unit. This
experience plus the basic data on the unit operations derived from research, provide the background for a design

engineer. I know of no thrill more satisfying than to
see a plant that one has designed, producing the product
for which it was constructed.
For the chemical engineer who, after looking over the
results of his "apprenticeship,'" feels an interest in sales,
there lies the field of technical sales work or sales development as it is sometimes termed. The constant improvement in production, the constant development of
new products would lead nowhere were people not told
of these new things, and instructed in the ways for their
further use. The sales organization with the technical
sales development engineer in the van must see that the
prospective user is made aware of the products and that
his factories are instructed in their properties and methods of utilization. Such activities play a large part in
chemical industry's progress, and offer to those chemical
engineers with a bent for such activities a tremendously
interesting field of achievement.
Again, to those whose ability and personality point
to the administrative activities, the chemical industry
provides opportunities that-again quoting FORTUNE
magazine-"have bred some of the best managerial brains
in the U.S." And there is no reason for this process
to break down at this stage in its development. While
one might think that progress in administrative duties
must necessarily entirely submerge the further development of professional technical competence, it has been
the writer's experience that this is not necessarily so, I
am happily acquainted and associated with many whose
professional competence has continued to increase even
as their administrative duties required more and more of
their time. As maturity and experience build professional
competence, added administrative duties tend to establish a philosophy of life that places them in the enviable
position of the Consultant, whose views are sought by all,
which might well be a goal for all good chemical engineers.

Two Names
You Can Depend On

EDGAR'S
• Easy to clean - automatic
oven and burner lighting-every
\]:...- cooking feature you'd want!

{Cn')

Ubtral

trade-I■

- easy ter111

EDGIIB'S
OCTOBER, 1950

Maytag
•••
Phone 7404
1013 East Broadway
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( Continued from Page 18)

"Let's play pony express."
"What's that? I never heard of it."
"Oh. it's the same as postoffice only with more
horsing around."

"My uncle was wrecked on a desert island with ,,25
girls and whey they found him he was nearly d~d.
"From exposure?" "No, from pulling down the distress
signals the girls kept putting up."

•

•

THE E .E. WHISKEY TEST
Connect 20,000 volts D .C. across a pint of the fluid.
If the current jumps it, the product is poor.
If the current causes a precipitation of lye, tin, arsenic,
iron, slag and alum, the whiskey is fair.
If the liquor chases the current back into the generator, it's dam good stuff.

.

.

Many is the wolf who made a monkey of himself
by grabbing the wrong limb.

•

•

•

Girls when they went out to swim
Once dressed like Mother Hubl.Jard.
Now they have a bolder whim
And dress more like her cupboard.

•

English Prof : "Define conscience."
Coed: "Conscience is the one thing that hurts when
everything else feels good."

. 32
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I could find my way blindfolded.

...

A man was looking for a present for his wife, and
one of the pretty sales girls at the lingerie counter said :
"Could I interest you in silk pajamas?"
He promptly replied : "You sure could, but let's get
that present first."

h "'"'!'". , -•:,~

Stop worrying!

We wonder why the iceman smiles so,
When his glance happens to meet
The sign : "Please drive slow ;
The child in the street
May be yours, you know."

Saucy Suzy knew that he
Was not the last fish in the sea.
But she discovered-all too late
That she was not the only bait.

:::i.;....--·

------
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I bought my girl some garters.
At the five and ten,
She gave them to her mother ;
That's the last I'll see of them.

<-"

He: "I love you so terribly. "
She : "That's O.K., you 'll improve."

""

Then there was the fellow who crossed carrier pigeons
with parrots so that when lost they could ask how to
get home .

•

My girl is like a discontinuous integral, she has no
limit.

THAT'S ALL FOLKS.
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

'R10tography ean make ihis page

small

IT'S DONE WITH MICROFILM MAGIC

T

INY AS IT IS, the little rectangle above is
this page in black and white-as it appears
on micro£lm. Everything there, condensed to a
mere spot, but ready to be brought back full size
with all its features intact. For photography can
reduce tremendously without losing a detail.
As a business or pro-f essional man, you can utilize
photography's reducing ability in any of many
important ways.
You can utilize it to save space ... to speed
reference. With Recordak microfilming, you can
"debulk" £les 99%... keep the records at hand for
quick viewing, full size, in a Recordak Reader.
You can utilize photography to make sales presentations more complete, more resultful. With

motion pictures, you can "pack" a plow, a plant, a
whole process into a small can of £Im ... travel it
where you will, show it off "large as life" and much
more dramatically.
Only a suggestion ... this ... of what photography can do because it is able to condense. And
because it has many other unique characteristics
as well, photography is becoming an increasingly
important tool all through science, business, and
manufacturing.
Whenever you want to improve methods of
recording, measuring, testing, teaching, or countless other functions, be sure to consider the unusual abilities and advantages of photography.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4 , N. Y.

Functional Photography
- is advancing business and industrial techn ics~
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YEARS
of General Electric Research
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What Happens When 150,000,000 People Say:

I''

II
THE STORY OF OIL

OLO~EL

Edwin Drake's oil well, drilled in 1859,

C produced only 20 barrels dail y ...

But it gave peo ple a taste of the benefit s of petrole um-and a great industry was off to a Hying start!
The first drilling rigs-first refining equipmentwe re adequate for that early demand.
But invention of the automobile, airplane, Diesel
engine and other great machines in turn demanded
great invention in oil-and old-fashioned equipment
gave way to scientific research laboratories , modern
refineries, pipelines, tankers and tank cars.

•

Each year demand made th em bigger and better!
Toda y, thousands of oil compa nies with oil fields,
refin eri es, bulk plants, service stations and costcutting transp ortation systems-deli ver over 1,840,000,000 barrels of p etroleum yearl y-meet U. S.A.'s
demands for i;alue in oil.
And, today, the responsibilities of Socony-Vacuum,
one of the oldest companies in the industry, are constantly mounting . . .
Unprecedented deman d for pe troleum produ cts
calls for expansion in every phase of our efficient,
coordinated operation ...
46,400 indep endent "small" businessmen must be
kept competitii;e-supplied with what it takes to
provide a big m one y's u;orth for you-a good living
for the mselves.
\1/hen 150,000,000 Ameri cans say, "I u;ant," it takes
businesses of all sizes to deliver!

DEMAND DETERMINES BIGNESS
The Flying Red Horse Companies
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC. • MAGNOLIA Pls'TROLEUM CO. • GENERAL PETROLEUM CORP.

R. E. Sugg, B .S . in M .E., George Washington U niversity , 1948, doing mechanical research to imp rove m ach ine design . H is
optical- slit m icroscope measures surface
scratches as fin e as 20 millionths of an inch .

AT DU PONT THEY FIGURE IMPORTANTLY IN MANY FIELDS

Studying product development in a rotary dryer
are: H. J . Kamack, B.S. in Ch.E. , Georgia

Institute of Technology, 1941 ; and F . A .
Gluckert, B .S . in Ch.E., Penn State , 1940.

ECAUSE

Du Pont is a chemical

B company, you might expect most
of its technical men to be chemists.

Actually, there are more engineers
than chemists at Du Pont. In each of
the ten manufacturing departments
there is important work for men
trained in chemical, mechanical,
electrical, metallurgical and other
branches of engineering.
These departments operate much
as independent units with their own
research, development, production
and sales staffs. In their resi,ective
fields, they do fundamental and applied research on both processes and
products. Sometimes engineers participate in the early stages of a project. More often, however, they enter
the picture when the project has
moved to the point where commercial production is considered. They
see it through the pilot plant and
eemi-works stages and assemble data
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Checking component for machine used to fini sh

R. l. Stearns, B .S. inCh.E ., Yale,1949 ;andH.

rolls to high degree of precision : Donald F .
Miller, B .S . in M .E.,Lehigh, 1950; andAlbert
W.G. Ervine, M .S. in M.E., Michigan, 1950.

P eterson, B.S. in Ch.E. , Northeastern University, 1942, checking a multi-stage carbon-monoxide compressor used for making methanol.

necessary for the full-scale plant.
Even after manufacturing has begun, development work is continued
to standardize and improve the process. Normally, engineers whose main
interest is production and plant operation take over when the works
stage is reached.
Engineers on the technical sales
staffs help maintain contact between
Du Pont and its customers. They
present data on new products and
guide customers in process development and similar problems. They
also use their technical knowledge in
making surveys of possible markets
for the Company's products.
In addition to the manufacturing
groups, the Du Pont Engineering
Department-a central staff organization-requires engineers with many
types of training. This Department
carries on its own program of fundamental and applied research. It also

makes site investigations, lays out
and designs new plants and laboratories for the manufacturing departments. It serves them in research on
process development, on materials
of construction and on methods of
measurement and control.
Yes, engineers figure importantly
at Du Pont. Through their teamwork
with chemists, physicists and other
trained personnel, the Du Pont Company produces its "Better Things for
Better Living ... through Chemistry."
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
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Entertainin11, Informative-Listen to "Cavalcade of
America," Tuesday Ni11hts, NBC Coast to Coast
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Newsworthy Notes

for Engineers

How lo make 16

at the cost of 1...
These odd looking little gadgets, called "pawls,"
go into high speed telephone dials used by Bell
System operators.
Until recently, pawls (like the black one) were
made of molded rubber with a steel pin for the shaft.
They did their job well and lasted a long time. But
Western Electric engineers decided to try to make
them at a lower shop cost.
The engineers came up with an idea - mold the
pawl, pin and all-in one piece of nylon. They made
some samples-tested them thoroughly-found the
nylon pawls would last as long and perhaps even
longer in service. Bell Telephone Laboratories tested
them-and approved. So Western Electric engineers
tackled the production problems - designed new
machinery for molding pawls in one piece. It wasn't

easy - because all dimensions had to be controlled
with extreme accuracy. But today the new nylon
pawls are being made in quantities-sixteen of them
for the cost of one of the old type!
This story of cost reduction-and there are scores
of others like it - shows one way that Western
Electric engineers help to keep down the cost of
equipment produced for Bell Telephone companies
and, therefore, the cost of service to telephone users.

SYSTEM SINCE 1 8 8 2 - - - - - - - - ~

Entineerint problems are many and varied at
West.,.,, Electric, where manufacturint telephone
ett•iJ>ment for the Bell System is the primary job.
E111inttr1 of man, kinds-electrical, mechanical,
2

industrial, chemical, metallurtical-are constantly working to devise and improve machi,us
and processes for Production of highest f•alit,
communications efuipment.
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

A nother page for
How to help a gearmotor
take care of its teeth
To minimize wear on the teeth and to insure
smooth, quiet operation, reduction gears in motors
like this must be held in perfect mesh, no matter
what the load. That's one reason why engineers
mount the gear shafts on Timken®tapered roller
bearings. Timken bearings hold the shafts in accurate alignment. Gears are kept perfectly positioned,
with each tooth meshing smoothly and carrying
its full share of the load.

Gears mesh smoothly,
wear longer, with shafts
on TIMKEN®bearings
Here is a typical gear-case countershaft showing
a common method of mounting Timken bearings.
Due to the line contact between the rolls and races,
Timken bearings give the shaft maximum support.
There's less chance of deflection under load. The
tapered bearing design takes both radial and thrust
loads in any combination. End-movement of the
shaft is kept to a minimum. Gears wear longerwork better.

TIMKEN
f ■ .t.01 - MA I II'.

110. U. I.

~.u .

0,,.

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS

Want to learn more
about bearings?
Some of the important engineering problems
you'll face after graduation will involve bearing
applications. If you'd like to learn more about
Timken bearings and how engineers use them,
write today to The Timken Roller Bearing Company,
Canton 6, Ohio. And don't forget to clip this page
for future reference.

---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------

NOT JUST A BALL O NOT JUST A ROLLER

a::)

BEARING TAKES RADIAL ~ AND THRUST -()- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
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OulwarJ
In these days of modern technology and advancing civilization there
seems to be a growing tendency of inward thinking by many of us who consider ourselves educated and fairly intelligent. Many of us have ceased
altogether to think of other people or causes in our never ending struggle for
position, security or riches . The stock answer, " What's in it for me?" is becoming altogether too familiar where people or situations other than those
which dire ctly touch our lives are concerned. The burden of carrying on the
non-rewarding tasks tends to fall more and more upon the shoulders of those
who are already carrying more than their share of tr.e burden, those of th-a
outward thinkers . These people who are doing more than their share are
the real leaders of the world. It is not unusual that these outward thinkers
become the leaders in community affairs, state and national government as
well as the business world, rather it would be unusual if they did not.
Outward thinking does not develop suddenly, nor is it a gift or talent.
Outward thinking is the product of living, of being interested in other things
besides ones self. It consists of wanting to be of value, or of service where
service is needed and there seems to be no one to step in and help out. Outward thinking in the process of service develops a precicus trait that no successful man can be without, that of a sense of responsibility. It is no accident
that most great and successful me n down through history had a definite sense
of responsibility to themselves, to their communities and to the people
around them. One of the greatest men the world has ever known developed
this trait early in life . Abraham Lincoln, as any one 0! his many biographies
clearly illustrates, became an outward thinker very early in life. He was
known as a champion of lost causes, a man who had a deep and sincere
sense of responsibility to his fellow men, his community and his country.
The world today, more than ever before, needs the outward thinker.
The man who, seeing the need, will step in and take up the burden for the
pure satisfaction of knowing he has helped out in his own way. This man
is the true leader; he never waits for someone else to step in, nor does he
attempt to tell others to do something he is unwilling to do himself. Rather
he is the man of few words and of direct, whole hearted action in the task he
has chosen as his own. In this man there is the spark of greatness from which
leaders are made.
J. A . B.
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PRESENTING THE FACULTY

DR. FRANK D. OLDHAM

Happily enough, it now appears that graduating engineers aren't going to have much difficulty in finding
jobs for several years to come. So far as present seniors
are concerned, this did not appear to be the case until
the Korean trouble began. Until then it seemed that
the great postwar demands of large industries were over
and that more openings elsewhere must be sought for engineers. Considerable thought was given to this by engineering faculties and organizations and definite steps
were taken to "sell" both the graduate and certain groups
of concerns to each other. The concerns involved were
those that have not ordinarily sought to hire engineers
simply because they have not been convinced of the advantages of doing so. A corresponding lack of interest in
such concerns has been common among the graduates.
Now good reasons exist at any time tor going ahead
with this "selling" job. The individual graduate might
well look around his home town or his state for opportunities that might be very good though none too obvious.
Almost any sort of concern that processes, or manufactures,
or constructs, or services might be a fine prospect. Many
a small outfit is actually or potentially a well-paying
one. Many offer great opportunities for personal achievement within moderate lengths of time. Many offer the
possibility of leading an unusually full life as combination
Many offer the
engineer-administrator-businessman.
chance to learn how to go into business for oneself within comparatively few years.
Some graduates are doubtless marked by destiny
for small concerns and some for large, but most are
adaptable to either. Bright opportunities exist in both,
as examples prove, and both should be considered. The
die need not be considered irrevocably cast upon entering
large industry, for experience gained there might prove

6

a wonderful selling point later for the smaller.
Points of particular importance to the new gradu ate approaching the small concern need emphasis. Don't
"oversell" yourself. Engineering schools offer education of great general value; they offer fine foundations on
which to build great general competence. Their graduates have learned scientific and engineering fundamentals
of invaluable general application. They have learned
by example and by practice to approach problems . in
soundly analytical fashion, and to find some solution
whether by calculation, or careful observation, or designed experiment, or skillful trial-and-error, as may be
possible. They are in a wonde1 ful position to grasp,
and to learn, and to progress-but they are not yet fullfledged engineers, and nothing but adverse reaction could
result from misrepresentation.
So, let them go in for what they are. Let them go
in as apt and willing learners, as novices of great promise. Let them go in with real respect for the knowledge
of those already there, and eager to acquire it. Let them
make it plain that they know they have "catching-up"
to do and mean to do it. Let thfm go in "to learn the
business" and with no promises of miracles. They have
something that should prove wonderful enough in the
long run, and the praise and the 1ewards will be lasting
when the results are in.

DR. F. D. OLDHAMBy FREDERIC H. LEVIEN, M.E. 'SJ
"Those who can do, those who can't teach." At
least that was the way the late George Bernard Shaw
felt about the situation. However, had GBS met Dr.
Frank D. Oldham, Professor of Chemical Engineering at
the University of Missouri, he'd have realized the futility of trying to prove his witticism.
In his 19 years since his graduation from Tenn. State
with a BS in Chemistry, Dr. Oldham has rolled up a
record of achievements that he can most assuredly be
proud of.
After leaving Tenn. State he went on to the University of Tennessee where he obtained his MS in Chemistry in 1933. After leaving school, Frank D. Oldham
sought employment in his chosen field.
In November, 1933, he began working with the
Chemical Engineering Division of the Tenn. Valley Authority at Knoxville, Tenn. He did a great deal of research resulting in joint authorship of five publications
on Phosphates. He remained with TV A till December
1936, at which time he started working for the General
Chemical Corp. of Edgewater, N. J. He worked out
plant performance and control studies. Remaining with
this company for only half a year, he returned to TV A
( Continued on Page 20)
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Diesel
Operation
By JAMES M. CROMER, M.E. 'S1

The purpose of this article is to give the reader a few
of the basic operating principles of the diesel engine. The
diesel engines now in operation today may be modified
to a greater degree than that to be described in this
article, but these engines still carry with them the ideas
now to be mentioned.
A cross section of a typical di£sel engine is illustrated in Figure I. This engine is composed of a fuel
injection pump, a pre-combustion chamber and the main
combustion chamber.
The fuel pumping system is composed of two units ;
one is the primary pump, the other is the injector pump.
The purpose of the primary pump is to filter and deliver
sufficient fuel to the working plunger in the injection
pump. The duties of the working plunger consists of delivering the right amount of fuel at the right time to
fach cylinder. To assist the plunger in timing the distribution of fuel, numerous timing mechanisms have been
~esigned. Usually there is but one metering plunger to
jleliver the fuel under pressure to the distributing valves
(3) where it is distributed to each cylinder.
There are two ways in which the fuel may enter
the cylinder; (1 ) direct injection, ( 2) pre-combustion.
The first method is to raise the pressure within the cyUnder until the peak pressure is reached, about 5° before
top dead center, and then inject the fuel by means of a
rtozzle into the cylinder. The second method is achieved
~ introducing a pre-combustion chamber in which the
fµel is partially burned and then forced out of the chamlier, by reason of the design of the chamber and the ex Jjlosive force of combustion, into the cylinder of the
ertgine. Once in the cylinder, additional combustion is
ol,tained by the high pr~sure and temperature, since the
piston is approaching top dead center. The nozzle used
' injecting the fuel into the pre-combustion chamber is
fdr
of the spring loaded type. To prevent sticking of the
v,t]ve in the nozzle, the valve is opened in the direction
ot' the incoming fuel. These nozzles are usually attached
to the pre-combustion chamber at an angle of 45°, or 90°.
~ direct injection method offers better fuel economy
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Sectional view shows the various aperatiom of the
McCormick-Deering Pre-Combustion Engine (7) precombustion chamber (5) & (6) injector (1, 2, S, 4,
8, 9) pump system.

than the pre-combustion chamber type, but is subjected
to accumulation of carbon and dirt to clog the fine spray
holes of the nozzle. The volume of the pre-combustion
chamber is usually 35% of the: total volume above the
piston when it is at dead center. The pre-combustion
chamber design offers the use of a wider variation in
fuel quality due to higher temperature and better mixture of the fuel and air in the pre-chamber.
The piston in a pre-combustion chamber diesel must
be designed to withstand the high temperature of the
gases that impinge upon it from the pre-chamber. To reduce the cost of a piston made of an alloy that would
withstand these sudden temperature rises, the piston
is designed to reflect these hot gases to other parts of
the cylinder. This may be accomplished by giving a concave surface rather than a flat surface to the piston. In
the direct injection diesel, a flat surface may be used
since the ttemperature of combustion ia leaa than that
of the pre-combustion diesel engine.
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This Is The Turbo-Jet
By ROBERT C. SANFORD, E.E. '53

TURBO-JETS ARE HOT STUFF
IN MORE WAYS THAN ONEPOWERING TOMORROW'S AIRCRAFf TODAY!
All of us know that gases will expand when heated.
This is the principle of the internal combustion engine,
where the expanding gases force the piston out of the
cylinder and this in tum drives a connecting-rod which
drives the crankshaft in a rotary motion. If the expanding gases were allowed to drive a turbine to provide rotary motion without the intermediate steps, friction would
be reduced and efficiency would be improved.

Rotary motion provided by some means is used to

because of its previous compression. The net result is that
the air being forced away from the propellor is movin~
faster than the air in front of it. giving a motive power
or thrust over and above that of the threading action of
the propellor.
If the propellor is enclosed in a tunnel. with the airflow confined and ejected at the rear in a small stream,
this effect is more pronounced, and the propellor is more
efficient because there are less losses at the tips. The
added thrust thus gained is quite large and was tried
effectively in the Italian Stipa plane with a hollow barrel-like fuselage and the propellor in the center.
We now have two ideas to consider. First. the force
exerted by heated gases expanding which may be used
to drive a reciprocating engine or a rotary turbine.

Sec-

This propellor is what

ond, the fact that air turbulence and compression due to

its name implies. and actually "screws" its way through

a rotating propellor gives a greater thrust than that due

the air, pulling or pushing the plane along with it. Since

to the propellor alone.

the air is agitated and compressed in passing by the propellor, it has increased in temperature and is expanding

ideas in some way, the result should be a very much improved source of motive power.

tum a propellor or airscrew.
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If we could combine these two
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All of us have blown up a toy balloon and released
it, while we watched its dizzy gyrations. The jet of air
from the neck of the balloon forces the balloon in the
opposite direction. Any jet produces a force or thrust in
the direction opposite to the jet. The back-flaring exhaust
stacks on some planes produce enough jet-thrust to add
several miles per hour to the plane's speed. The cooling
radiator on liquid-cooled engines sucks in the air, heats
it while cooling the engine, and ejects it at the rear, giving
enough jet-thrust to offset the drag introduced by the
radiator.
Group Captain Frank Whittle of the R. A. F . began
experiments in 1933 and his first successful engine along
these lines ran in 1937. An experimental plane was
made by the Gloster Aircraft Co., Ltd. in England, and
this plane flew using the Whittle engine in May 1941.
The U. S. Army Air Forces received full information on
the engine and plane in July, and by September of the
same year General Electric received some sample engines and began experimentation. Today, we have several excellent turbo-jets available that compare very favorably with those of other countries. One manufacturer
in the U. S. has an experimental model of a small jet
engine using a driveshaft to be used in automobiles, and
a few experiments have been made in seagoing craft.
Whittle's original engine was the prototype of the
turbo-jets of today, with a few variations. It contained
a high speed rotary compressor of the centrifugal type, a
combustion chamber, and a gas driven turbine in the
jet-exhaust tailpipe to power the compressor. Air entered
the compressor at its center and was forced to the outer
edge by centrifugal force and the radial vanes. This
highly compressed air was picked up and fed through
a helical diffuser chamber to control the speed of the
air, into a combustion chamber. The air entered this
chamber through several orfices producing a venturi
effect on the fuel that helped to suck it along with the air.
The air was already heated due to the rapid compression; the fuel ignited in a manner i:imilar to that of a
diesel engine, and the gases from the burning fuel were
added to the air as well as heating it still further. This
mass of compressed gases was allowed to pass over the

Eleven stage axial flow compressor
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Figure 8.--Cutaway of the double annular combustion chamber. Air from the compressor first passes
into the diffuser ( 1) , a stainless-steel fabrication,
where it is divided into three annular streams. The
air then flows radially through both walls of both annular spaces that comprise the combustion area. The
other index numbers, reading clockwise around the
photo, are as follows: (2) the outer screen; (8) liner;
(4) housing; (5) No. 8 bearing supply tube; (6) No. 2
bearing supply tube; (7) oil-supply boss; (8) compressor diffuser cone; (9) inner fuel manifold; (10) inner
screen; and (11) fuel nozzle.

turhine blades through an orfice and on through the tailpipe to produce the thrust.
The jet of exhaust gases uses part of its power in
turning the turbine, hence the name turbo-jet, and this
in tum drives the compressor through a driveshaft. In
some designs, successive turbines utilize practically all
of the energy of the jet, and the driveshaft is used with
a propellor in the conventional manner.
Later designs have included several combustion
chambers located radially about the turbine for increased
power, and some have made the compression chamber into
one single radial hot-spot, which amounts to an infinite
number of radially located chambers. Although early
designs leaned strongly to the well-designed and wellunderstood centrifugal compressor, the trend is now toward axial-flow compressors using several consecutive
seta of compressor blades which cuts down the frontal
area and drag. Designs vary only slightly, as the choice
of compressor is limited to the centrifugal or axial types
and the combustion chamber to "Straight-through" or
reverse feed. The centrifugal types are comparable in
size and shape to a standard radial engine and the axial
flow types to a standard in-line engine.
The usable thrust of a turbo-jet is determined by
the difference in momentum between the entering air
and the total mass of exhaust gases. Momentum is ·mass
times velocity and a large mass moving slowly may have
( Continued on Page 23)
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THE TRANSFORMER
our silent servant

The three Westinghouse transformers shown on the
cover are part of the installation at TVA's Wheeler Dam.
Each is an oil-insulated, self-cooled, single-phase, 60
cycle transformer, of 24,000 KVA capacity and operating on 154,000/ 13,400 volt circuits. These silent workmen are truly the wonder of the century. Others may rave
about the atom-bomb, the jet-plane, radar, etc., but the
wonders of the modern electrified world depend almost
exclusively on the seldom lauded transformer.
Were we dependent on direct current for electrical
powrr, we would still be in the dark ages, with no pun
intended. Nearly all our electrical marvels are due to
the fact that the transformer allows us to bring into our
homes this electric power at safe voltages, while at
the same time allowing transmission over long distances
with low power loss. Electrical power is calculated by
using Ohm's law, and is the re;;istance of the line or load
under consideration times the ~quare of the current. At
the same time. it is calculated by the voltage times the
current, ( This is not quite true in AC circuits. but with
unity power factors. is reasonably close. ) If we have
the choice between transmittin!,1; power over distances at
high voltage and low current, or low voltage and high
current. we choose the former. The power lost in the
line between the generator and the load depends on the
square of the current and obviously it will be less under the
first set of conditions.

If we then use DC at these high voltages, we can only
get it down to reasonably safe voltages for our homes by
using dropping resistances. Tht power lost in these
resistors will be more than w;_• arc using and the cost
will be excessive. If we use the same high voltage on our
transmission Jines, but use AC in stead of DC, we simply
insert a transformer at the end of the line and drop the
voltage to whatever value W(• please, with practieully
no loss .
As the name signifies. a transformer is a power
transforming dev ice. We apply a hi!l;h voltage to the
primary or input winding and get out of the secondary
or Joa::! winding any lower voltage that we wish. Orwe may reverse the procedures as is done at power stations, and change a low voltage to a higher voltage. In
either case. the power used by the load circuit is the same
as that drawn by the primary circuit from the line, except for losses in the transformer itself. The loss due
to hysteresis in the iron core and eddy currents within
the laminations of the core remain constant for any load,
while the losses in the windings due to current flow vary
with load . The sum of these lo$ses is still very, very
small compared with the values of power handled by
the transformer, and the efficiency is usually around 98
to 99 percent. Try to ~atch that with any other piece
of equipment handling power!
Another nice feature about transformers is that they
are completely and automatically >'elf-regu lating. Except
for negligible losses, a transforrr,er may be connected to a
line with no load on the secon::lary and it will draw no
current from that line. This is common practice with
doorbells, where the transformer is permanently connect ed and the load is only applied when the button is pushed.
When a load is applied, the transformer will draw from the
line just enough power to take care of the load and its
own losses, and no more. This is in sharp contrast to
a DC circuit at a voltage lower than the line. where most
of the power used is lost in the dropping resistance, and
where it is impossible to Taise the load voltage above
that of the line. DC voltages may be raised by a motordriven generator of some sort. but this is a machine with
much less efficiency than that of a transformer. As a
last resort. as is done in car-radios. the DC may be interrupted by a vibrator and feel to a transmormer. where
the pulses of DC will act like AC and we can get a high
voltage output from the Iran sf armer.

The power factor of a transformer on a small load
is very low, due to the inductance of the primary windinf,!.
As the load is increased to the rated capacity in KVA
or volt-amperes. thr powrr-factor increases and approaches 100 percent. An inductive load helps this effect by
reflecting a capacitive rrastancl· back into the primar~:.
From this we see that it is desirable to operate a transformer at or nrar its rated output. where its powerfactor is highest and where the effect of the losses is
least. J,'(ivin!,'( hiRhrst efficiency.
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ENGINE CLUB NEWS
The first meeting of this month was held in the
Library Auditorium on Wednesday, November first.
Despite the small turnout many policies were discussed.
The main part of the evening was spent in discussing
the Queen policy. No decision was made and the questio:i was tabled for four weeks until further information
can be obtained. This is a very imp:>rtant policy that
the Engineer's Club will probably continue for many
years. There was also a heated discussion on the orchestra
we should hire for the St. Pat's Ball. Many felt that
local talent should be hired, while others wanted to find
someone new within a radius of one hundred miles. A
committee was appointed to look into the possibilities of
finding an orchestra within one hundred miles. Bill
Wilson was organizing a football team to beat those
Shysters. Rumor is that the Shysters have a few Big
Varsity men working out with them. We know how
rumors go. The game will be held on the first or second
Saturday in December. If when you read this, the game
hasn't been played, get the H- out there and play.
If you can't play, you can give your moral support.
Let's beat those Shysters. Magee started the discussion
about closing St. Pat's Ball. From there it was tossed
around from one to the other. We finally decided to
close St. Pat's Ball. Just remember-if you weren't there
at this meeting and you disagree with the decisions arrived
at, your vote might have swung the decision. The meeting closed after Bill Bornemann announced the entertainment for the next three months.
The next meeting of the month was held on Wednesday night, November fifteenth. Tom Magee made
a report on St. Pat's ~!:_d. He said that interviews
would be held on November thirtieth for admission to
the Board.
The subject of an orchestra for St. Pat's Ball was
brought up. After considering cost and availability, it
was voted unanimously to obtain Gene Beckman and
his Orchestra for the Ball.
Magee discussed plans for the Christmas Party. The
party will be held on December sixteenth. He told of
NOVEMBER, . 1950

the various activities that will be included in the party.
The new activities will include shooting gallery. Admission will be according ( by a formula unknown to us
now) to the sum of the couple's weight. Tom is looking
for people to help decorate the preceding Friday and
that Saturday morning. St. Pat hours will be awarded.
Double St. Pat hours will be awarded for working during
the dance and helping clean up. Here's a chance to rack
up a few extra hours. See Tom Magee.
The October issue of the Shamrock was distributed.
Report on the progress of the football practice was
given by Ken Reichert. He still needs about ten big
me:i. We have to beat those Shysters.
The speaker for the evening was G. C. Roush, Vice
President of the National Society of Professional Engineers. The theme of his talk was the recognition of engineering as a profession by the public. Mr. Roush outlined plans and projects to bring this situation before the
public. Among those plans discussed was the relationship of the engineer and the Armed Services. Roush explained that the N .S.P.E. was attempting to have the
Armed Services recognize the engineer as a trained
technician and in time of national emergencies, these
capabilities would be put to use rather than have the
engineer enter the Armed Services as a Buck Private.
Mr. Roush declared it was solely up to the engineers
to consolidate their organizations into one unit in order
that their representation may be felt as the voice of the
entire profession.
A.I.Ch.E.
Work, Energy, Length, Centigrade, Ohms, Mass,
Emissivity. Yes, WELCOME to all you engineers from
last year and WELCOME to you new comers to the
College of Engineering at the University of Mi880Uri.
For those of you who are Chemical engineers, let
me introduce you to the American Institute of Oiemical
Engineers. The student chapter of the A.I.Ch.Fi. is
of the active engineering organization on the campus.
During the past year, ~e members of the student chap.

one

(Continu,d on Pag, 18)
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Engine Highligh t1
(Left)
The Douglas Skyrocket, one of three
supersonic jet jlanes built to penetrate
the sonic barrier, and explore the realm
supersonic speeds.

The Douglas Sky-

rocket was one of the first jet planes.
pass the speed of sound.

(Below)
The F 86 A undergoing a series of
test flights to compile material on high
speed flight and stability.

12
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in The Air

(Above)
A typical example of a turbo-jet engine with a geared propellor. This
type of engine is used on commercial
airliners instead of regular thrust-type
jets, where 1-ower speeds are desired.

(Right)
Developed as a high altitude interceptor the XF-85 Parasite is powered
by a single Westinghouse J-34 turbojet engine capable of 3,000 pounds
thrust. Designed f.or the air force to
operate from the bomb bays of the
giant B-36, the Parasite in effect is
the personal fighte1· escort of the
bomber from which it is launched.

NOVEMBER, 1950
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BULLARNEY
"Now Gentlemen," said the President of the Dimples
Baby Bottle Co. "We have 50,000 of these feeding bottles
on hand and the company expects you to go out and
create a demand."

...

Maybe the reason older people are more quiet than
younger people is because they have a lot more to be quiet
about.

...

Prof: "Why don't you answer when I call your
name?"
Jack Harvey: "I nodded my head."
Prof.: "You don't expect me to hear the rattle all the
way up here, Do you?"

"'
"'
"'

Two little rabbits got lost m the woods and had a
hare-raising experience.
Vic: "Do you know what good clean fun is?"
Mic : "No, what good is it?"

IJy

A/dag

A sophomore engineer starc'Cl into the mirror and
noting his bloodshot eyes. swore up and down never to
enter a bar again . "That television is ruining my eyes."

"'

A Long Island Potato married a Idaho potato and
eventually had a little sweet potato The little one flourished and in due time, announced to its parents that it
wanted to marry Gabriel Heattr. "But you can 't marry
Gabriel Heater" declared the parents, "He's just a commentator!"

"'

Lady: "Doesn't that little boy swear terribly? "
Another little boy: "Yes·m he sho do. He don't
put no expression in it at all. "

"'

Coroner: "And what were your husbands last words,"
Widow : " He said , 'I don't see how they can make
any profit at a dollar a quarf. "

"'
"'
"'

Papa Robin returned to his nest and proudly announced that he had made a deposit on a new Buick.
She: "Where did you learn to kiss like that?"'
He: "I eat spaghetti."
Herbie came to the city and got a job as a janitor
in a girl's Dorm and was given a pass key to every room
in the place. The following week the Dean ran across
him. Said the Dean, "Why didn't you pick up your
pay check in my office last week?"
Little Herb: "What, do I get paid. too?' '

A typical law student lay in the hot sun. The flies
nearly covered his face, for his skin was too thick, and
besides he was too lazy to raise his hand and shoo them
off. So it went for a time until a hornet lit among the
flies and stung the student's nose. At this he swiped
his palm over his entire head, $aying impatiently, "Since
some of you can't behave, you all must git off."

...

She : "Would you kiss me if I told you not to?"
He : "Yes!"
She : "Oh, goodic, I can do what Mother told me."

...

The reason for the amber light on traffic signals has
finally been revealed : It gives the Scotchmen a chance
to start their engines.

...

Some guys are so lucky that they can take a penny
to class and still get a 97 on 3 true false quiz.
14

"'

STOP SINNER! Do you think a glass of that vile
brew will quench your thirst?
"Hell no-gonna drink the whole damn jug."

"'

Once upon a time. the fence between Heaven and
Hell broke down . St. Prtcr appeared at the section and
called out to the devil : "Hey Satan. since all the engineers
are over in your place, why not have them fix this
fence?"
"Sorry," replied Satan, "!\1y men are too busy to
go around fixing fences."
"Well" said St. Peter, 'Tl! haw to sue you."
"Oh yeah," countered Satan. "where in Heaven arc
you going to get a lawyer."

"'

What is the matter with your finger?
Oh, I went down after some cigarettes yesterday and
some clumsy fool stepped on my fingers.
( Contin"ed on Page 26)
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Now Alvin, how many times have I told you, you can't argue
with an engineer.
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THE AIR ENGINE
By JAMES M . CROMER, M.E. 'SJ

The internal combustion engine has had a predominant position in our industrial world. We have become so accustomed to it, that millions of dollars are
spent each year to supply the fuel and the maintenance
required to keep it in operating condition. It may be
added that research has improved the engine to such a
point that its performance is quite satisfactory. How ever, upon closer examination of the engine we find that
thate are many features yet to be desired. We find that
it requires a fuel , the cost of which, will rise with better
engine design. This means an increase of cost for the
power delivered by the engine. A better fuel also infers
more expense to carry on research necessary to keep in
stride with engine improvements. Another feature is that
of parts replacement. The internal combustion engine
is composed of many precision made moving parts. The
wear that is produced upon them by their contact with
each other reduces the efficiency of the engine to a
noticeable degree.
Other problems confronting the research engineer
such as reducing operating noise, a higher compression
·ratio lead us to the question, "Is there a solution?" The
Air Engine does not promise an answer to all of the
above mentioned problems but it does present several
features that may aid the research engineer in his task
of improving the engines of today.
Work Started in 1807

The first air engine was designed by Sir George
C3yley in 1807. It was later adapted by Mr. Buckett and
became known as the Cayley-Buckett Air Engine. This
engine consisted of a vertical working piston and pump
piston all in one cylinder and opposing each other. The
engine also had a furnace.
Its operation was as follows: air at atmospheric
pressure was drawn into the air pump. The pump,
located above the working cylinder, was actuated by
a piston which was connected directly to the piston in
the working cylinder. As the pump piston descended,
fresh air was admitted to the cylinder. After the inlet
valve closed, the trapped air was compressed and then
released through the exhaust valve. The compressed
air is then directed to a cylindrical valve which has a
two-fold purpose; ( 1) it is connected to the governor,
(2) it divides the air into two parts. Part of the
air is led to the bottom of the furnace where it supports combustion of the burning coke; the other part
enters the furnace and is passed over the coke, mixing

-16

with the products of combustion. These hot gasses then
enter the working cylinder where they expand, push the
piston upward, which in tum, pushes the air pump piston upward The gases are then exhausted to the atmosphere. Since the air is exhausted to the atmosphere
at the end of each stroke, there results an open cycle
for the engine. It may be adde:d to this ingenious operation, that since there is not a regenerator to add heat
to the air entering the furnace, the air is passed about
the hot inlet valve of the working cylinder, cooling the
valve and also preheating the air. This engine is still
operating in a limited capacity as a water pump in England. The results of this first development of the air
engine were not encouraging. Only a small per cent
of the heat furnished was converted into useful work, the
work of the pump absorbing the greater portion of the
heat.
It wasn't until 20 years later, 1827, that any further
progress was made with the air engine. In that year,
Robert Sterling, a Scotch minister, conceived the idea of
an air engine whose cycle closely paralleled the wellknown Carnot cycle. It was made possible by employing
a source of heat ( a furnace ) a cooler (refrigerator) and
a regenerator that would store the heat released by the
hot air on its way to the cooler and then return the thermo!
energy to the air upon leaving the cooler. An outstanding
difference that distinguished the Sterling air engine from
its predecessor, the Carley-Buckett engine, was that the
air was not exhausted to the atmosphere. Except to replace that lost through leakage, no fresh air entered the
engine. Another difference was that the air did not come
into contact with the flame in the furnace. The air was
heated by entering a cylinder which was in direct contact
with the flame. The air, upon being heated to a temperature of 900° F, (and this was considered to be a
high temperature ) expanded against the working piston.
The air is then directed to the regenerator where it releases its thermo! energy. The air at a lower temperature ent~rs the cold cylinder or refrigerator. Due to the
inertia of the flywheel , the air is then forced out of the
refrigerator, through the regenerator then to the hot
cylinder where once again it is heated and expanded.
One may be led to believe that a high efficiency
of the engine was reached. This is not so. Results revealed that approximately 6 per cent of heat developed
was converted into useful work and its consumption of
coke was relatively high. Its chief failure as a practical
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engine was that the air was not in dir~t contact with the
flame of the furnace. However, Sterling's engine paved
the way for further improvement of the air engine when
it was recognized that the regenerator he utilized was
an important function in the engine's successful operation.
The same year that Sterling commenced work on
his air engine, an engineer by the name of Ericson had
patented an air engine of his own design. Mr. E,ricson
was by no means an amateur ir. this field . As a brilliant
engineer, he was recognized as an authority on the subject of screw propellors. But it was for his air engine
that he is now remembered. His engine molded the
better engineering ideas of the Caley-Buckett and Sterling engines into one compact air engine. The air used
in the engine cupported combustion of the flame and later
exhausted to the atmosphere. Also, a regenerator, similar
to that used in the Sterling air engine, was built into the
engine. Thus, all air engines today are classed under
either the Sterling or Ericson catagory. In one the air
is in direct contact with the source of heat and discharged-the other, the air is not in direct contact with
the flame and not discharged to the otmosphere. Both
are alike in that their efficiency was low, but this was
due to the scarcity of materials or alloys which would
make it possible to operate in a higher temperature range.
It was this lack of materials that made the engines operate
at low speeds and made their appearance so massive. It
also caused a lag in further progress for the air engine
and this delay directed the attention of engineers away
from air engine to that of a new idea-the internal combustion engine.
Dutch Revive the Air Engine
Before World War II , a group of Dutch engineers
from the Philip's Laboratories at Endenhoven, Holland
were visiting a Power Exhibition held in Prague, Czechoslovakia. It was at this exhibition that they came
upon an old Sterling air engine, and it was from this
engine that they forsaw a future for the air engine. They
returned to Holland and began in earnest to compile
all the data on the air engine. Unlike their predecessor's,

Fig. J
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in the air engine field , better alloys and technical information was at their disposal. The scarcity of fuel on the
continent also prompted them to look for an engine that
would consume a lower grade of fuel than the present
internal combustion engine.
As a result of their research, they have presentej
an air engine that is smaller, lighter, and having a higher
efficiency, higher compression ratio and more power
than a similar internal combustion engine.
A schematic design of the engine, Fig. 1, and its
cycle, Fig. II- a, b, is shown to elucidate its operation.
Let Zw represent the hot cylinder and Zk the cold
cylinder. Each piston operate:. 90° out of phase. The
burner B supplies the heat to the heater H. Referring
again to Fig. II, the piston Zk compresses the air to a
pressure P 2 , the air passing through the cooler K, through
the regenerator where it receives the heat energy stored
therein. The temperature of the air is increased as it
passes through the heater and then into the hot cylinder.
The fuel injected into this cylinder at this instant is
ignited and the pressure of the gases is increased to P ,.
Th£: gases expand and displaces the working piston to
a olume of V 1 • The gases are then returned to the cold
cylinder, losing their heat to the regenerator and cooled.
The products of combustion are then expelled through
the fins of the cold cylinder. The cycle is then repeated.
The most effective application of better metals is
employed in the regenerator. It consists of a coil of fine
meshed steel wire through which the heated air passes.
By virtue of its exposed area, the air passing through it
is raised from a temperature of about 300° F. to 1000•
F, then cooled to its original temperature of 300° F, no
less than 3000 times per minute.
Philips Laboratories have also designed multicylinder air engines. Each cylinder has one piston, the top
half serving as the hot cylinder, the lower half as the
cold cylinder. The cylinders are interconnected. thus enabling the hot air to pass directly to the cold cylinder.
( Continued on Page 18)
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Engi ne Notes
The New s

•

1n

The Boeing XB-47 Stratojet, holder of the alltype transcontinental record at an average speed of 607
miles per hour, is now equipped with even more powerful
jet engines.
Installation of General Electric J-47 turbojets in one
of two experimental XB-47's will service test the new,
higher power engines for use in production B-47's now
being built for the Air Force at Boeing's Wichita, Kan.,
Division. First flight of the XB-47 with the more powerful engines took place recently.
Use of the new G-E J-47's increases total power of
the Stratojet more than 25 per cent. Each of the new
engines has a basic thrust rating of 5200 pounds, compared with 4000 pounds of earlier J-35 turbojets. The
J-47, described as the most powerful jet engine in production in this country, is an extended development of
the J-35 and has approximately the same general dimensions and shape. Higher performance has been achieved
with little external change or weight increase. The new
engines will give Stratojets a total power potential of more
than 48,000 pounds of thrust, when using six J-47 tur-•
bojets and as.c;isted take-off rockets.
Top speed of the Stratojet is placed by the Air
Force "in the 600 miles-per-hour class." Its gross weight
is 125,000 pounds, and it can carry a normal bomb load
of more than 20,000 pounds.
Designed and built by General Electric"s Aircraft
Gas Turbine Divisions at Lynn, Mass. , the new engines
are also being mass produced at the company's new
turbojet plant at Lockland, near Cincinnati, Ohio.

Air Engine
(Continued from Page 17)

The Philips air engine has numerous advantages: (1)
freedom from knock ( 2) fuel consumption less than that
of the internal combustion engine, greater than that of
the diesel (3) less wear on parts and (5) it is not de pendent on liquid fuels.
The engine also has its drawbacks; it is not selfstarting and this implies that it is not suitable in its
present stage for the automobile. However, where selfstarting engines are not mandatory, the air engine would
be ideal. Another disadvantage is that its best efficiency is at lower !lpeeds of operation.
In summary it may be said that the air engine doe,,
have a place in the field of power productions ; that once
its potentialities are fully realized, the problems in combustion engineering now confronting us will be greatly

reduced.

Club News
( Continued from Page 11)
ter of the A.I.Ch.E. attended the district symposium
at St. Louis as guests of the senior chapter. Other activities included a picnic (beer), a very busy St. Pat's
week and other major activities, all on top of a number
of interesting meetings.
At some meetings, held every second and fourth
Wednesday of the month at 7 :30 p.m. in the Library
Auditorium, are shown non-technical movies pertaining
to the field of chemical engineering. For other meetings,
speakers are called in either from out of town or from
other branches of the University to deliver short interesting talks. In conjunction with these are held short business meetings. Reminders will be posted on the engine~ring bulletin boards for those who oft times forget. Also
of interest to yours truly and perhaps some of you is
the fact that refreshments are served at some of the
meetings. The object is to come and find out when this
1s. All the above is so much ior such small dues.
This year, in addition to our regular meetings, we
are planning on attending a regional meeting of the
A.I.Ch.E. at Rolla some week-end during the first part
of December. Also we intend to play an active part in
the St. Pat's celebration and have many social activities.
The success of the student chapter of the A.I.Ch.E.
and its activities depend on YOU. You are always WELCOME.
The A.I.Ch.E. has held two meetings this semester
in the library auditorium. At the first meeting we were
shown two films, one pertaining to the products and
uses of cellulose and the other illustrating the method,;
of manufacture of pipes and valves.
Our guest speaker at the second meeting was Dr.
F. G. Thomas, Process Engineer for the J . F. Pritchard
and Co. All seniors were reqquired to attend the talk
prior to their annual inspection trip to Kansas City,
Nov. 3-Nov. 9. The seniors visited approximately 13
plants, one of which was the plant of the J. F. Pritchard and Co. The seniors were accompanied by Dr.
(Unit Operations) Heinze and Dr. Luebbers.
The A.I.Ch.E. extends a hearty welcome to all Chenlical Engineers to attend our future meetings, the date
of our next meeting will be posted.
The officers for the 1950-'51 school year are:
William T. Smith, President.
Joe Matulis, Vice-President.
George Chenoweth, Secretary.
Charles Anderson, Treasurer.
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rr bor ,,
rrsnug .11ar
JUST AS SNUG HARBORS offer ships protection from stormy
seas, there are protective coatings today that guard them
against sleet, snow, salt spray-and other damaging forces.
There is a plastic coating for ships' hulls that eases the
age-old problem of barnacles and rust. Vessels stay in service twice as long between costly lay-ups in drydock for
cleaning and painting. Top-side and below, there are longwearing coatings to keep the modern craft ship-shape.
Tankers at sea-and tanks ashore-get double protection,
inside and out, from plastic coatings. Contents stay clean
and pure, never touching the tank wall. The tank itself is
safe from attack by water, acids, alkalies, or other chemicals.

These sea-going coatings are made of the same kinds of
plastics that serve us so well in industry and in our homes.

In a triumph of synthetic chemistry, these ever-useful basic
materials are produced for us from organic chemicals.
The plastics and chemicals for these improved coating~
are but a few of the hundreds of better materials supplied
by the people of Union Carbide to serve shipping and many
other industries.
FREE: If you would like to know more about many
of the thing• you u•e every day , send for the illu•troted
bookkt"Produci.andProceue,." It tell, how,cience
and indu,try me UCC'• Alloy,, Chemical,, Carbon,
'
Ga•e•, and Pla,iic,. Write for free booklet F.

UNION CARBIDE
.AHD

CARBON CO.R.POR.A.TIOH

10 EAST 42ND STREET

~

NEW TOBI: 17, 1', Y,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T r a d e - m u r ked Product& of Divi5ioru and Uniu i n c l u d e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BAKELITE, KRENE, VINYO N, an d VIN YI.ITE Pl as tics • J, INDE O xy gen , PRE ST-O-LITE Acetylene , PYROFAX Gaa
NATIONAL C a rbons • E Vf:R EADY Flashlights and Batteries , ACHESON Electrodes
l'REST0NE and TREK Anti-Freezes • tLE\:TROMET Alloys and Metals • HAYNES STELLITE Alloys , SYNTHETIC OR.GANlt; CHEMICAU
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Faculty

LOOI FOR THIS RIDGE

( Continued from Page 6)

in December of 1936 and worke:I with them both at
Knoxville, and Wilson Dam, Alabama, His work involved Plant control and specia l problems studies, along
with pilot plants, principally on Phosphates and Phosphorus, Finally, in September 1939, Dr, Oldham (then
just plain Frank D, Oldham ) began his association with
the University of Missouri, when he was stationed at our
Engineering Experiment Station here in Columbia, He
was a research assistant while doing doctorate studies in
Chemical Engineering. However, his association with
TV A was not yet at an end, During the summer of
1941, he again worked for TVA, where he shared the
design of a catalyst manufacturing plant. He was also
in charge of some semi-plant studies of precipitation and
settling.
Returning to Columbia in time for school in September, he became an instructor in the Department of
Chemical Engineering until 1943, at which time he became an assistant professor in the same Department. He
carried on his full teaching schedule while at the same
time working on his doctorate research on days off and
vacations. His topics included Thermodynamics, Unit
Opuations, Chemical Plant Design, and industrial chemical calculations.
Finally in 1944, Professor Oldham received his PhD.
in Chemical Engineering here at Missouri. That summer
Dr, Oldham again went out into the field as a Process
Engineer with the Gas Process Division of the Girdler
Corp. of Louisville, Ky. He did test work and field
modifications of full scale hydrogen and carbon dioxide
manufacturing plants, including mobile units for the
Army and the Navy. He was also in charge of acceptance tests, prepared job bids, and did process calculations as well as design work.
Once again he returned to MU in time for school
in September of 1945. He became an Associate Professor which was his title until in 1948, he became a full
Professor and finally was advanced to the Chairmanship
of the Chemical Engineering Department here at the University of Missouri. His last appointment, that of Chairman, was in 1949, and he is still serving in that capacity.

AND

YOU FIND A REASON
• There is more than mere identification value in the
ridge you see on Okonite wires and cables. The ridge is
proof that the insulation has been folded around the conductor by the well-known Okonite strip insulating process.
This method permits inspection at all times during the
application operation. It assures the perfect centering of
conductors so important to the avoidance of electrical
failures.
The ridge is a permanent mark of an Okonite cable. It is
still prominent after the final vulcanization in a metal mold
that insures equal transfer of the heat throughout every
ponion of the insulation. The Okonite Company, Passaic,
New Jersey.
6965

OKONITEA
.- . Insulated wires and cables

Let Us Solve Your

Laundry & Dry
Cleaning Problems

TIGER LAUNDRY
& Dry Cleaning Co.
IIOl Broadway

Dial 4155

( Continued
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YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER

1010 BROADWAY

COLUMBIA, MO.
Leeon Smi±h, Pho±ographer
20
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Portable electron microscope, developed by RCA, widens research in universities, industries, hospitals,

~ new ,nmttettJrgef9 a near-lg weleome
You've read, in both newspapers and
magazines, about the powerful electron microscope. Now this amazing
"instructor" of scientists, physicians,
and engineers becomes even more
useful-in more research fields.

Through principles uncovered at RCA
Laboratories, RCA engineers have developed a compact "table model" electron
microscope, at a price which makes it
practical for use in an increased number
of universities, industries, hospitals, clinfct. So simplified is the new instrument

that even a high school student or unskilled laboratory technician can quickly
learn to use it!
Magnifications of 6000 times can be obtained directly in RCA's portable electron microscope - four times that of ordinary light
microscopes - and photography lifts this to
30,000! A new "instructor," yes-and one
that gets a very hearty welcome.
See the latest wonders of radio, televuion and electronics in action at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 Welt
49th Street, New York. AclmL..,ion 18 free . Radio
Corporation of America, RCA Building, Radio City,
New York 20, New York.

Continue your education
with pay-at RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor-one of the world's foremost manu•
facturers of radio and electronic products
-offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for advancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusua1 promise :
• Development and design of radio receivers ( including broadcast, short wave
and FM circuits, television, and phonograph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating; mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of new recording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tu bes.
Write today to National Rccn,iting Division, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jeney.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Enginttn and Physicllb,

IUIOIO ~OIIPOIIA'l"ION JAIWllll~A

World t.eader In Rt1~0 -Rrsl- in Tden'sion
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•
partners in creating
F or 8 1 years , leaders o f t he engineeri ng . profess_ion
have made K & E pro du c ts th ei r partners 1n cr~a hng
the techni c al a c hieve m ents o f our a g e . K & E instrum en ts, drafting e·q uipment and materials-~uch a s
the LEROYt Lettering equipmen t in th e picturehave thus played a part i n vir t u all y ever y g reat
en g ineering projec t in Ameri ca .

world's finest drow ing pencil
with

Genuine

IMPORTED

CASTELL lead

DOW!

Why wait until you graduate?
Start using the Drawing Pencil
of the Masters today-smooth,
free -flowing, grit-free CASTELL,
accurately graded in 18 unvaryingtones of black,7Bto9H.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN , N . J.
Ch icago • St. Loui s • Detro it
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal

To All Engineers

YOU CAN AFFORD CASTELLbecause it outlasts other pencils, hence is more economical.
In addition, you get the personal satisfaction of superior
craftsmansh i p that only
CASTELL gives. Unlike ordinary pencils, CASTELL sharpens to a needlepoint without
breaking.

The firms you see advertising

Ask for CASTELL at your book
store . Don't allow yourself to

are the firms that are supporting

be talked into using a substitute. CASTELL is a life -time
habit for up-and-coming Engi-

The Engine Club, the engineers

• • •
in the pages of the Shamrock

and the Shamrock. These are
the firms which deserve our
whole-hearted patronage.
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Turbo-Jets . . .

continued from Page 9
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ACCESSORY SECTION '

Half section drawing of a typical Turbo-Jet

as much momentum as a small mass moving rapidly.
An airplane on the ground has low inlet velocity while
during flight this inlet velocity increases with the airspeed. The output momentum remains approximately
the same for both cases and it is obvious that the net
thrust is less while in flight.
As the plane goes above approximately 300 miles
per hour, the entering air becomes crowded at the entrance
port. It is being compressed, or rammed, into the entrance port and the temperature rises. The compressor
works better with more air available, and the over-all
efficiency is improved. This partially offsets the loss of
thrust mentioned before, and in cases of extremely high
air-speed the temperature rise can be greater that that of a
compressor and we have the possibility of a ram-jet.
Such a jet engine has no compressor, but depends on
the raming action of the air at the entrance port for
both the necessary compression and temperature.
It is frequently said that the higher the altitude,
the more thrust a jet will produce. This is definitely not
the case. As altitude increases, the density of the air decreases and there is less mass passing into the entrance
port per cubit foot of air. Since the thrust depends on
mass times velocity, the efficiency increases with altitude,
but the thrust remains the same. Furthermore, a jet is
similar to a diesel in that it ~UJ not react immediately to
sudden changes in the amount of fuel supplied.
Several methods have been introduced to try to
improve the over-all efficiency of modem jets. One such
system is to re-introduce a portion of the exhaust gases
into the combustion chamber, super-heating them to give
added thrust. Another device is known as an after-burner, where fuel is injected into the exhaust gases in the
tailpipe for extra thrust. This has been used primarily as
a device to gain immediately added thrust for fast climbs
or maneuvers. Experiments have been made using water
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injection in the combustion chamber, as in reciprocating
engines, but results so far have not been completely
standardized.
The innovation of the propellor-Iess jet engine has
by no means made the propellor obsolete. Some gasturbines, to give them their correct name, have been made
so as to use all the jet thrust in driving a shaft connected
to a propellor in the usual manner. In plain words,
instead of a reciprocating engine, a gas-turbine is used to
drive the propellor. Other engin€s have been, and are
being made that combine the problem and the jet-thru<;t
in such a way as to utilize the good features of both. The
principle of turbo-jets is quite simple, and the improvement has been rapid. It is to be presumed, and of
course, to be hoped that future progress will continue at
an increased pace.
At the present time, the jet-plane is proving its usefulness as a tactical weapon in modem warfare. In the
Korean campaign, the first use of fast-flying jets was
in strafing attacks an ground personnel. This was unsatisfactory because of the high speeds involved, making the
spread of bullets so scattered as to have little or no
effect. Later usage of these planes is in anti-tank and
anti-equipment strafing, volleys of rockets mounted under
the wings, being fired simultaneously at the target. The
effect of this on North Korean morale is striking, for a
tank seemingly disintegrates before their eyes, and no
sound is heard till the plane is past and the damage is
done.
Jet-powered transport service is already a reality
m England and Canada, and Boeing has projected designs on the drawing board and in experimental stages.
Air travel and transport would seem to be reaching its
full stature at a rapid rate, and many advancements are
to be expected in the near futur~.
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His job includes along with his regular teaching du ties, ( Dr. Oldham has two classes and several graduate
students with whom he is working ) administrative work,
directing graduate research , and consulting work in plants
reforming hydrocarbons with steam. He is also serving
as a contract consultant to the Tennessee Valley Authority on the question of changeover of ammonia plant to the
use of natural gas.
The research he is currently conducting with the
graduate student involves a new method for producing
Calcium metal, a new protective coating process for
fire arms, and further development of Magnesia extraction from Dolomite.
Besides being a member oi Sigma Xi, he is also an
active member of The American Institute of Chemical
Engineers, a member of the American Chemical Society,
and the American Society for Eingineering Education.
Dr. Oldham was born in Murfreesboro, Tennessee.
June 29, 1911. He and his wifr and three children presently reside here in Columbia. He has never actually
served in the armed forces, however the Navy has cleared
him for access to classified material.
Dr. Oldham's neat, well groomed appearance is a far
cry from the typical story book. absent minded professorish type of individual GBC might have been thinking
about when he penned his poignant remark. Luckily too,
Oldham's deep resounding voice and pleasant manner
of speaking make for easy listening, which after all,
is what most students do to most teachers.
On his list of projects of interest, we find included
Gas processing problems. Gas reactions, and the development of novel portable units for military or other field
use, along with the improvemrnt of ex isting units. He
is prepared to tackle this work with his extensive knowledge of gas processes, and chemical and physical processing in general coupled with invaluable knowledge
gained thru experience in heavy industry on sulfuric acid,
ph0sphates, catalyst manufacture and the like.
Unlike our hypothetical professor of George Bernard
Shaw, Frank D. Oldham is a man who can do ... who
docs do ... AND who teaches.

Two Names

C<,me in and see1b&

You Can Depend On

• Easy to clean - automatic
ovenandbumerlighting-every
\}:,,: cooking feature you'd want!
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CONTEST
THE SHAMROCK OFFERS

A

S10.00

PRIZE

FOR THE BEST ARTICLE SUBMITTED

CONTEST BUI.ES:
1. Articles may be technical or semi-technical
2. Any member of Engineering School is eligible

3. All articles must be typed, double-spaced, and 1500 to 3000
words in length.
4. Articles to be judged by Shamrock staff
5. All articles submitted become the property of the Shamrock
and may be published in the Shamrock at any time
6. Articles will be judged for reader interest, originality, continuity, and aptness
7. Contest closes April 5, 1951
8. Deadlines are as follows:
Civil Issue........................................................ Dec.
Chemical Issue......................... . .. .. ........ ..Jan.
Electrical Issue .............................................. Mar.
Mechanica] Issue .................... .................. April

20-1950
5-1951
5-1951
5-19 51

9. Special · issues are responsibility of students of departments
concerned

HERE IS THE CHANCE YOU HAVE BEEN WANTING!
TRY YOUR HAND AT WRITING!

s
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Bullarney
( Continued from Page 14)

IN COLUMBIA
IT'S THE

Daniel Boone
Hotel
-for-

"Could I have tomorrow off, sir, to help my wife
with the spring cleaning?" a junior executive asked his
employer.
"No! We're much too busy!" snapped his employer.
"Thank you sir, I knew I could depend on you,"
said the junior executive gratefully.
The Shell Roar

"Here's a snapshot of a girl I met on the beach last
summer."
"Snapshot you say- that's an exposure."

• Convenience

A lawyer and his partner closed their office at noon
one Saturday and went to the movies. When they were
seated, one nudged the other and gasped "Gosh, Joe, We

• Good food

forgot to lock the safe."
"What's the difference? " asked the other. "We are
both here, aren't we?"

• Comfort
Scientists are trying to make milk synthetically, but
it won't work as long as there is an udder way.

Dial 4105

7th & Broadway

The amount of sleep required by an engineer is about

Ren±al Service
Elec±ric Floor Polishers
All Types of Floor Wax

five minutes more.
Biography of a four time widowFirst she married a millionaire, then an actor, then
a preacher, then an undertaker. One for the money, two
for the show, three to get ready, and four to go.

fP..t!J::J:J

The Stein Club

704 Broadway

BEVERAGES ... SANDWICHES

••nu1 . . . . . . AU1MOIITT •• ' " ' COC4-COlA C:OMPA)U' . ,

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY-COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
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Why we know this wax carton will stand up
Cartons and wrapping papers coated with
paraffin wax have been used in food packaging for many years. They must be able to
withstand rough treatment. Their ability to
stand up depends largely on the strength and
sealing qualities of the coating agent. Yet
until a few months ago, there was no accurate way to measure these qualities in paraffin wax.
Recent experimental work in Standard
Oil's laboratories has resulted in a new electrically controlled quantitative test. Expressed as Indiana Coating Index, this test

gives, for the first time, an accurate yardstick of wax qualities which may be correlated with performance in service. It makes
possible the production of uniformly high
quality coating agents.
The Indiana Coating Index is only one of
many scientific tests developed in Standard
Oil laboratories. Standard pioneered in quality-testing, as it did in developing many
petroleum products that have contributed to
better living. There is no ceiling on what can
be accomplished by Standard Oil researchers,
present and future.

Standard Oil Company
(INDIANA)
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You'll wan± fo be in Savifar's ENGINE SCHOOL section,
so hurry and order YOUR 1951

Savitar Class Picture
Pictures will be taken until December 20th, but ...

Appointments MUST be made by Dec. 9
Phone

6691

for appointments at

PETERSON STUDIO
911-A Broadway

flowers
for every occasion

• •

paul alien's

• •

MISSOURI THEATRE BUILDING

Phone- 4433- 9470

DORN - CLONEY ■■■ of course
CHEAPER
LAUNDRY
CLEANING

QUICKER

Free Pickup
And Delivery

CLEANER
107 South Eighth
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+tow mueh magie ean a square ineh hold ?
Just a frame of movie film-but think what
it can hold. Accurate detail, motion, sound,
even lifelike color and much more-miracles that work magic in entertainment,
and in business and industry as well.

Here, in a tiny area far too small to examine easily,
photography has captured a moment of life faithful
in its finest detail-captured it complete with sound
-conversation and music. And all this that's been recorded can be endles-sly duplicated so that all the
world can thrill to its beauty and drama at the same
time and in the language of any land.
Such are the wonders of photography. They are
wonders that serve entertainment-can serve science,
business, and industry in countless ways as well.

For example, motion pictures can present your product or services graphically and colorfully. They
can explain production methods-dramatize safety
measures-train salesmen. They can spark interest
and understanding in the classroom.
With pictorial animation they can make difficult
processes clear. They can make time go fast, go slow,
or even backward, to facilitate a study or improve
a demonstration. All of this because of the inherent
magic in photography.
You can use this magic in your occupation. When
you meet problems in production, management, or
sales, it will pay you to find out how they can be
handled better, faster, and more accurately through
photography.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

ADVANCING BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNICS

Functional Photography

~

OC@cdl@1~

TRADE·MARK

PHYSICISTS al G .E.

find opport1111ilies in the
Compan_y's atomic research projects.

MATHEMATICIANS

U'ork on s11ch G-E developments as the differential analyzer an,T other
comp11ters.

General Electric's corps of scientific, engineering, and
technical specialists has more than doubled since 1941
Products, like streams, rise no higher than their
source. At General Electric the source of new and
better products is our corps of scientists, engineers,
physicists, chemists, and other technicians, recruited
from American colleges and given further opportunities for study and training in long-established G-E
courses.
In the years since 1941, General Electric has increased this corps of technical graduates from less
than five thousand to more than ten thousand.
These men and women have found themselves
needed in the Research Laboratory, the Knolls Atomic
Power Laboratory, and more than twenty other G-E

laboratories ... in the engineering and developmental
staffs of nine G-E Operating Departments, ranging
from the manufacture of heavy industrial equipment
to the making of lamps and chemicals ..• in manufacturing and sales ... in such new undertakings as
jet engines. radar, silicones, gas turbines for locomotives and electric power generation.

At General Electric, prime importance is placed on
recognizing and developing talent and skill, on pro- .
viding incentives for creative thinking, on keeping j
ahead in electrical research, engineering, and manufacturing.

9'~ can/drat, =f',ik,u:e ,;,,,_
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AIR ISSUE

CARGO : Big Business for
Little Businessmen !
OUR M obil gas dealer has a srake

faci liin this tanker-and in
Y
ties we o wn or charter. So do 46,400
all

dealers and jobbers like him 1
For fine quality product, efficiently
supplied, competitive in price , is the
ve1J' lift-blood of "little" business, any
business.

Here, in effect, our tanker is a
cost-cutting too l for " little business" - helping to keep gas and o il
prices down , business volume up .

The same thing is true o f SoconyVacu um 's modern laboratories
- the advanced refining methods
and equipment with which we
work to produce the most product
of highest quality at lowest cost.
In shore, your Mobilgas dealeran independent local businessman
- can offer the quality, price and
other benefits you wane- because
of the efficie nt, integrated structure
that suppl ies hi m .

YOUR NATION
depends on strong
industries . . .

YOUR INDUSTRIES
are only as strong as
your Companies

YOUR COMPANIES
are only as strong as
their ability to give you

Your Biggest
Money's-Worth!

Tlte Sign tlte Nation
Knows .•.
Builds as tlte Natioa
Growsl

IOCONY-YACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC., HII Afflllateu MAGNOLIA PETROLEUM COMPANY, OENHAL PETROLEUM COIPOIATION

CLOSE

Ever take a close-up of a modern chemi cal plant in action
from research . . . through produ ction . .. to the time the
products are on the market? Let's take a look at Dow- one of
the nation's leading chemi cal produ cers-by foll owing just one
product through the plant :
Dowtherm, for example, is a Dow-devel oped chemical for
process heating. It brings acc urate heat co ntrol and added
safety not found in direc t flame heating. Although Dowtherm is
widely used already in man y factory processes, Dow Technical
Service and Research regularl y aid in developing new appli cations
for this outstanding Dow-developed heat exchange medium.
Products now using Dowthenn_ in their manufacture include :
nylon, plaHti cs, varnish, vegetable shortening, soap, chemicals.
a~phalt, natural gas and fri ed noodles.
Once Dowtherm had pro ved itself in th e laboratories, producti on
took over to manufacture this important heat exchanf(e medium
for th e processing plants of th e nati on. At th e same time, the
Dow sales department organized new se rvi ce and distributi on
chann els and gave special training to produ ction engineers who
would handle this new me thod for process heating.
Dowtherm is onl y one of over
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Dow chemi cals indispensable

to industr y and agri culture. Multiply the complexities involved
in researching, producing and marketing this one product by
several hundred in the Dow line and you will understand wh y a
close-up of a modern chemi cal compan y reveals one of the
industrial achi evements of th e twe ntieth ce ntury.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY •

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN

New York • lo1ton • Phllad.iphla • Wa1hlngtan • Atlanta • Cleveland • Detroit
Chicago • St. loul1 • Houston • San Francisco • Los A,..,_ • Seatffe
Dow Chemical of Canada, Llmltec:I, Toronto, Canada

Dedicated to

The new home of the Westinghouse
Educational Center where new em,
ployees from engineering collegei
receive an orientation and training
program to he! p them find the kind
of work they like to do and are
likely to do best. Hundreds of ex,
perienced professional people help
carry out this program. A Graduate
Study Program is also made avail,
able through which advance!
degrees may be obtained.
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A PRICELESS ASSET...
Building solidly for tomorrow is an important
phase of modern business ... building men
for positions of leadership.
For more than half a century, Westinghouse
has placed major emphasis on this activity ...
pioneering in student training ... graduate
study courses ... encouragement of scientific
training through scholarships and fellowships ... and in many other ways.
Now we dedicate an entire new building
to this purpose-the Westinghouse Educational Center-a building devoted to the selfimprovement of men . . . dedicated to developing leadership.
Here, top students who are recruited at
leading engineering schools for positions
in engineering, manufacturing, sales and research, come for an orientation and training
course that provides their first intimate view
of the electrical manufacturing industry ...
and the varied opportunities it offers.
Every facility has been provided to help
these men get off to a firm, fast start ... mod-

.You cAN sE

SURE •. 1F ITii\\estinghouse

Aided by the most modern facilities , experienced
professional people provide a panoramic view
of the research, engineering and manufacturing
that go into Westinghouse products and the
techniques used in marketing them.
DECEMBER. 1950

ern class rooms equipped for visual education
.•. a large auditorium with complete stage
and projection room facilities ... and a large,
comfortable library and study hall. Here an
intensive course of study is given by engineers and scientists who are top-ranking men
in their fields .
These same facilities are also adequate to
take care of the needs of post-training-co urse
employees who are participating in the
Graduate Study Program and the many other
educational activities of Westinghouse.
For their convenience and comfort, there
is a cafeteria and generous space for formal
and informal gatherings. For relaxation and
recreation, there are hobby, billiard and game
rooms and outdoor recreation facilities.
Here, then, is a building dedicated to
developing leadership . . . that priceless
asset of a strong organization . . . able
management and professional leadership
for tomorrow. Another reason we say with
confidence ...
G - 10116

In planning the new Educational Center, careful
thought was given to recreation. A spacious lounge,
hobby and game rooms, a billiard room, facilities for
indoor and outdoor sports along with a convenient
cafeteria-all contribute to a well-rounded program.
3

The Teflon* Problem:
Given a plastic for which there Is no known solvent,
how would you turn It into a coating?
Some time ago Du Pont research discovered a new plastic- "Teflon" tetrafluoroethylene resin. It had temperature resistance beyond the range
of any previous plastic , excellent electrical characteristics, and the highest
degree of chemical inertness among
commercial plastics.
But tough-guy "Teflon" was
almost too tough. It wouldn't melt
and flow like other plastics. Hence,
it could be molded only in simple
shapes. There was no existing technique by which it could be m ade into
thin coatings. Unless this difficulty
could be overcome, the very properties that made " Teflon" so promising narrowed its usefulness.

"Teflon" Won't Dissolve
In the past, problems like this have
been handled by dissolving plastics
in a suitable solvent and using them
as the base for enamels and similar
coatings. But "Teflon" will not dissolve in any solvent yet known . It
even stands up to nitric acid.

At this point Du Pont physical
chemists suggested dispersionsminute particles suspended in a liquid-as the answer. After much
study, scientists of the Polychemicals
Department learned how to suspend
"Teflon" particles about 1/ 125,000
of an inch in diameter. Aided by the
fundamental studies of Chemical
Department scientists, they devised
today's commercial scale process.

Meanwhile DuPont's Fabrics and
Finishes Department was keeping
pace with the development. Their
contributions to formulating the new
products did much to establish " Teflon" polytetrafluoroethylene coatings and wire enamels in many
special uses.
In electric motors, for instance,
these enamels a re used on wire so
the motor can be operated at higher
temperatures and will deliver more
power per unit of weight.Such motors
are more compact and sometimes
cost less.
Other u ses include non-sticking
coatings that cut costs when applied
to bakery rolls, rubber molds, heatsealing m achinery and similar equipment. Corrosion-resistant " Teflon"
coatings for special uses are currently
being investigated .

Philip S. Sanders, left, A. B. in Ch2mistry,
University of Pennsylvania, 1944, supervises
operation of a special dipping machine used
to coa t wire with "Teflon" enamel in the laboratory. Enamel is "dried" by fusing.

Number ane plastic in resistance to heat,
chemicals and moisture, HTeflon" is shown in
form s of gaskets, coaxial cable spacers, tape,
rod, pipe, flared tubing, valve stem packing
beading as it is supplied to industry.

Product of Teamwork

"Teflon" finishes are a t ypical fruit
of the close teamwork of Du Pont
technical men of diverse backgrounds.
Organic and physical chemists played
a major role. Physicists participated
by developing fundamental information on the nature of the dispersion.
Chemical and mecha nical engineers
designP.d the manufacturing apparatus. Working together ,they made possible this new and important addition to the Du Pont family of"Better
Things for Better Living ... through
Chemistry."
• Hel[. U. s. l'Atent Off.

Great Dramatic Entertainment- "Cavalcade of America, " Tuesday Nights, NBC

of heat resistance at 390"F., the
"Teflon" rod (right ) remains intact while two
other plastics melt or swell out of shape.

In a test

DID YOU KNOW •••
. .. 7 6 students at -47 universities are
currently pursuing post-graduate
work as holders of Du Pont Fellowships in science. Awards for 1950-51
total $22-4,000.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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Strength factors of Long Life!
No pipe that is provably deficient in any of these
strength factors should ever be laid in city streets

W.thout bursting strength-or, for that
matter-without all of the strength factors
Uated opposite-no pipe laid 100 years
ago in city streets would be in service
today. But, in spite of the evolution of
traffic from horse-drawn vehicles to heavy
trucks and buses-and today's vast
complexity of subway and underground
utility services-cast iron gas and water
mains, laid over a century ago, are
serving in the streets of more than 30
cities in the United States and Canada.
Such service records prove that cast iron
pipe combines all the strength factors of
long life with ample margins of safety. No
pipe that is provably deficient in any of
these strength factors should ever be laid
ln city streets. Cast Iron Pipe Research
Auociation, Thos. F. Wolfe, Engineer,
122 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3.
I \ ' I
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BURSTING
STRENGTH
SHOCK
STRENGTH

The toughness of cast Iron pipe which enables
it to withstand Impact and traffic shocks, as
well as the hazards In handling. Is demonstrated by the Impact Test. While under hydrostatic pressure and the heavy blows from a
50 pound hammer, standard 6-inch cast iron
pipe does not crack until the hammer Is
dropped 6 times on the same spot from progressively Increased heights of 6 Inches.

CRUSHING
STRENGTH

The ability of cast Iron pipe to withstand external loads Imposed by heavy fill and unusual traffic loads is proved by the Ring
Compression Test. Standard 6-inch cast iron
pipe withstands a crushing weight of more
than 14,000 lbs. per foot.

{

■ublec:ted

BEAM

STRENGTH
IHll'.'i

{

In full length bursting tests standard 6-lnch
cast Iron pipe withstands more than 2500 lbs.
per square Inch Internal hydrostatic pressure.
which proves ample abillty to resist waterhammer or unusual working pressures.

{

When cast Iron pipe ls
to beam
streBB caused by soil settlement. or disturbance
of soil by other utilities, or restlnq on an obstruction, tests prove that standard 6°inch cast
Iron pipe in 10-foot span sustains a load of
15.000 Iba.

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

Why they put a glass pipe line underneath
Buttermilk Channel
If you've ever driven through a long tunnel ,
you know how ha rd the lights are on your
eyes.
The reason is you pass under a succession
of bright spots of light which are apt to
take your attention from the road. And
you're made uncomfortable by the reflection of these bright spots from the top of
the car ahead.
But New York's new 9117:foot Brooklyn-Battery Tunnel-America's longest,
built and operated by the Tri borough
Bridge and Tunnel Authority-has an
amazingly different and better kind of tunnel lighting.
Instead of the disturbing flicker of lights
placed at regular intervals, motorists enjoy
bright and even illumination-practically
daylight-every foot of the way beneath
Buttermilk Channel and New York Harbor.
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The pipe line for this flood of light is built
of 3000 twelve-foot sections of Corning's
Pyrex brand glass tubing. Each length of
pipe is a self-contained light cartridge, with
two slim fluorescent lamps inside.
Should one of the la mps die out, that
cartridge is replaced with another, assembled and kept ready on a repair truck. And
replacement is made as easily as you'd pop
a new bulb into a light fixture in your home .
The twelve-foot sections of Pyrex pipe
are only two inches in diameter, with wal:s
only a quarter ofan inch thick . But desp ite
their slimness, they're so strong they can
withstand washing with a high-pressure
hose. They're so sturdy they're not injured
by truck tarpaulins which sometimes work
loose and slap against them.
Designers of this new tunnel lighting system had no trouble finding a material needed

to make it work bccause,yearsago, Corning
developed heat-resistant Pyrex pipe for industrial use.
Throughout industry, Corning means research in glass-research that has helped
make glass a material of practically limitless uses.
So, when you're out of college and busy
planning new products or processes, or improvements in existing ones, it will pay you
to keep glass in mind. Then we hope you
will call on Corning before your planning
reaches the blueprint stage. Corning Glass
Works, Corning, New York.

CORNING
means research in glass
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With the threat of new world hostilities looming ever closer, the
meaning of a technical training is being brought into sharp relief . It takes
the newest weapons, and plenty of them to swing the tide of combat in
modern warfare. The test and design laboratories are playing an ever increasing roll in the waging of war. Take for instance the developments
brought to light at the end of World War II. Evidence was found in secret
German documents, that the W ehinacht had plans to launch a rocket attack
from German soil as early as February 1946. The target was New York
City! The fact that the weapon was actually in the beginning phases of production, serves to illustrate that the attack was no idle dream, or fantastic
claim.
Now six years later, we are well beyond the threshold of long range
guided missile warfare. Atomic energy in its most frightful forms are within
reach of the scientist and engineer. That war can be won or lost on the
design and production front, is already a proven fact.
Upon whose shoulders rests the responsibility of enabling the United
States to carry on an all out offensive war? The answer is evident. It is
every one's responsibility, but one man trained to design and produce
the better product, whether in peace or war is the engineer, whether he be
civil, mechanical, electrical or chemical, in his own particular talent, lies the
strength and knowledge that will enable the country to protect herself in
times of physical aggression. Wars are no longer fought man against man,
but with the advent of the machine gun in 1914, and the dive bomber in
1939, wars have become tests of mass destruction weapons, each side striving for the ultimate in complete and overwhelming destruction in order to
bring the enemy to his knees in abject surrender.
Now more than ever the talents of the engineer is needed on the
design and production front, for on this front battles are won or lost. Superior
armor, fire power, air power and sea power are the keys to battle victories,
and battle victories are the stepping stones to the final victory. We pray
that there be no need for the engineers' talents in this sphere, but if that
need does arise. the trained men must be immediately available to step into
their appointed tasks.
It can be truly said that production and design is the backbone of
modern warfare, and without the trained engineer, production and design
would become little more than a hap-hazard affair, of trial and error. As
the waging of war becomes more and more technically advanced, so our
dependence- upon the engineer becomes ever greater.
In war as in peace, the engineer has come to be recognized as a
leader in industry and in the economic life of the United States. And in
the perilous times ahead, the very security of this country rests in the hands
of the engineer.

J.A.B.
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ARMOR IN THE AIR
STORY BEHIND THE FRONTISPIECE
As a result of lessons learned in World
War II, two tank battalions a re now organic in
t he a irborn di vision . The present doctrine for
defe n se aga inst ai rbor n e assault calls for tanks
to overrun the drop a nd la nding zones as soon
as the a ir borne for ce la nds and before it can
asse mble in to ba ttalion sized groups. With the
developm ent of the big Douglas C 124 and of
the C-119 t h e a irborne soldier now carries
hi s arm or a nd artill er y right along with him,
in a n a nswe r to t h e e n emy armor he might
meet iri his drop a rea.

LEFT-M-24 light tank rolls down the ramp
of the Douglas C-1 24.

BELOW-The size of the big four engined
C-124 is shown in this taxi-ing view. In addition to the clam-shell nose hatch, an elevator is built in.
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The Bommer and The Fist
By FRED H. LEVIEN, M.E. '51
Did you ever see a fellow drive nails into a board
with his fist . . . when a good hammer was lying close
at hand? Be;;ides being painful. such actions would brand
an individual at not more than two steps above an idiot.
But take a look around you . . . se~ that fellow
sitting three rows in front of you . . . and the one next
to him. yes. that's right, him . . . well both of them
are going to find life much more painful than . . . well
take for instance this chap sitting here next to you .
You know why? Because the fellow next to you is doing
his utmost to make the task of success as light as possible. He's using every means at his command, every
tool. every implement that he can lay his hands on that
will give him that extra advantage that pays off in
success. His first and most important piece of equipment is tucked safely in his wallet. Yes, that's right,
I said his wallet.
It's his ASME membership card.
The American Society of M echanical Engineers.
Yup, the piece of paper with those words written on it
is intrinsicly worth very little. But let's take a look
at what it stands for, and what it entitles the b~arer to.
Therein lies an interesting tale.
You know, Engineers are a funny breed. More often
than not, you'll find them to be quiet, unassuming men
with a will toward work. You'll also find that they
have a reputedly painful ineptness when it comes to improving their own lot. And in this hectic day and age.
such men are all too often taken advantage of. By him self, the Mechanical Eingineer has indeed few methods of
righting any wrongs committed against him. But get
a Jot of them together, with a common denominator of
similar interests, and instead of one pitiful voice, you've
got a thundering roar. THEN by golly, you get heard!
That, in short, is one of the major functions of the
ASME. It's YOUR mouthpiece. Through it, you may
express yourself with a vocal mechanical advantage way
up in the thousands. Other men like yourself, with the
same interests, problems, hopes, friends, and enemies are
standing by to help. And help they will, for the realization is all too clear that the next time it may be one
of them who turns to ask for -aid. And help is waiting.
It's waiting in the strength of the ASME. With more
than 32,000 members located in forty states and foreign
countries, it's a great ally to have on your side.
However the ASME is more than just your fighting partner. Through its membership it draws a wealth of
valuable information. Its Engineering library has over
190,000 volumes and 170W technical periodicals from all
parts of the world. It also serves its members thru
photoprint copying of books and journals, bibliographies,
DECEMBER, 1950

researches, translations, and micro filming together with
a mail order book loaning service.
Members also receive "Mechanical Engineering," the
society's monthly journal which contains several thousand items of value to you each year-papers of broad
interest, digests of papers presenttd at ASME meetings,
ejitorials, book reviews, advertisements, correspondence,
contemporary abstracts, and ASME news. There is also
available original technical papers of permanent reference
value, published in the eight i:,sues of "Transactions."
Safety codes and industrial standards issued under
the proce:lure of the American Standards Asso::iation
a,e the published work of ASME technical committee.
Available to you also, on request, is the ASME "Mechanical Catalog and Directory" which gives you complete
classifications and catalog information on manufacturers
of mechanical equipment.
The ma'1 that's "on the ball" realizes that Mechanical Engineers cannot confine themselves solely to their
own field to such an extent as to exclude all other aspects
of engineering. We are entirely too interdependent; the
fields of Civil , Electrical, and Chemical engineering all
make up the pattern of close knit intergration that typifies modern engineering.
Toward this goal of greater cooperation between the
different fields, the Engineers Council for Professional
Development has been organized. Besides ASME it has
seven other societies in its membership. Its function is
to promote your interests in the fields of student selection and guidance, curriculum of Engineering schools,
professional development and recognition. Very important also to us, in our modem way of life is the necessity
for effectively presenting the engineering viewpoint in
t!"\e right place<; at the right time. Toward this goal the
ASME, in cooperation with other societies, presents the
engineering viewpoint to legislative and executive branches of federal, state, county, and local governments on
questions involving our common interests.
Of course there are the obvious contacts that will be
made through the socrety that will prove invaluable in
later life. But let's set aside our mercenary selves for a
few minutes. At the risk of becoming sloppily sentimental, I want to look at · this in another, altogether
different light. Many books have been written, and
many songs have been sung about the feeling of "friendship and fellowship that ne'er will die." ASME is an
organization where such friendships and feelings of fellowship about which the writers sang, can be found.
The older members are willing and eager to help the
( Continued on Page 32)
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Well, men, here I am again-. Sorry. Couldn't
make it before. Little trouble with the Dean. He says
I should have passed at least one course last year. Does
anyone know what PROBATION means? - Everybodies
got a gripe. Tom Magee and his Christmas Party,
snow in mid November, feetsball games snowed out,
Bauer and his Shamrock, Dean Croft and my grades,
short term with just as much to cover. Even Sam's got
a gripe. No Jayhawkers to hang on columns at homecoming- Didn't see too many faces at the Bar-B-Q.
. . . I was blind before it started . . . they tell me it
was real fine-C. H. Fore got arrested that night for
drunken driving. That CH, is always saturated.-Been
working on a new deal to make my fortune . An adjustable engagement ring for engineers-Got to a class
last week for the first time. Only fifteen weeks and
Sam has a hundred and fourteen cuts. Going to set a
new record this year. Real fine class tho', the prof.
came in and said , "Only fools are certain, wise men
hesitate." Ted Albrecht, "Are you sure about that?"
"I am certain."-Some guys never learn, so I asked
my girl if she believed in free love. Damned if she
didn't hand me a bill. She taught me a new game that
same night. Real fine game called bridge. Seems you
get a fifth and go looking for a fourth-Been investigating a new law and so far it seems to be holding its
own. It's called the Steiner Law: The beer always
gets drunk before you do.-A pinch of salt can be greatly improved by the addition of a glass of beer.-Saw where
congress started investigating a revolving door the other
day. Seems it had been going around with the wrong people.-Listened to Harry Snider telling about his blind date.
The car was parked on Hinkson Road under the sheltering
sha:low of an oak tree. Slowly over t!·,c rim of the hill
rose an orange moon, grinning as if full of desirable
things. Suddenly she slid into his arms with a little sigh.
"Harry, dear," she whispered, "do you love me?" Snider :
"No-but I admire your taste."- Wondered about the
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big smile Tom Magee was wearing. Seems he tried to
swallow a banana sideways.- But then everybody likes
to see a broad smile. Especially if it's at him.-Saw
what the suzies had to say in that tabloid. They just
don't understand an engineers search for knowledge.Some days you just can't make a dime. Other days-Operator? get me North Hall.-Best one I've heard about
the suzies in a long time goes like. Christian Dean : Quite
a few of our graduates are now working girls. Stephens
Dean : Well, quite a few of ours are now working men.Went to a ball game last summer. Everybody was happy, except the bases. Man, they were Ioaded.-Heard
that the Chief of Police was gonna stop necking. Well,
guess he should- a man of his age.-Seems that one
of our boys was a witness when one of the local 3.2
joints was robbed. After he'd been sworn in at the trial
a lawyer asked him, "When did the robbery occur?"
"Well I think," began the engineer. "We only want to
hear what you know and not what you think, "interrupted the lawyer. "I'd better get off the stand then,"
said our boy, 'Tm no lawyer that can talk without
thinking."-Did you know that lovemaking hasn't changed in two thousand years? Greek gals used to sit
around all evening and listen to a lyre then, too.-Do
you know what the little stream said to the elephant?Got to a movie the other night and almost couldn't hear
the picture. Those gals in front of me were sure throwing it. One said, "I was getting fond of John, until
he got fresh and spoiled it." "Isn't it terrible how fast
an engineer can undo everything," replied the other.Moved around quite a bit after that trying to find a
quiet spot. No luck. Sat behind a guy and his gal.
She was complaining, "What's the matter, don't you love
me anymore?" Came the soft answer, "Oh sure, I'm
just resting."-Went on over and sat down next to a
suzie. Some one hit her with a wet fish and she slapped
me. "Fresh, who told you that you could kiss me?"
"Everybody," says I. That shriveled her.-Heard about
the nudist who woke up fully clothed and screamed,
"Help, I've been draped!"-Saw Ken Reichert on the
front steps last week. Seems he'd been having trouble
with his wristwatch, so we took the back off it and
sure enough there was a little dead beetle. Said Reichert,
"No wonder the damn thing won't run. The engineer's
dead ."-Which reminded Sam of the time that Bill
Borneman thought that steel wool was the fleece of a
hydraulic ram.- Have you heard about the three unmarried Chinese girls? Tu-yung-tu, Tu-dumb-tu, and
No-yen-tu .-There's Jim Becker, who's always tinkering
with the miss in his motor.-Speaking of cars, a good
way to put a lasting finish on your car is to try and
beat the train to the crossing. -Wondered why engineers
had to take Econ. All Sam learned was that girls withTHE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

out principle can accumulate a lot of interest-Jack
Harvey wasn't feeling well a couple of weeks ago so
he went over to the clinic. The doctor told him that all
he needed was a little sun and air. Protested Harvey,
'Tm not even engaged."- I'll be damne1 if you lie
down on me.-Sam once knew a girl named Harriss,
Whom nothing could ever embarrass 'till the !:lath salts
one day, in the tub where she lay, turned out to be
plas~er of paris.-She was kinda stuck-up anyway.-Income tax time is coming close again, and while Sam
never has to worry about the stuff (no income) a lot
of the boys are wearing frowns. Last year the Bureau
of Infernal Revenoo received a tax blank from one of
our single, senior civils, that listed one dependent son.
They retume1 the form with the comment, "This must
!:ave be2n a stenographic error." "You're telling me?"
went back the form.-Met a gal the other day that remindej me of a discontinuous function-no limits.- Bill
Juksch has be~n worrid about that new di£ease, Goneto-Korea. Aw, go an over and be a hero Bill. Remember that Herce:; are made, not born-Old maids are born.
-Sat in on a test of Mr. Sangsters' the other AM. It
was a doozy. Borneman asked Mr. Sangster if the answer to the third question was in the text, and when he
said that it most assuredly was, Bill said that he sure
couldn't find it- Talked to the boy who had a date
with the sian:ese twins. Asked him if he had a gooj
time and he said yes, and no.-Was in the library when
Quamenti came in and asked for a book by that eminent
French author, Risque. Quite a furor.- Lot of skunks
around this campus. One of the bac'.12lor skunks calld
on a newly married pair. When he was surprised to
find an extra bed in the bedroom, the newlywejs explai:1ed, "We're expecting a little stinker in the spring."-

Gls are disappearing from the campus, but we still have
one that Sa:n is proud of. Whe:1 this Gl's little boy
asked his papa for an ice-cream cone the GI turned
and calmly said, "Shut up _a_:id drink your beer."-The
prof who is late to class is a rarity. In fact, he is in
a class by himself.--Got up, somehow, to go to a seventhirty on a negative hour day. What a jolt, no class, no
prof, no nothin. Wrong day.-My girl isn't a bit spoiled,
it's just the perfume she wears.-Blessed be our censors, for they shall inhibit the earth-he who laughs last,
at the doings of the clan, has found a meaning that
the censors missed.-Saw Litton and Kibler just before
a physics test. Said Kibler, "Hell, he won't ask us that."
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- The boys in the Shamrock office were discussing some
of l:heir experiences with women when John Bauer
sniffed, "girls are a dime a dozen." "Gee," sighed Aldag,
"and all this time I've been buying jelly beans."-Was
down at Crowder the other day looking for something to
eat when I heard one of the dishwashers tell the dietician
that the garbage man was outside. "Okay," says the
dietician, "have him leave three cans today."-Sam
wouldn't say that Jeff Baker was drunk the other night,
but he put a pe:my in the mailbox, looked up at the
tower clock and screamed, "My God,. I've lost fourteen
pounds."-They took some tests over in the Physics
Department the other day, proving that grasshoppers
hear with their legs. In all cases the insects hopped
when a tuning fork was sounded nearby. There was no
reaction to this stimulus, however, when the insects'

lcJ,"(s were removed.- They tell the story about the lawyer

who stayed up all night trying to break a widow's will,
th:-:y wouldn't let me tell it here.-Sam got a minus
sixteen 0:1 one of those true-false, two for right answer,
minus one for wro:1g answer dilli£::s that seem to be the
delight of the profs.-To think that some guys are so
lucky they ca:1 take a penny to class and come out with
a ninety-seven on the dam things.-Two suzies went
for a tramp on the Hinkson.-No e:1gineers around?Got a problem for that Pi Mu monthly brain deal out
there in the hall. Goes like, a cross eyed woodpecker
with a cork leg, and a synthetic rubber bill, requires
four and one-half hours to p~k three-quarters of the distance through a cypress log fifty-three years old. Shingles
cost $.79 per hundred and weigh eight ounces. The log
bzing pecked upon is thirty four feet long and weighs
forty six pounds per foot. Assuming the coefficient of
friction between the woodpeckers bill and the cypress log
is 0.097, and that there is a negligible resistance to diffussion, how many units of vitamin B-1 will the woodpxker require in pecking enough shingles for a $7,500
barn, with detachable chicken house, if the woodpecker
has an efficiency of ninety seven per cent and gets time
and a half for overtime.-Talke :l to a pledge the other
day, asked him what his greatest ambition was. "To
die a year s:>oner than you do so that I can be an active
in Hell when you get there," was his thoughless reply.Somebody told me last week that I had slim expressive
hands that really belonged on a girl-well I guess-Sec you around the columns men-me and Tripod, that
is.
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Hy JOHN A BAUER, M.E. 'SJ

Driving along the northern boundary of Lambert
St. Loui,; Municipal airport, motorists come upon the
long, low ultra-modern buildings of a newcomer to the
aviation industry, the home of the carrier based Navy
Banshee fighter. and the radically new Army XF-85
parasite jet fighter, McDonnell Aircraft has come a long
way in eleven years, from the founding force of fifteen
employees and a modest office. Born in the war years of
1939 and 1940, McDonnell was soon called upon to help
in the great task of building t•.p the American Airforce.
In June. 1940. McDonnell Aircraft moved into its first
factory at Lambert. St. Louis Airport. and in September
of the same year the company executed its first contract
with the U. S. Army Air Force. In December, McDonnell
tx-11:an on its first major airframe sub-contracts which were
its major contributions to the war effort. The first
"All McDonnell"' airplane was the Army experimental
twin engine XP-67 Bomber Destroyer Fighter, a plane
of McDonnell design In January 1942, the first production airplane contract was awarded to the company, in
the form of $15,288,608 worth of twin engine bomber
trainers.
The first McDonnell plane to receive recognition
from the Armed forces in the form of volume production was the experimental Navy XFD-1. a twin engine
jet fighter that became known in aviation as the "Phantonl."

In March 1945. work began on the FH-1 Phantom,
the first all-jet aircraft to be put into production by the
14

U. S. Navy. The same month, McDonnell was given the
go ahead signal to experim-::ntally design, construct and
flight test the XF2H-l twin jet Banshee, the proto type
of the present day Banshee, operating off the decks of
American carriers in Korean waters.
The post war years of 1945 and 1948 saw three
new experimental planes roll off the production lines. The
first wa3 a radical single engine stubby aircraft, known as
the XF85 jet parasite fighter. The parasite has a wing
spa,1 of o:1ly 21 feet, is 15 feet in length and is powered
with a Westinghou~e J-34 ( 24··) turbo jet engine. This
fighter was designed to operate from the bomb bays of the
8-36. as a high altitude interceptor fighter. When the
large bomber i~ attacked by enemy fighters, the parasite
is released to engage the enemy planes as the bomber
goes on to the target. Upon repulsing the enemy planes,
the parasite returns to the bomber. by hooking onto
a trapeze as it flies beneath the mother plane.
The design problem of the parasite was both unusually difficult and entirely new . As the bomb bay
of the B-36 is only 15 feet long. the parasite fighter was
limited to a length of 15 feet over all. The wings of
theXF85 had to fold compktely within the narrow
space of the bomb bay, but still had to be able to extend
into the air stream below a plane averaging 300 miles
an hour. at 40.000 feet. To avoid folding the tail, a new
and unique design was incorporated. and the "X" configuration was installed on the little fighter. In the
process of refinement and change the XF85 became
a marvel of compactness and design.

nm
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In addition to all standard equipment of the fighter plane, the parasite had to be fitted with a trapeze
mechanism designed to pick up and launch the plane
when necessary.
The speed of the XF85 is comparable to other jet
aircraft, the Westinghouse J-34 being rated at 3,000
pounds take off thrust. The parasite never actually
touches the ground, and has no wheels or landing gear
of its own. The one great weakness of the parasite is the
need of a great degree of pilot skill in the launching and
retrieving of the plane while in flight.
The second plane to be developed by McDonnell
during this period was the XF-88 twin jet penetration
fighter for the Army Air Force. Powered by two Westinghouse Yankee J-34 axial flow turbo-jet engines installed
in the fuselage, the XF-88 is in the 700 miles per hour
class. The XF-88 has a wing span of 40 feet, is 55 feet
long and stands about 15 feet high, design gross weight is
over 15,000 pounds.

XF-85

The strategic function of the XF-88 is penetration.
It is designed to cruise out on extended attack missions
at extremely high altitudes at which jet engines are most
effective or for ground attack missions where it can
deliver a power punch of bombs, rockets and guns against
any target it might be assigned . As an intercepter, the
XF-88 can get up stairs to combat altitudes in minutes.
Both the wing and tail surface have the typical
knife edge, wafer thin supersonic airfoil. The wings are
swept back sharply at an angle of 35 degrees to reduce
compressibility effects. Both leading eige and trailing edge flaps are provided to improve control near the
stall and to increase maximum lift coefficient. Air
intake ducts are located in the wing roots as they lead
into the fuselage. One hundred tons of air are passed
through to each engine every hour, at the rate of 250
mph, compressed to white heat temperatures by the
axial compressors and ejected through the tail pipes at
!WO miles an hour.
As maintenance is of prime importance in combat,
DECEMBER, 1950

XF-88

this was given the utmost consideration in the XF-88
design. Engine removal is accomplished easily by detaching fairings around the aft section, loosening mounting bolts and duct clamps and uncoupling quick discon necting plumbing and electrical connections.
The fuel storage system is compactly located behind
the pilot. The storage system is composed of large bullet sealing fuel cells, shock mounted on rubber supports
to reduce the hydraulic impact when penetrated by a
bullet. The entire full system is automatic, requiring no
valving action by the pilot. The XF-88 was designed
and developed by McDonnell engineers and technicians,
working in collaboration with the Air Material Command
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio. The
XF-88 is under experimental development at Muroc Ai:
Force Base in California where extensive flight test programs are being conducted.
The world's first ram-jet helicopter, now known as
"Little Henry" was the third of the new McDonnell Aircraft developments. Little Henry in reality is not an
operational aircraft in the proper sense of the word, but
more of a flying experiment.

LITTLE HENRY

( Continued on Page 26)
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BULLARNEY
Mom : "Get out of bed, I heard a mouse squeak."
Pop : "What do you want me to do, oil it?"

""

Connie had a little plane
in which she'd romp and frisk.
Now wasn't she an awful fool
her Ii ttle * ?

By
Aldag

M . U. "Quite a few of our graduates are now working girls."
Stephens : "Well, a number of ours are working men."

""

""

Junkman : "Any old beer bottles you would like to
sell, lady?"
Old Maid: "Do I look as though I drink beer?"
Junkman : "Any vinegar bottles you would like to
sell?"

""

"Do you know what the little stream said to the
elephant?"
"No, what?"
''I'll be damned if you lie down in me."

EPITAPH
Weep a bit for Z. B. Mott.
He was lit,
His lights were not.

""

I just wondered if anybody did anything about the
water fountains in the Engine building. What da Hell?

""

"Does your husband talk in his sleep?"
"No, it's awfully exasperating-He just grins."

""

"We wouldn't be in this jam if we hadn't been in
t'lat bed together," said one strawberry to another.

""

"How many kinds of wood are used in making a
r.iatch?"
"Two kinds," Jim said, "He would and she would."
Tom Magee saw a sign "Drink Canada Dry" and
he took off.

""

How many magazines does it take to fill a baby carriage?
One MADEMOISELLE- One COUNTRY GENTLEMAN-A LOOK-A few LIBERTYS-and - TIME!

""

And there's the politically minded ion who heard
there was going to be an electron so he went to the
poles and volted.

...

-

"Darling," a mother reproved her daughter, "you
were awfully late last night. • I'm afraid I'm dreadfully
old fashioned, but I should like to know where you were. "
"Certainly, Mom, I dined with- oh, well, you don't
know him; and we went to several places I don't suppose you have been to; and finished at a queer little
club-I forgot its name, but it's in a cellar somewhere
in town. So everything's all right, isn't it, Mom?"
"Of course, darling. It's only that I just like
to know."'
P. T. WEEKLY
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""

Every year college deans ask the routine questions
of the new students--"Why do you come to college?"
This fall a co-ej answered : "I came here to be
went with, but I ain't yet."

""

The old man is oiling his shotgun.
and I'm feeling mighty blue.
I wish that I would have gone home
when she first told me to.

""

A woman approached the pearly gates and spoke
to St. Peter, "Do you know if my husband is here?
His name is Smith."
"Lady, we have lot's of Smiths. You have to be
□ore specific."
"Joe Smith."
"Lotsa those, too. You'll have to have more identification."
"Well, he said before he died that if I was ever untrue to him, he would turn over in his grave."
"Oh, you mean 'Pinwheel' Smith."

""

All a sweater does for some .girls is make them itch.
( Continued on Page 36)
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C:BIIBIICl'EB SKETCHES
By ROBERT C. SANFORD, E.E. '53

sluffing off three years in his outfit, the 77th Infantry
Division in the South Pacific, he is entitled to a rest,
( ? ) here on our staff.
In case you don't know George, he's 5' -8" tall,
has blue eyes in spite of being a brunette, and weighs
165. A member of ASCE, he has been on the Burrall
Commission for so:r.e time and now is a member of
their Cabinet. In his Sophomore Daze, he was on the
Soph Council. Last summer our George worked for the
Carter Bridge Construction Company out of Newport,
Arkansas and hopes to go on with them when he graduates. Wherever he does go, we on the Staff know he
will be well-liked and appreciated for his work and himself as he has been here. We only wish he were to be
Bizz-Man again next year.

GEORGE MOBERLY

Hey, fellows . .. meet George Moberly, a guy who
really engineers things. George is Business Manager for
the dear old Shamrock, and brother, that's a job of
engineering to brag about. To him falls all the dirty
work. or more correctly, a gn:at bi~ chunk of G./1 the
work. The Shamrock stands or falls financially according to the abilitie:, of its Bizz Manager. George does
a bang-up job. When I aske::i for his middle initial.
just to keep the record straight. he told me, "Everett."
What can you do with a guy like that?
When I asked the que:,tion. "Bor,n?" he said "Yessir!'" Actually he was born in Eldorado. Kansas on
November 2. 1926. He was educated. apparently, and
I find that he wa5 third in his class at Mammoth Spring,
( With a caution not to add an "S" to Spring.) Arkansas in 1943. George is a second-semester Junior in
C.E. and has used these years helping on the Shamrock.
He spent some time on the Advertising Staff, jumped
to Assistant Bizz Manager, and now he has his present
thankless job of Bizz-Man, full-fledged .
He lists his hobbies as fishing . . . not so hot.
bowling . . . average score around 175, and finallynot being in the Army any longer. The first time I
tried to dig out any info. he clammed up and said,
"Yeah. I was in." Later. in a bull-session. he forgot
himself and admitted the following sundry facts. He
was drafte::i in February 1943 and itot out November,
1946. He had to stop and think about his induction
date. but boy the last one was right there!
A Tech/Sgt in a combat patrol. he was a Section
Leader. and along with the usual batch of ribbons
doled out to armchair soldiers, he was awarded the
Combat Infantry Badge, Japa~e Occur,ation, Bronze
Star and Purple Heart plus four Battle Stars. After
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BILL WILSON
If, in leaving our office, you should be slammed
off your feet by a sudden whirlwind swishing in the
door. the chances are that it will be Bill Wilson. I
asked him for his full name and got it-William P.
Wilson. along with the remark, "All the guys know me."
These two sentences just about tell Bill's story. He is
a bundle of energy. always doing something for romebo::iy, and nearly everyone does know him. He is a
typical "Good Joe ...
Born in Gary, Indiana, December 3, 1925, his family moved to a Chicago suburb name:l Clarendon Hills,
Illinois. Bill graduate:l from Hinsdale High School in
1944, and was very shortly after "invited" to become a
member of our Armed Forces. He spent his time from
August, 1945 to March , 1947 in the Fourth Air Repair
S:iuadron. under the Headquarters of Far Eastern Com( Continued 011 Page 30)
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MEET THE ALUM NI
We were very pleased to hear from an old Alumni
this month. Mr. Edward J . Burger of 290 E . Market
St., Warren, Ohio, Class of EE 1916, and Knight of
St. Pat. writes us of his many and varied experiences in
his chosen field . As an example of the broad field engineering can encompass Ed spent seven months in
Japan as consultant to the Secretary of the Army in
ele::tric power problems. He also served fourteen months
on Advisory Board to General McArthur on industrial
problems·. At present, Ed is Vice-President and Director
of the Central Bank Co., Lorain, Ohio, and Division
Manager of the Ohio Edison Co., Warren, Ohio. Among
other things, Ed also holds a patent on a heat cycle
usej for economic evaporation for recovery of solids.
Another Alumni that we at old Missouri can claim
with pride is W. V. Kahler, CE 1922. Mr. Kahler, as
operating Vice-President of the Illinois Bell Telephone
Company, has be=n elected President, succed ing Graham
K. McCorkle. Mr. Kahler, who has been in charge of
the company's engineering plant, traffic and commercial
operations since October 1946, was formerly General
Manager of Illinois Bell's Sta ~e area, and before that,
Chief Engineer, Chicago area. Mr. Kahler is also past
President of the Westem Society of E,:1gine'.!rs, and a
trustee of the Illinois Institute of Technology, and a director of The John Grerar Library.
1903
Charles Thomas Jackson of 1317 Wilson Ave., Columbia, Mo., CE '03, has retired as Chief Engineer of
the Milwaukee Road.
Milo H . Brinkley of 1232 31st Street N . W., Washington, D. C., CE '03, Knight of St. Pat has retired .
1904
George R. Houston, 480:) Avenue 0, Central Park,
Birmingham, Alabama, EE 1904, Honored Knight of
St. Pat, has retired as a com'.1lunications engineer.
1906
Ray W. Emmert of 5348 Sheridan, Chicago 40, Ill., .
CE 1906, Honored Knight of St. Pat, has retired.
1909
Paul. Bayliss, M . S. M . Rolla, Mo., CE '09, Honored
Knight of St. Pat, is now .r~presenting M . S. M. on
new construction. Past work has included work in office
and field in construction. Prior to the depression, Paul
ha1 charge of building design and construction for the
Central Illinois Public Service Co. , Springfield, Ill.
1910
Robert V. Aycock, ME 1910, Honored Knight of
St. Pat is now residing at 330} West 63rd, Kansas City
5, Mo.
George C. Gundlach of 1912 West Beach, Pass ChrisDECEMBER, 1950

tian, Miss., CE 1910, Honored Knight of St. Pat is at
present with the Corps of Engineers, Mobile, Ala. District. He joined the Corp in 1942. From 1910 to
1935, George held a position with the City of St. Louis
Division of Sewers and Paving. He also saw service
wi th the Soil Conservation Service, Department of Agriculture from 1935-1942.
1912
Ira James Buergey, Box 151, Great Fall, Mont. ,
EE 1912, Honored Knight of St. Pat, is at present the
F,Jcctrical sup=rintendent, Great Falls Reduction Works
Ana::onda Copper Mining Co.
1913
Sam J. Dalton, 439 Altawoods Blvd., Jackson, Miss. ,
CE 1913, Honored Knight of St. Pat is in retirement.
Fred G. Beckman of Muskogee, Oklahoma, EE 1913,
Honored Knight of St. Pat is Director of Muskogee Iron
Works and is president of the Beckman Inc. Among the
several patents issued to Fred is one for a Wash Tool
for Oil Well Cleaning. In his work, Fred has developed
the Reverse Circulation drilling in Oil Field work.
1914
Leo M . Arms, 8133 Kimbark Avenue, Chicago 19,
Ill. , CE 1916, Honored Knight of St. Pat, is Assistant
Manager, Highways and Municipal Bureau, Portland
Cement Association. Mr. Arms has been with the
P.C.A. for over 21 years, and previously had been employed by the Kansas City Terminay Railroad, the Illinois Highway Department and the Chicago Concrete
Post Co.
1920
H. S. Baldwin, 5735 Perry Road, Merriam Kansas,
CE 1920, Honored Knight of St. Pat, is at present Assista,t District Manager for Ceco Ste=l Products Corp. 602
Pickwick Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

1921
John C. Heiberg~r. 2742 Ridge Avenue, Evanston,
Ill. , is at present Vice-president of Albert Ramond &
As:ociat~s. Co::isulting Production Engineers.
1927
Forrest 0 . Calhoon, 220 Vernon Drive, Pittsburgh
IG, Pa. ChE '27, Honored Knight of St. Pat is at present
Vice-president and Ge:1eral Manager of the Disco Co.,
I'ittsburgh, Po.
1930
Henry E . Bergschneider, 204 E. 19th, Hays Kansas,
Ag. Eng. '30, Honored Knight of St. Pat, is at present
with the Soil Conservation Service, as District Conservationist.
John A. Craig, Tulsa, Okla., ChE. '30, Honored
( Continued on Page 30)
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Only STEEL can do so many job~

Today, about 12½% of our population works on farms and ranches, supplying food for America am I
the world. And steel, more than any other material, has helped to make their work easier, their production greater, their livs
plea santer. For steel not only gives them strong, weather-proof roofing and siding for farm buildings like these, (U·S·S Storm9!1!1 ;
and U·S-S Tenneseal are famous names in rural areas) but helps to bring them modern farm machinery and equipment, !Ii ·
blessings of electricity, fast transportation and scores of other benefits.

PRELUDE TO A SQUARE MEAL.

Many of the
things we need to keep us healthy and
happy these days come to us in h a ndy,
closed containers. And the caps, or
closures, of these containers are actually the climax to a painstaking effort
on the manufacturer's part to kee p the
container's contents pure and safe.
Last year, 53,592,563,699 of these
closures were used in America - many
of them made from U·S·S Tin Plate ..•
steel with a very thin coating of tin.

THE CAP IS THE CLIMAX.

This is a rock
bit, the steel <lrilling tool that chews
its way down through the earth to tap
our deeply-buried treasures of oil and
gas. For such bits, U·S·S Alloy Steels
supply the super-strength, the extra
toughness, the high resistance to impact, shock and abrasion needed for
drilling to great depths.
KEY TO BURIED TREASURE.

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY• AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY• CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION· COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY· H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED Ctf.
OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY

'.

PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION

UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
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•

PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP a/

UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY III

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

so well.•~-

STORM WINDOWS LAST A LIFETIME. When
your storm windows are made ofU·S·S
Stainless Steel, they're a n unmixed
blessing. They cut fuel costs, increase
room comfort, of course. But what's
more, they're corrosion-re sistant ,
won't warp, bend or twist; th ~y never
need painting; they last a lifetime!

ROAD SEPARATOR THAT TALKS, Supplying reinforcing steel and cement for modern highways is one of the important jobs of United States Steel. Making
highways safer is another one. This traffic lane marker, developed by Universal
Atlas Cement, does double safety duty. Made of Atla s white cement, it is
clearly visible at night. And its corrugated design (inset ) actually causes it to
sound a plainly-audib le warning should you veer out of lane and your car
tires ride on the corrugations.
listen to ... The Theotre Guild on the Air, presented every Sunday evening by United States Steel.

National Broadcasting Company, coast-to -coast network. Consult your newspaper for time and station.

and this label is your guide to quality steel

UNITED STATES STEEL
c/lefo~ lo 5'tdd a 5'~ tca

l!JEYA SIEEL COMPANY • GERRARO STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY • MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY
10mm COAL , IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY
11mm ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY
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NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY

•

OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY
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ENGINE VIEWS IN THE AIR

BUILDING THE B-36
•

•

•

ABOVE--The power plant packages take shape as the 8,500
h:>rsepower en~ines are fitted into nacelles adapted to the
reverse coalin3 system of the pushers.

LEFT-Convair warkmen prepar-~ the Pratt-Whitney R-4860
pusher engines, six in a group, for the nacelles on the
trailing edges of the bomber's 280-foot wing span.

BELOW-Nose jacked up high, one of the completed big
b:>mbers is about to be pulled ~ideways through the door
of the Convair assembly plant at Fort Worth. The nose
is raised t" lower the tail so it will clear the trusses
supp:lrtin3 the r:l:>f.
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TIIF, l\lISSOURI SHAMROCK

The North American F98-A Penetration Fighter

Navy Air to Air Combat Rocket, The Mighty Mouse

The Navy Grumman F9F-5
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r/ew Role
:J-or :J/ie

_A

fie/;_copler
By Jam es M. CROMER, M .E . '51
The imp:>rtance of the helicopter in naval operations
wa·; never fully recognized until the last war. The
idea of high spc~d aircraft was quite prevalent and the
armed services had placed large contracts for research and
development of this idea. Then it happened; the enemy
sub:narines ha'.! found a weakness in our line of defense.
namely our cargo ships. Our loss of tonnage rose to an
all-time peak. 55 U. S. Merchant ships totaling 289.790
tons. in June 1942. It was therefore imperative that
a s:>lution to this problem be found . Attention was diverted from a high speed aircraft to a slower one. a plane
that was highly maneuverable and having a reasonable
operational range.
The first succe;;sful flight of the helicopter in the
l.initd States was in 1941. The test flights were made
with the VS (Vought-Sikorsky) 300. It wasn't until a
year later in April that the potentialities of the helicopter
for sea duty were partially recognized . It was observed
that the "egg beater" could hover over a specified target
and then dart away as fast as it had approached the
target. The ship could land in an area of approximately
40 square feet; it was adapted to rough air and required
a small maintenance c.rew. However, its role for submarine warfare was not app;:rent. The Coast Guard
was particularly interested in the helicopter for rescue
work and beach patrol. Then on June 1942. at a flight
demonstration held at the Sikorsky plant at Stratford.
Connecticut. Lt. Commander F. H. Erickson. lJ.S.C.G ..
noted that the helicopter could be used with great advantage for anti-submarine warfare. The plane's slow
speed would enable it to land or take off from a merchant ship and spot enemy submarines that might be
lurking aboot the convoy. Its slow speed also would enable it to slip a torpedo into the water with a reduced
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impact so that the possibility of its becoming a dud due
to the impact was eliminated. Refueling of the helicopter
w:1ile in the air could be necessitated by dropping a fuel
hose to the merchant ship below and pumping the fuel
into the plane.
The first flight test from a sea-faring ships was made
on May 7, 1943, aboard the U.S. Tanker Bunker Hill.
Colonel Frank Gregory of the USAAF made numerous
test landings and takeoffs of the VS300XR4 under varying sp2e'.ls of the tanker and different wind directions
created by the Bunker Hill. The flight was successful
but several problems were foreseen. One of them was
landing or takeoff on a slippery landing deck.
The VS300 is capable of carrying a crew of two, a
325 pound depth charge, radio and other equipment. The
dropping of a depth charge by the helicopter is undesirable
however since the danger involved at low speeds and
altitudes is too great. The plane has a cruising speed of
40 m.p.h. and a maximum of 100 m.p.h. Its fuel capacity e:1ables it to stay aloft for about three to four
hours.
The helicopter role in submarine warfare is better
qualified as the "watch dog" of the convoy rather than
the killer of the submarines. Therefore, the majority of
helicopters carry an elaborate arrangement of sound ranging equipment. Sonor is used quite exter.sively in this
respxt. Sonor is an electronic inve:1tion of the last war
that enables the sub-spotter to track down the submarine
by virtue of the underwater vibration created by the
submarine's engines. When the helicopter is in an area
suspxte'.1 of enemy subs, the operator drops a buoy into
the water having antenna built into the side of it. This
antenna then relays back to the operator any under( Continued on PGge 34)
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Helping the world get its bearings
ALL THE WORLD MOVES 0'.'1 BEARINGS-bearings of steel,
of wood, of plastic, of rubber, of carbon, yes, even bearings
of ruby and sapphire. All of them reduce the friction of
moving parts. Every time yo u start your car or plug in your
vacuum cleaner it is bearings that make possible smooth,
efficient action at a variety of speeds and under almost any
operating load.
Great roller and hall hearings of special alloy steels,
running on their own smooth tracks, support our giant
locomotives. Small hearings that fit in the palm of your
hand are vital to your lawn mower, your washing machine
motor, your mixer. And hearings, known as jewels, of
ruby and sapphire, smaller than the head of a pin , increase
the precision of your watch.
Other material!! bring you other kinds of hearings, too.

Carbon provides bearings in special cases where chemicals
would attack metals. And in many ships the propeller shaft
turns in plastic bearings that are not affected by salt water.
The people of Union Carbide have a hand in providing
better materials that go into hearings of all sorts. Perhaps
the~- can help solve your problems with materials of these
or other kinds.
FREE: 1/_vou u-011/tl lil.-e lo A·nou· more about many
of the thinfI!J you u11e f?l'er_v dn_v . ~end ./or the illuJtrated

booklet "ProducttJ "",I ProceueJ." It tel111 hou· science

nn,l i1ul1utr_v ,ue t cc·.1 Allo_v.1, Chemic<1ls, CarlH>nt1,
Ga•e•, and l'lrwic• . lr"ritc {or free booklet G.

!ll3

""

UNION CARBIDE
AH.D
30 EAST

CA.RDOH
42ND

STREET

CO.R.PO.R.A.T.IO.N

00

NEW

YORK

17, N. T.

_______________ __ Tmde-marked Product., o_f Divi.,ion., and Unit., inclttclf' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F.1.ECTROMF.T Alloy< an<l Metals
flAKF.I.ITf: , KRF.NF., ancl VINYtlTF. Plast ic<
ACIIF.~ON F.lectrocles •
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•

HAYNES STF.1.1.ITF. Alloy,

l'YROFAX Gas

PRESTONF. and TRF.K Anti-Freezes

•

•

NAl IONAI. C'arhon,

•

I.JSDF. Oxy~rn
•

F.VF.RF.ADY FlashliRhts and Batteries

SYNTHF.TIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS

•

PRF.ST-0-LITE Acetylene
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McDonnell

(Continued from Page 15)
Little Henry is little more than a flying motorcycle,
consisting of a two blade rotor, two rotor tip ram-jets,
a small rudder and an open steel structure supporting
the pilot, fuel tanks, and controls.
The simple construction of Little Henry, and the
ease of maintenance makes it an ideal field combat
operations craft, for such duties as ,;hort-range observations, communications, wire laying, artillery spotting.
photography, rescue opt rations, and carrier service.
The main feature of the little helicopter is its incredibly small power plant, two Mc.-developed ramjet units weighing only ten pounds each. These units are
attached to the end of each of the all metal rotor blades
which are actuated by conventional-looking pilot controls. This eliminates the heavy engine parts such as
gear systems, cylinders and transmissions. The generating of power at the point of application by a light weight
power plant, as an engineer goal, has been successfully
applied in Little Henry, and has resulted in maximum
efficiency and elimination of torque.
Early flight tests were conducted with the use of
propane as fuel. b 11t the later te:::t model has been designed
to operate the motor car gasoline. The fuel delivery
system of Little Henry is another tribute to simplicity
in engineering design. From ~torage tanks installed beside the pilot, the gasoline is boosted through a feed
line to a specially designed dtlivery valve on the rotor
head . From here the centrifugal force of the rotor takes
over to convey the fuel through the blades to its point of
utilization in the tip-jets. with 1.750 pounds per square
inch available at a rotational speed of 600 feet per second.
Weighing only 280 pounds. "Little Henry" has lifted an additional useful load of 500 pounds. In the
course of its flight test developments, it has already
attained a forward speed of more than 50 miles per
hour.
In May. 1947. McDonnell received its first post
war production contract. for St, F2H-l Banshees for the
U. S. Navy. In May. 1948 178 more Banshees were
ordered. and in t:1e same month an entire squadron of
Phantoms completed successful trials aboard the U.S.S.
Saipan.
In order to meet its continually increasing requirements for testing models of advanced aircraft. in July
1948. McDonnell p1.;rchased a 1/ 6 interest in the South ern California Cooperative Wind Tunnel. at Pasadena .
Other owners of the tunnel are Douglas Lockheed, North
American. and Consolidated Vultee. The tunnel was
constructed by. and is operated by the California In stitute of Technology under the financial sponsorship
of these five companies. In May. 1949. the U. S. Navy
F2H -l Banshee completed aircraft carrier trials aboard
the U.S.S. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
In August. 1949. production began on the F2H-2
Banshee. an improved version of the F2H -l. Both the
F2H- l's and the F2H -2's were desijV1ed and developed
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McDonnell F2H2 Banshee

by McDonnell working together with the Bureau of
Aeronautics of the United Statts Navy.
Considered one of the most potent twin-jet carrierbased fighters, the Banshee is powered with two J-34
Westinghouse turbo-jet engines, each yielding approximately 3,000 pounds of thrust. Located in the thickened wing roots, these jets have an equivalent of 8,500
horsepower when cruising at 500 mph.
The Banshee boasts a top speed of around 600
mph with a maximum range of 2000 miles. Four 20 m.m.
cannons comprise the nose armaments and together with
bombs and six 5 inch rockets emplaced under the wings
this fighter can blast into nothingness anything that is
unlucky enough to swim into its sights; from long range
bombers, to monster armored tanks. The Banshee's
wing span of 41 feet folds to a compact 18 feet for
stowage aboard a carrier, the over all length is 39 feet,
and has a take off weight of over seven tons.
The Banshee pilot is protected by armor plate
from behind in addition to the bullet proof windshield.
Wings, wheels and flaps of the Banshee retract electrically, avoiding the use of hydraulic lines and providing additional protection against gunfire damage.
As can be seen from the facts, McDonnell Aircraft Corporation has proven itself a vigorous and truly
American organization, in its beginning and its amazing growth in a brief space of ten years. The fact that
M. A. C. now holds over $125,000,000 in back log orders indicates a bright and successful future for the young
company.
The M. A. C. engineering department ranks among
the top in ingenuity, design know how. and far sightedness. as has been proven by its aircraft developments
and Navy orders.
In these times of international crises. the safety
and well-being of this country has come to rest in the
power of its arms and in the hands of those who design
and produce those arms. McDonnell Aircraft Corporation of St. Louis. Mo. is an outstanding example of
the strength and determination of America to stay America. free and independent.
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

The famous Rose Bowl
Seats 95,000 people.
Yet it would take
More than ten Rose Bowfs
To hold
All the parents
And merchants
And farmers
And everyday people
In all walks of life
Who are
Bell System stockholders.
About 975,000 people - including
200,000 telephone employeesHave invested
A part of their savings
In the telephone business.
It's their money
That helps make possible
This country's
Top-notch telephone serviceA service vital to our
National defense effort.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Engine Notes
In The News
•
The prdettrmining of the flight path, or trajectory.
of airborne missile_; i_; no lo!1gt:r a matter of guesswork.
lt can bt: reducd to factual figures even when great
distances, rotation of the earth, effect of rarefied atmosphere and other conditions must be taken into consideration. ln this respect, the firing of American-launched
V-2 rockets at the Army Ordnance Proving Grounds,
White Sands, N.M .. recntly, inaugurated a series of
such experiments for th~ purpose of rocket research and
development and scientific fact linding. This was a major
triumph for General Electric scientists, engineers and
mathematicians.
According to expert ob:,ervers who a ttended the initial launching, the 14-ton monster ( five tons of rocket
and nine of alcohol for fuel i soared 75 miles above
the e:irth's surface, attained a speed which approached
4,000 miles per hour on the return trip, and buried its
fragments in the cescrt sands 39 mile, north of the
launching platform. General Electric personnel who were
associated with the project had their moment of glory
when these figures were released, as they compa red fa-

•

•

The V-2 gets off to a fast start. All operation is by
rz:no~c -c:mtrol for pr:>tection of personnel. The flame
of the exhaust r.1ay be seen a :.; a streamer of fire below
the ascending rocket.

vorably with the preflight figures which they had computed for the army and which were the basis for launching preparations.
In addition to determining the flight data, General
Electric was also responsible for interpreting German
scientific rocket documents, assembling the missile, fabricating missing parts and supervising the technical aspects of the launching. Electronic experts also assisted in
the mstalling of telemetry equipment by which information pertaining to the composition and characteristics
of the upper atmosphere. recorded by scientific instruments in the rocket nose. is automatically radioed to earth
during flight.

A test V-2 r~ket in the launching cradle. It has
been !lffYieed and checked for ope:-ati:mal tr:mbles an:I
the wientifie in,truments have been in,talled and set.

2t!

Through most of its flight. the rocket was tracked
by radar. It is hoped that as a result of this and subsequent tests. effective counter-measure s can be developed
whereby the missiles can be intercepted and exploded
in mid-air. a problem made doubly difficult by the
trrmendous speed at which rockets travel.
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Building the fint Americanized Presuessed-Concrete
Bridge. Crane which exceeds designed load capacity
of the bridge operates safely on the unfinished span
before its concrete slab has been laid or lateral
presuessin,; applied.
The bridge, located in Madison County, Ten•
Dessee, was designed· by Bryan and Dozier. of
Nashville .. . built by Madison County Highway
Dept. under supervision of Edwin C. Rogers,
County Engineer. Concrete blocks by Nashville
Breeko Block & Tile Co.

Swinging the assembled concrete beams into place
to form the deck cover for the bridge. Beams .. are
only 111/1 " deep.

IN OCTOBER the first Prestressed-Concrete Bridge in the United States
was put in service. Its roadway, designed for a 15-ton load, was of an
entirely new design which permitted amazing speed of construction and
cost only $2.00 per square foot. With the experience gained, it is estimated that similar spans to be built will be erected in five days - ready
for traffic in 14 days - and at an even lower cost.
The span is milde up of beams formed of machine-made concrete blocks
laid horizontally with mortar joints. Two Roehling Prestressed-Concrete
Galvanized Strands running through longitudinal holes in the blocks were
placed under tension, converting each beam intd a self-contained monolithic concrete unit. After the beams were erected in place, the span was
covered with a continuous, mesh-reinforced concrete slab and laterally
prestressed when the concrete had cured to strength.
Americanized Prestressed-Concrete, employing special cold drawn steel
wire and specially designed fittings, is an exclusive Roehling development.
It makes available a new construction material with an exceptional strengthweight ratio ... a material economical in itself and a real time-saver! Its
potentials quickly recognized, it has already been adopted in several
structures, including use for floors and roof of a large commercial building
now under construction.
The Roehling engineering staff is ready to help your engineers work out
problems connected with new applications for Prestressed-Concrete.
FOIi NEW DEVELOPMENTS
ANO EXTRA VALUE IN WIRE
ANO WIIIE PRODUCTS .. .

JOHN A. ROIILING'S SONS COMPANY, HINTON 2, NIW JIRIIY
Americanized Prestre111ed Concrete employs special
gah·aniud cold drawn steel wire and . specially
duigned fittings. It is these recent RoebUng devel•
opmenll which make possible this type of con•
ttrucdon.
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Atfoftfo, 934 Avon Ave. * lo1ton, 51 Sleeper St. * Cltlco90, 5525 W. RooMvelt Rd. • Clnclnnotl, •
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partners in creatin~
Engineering leoden for the ·10s! 81 yeon hove mode
K & E instruments, droftlng equipment ond moterlol1
their portnen in creoting the greot technicol ochievement• of Americo. So neorly univenol is the relionce on
K & E products, ii is self-evident !hot every mojor engineering project ho• been completed with the help of K& E.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.

Chicago • St. laui• • Detroit
Son Francisco • lo• Angeles • Montreal

Sketches
(Continued from Page 18 )
mand. I did my best to dig out the dope on what
really happened to him durinng those years, but all
he would say was, "I don't want any of that kind ofin there, just let it ride."
My biggest trouble with Bill's interview was to keep
him pinned down in one place long enough to find out
anything. I finally got out of him that he came to
MU in June of 1947 and expects to graduate in June
of 1950. Starting out in Civil, he switched to Electrical Engineering in his Sophomore year. He had planned
to enter B&PA after graduation, and eventually to get
into production and sales work. He had a continual
headache last year as Bizz Manager of the Engine Club.
This.
and this year is their Alumni Representative.
along with two years on the Saint Pat's Board, should
give BilJ plenty of St. Pat Hours.
If you are one of the few who haven't met him, he
is 5'-11," brunette, and weighs 165. He has as hobbies,
fishing-at which he says he does pretty well, huntingno comment, and electronics. Seems he likes to find out
what makes electronic equipment tick, and has been doing 90ffle experimenting along that line. I might mention in passing, that in his "spare" time, he ~ells ads
for the Shamrock also.
He has done work in surveying with the Austin
Company on an Atomic Energy Project at the University

30

of Chicago, and with Westinghous~ in their sales department. He has joined the special Air Force group
here at the University and will spend two years in the
Air Force after graduation, before going ahead with
engineering. We on the staff can only hope Bill succeeds in his choice of the Air Force, and later in whatever
he chooses to do.

Alumni
( Continued from Page 19)

Knight of St. Pat is with the Skelly Oil Co. as Chief
Engineer, Natural Gas & Gasoline Department.
Duis D. Bolinger, Physics Dept., Oregon State College, CE '30, Honored Knight of St. Pat, has been with
Oregon State College since 1948. Mr. Bolinger was a
Lt. Col. in the Field Artillery from 1941-1945. He has
done graduate work at Stanford University, 1946-1948,
and has a PhD pending.
1931
Donald C. Bondurant, Omaha, Nebraska, CE '31,
Honored Knight of St. Pat, is at present directing work
in the investigation of sedimentation in stream channels and reservoirs. After spending several years on
construction, Don entered the field of hydrology and
design of hydraulic structures. He continued in this
field with unceasing interest in transport of sediment
and is now working almost wholly on such investigations.
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New RCA Thcau-e Television System projects 15 x 20 foot pictures of te levision programs.

Continue your education
with pay-at RCA

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA

You've seen television. Now you'll see

its finest form - giant projections of
special events, transmitted only to
theatres on private wires or radio
beams to make movie-going more fun!
Success of the system comes from a remarkable RCA kinescope, aria something
new in projection lenses. The kinescope,
developed at RCA Laboratories, is in
principle the same as the one on which
you see regular telecasts. But it is smallonly a few inches in diameter-and produces images of high brilliance. These are

DECEMBER, 1950

•

magnified to 15 x 20 feet by a "Schmidttype" lens system like those used in the
finest astronomical telescopes.
Because of its size and shape, the new
projector is referred to as the "barrel." It's
already going into theatres, where you'll be
seeing giant television - shot from a barrel.

*

*

*

See the latest wonders of radio, television,
and electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36
West 49th St., New York . Admission is free.
Radio Corporation of America, RCA Building,
Radio City, New York .

\"ic.:tor-onc of the world's foremost manufacturers of radio and electronic products
- offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a g<X>d salary with opportunities for advanc:emcnt. Here arc o nly five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise :
• Development and design of radio rcc:civt•rs ( including broadcast, short wave
and F:\I circuits, television, and phonograph combinations) .
• Advanced d evelopment and design of
A'.\I and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction h eating, mobile communications
cc ptipm<·nt, relay systems.
0
Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakC'rs, capacitors.
• Development and design of new recording and producing methods .
• Dt•sign of receiving, power, cathode
ray, p;as and photo tubes.
\~rile today 1_0 National Recruiting Divi.,·nn, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jer.,cy .
AJ,. o many opportunities for Mechankal
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.

RAOIO ~ORPORAPION J AA,JERl~A

World Leader In RacVo - J:irsr in Television
31
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Engineers

Steel Tape

Assures A longer Life Of More Accurate Meas•rl..
• Non-glare Chrome-Clad satin flnhll
on line-extra durable, will not
crac~ chip, peel. or corrode.

Experience, they say,
•
is the best teacher. But
you can avoid one pitfall iffrom the very start-your wiring specifications call for
Sherarduct Rigid Steel Conduit. It has meant "permanence" and "quality" to the
electrical trade for more th,lD
40 years because it is processed to meet all the requiremen ts of an outstanding
conduit.

• Permanent i•I black markings.
prominent size aids easy and ac..
curate reading-graduations

tudend

to edge of line.
e Sturdy ¼-In. line, fully subdivided,
0
lnstantaneous., Readings ••• d►
taches and attach•• easily to reel.

e Su--slrong rustproof - I cl9C
reel with perforated slclel to aid In

deaning and drying.
• Adjustable leather strop .,_..
affords firm hold . . . long wl.....
handle, line-lodclng type.
• Supplied with two Improved paltern, removable finger rinssa IUaa
locks under spring ...-,Ing ...,
encl.

In 50, 100, or 200-ft. lengths, marked feet, lOths and lOOths, or

feet, inch es and 8ths ••• sta ndard a nd extra-heavy models.
See them at your nearest Lufkin dea ler.
,!rJ

0"9

l,1~lrlw

~61r- r.l~

TAPES e RULES
PRECISION TOO.!:_!

THE LUFKIN RULE CO.

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

•

NEW YORK CITY . e

BARRIE,

ONTARIO

• le is made of Spellerized steel
foe a tine, even texture.

The Hammer and The Fisf

• It is Shecardized by alloying
zinc to steel to give it rust•
resistance and life-long /rotection. Zinc is applie so
smoothly that even the threads
11re proteded.

( Continued from Page 11)

• It is treated with Shera-Solution enamel to ~ive it smooth
surfaces and acid-resistance.

You can always expect a
feather in your cap when you
specify the installation of
Sherarduct. It will "last as
long as the building stands."
Sherarduct is but one of many
outstanding products made by
National Electric-a reliable
source of supply for any electrical rou~hing-in materials
that you 011ght need.

younger members. And the younger men are equally
desirous of helping each other. Through social as well
as technical activities, lasting friendships are made. And
that, to me, is no small part of life . . . or the ASME.
Of course the most obvious question is put forth"Will the ASME help me to get a job?" The answer 1s
a most emphatic "Yes !" The Engineering Society's
Personnel Service Inc. is available to you if you're looking
for either an employee or a position. In addition your
prestige as an ASME member, will allow you to ·share
in the benefits of its high standing in the eyes of business. government, education, and other professional groups.
You benefit from the public 1ecognition for the profession as a whole which ASME secures.
We belong and take part in ASME activities because we NEED each other"s experience and ability to
supplement our own. The larger the number of qualified engineers who take part in these activities, the greater can be the benefit to the Society, to each member.
to our profession, to our country, and to world wide
engine~ring progress.

So tell me now, which will it be . . . the hammer,
or the fist?
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A CARLOAD OF IMAGINEERING

That gondola of 954,000 circ . mil. Alcoa ACSR (Aluminum Cable Steel Reinforced! is only one of fortyfive similar carloads for one 230-kv transmission line.

Even before t e fin A-CSR line - was strung, Alcoa supervisors
were on the job. The report above is dated June 14, 1906,
covering the erection of all-a,uminum conductors. Thus, the Alcoa
"Book-of-Knowledge" has grown rich with on-the-job experience.

DECEMBER, 1950

The two million miles of Alcoa ACSR that carry
electricity across the country today are a
product of Imagineering. Back in the 9O's, Alcoa
started with a fact : Aluminum is a good conductor of electricity.
lmagineering involved building labs long
enough to mount whole spans of cable which
would be vibrated and mauled as the wind does.
It meant developing new basic data.
The lifetimes of many people and a good many
dollars invested in "lmagineering" Alcoa ACSR
speeded the more recent promotion of Alcoa
E .C. Aluminum for manufacturers of insulated
wire and cable. When the day comes that you
are specifying industrial wire and cable you'll
discover how Alcoa lmagineering brings savings
in both cost and weight when you "Figure it in
Aluminum." ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA,
742K Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.
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The helicopter, equipped with detection devices, can overtake the fastest submarine, then hover over it for the kill.

Sub Killer
water vibration present.

I Continued from Page 24 )
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be re:ri 2vd by the enemy, a time delayed fuse opens
a valve in the buoy, filling it with water and thus eliminating the possibility of it falling into enemy hands. It
was believed that the vibration of the rotor blades would
be pickei up by the sonor device. but this was proved
to be invalid.
Since the helicopter operated for a great period
over water, the danger of engine failure presented a problem. This was remedied by providing a float bag that
would support the front half of the plane when it
ahghted on the water. The float can be inflated while in
the air.
The rescue equipment carried by the helicopter consists of a hydraulic hoist and a rescue harness. The
harness is a combination of a Navy Regulation jacket
with a .. D .. ring attached to the jacket. The hoisting
cable has a hook at its end that snaps on to the ring of
the jacket and tlw person is then lifted up into the
plane. As an example of the dficiency of an operation.
it requires only one man to lift a survivor out of the
water in a time of less than 30 seconds compared to
four men required to pull a man on board ship in a
period of 3 minutes.
Other noticeable operations that the versatile helicopter is capable of doing arc ( 1) destroying floating
mines ( 2 l evacuating wounded soldiers from the battlefield. ( 3 ) entering radioactive areas.
In summary it may be said that the helicopter has
and will continue to play an important role in rescue
and anti-submarine warfare. The helicopter relieves many
sub-chaser ships from their duties in seeking out a single
or a pair of subs in an area. thus saving fuel and allowini.-( these ships to concentrate on an area in which a greater
number of submarines arc pn'sent.
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

Build Confidence

ON BROAD
EXPERIENCE

by ARCH COOPER
j\/anager. Empire Region
ALLIS·C' HALMERS M.-\SUFAC'TURl'.",,;G CO~t PANY

(Graduate Training Cvune-/909)

ou NEED the confidence that comes
from wide experience, whether you
intend to be a salesman, designer, researcher, or production
man. Confidence based
on knowledge is one of
the greatest assets a n engineer can have. Here is
what I mean.

Y

You may visit a mine
with the idea of talking
about crushing equipARCH COOPER
rnent, but find that their
engineers have an electrical problem. Or
you may visit a utility to talk about electrical equipment and find that they're all
excited about a pump break-down.

Offer All-Around Help
Can you help them ? Or are you just another
peddler who is taking their time whe n they
ha ve problems on their minds. In my work
I call on electric utilities, cement plants,
machinery builders, textile mills, paper
mills, shoe factories and many other tyre~
of plants. In each of them, I try to hc' r
the engineers a nd mechanics I call o n.
It's a good credo for salesmen, but it
takes broad experience to carry it out. It's
the kind of experience you must deliberately set about acquiring as early as possible. I had heard of Allis-Chalmers equipment, seen A-C's giant Corliss engines in
Australia's biggest power plant and de-

High temperatures and speeds raise tough design and production problem s on giant steam turbine spindles like these.

cided to study design a t Allis-Chalmers.
It looked like the best place in the world
to get a broad engineering background.

electric power, mining a nd ore reduction ,
cement making, public works, pulp an d
wood processing, and flour milling.

I joined the Allis-Chalmers Graduate
Training Course after graduat ion from
Sydney Technical College in 1908 .. .
worked on steam turbines, wound coils of
all types, performed tests for the electrical
department. After that there were field
trips to erect electrical equipment. It was
soon apparent that I wasn't a designer at
heart, and my sales career started.

And the Allis-Chalmers Graduate
Training Course is st ill flexible. Students
help plan their own courses. They can
switch to design, manufacturing, research,
application, sales, or advertising-divide
their time between shops and officesand can earn advanced degrees in engineering at the same time.

Broad Opportunity
Forty-one years later, Allis-Chalmers still
offers the same opportunity for broad
experience. A-C still builds equipment for

Textile mills a rc getting adjustah1c speed a t
lower cost by usi ng new automatic Vari•
Pitch sheaves on spinning frames as shown.

DECEMBER, 14.30

Men at Allis-Chalmers get a close-up
of the basic industries. No matter what
path they take in the industrial world, experience gained with this broad organization lays a foundation for the confidence
that comes with all-around knowledge.

ALLIS-CHALMERS
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee I, Wisconsin
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The boys at the roundhouse observed that one of
the crew was unusually glum, and asked what was bothering him. "I think my wife is getting tired of me," he
replied.
"What makes you think so?" inquired a marital
wise friend.
"Every day this week," he answered, "she has
wrapped my lunch in a road map."

...

The phone rang and the Salvation Army worker
picked up the receiver.
"Is this the Salvation Army?" a voice asked.
"Yes," the worker replied.
"Do you save bad girls?"
"Well how about saving me a couple for Saturday
night?"

...

You never get a level head by butting it into other
people's business.

sharpening. Also available
with Plain Equipment for
cutter and tool sharpening
only.
Write for illustrated bulletin. Brown & Sharpe Mfg.
Co., Providence, 1, Rhode
Island, U.S.A.

The new super-versatile
No. 10N with Universal
Equipment is especially designed for rapid, accurate
toolroom work - light external and internal cylindrical grinding, surface grinding, as well as routine

...

Two little girls were discussing their families. "Why
does your grandmother read the Bible so much?" asked
one. The other replied, "I guess she's cramming for
her final~."

...

You can't always tell how far a couple have gone
by looking at the speedometer.

...

BROWN & SHARPE

Always borrow from a pessimist because he never
expects it back anyhow .

IB·S

...

She was only an EE's daughter but she was easily
induced.

Bullarney

...

( Conlinued from Page 17)

Newsboy : "Extra! Extra! Read all about it, two
111
men swindled!"
Passerby: "Give me one-say there isn't anything
about two men being swindled in here."
Newsboy: "Extra, extra! Three men swindled."

Ifs not hard to call a spade a spade- until you
stumble over one in the dark.

...

Ron: "How on earth did you get so tight?"
John: "I ran into bad company. There were four
of us. I had a bottle and the other three didn·t drink."

...

...

Prof: "Wise men hesitate, only fools are certain."
Student: "Are you sure?"
Prof : "I am certain."

Flattery is telling the other man what he thinks of
himself.

( Continued on page 38)

YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER

1010 BROADWAY

COLUMBIA, MO.
Leeon Smi±h, Pho±ographer
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Another page /or
Crankshaft s stay rigid
••• foods stay frigid
Designers of a compressor for refrigeration plants
were looking for a way to insure smooth, dependable crankshaft operation. They couldn't risk the
chance of breakdowns-and the food spoilage that
might result.
They stopped possible trouble at the design stage
-by mounting the crankshafts on Timken® tapered
roller bearings. Timken bearings take the heavy
radial, thrust and combination loads, prevent shaft
wobble, insure trouble-free service with minimum
maintenance.

Q: Short on space?
A: TIMKEN®bearings!
Because Timken bearings have a tapered design,
they carry loads from all directions. No separate
thrust devices needed. Also, Timken bearings have
line contact between rolls and races. This gives
them greater load capacity, permits use of smaller
bearings. The space-saving feature is another reason
why 9 out of 10 bearing applications can be handled
more efficiently by Timken bearings.

---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------Want to learn more
about bearings?

TIMKEN
ftAOI - MAUt 110. U . l. ...... 0 ...

· -TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS

Some of the important engineering problems
you'll face after graduation will involve bearing
applications. If you'd like to learn more about this
phase of engineering, we'll be glad to help. For
additional information about Timken bearings and
how engineers use them, write today to The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And
don't forget to clip this page for future reference.

---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ------NOT JUST A BALL O NOT JUST A ROLLER (D THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER <D
BEARING TAKES RADIAL ~ AND THRUST -il- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION

*
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Bullarney
( Continued from Page 36 )

John Bauer talking about the Student Infirmary :
··1 wouldn't be caught dead ir. that place."

.
.
.

Sage Words-Breathing through your nose is good
for the health, besides helping keep your mouth shut.

Fortune Teller : "You will be unhappy until you
are forty ."
Mary : "And after that?"
Fortune Teller : "You'll gel use::l to it."

.
.
.

Wife : ( to her drunk husband) "Let's go to bed."
Husband : "We might as well, I'll ca~ch hell when
I get home anyhow ."
Harry: "Can you read my mind?"
Mary: "Yes."
Harry : "Go ahead."
Mary: "No. you go ahead."

And there was the freshman who was so dumb he
thought a logarithm was a lumber camp song.
The sudden entrance of a wife has caused many a
secretary to change her position.

BUY

and

SAVE

The mother of triplets was being congratulated by
a friend. "Isn't it wonderful. " said the· mother. "It
hap;)ens only once in 18,769 imes!"
That certainly is remarkable," sad her friend, "but
tell me, whe:1 do you get time to do your housework?"

...

Teacher: "Willy, what is the shape of the earth?"
Willy : "It's round ."
Teacher : "Can you prove it?"
Willy : "Awright, awright, so it's square, I don't
wa:1t to argue."

Note Books
Books
Slide Rules
Paper
Drawing Instruments

...

ALL YOUR STUDENT NEEDS

Little Johnny with a grin.
Drank up all his fath er's gin.
His mother laughed to see him plastered,
Said "Come to bed yc,u little darling."

Save Your Rebates
For Our 15 % Rebate
Sale in December

The main trouble with the straight and narrow path is
that there is no place to park .

UNIVERSITY

Customer: "Gracious--<.lo you make a living tuning
pianos way out here in the backwoods?"
Tuner: "Oh sure, in slack times I tighten wire fences."

...

...

BOOK STORE
Basemen± Jesse Hall

.

A young minister was reading announcements at
the Sunday service. He stumbled acro!'s one of them
and the following words slipped : - "The Little Mother's
League will hol:i its meeting this aftemo::m. All those
w:10 wish to become Little Mothers see rr.e in the rectory."

Two Names

CPme in and setthfl

You Can Depend On

• Easy to clean-automatic
(Cn'\Cp oven and burner lighting-every
\_ ...- cooking feature you'd want!

IAeral tra••·I• -

HSY

te1111

EDGAB'S

EDGAR'S
Maytag
•••
Phone 7404
l O13 East Broadway
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Science finds a way
to wipe out rust
HERE AT STANDARD OIL we are constantly
seeking ways to escape the costly consequences of rust and other forms of corrosion.
One place where corrosion hits hard is our
cross-country pipeline system. Scientists
long ago discovered that some types of corrosion are caused by electrical charges that
flow away from metal into the soil, carrying
with them small particles of metal.
Standard Oil engineers are employing a
practical method for protecting our pipelines.
It consists of burying deposits of scrap metal
or more active metals at intervals along the
pipeline and making connection. A weak
electrical charge is then used to reverse the
natural corrosive force, causing the metal

deposit to do the rusting instead of the pipe.
This method has been proved in use, but
it is not the final answer. Standard Oil research men are seeking better solutions to
the problem of corrosion and of many other
problems as well.
For men who enjoy facing up to the challenge of the unknown, there is no better place
to work than Standard Oil. In the first place,
we deal with petroleum, the master fluid of
progress and probably the most versatile raw
material in the world. Secondly, we deal
every day with questions-corr osion, for
example-that are not necessarily inherent
to petroleum research.
That is why Standard Oil needs and uses
skills from practically every field of science
_a nd technology. We provide our scientists
and technical men with the finest equipment
and try to create a favorable climate in
which their ideas may grow. They have responded with outstanding contributions of
real benefit to millions of their fellow-citizens.

Stand ard Oil Comp any
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
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Notes From
Here we are again late as usual, but what with
two and one half of us ( one freshman) trying to put
the Shamrock to bed, getting some winks ourselves,
and these irritating class schedules, things just don't
get done unless some unsuspecting soul innocently ventures into the black hole ( Shamrock office to the uninitiated). Not that we force work on anyone, or are
looking for help. We wouldn't know what to do with
any help we might cajole, threaten, kidnap or browbeat into volunteering. (Just try us, we dare you).

The Editor

Be that as it may, yours truly got tired of this
unaccustomed work, ( also there was a slight hint from
the office of the Dean, that the school of engineering
might decrease by one, if certain averages weren't hoisted
by my shoe strings) . Therefore we, the staff (2½)
had a truly fiendish idea, why not make the various engine schools responsible for an issue, no sooner thought
of, than put into action. The next days were busy
with signs, ( spelling no object), to be plastered over
the engine building.
The success was so overwhelming as to fill our
hearts with joy and good will toward one and all.
As of today, December ?th, the mammoth civil
issue leads with 3 whole articles, closely followed by the
Mechanical issue with one super articu:. Also, as of this
date the giant electrical and chemical issues will consist of
20 complete pages of interesting and educational ~dvertising.
So, until we can be with you the next time, that is,
if we can clean up some of thif> messy red ink, our business manager says we are up to our necks in, any donations accepted, we remain, yours faithfully

the frightful 2½

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

This is a pieture of" PIN(;"
It's a picture that gives automotive engineers clear-cut facts on performance- a
picture that suggests how photography with
its ability to record, its accuracy and its
s peed, can play important roles in all
modern business and industry.
No, this is not the "doodling" of a man on the telephone. Far from it:ft's the photographic record of
an oscilloscope trace that shows, and times, detonation in a "knocking" engine. It all happens in a few
hundred-thousandth s of a second-yet photography
gets it clearly and accurately as nothing else can.
Oscillograph recording is but one of countless
functional uses of photography in bettering prod-

ucts and improving manufacturing methods. High
speed "stills" can freeze fast action at just the crucial
moment-and the design or operation of a part can
be adjusted to best advantage.
And high speed movies can expand a second of
action into several minutes so that fast motion can
be slowed down for observation-and products be
made more dependable, more durable.
Such uses of photography-and many more-can
help you improve your product, your tools, your
production methods. For every day, functional photography is proving a valuable and important adjunct in more and more modern enterprises.

Functional Photography
••. is advancing business and industrial technics

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Electronic,

Appliance

& Merchandising

Chemicul

Air
Conditioning

Conttruction
Materioh

reasons why college graduates
at G.E. find work that they like

Manufacturing
Componie1

·•tn ~eeking to place college graduates in
johs they will enjoy doing," M. M. Boring.
manager of the Technical Personnel Divisions. said recently. ·•we at General Electric
find our work made easy by the diversification of the company's husiness .
''We tell a newcomer to look aro und, to
work in se•era l different fields. to try to determine where h e will he most satisfied. The
compa ny's eight Operating Departments,
ranging from C hemi~ a l to Apparatus. from

g:,,,,

the making of lamps to the building of big
turbines and electric locomotives, give him
plenty of room for his search.
"Engineers, chemists, physicists, and mathematicians, as well as liberal arts graduates,
all find work here th at they can be interested
in and can do with enthusiasm.
"Their abi lity to find satisfying jobs with
us is. we feel. an important factor in keeping
General Electric ahead in electrical research,
enginee ring. and manufacturing."

,,md70,a M,y{nhnee in _
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Rigid rule for spindles
Machine tool engineers have to design for maximum spindle rigidity to insure extreme, long-lasting
precision. That's why most of them make it a rule to
mount the spindle on Timken"' tapered roller bearings. Timken bearings keep the shaft in positive
alignment, minimize friction and maintain original
precision - normally for the life of the machine.

How TIMKEN®bearings hold
shafts in alignment
Because a Timken hearing has t,rpered construction, it carries radial loads, thrust loads and combinations of both. End-play and deflection in the shaft
are practically eliminated. Line contact between the
rollers and races of a Timken bearing provides
a wider, more rigid support for the shaft. These
features are two of the reasons why machine tool
hearing applications can be handled more efficiently
with Timken bearings.

RADIAL
LOADS

RADIAL
LOADS

RADIAL
LOADS

RADIAL
LOADS

---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------

TIMKEN
TAPERED
ROLLER BEARINGS

Want to learn more
about bearings?
Some of th e important engineering problems
you 'II face after graduation will involve bearing
applications. If you 'd like to learn more about this
phase of engineering, we·ll be glad to help. For
additional information on Timken bearings and
how engineers use them, write today to The Timken
Roller Bea ring Co mpany, Canton 6, Ohio. And
don "t forget to clip this page for future reference.

*
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BEARING TAKES RADIAL ~ AND THRUST-@- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
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On the road and in the laboratory, Du Pont scientists are writing

The Inside Sto(f ofEngine Deposits
Engineers have long known that deposits which accumulate in gasoline
engines have a direct bearing on engine performance. Even now, however, no way has been found to eliminate these deposits or their effects.
As a manufacturer of chemicals
used by the petroleum industry, the
Du Pont Company has a particular
interest in this problem. It is currently the subject of a comprehensive
research project, conducted both on
the road and in the laboratory.
When Du Pont engineers began
their studies, some aspects of the relationships between engine, fuel, lubricant, operating conditions and deposits were known. But to understand
how and why deposits form and to
develop corrective measures, they
needed additional information.

Engineers take to the road
To get these facts, Du Pont engineers are supervising tests in a fleet
of passenger cars and trucks that
travel hundreds of thousands of miles
yearly under carefully controlled conditions. The effects of deposits on
octane number requirement, valve
performance, spark plug condition
and other performance characteristics are measured. After eac_h test,
the deposits are weighed and examined physically and chemically.

In the laboratory, other engineers
study the effects of the same variables on multicylinderengines. Here,
where closer control of the engines is
possible, greater attention can be
paid to specific fuel or engine operating effects. Performance factors, such
as powei. output, can be more conveniently measured.
JAN[ j ARY, H!:51

A third group of Du Pont engineers
uses single cylinder engines in laboratory studies of deposit formation,
adhesion, removal and harm. Exploring new fields, these men had to design complex instrumentation for
measuring factors such as surface
condition and deposit thickness.

Chemists synthesize deposits
Chemists, too, have an important
place in this research. They study
the chemical and physical characteristics of engine deposits. Among other
things, they devis:J wo.ys of synthesizing, in fired engines , deposits consisting almost entirely of a single
chemical compound in order to study
its effect on engine performance.
The results of this comprehensive
research program are not yet conclusive, although the relationships
between engine, fuel, lubricant, operating condition and deposit formation and harm are much better understood. In the past Du Pont scientists have licked even more difficult
problems. Working as a team, they
will persist in their effort to provide
the motorist with improved engine
performance through better fuels.

W. E. Bettoney (/rft),

.8. in M.F.., Maine
1939, trsts installation of single-cylinder l{asoline engin e usrd in study of factors influencing
deposit formation in the combustion chamber.

H. K. Livingston, Ph . D. in Phys . Chem .,

Chical{o 1941, operates apparatus for measurinf? porosity and absorptivity of combustion
chamher deposits taken from test engines of
the Du Pont automobile test fleet.

DID YOU KNOW •••
.. . about 60 '7o of Du Pont's soles today consist of products that didn't
exist or weren't commercially avail-

able 20 years ago.

PO
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. . . THROUGH

Douglas l. Schultz kr.ntr.r), U.S. in M . E .,
M.l . T. 1917, .r npervises installation of cnl{ine

for study of dr.p"sit f"rmation in truck operating under heavy-duty cvnditions.

CHEMISTRY

Entertaining, Informative - Listen to "Cavalcade of
America," Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast

d ews to
We have goo n
the journals
£
report or

S OME JOU RNALS are technical publica tions .
Some journa ls a re t he parts of rotating sha fts
that turn in beari n gs.
For both ki nds of journa ls, t here's good n ews
in Standard Oil's per form a nce testing program .
One result is a new testing d evice fo r mill a nd
locomotive driving-journal grease t h a t e nables
us to tell more accu rately t ha n ever before what
our greases will do under actua l cond itions of
use. That, in turn , enables u s to proceed m ore
directly with t he job of m a kin g o ur greases
still better .
Standard Oil took t he lead in p er fo rma nce
testing, and is a leader today. During t h e wa r

our tests furnish ed information that enabled
t h e Arm y t o p rocure certa in products with
greatly increased r eliability of p erforma n ce.
Som e of our t ests h ave becom e a p a r t of governm e nt sp ecification s . M a n y u ser s of our produ cts a re ben efi t ing, b oth from b e t ter product s
a nd from more accurate information.
As t ime goes on , we a r e doing more a nd more
p e r fo rma n ce t esting. In som e cases, we have to
d evelop n ot only the tests but a lso the t esting
equipme n t . But to S ta ndard Oil r esear ch ers
a nd e n gineer s, a n y e ffo r t is w o r t h while if it
will h elp m a ke b etter , m ore u seful p e troleum
p roducts.

Standard Oil Company
(INDIANA)
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Editor ial

■

■

■

dud Gng-ineer
We have the happy opportunity to dedicate the January
issue of the Shamrock to the Civil Engineers .
The Civil Engineer, more than any other branch engineer,
is the one who comes to grips with the raw forces of nature . The
dams he designs and constructs provide the muscle and sinew of
the nations industry. The highways and rail lines he lays out
enable the swift and economical transportation of products and individuals so necessary to modern day living . His genius in design
makes possible the spanning of broad rivers and deep gorges. Using
a few beams of steel, and a mixture of concrete, he raises tall majestic sky scraper buildings that continue to be the wonder of all
who view them, rivaling even the ancient pyramids in grandeur
and beauty .
His modern high speed highways and rail lines shrink the
vast distances of our nation into a matter of a few hours travel time .
His bridges and tunnels push their way across the wildest torrent
and through the highest mountains . No territory is too rough or
too wide that the civil engineer doesn't accept the challenge. The
Al-Can Highway, the Burma Road, the George Washington and
Golden Gate bridges, the Holland tunnel and the Great Northern
Rail line are only a few of the outstanding examples of civil engineering at its best.
The Civil Engineer is an artist in his own right. The dam,
bridge or building he designs and builds must not only be structurally sound under all existing and foreseeable conditions, but
that soundness must be combined with an intrinisic beauty of
the structure. The graceful sweep of the spidery steel arch linking
the two banks of a mighty river; the smooth flowing, yet rugged
lines of the hydro-electric power dam holding in check hundreds
of thousands of tons of water to be tapped when needed by the
mere turn of a valve, sending power flowing along steel arteries
to the farthest corners of the country; the towering buildings of steel
and concrete housing hundreds of families and businesses; each
structure as it stands is a memorial to the ability, training and progressiveness of the Civil Engineer.
In looking at his achievements objectively, it can be said in
truth of the civil engineer, that through his efforts our nation has
become first in modern highway and rail linkage, in power producing sites, as well as in modern business, industrial and private
housing.
Wherever there is progress, there too will be found the builder and designer, the man of vision and initiative, the Civil Engineer.
J .A .B.
JANUARY, 1951
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The Story Behind The Cover

By TED ALBRECHT, C.E. '51
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1540 to 1931, that was the reign of the Colorado
River over the efforts of white men in the southwest.

The river could only be cro~.sed at widely separated
points along its 17,000 mile route to the Gulf of California . I ts actions were typical of other western desert
streams. fluctuating between a sluggish creek in the summer and autumn. and a raging, roaring torrent flooding
the land in early spring. Men tried in many ways to
control and use the water of the Colorado River, but it
would flood the farms on its banks. and in the late summer and autumn it would drop to the size of a creek and
the crops would fail due to a lack of waler.
The Congress passed the Boulder Canyon Project
Act in 1928, and after it was ratified by six of the seven
states in the Colorado River basin. the Bureau of Reclamation began construction in 1931. The construction
of the dam took 4 years and ~54 days or 11 days short
of 5 full years.
In water conservation, dams are used for many purpoees. Hoover Dam can be and is used for all of these
purpoees. The dam controls the raging flood waters in
the spring and stores this water for the generation of
power, domestic water supplies, and irrigation. In the
Imperial and Yuma Valleys the farmers can now rely
on a continuous and unfailing supply of water for their
crops. No longer do they have to worry about the river
f1oocling their land in the spring or its failure to supply
!!Ufficient quantities of water during the summer droughts.

6

On the coastal plain of Southern California, 250 miles
west of the Colorado River, 13 cities receive their domestic water supply from the reliable Colorado River. Navigation is now possible for 115 miles above the dam
through the huge canyons, and on the lower reaches of the
river it is greatly improved. Lake Mead has made it
possible for people to visit portions of the canyons where
is was once impossible to go and that had never been
visited by man before. The lake is being stocked with fish
for the benefit of sportsmen visiting the lake. The lake
is also on an important migration fly-way and for this
reason plays an important role as a refuge for wild
fowl in what was once a great desert.
The initial installation of 4 generators in the power
house at the dam was in operation by 1937, producing
more than 80,000,000 kilowatt-hours of electrical energy a
month and producing a return to the U. S. Treasury of
more than $125,000 each month. After final completion of the power-house in about a year, the sale of
power alonr shall pay for the complete construction of
the dam plus interest in about 50 years, even though
power was and is a by-product of the dam and not one
of the major reasons for the construction project.
Lake Mead, the world's largest reservoir, was named
for Dr. Elwood Mead, Commissioner of Reclamation from
1924 to 1936. The lake is 115 miles in length, covering
146,500 acres, and has a maximum depth of 590 feet.
The Colorado River has an annual flow of about 15,000
acre-feet, (an acre-foot is that amount of water covering
an acre to a depth of one foot) and Lake Mead has a
capacity of 30,500,000 acre-feet or the complete flow of
the river for two years. Behind the dam the lake is kept
low enough to permit the reservoir to hold a maximum
of 9,500,000 acre-feet of flood water without any water
flowing through the spillways. At the base of the dam,
the maximum water pressure is 45,000 pounds per square
foot .
Near the ends of the crest of the dam and located in
the sides of the canyon are the two spillways. These spillways each have a capacity of 200,000 cubic feet per second.
The spillways lead into tunnels 50 feet in diameter that
bu.row through the canyon walls and connect into tunnels that were used originally to divert the river around
the dam site during construction.
The power plant will be the largest in the world
when completed and will have a capacity of 1,835,000
horsepower from its 15 large turbines and generators.
Each of the large generators will have a capacity of 82,500 kilovolt-amperes. On September 11, 1936, the first
generator was started and the first power was generated
( C onlinued on Page 33)
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PRESENTING THE FACULTY
The writer well recalls the bewildered state of mind
among engineering students preceding and during World
Wars I and II. It was true that uncertainty prevailed,
it was true that no one could lift the veil of the future, but
it was equally true that in the long run things worked out
for most students as well as in more peaceful times. The
same conditions exist today but your generation is to be
congratulated for meeting them more calmly and objectively. Since it has lately become apparent that we
shall be engaged in extensive defense preparation for
many years and that actual war could erupt any time,
if indeed it is not already here, a consideration of how
engineers now in college can meet best their responsibilities to their country, to their families, and to themselves appears to be in order.
Whether one should secure an R.O.T.C. commission while in colleges is yet a matter of personal choice
but its advantages should be weighed carefully in a
world as turbulent as ours. Most of our alumni who
attained higher officer rank in World War I I held prewar commissions. Many of them chose to remain in the
service as a permanent career.
One thing appears certain-there never was a time
when greater responsibility and opportunity faced engineering graduates. The supply of new graduates is
diminishing seriously while th~ demand continues to increase. In the future engineers will be scarce but more
necessary to national welfare than ever before, both in
peace and for defense. Fortunately the studies and training of the engineer prepare him equally well for civilian
or military duties. For most graduates any tour of duty
in the armed forces will be temporary, a;;signments are
apt to be based on an engineering background, and upon
return to civilian status there will be a considerable transfer of values for them.
Not only does an engineering education prepare a
man for civilian and military responsibilities but it offers him a wide choice of functional duties including promotion, development, design, supervision, construction,
installation, marketing, purchasing, finance, public relations, labor relations, management, research, teaching, and
so on. A glance through the alumni directory of our
college, or of any engineering college, will disclose the
graduates engaged in most of the technical and administrative phases of business- and government. Where
possible, military assignments should be sought in the
chosen functional field, not only for personal advantage but also because the best service to the country
will be rendered there.
Success and development of character come most
frequently to those who choose their career early and
stay with it. Here friendships, experience, and judgment
accumulate like a snowball and as a result duties are

JANUARY, 1951

PROFESSOR HARRY RUBEY
Dean of The Civil Engineering Dept.

performed easily, effectively, pleasantly, and in stride.
The old adage that "the rolling stone gathers no moss"
is truer today than in the past since duties have become
more highly specialized. Now is the time, while approaching graduation from college and even though war
threatens, to choose a career more specifically and functionally than simply as some branch of engineering. It
is not wise to defer this choice! until after graduation or
after military service and then to accept whatever is offered. A satisfactory choice can usually be made now,
immediate efforts will be more effective, and less watchful shifting of objectives will occur. Seldom will a better choice be made later. The University receives and
makes available to its students much information regarding military service and careers, faculty and fellow
students are helpful, advice from home is forthcoming,
and thus a sounder choice of career usually may be
made while in college rather than later when among
strangers.
Granting the foregoing statements and judging from
experience in past periods of military activity, it appears that the maximum personal and patriotic benefits will accrue to those students who as long as possible
continue to devote their efforts to completing t;heir education as strongly and conscientiously as though they were
under arms. Whether the future holds peace, a cold war
or a shooting war, their engineering education will enabl;
them to render great service to their country and to
themselves. The writer, therefore, feels justified in
advising most students to concentrate on their education
to give thought to their choice of career, and to be rea~
dy when opportunity arrives, whether in peace or war.
Such a procedure best fulfills present responsibilities and
(Continued on Page 33)
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Well, how you all, men . .. Feel a little suthern this
month .. . Guess that's because all the formals you see
around this campus are real southern style . . . Sho'
'nuff . . . An orchid to Dave Aldag who's doing a bang
up job of being the ½ on the staff, even if he is just
a }'.& ( wit ) . .. You know on some magazines the editor
gets grey hair trying to keep all the typographical errors
out of print . . . Our editor leaves them in so that we
can feel superior when we find them . . . Or is that why
his hair is still black . . . This month's poem is respectfully dedicated to the aforementioned Aldag, who really
isn't such a schmoe, all he does is steal any jokes that
aren't nailed down .. . Pome: Don't worry if your job
is small, and your rewards are few . Remember that the
mighty oak, was once a nut like you . . . Hey Aldag,
bore a hole in yourself and let the sap run out .. . 01'
Sam has had his troubles and you men have all had
yours . .. In a way I'm sorta glad, 'cause trouble teaches
us two things : who our friends really are, and who the
guys are that have been waiting, with upraised paddle,
to catch us bent over at the right angle .. . Bill Bornemann came to Sam during pre-registration and asked if I
thought he should take psych. I I told him that if he
did he would learn why he wanted to do things. "Aw,
heck, " says Bill. "I already know why, what I want to
learn now is how ." .. . Seeing that the new semester
is about to start Sam feels that some of you men might
benefit from his experience in the basic course that so
often prove to be a stumbling block . . . Speaking of
stumbling blocks, have you looked under your hat
lately? . .. Freshman, fifth semester sophs, Attention
. . . Analytic Geometry can be mastered easily if you
will remember these points . . . A tan x can neither be
derived from the Florida sun nor from the sun lamps in
the hospital. Polars aren't the pre-Hitler inhabitants of
Poland and the radical axis isn't that joining Moscow
and Berlin ... Calculus is also a snap if .. . you always
differentiate with respect to others as you would . have
8

them incremented unto you, remember always that the
proper dx / dy is d-vine, and remember not to point to
your neighbor when your prof wants a subnormal . . .
Chemistry is one of the simplest courses offered if you
will remember, that ... centimeters aren't the little bugs
that run around in Crowder Hall, spontaneous combustion must never be taken as love at first light, Mendeleeff's Periodic table is not another piece of Chippendale
furniture nor are bases what Joe DiMaggio runs around
during the Uranium Series . .. Above all remember the
Theory of Limits as you guzzle that tenth bottle, and
determine at the earliest possible date, your own personal
Equilibrium Constant . .. Now my girl is the type who
soaks a strapless formal in coffee so that it will stay
up all night ... She sure is outspoken, to, tho' I don't
knaw by who ... Saw Steiner out on a blind date last
week. Went up and asked him where in Stephens he got
her, buck teeth, crosseyed, bowlegged . .. " You don't need
to whisper," moaned Steiner, "she's deaf, too" .. . Speaking of blind dates, the most dateless susie Sam ever
saw has started referring to herself as Hardly Ever
Amber ... Sam want's to go on record as being against
free love . . . It generally winds up costing too much
dough . . . Went home for Christmas . . . It was easy
bummin' a ride into town, but coming back there was
a lot of rain and snow . . . Finally made a deal with a
joker who had a busted windshield wiper . . . Like to
froze to the fender ... Had a fine time while I was home,
tho . . . My grandfather wanted to know if we engineers
wasted much time down here at school, and I told him,"
No Gramps, most girls are pretty reasonable . . . My

grandmother was unpacking my suitcase when she ran
across a coat that still had the pawn ticket in it. Of
course, she wanted to know what the ticket was, so I
told her that I'd been to a dance and checked my coat.
Pretty soon she found a pair of pants that ' Id had in
the same shop. Yep, same kind of ticket. Says Granny,
"What kind of a dance did you say that was?" . . .Harry
Snider gave his girl a watch for Christmas. Being a cautious guy, he didn't give her the works until New Years
Eve . . . You know it's the little things about a girls
clothes that count so much ... Maybe that's why most
girls buy their sweaters two sizes too small . .. .Most of

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

the coeds in the Education department are blossoming
out as sweater girls, seems they're being taught to outline
clearly . . . Funniest thing about a girls sweater is its
ability to keep men warm too . . . While we're on the
subject of clothes, I might as well mention that all the
girls worry about their hats and shoes . . . Between the
two of them guys worry . . . We can't go picnecking on
the Hink for a while yet, but John Reid took his girl
out to the Hink to pick wildflowers . .. Her mother went
along so they picked wildflowers . . . Sam was reading
one of the big town newspapers when he came across an
intuesting ad . . . Wanted : One sales girl. Must be respectable until after Easter . . . Saw in the same paper
where a doctor says you live longer if you don't kiss . . .
Sam went out and bought a cemetery Jot the next day ...
Now we don't know whether or not kisses spread germs,
but they sure do lower the resistance . . . Speaking of
resistance I wonder if any civils have learned that streamlined figure doesn't mean that the girl has more . . .
Harry? ... Only the other day I heard something that
I wish I'd said. An Englishman was talking about a girl
and said, "It's a sham dame" .. . Knew a girl once

that said she was going to marry a man for his money
and then to please him, she was going to wear a dress the
color of his hair. If he had brown hair, she would wear
a brown dress. If he had red hair, she would wear a
red dress. Haven't seen her since she married that baldheaded guy . . . Couple that Jive across the street from
me celebrated their fortieth wedding anniversary last
week, and the old man was telling me about it. "We decided to take a second honeymoon," he said, "Just like
the first. We took the same train, to the same town,
got the same room in the same hotel. Everything was
the same, except that this time I cried" . . . Everybody
talks 3bout how these famous celebrities are hounded
by autograph hunters . .. While nobody has ever asked for
my autograph, there have been numerous requests for
my finger prints ... Someone, I can't tell who or why,
askked for a portrait of the a'l.erage engineer . . . Here 'tis
_ . . His average income is about midnight .. . As a youth
he led a sheltered life, didn't go out with girls until
he was four, he's perpetually torn between vice and versa,
he is easily identified by his sliderule and bloodshot
eyes, he is sometimes mistaken for a drunk with his
wagon hitched to a bar, the apple of his eye is a half
peeled peach, his stand on Einsteins Theories is that they
don't cost the taxpayer anything, his idea of the best
way to acquire a taste for olives is to submerge .them in
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a martini, he's a little way into the age where he wants
to be faithful and isn't, and he hasn't yet reached the age
when he wants to be unfaithful but can't, and last but
not least, he dresses nattily . . . One of my profs told
me, after my last quiz, that I had a memory like a pint
bottle, won't hold much, but I can remember way back
when there was only one car in a garage instead of two
families . . . On my way over to the engine building the
other day, I overheard a lawyer directing a freshman girl
to the engine building and I quote, "It's that thing over
there with the clover over the door." ... YE Shades of
SAINT PATRICK! something is going to be done about
this situation . . . The story is told of the gal in 'law
school that went out on a date, and during the course of
the evening she had occasion lo say, "Stop, and/or I'll
slap your face" . . . You know I bought my little brother
a hundred dollar chemistry set and all he seems to be
able to do with it is make a two-bit bottle of sal
hepatica . . . You know this college is really something,
and a college education never hurt anyone either, as
long, that is, as they aren't afraid to try and learn
something afterward . . . Since I ran a problem in competition wit Pie Moo's monthly brain buster, several
people have approached me, asking for the correct solution ... This month I'm going to give you a break . . .
This problem has a solution . . . The first three correct
solutions turned into the Shamrock will receive, first,
one package of cigarettes, second, one cigar, and third,
a personal note of condolence from Sam, for not getting on
his horse a little sooner . . . Hanging over a pulley is a
rope with a weight at one end; at the other end hangs a
monkey of equal weight. The rope weighs four ounces
per foot. The combined ages of the monkey and, . its
mother are four years and the weight of the monkey is as
many pounds as its mother is years old. The mother is
twice as old as the monkey was when the mother was
half as old as the monkey will be when the monkey is
three times as old as its mother was when she was
three times as old as the monkey is. The weight of the
rope and weight is half as much again as the difference
between the weight of the weight and the weight of the
weight plus the weight of. the monkey. What is the length
( Continued on Page 26)
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WARFARE

and the DESIGN ENGINEER

Methods of modem warfare are constantly being
changed and are now changin1,: at a greater rate than
ever before. This steady change is the result of the
design engineers, working for the military needs, who
are constantly producing more and better designs in an
effort to develop superiority ove:- a potential enemy. They
in turn have engineers working toward the same goal. Of
this fact we are all well aware.
If one side has an eight-inch gun. the other side must
have a ten-inch gun; this process continues on to the
making of atom bombs and I ockets. However, the process of making more powerful weapons has a much
deeper clement in it which is not always fully clear to
the design engineer. Better and better guns may be designed for our side which by all normal reasoning should
definitely be an advantage to us. Actually, these new
weapons might be the basic reason for our downfall
when applied to warfare.
To understand how new weapons actually effect a
change in methods of waging war. we must look deeply
into some of the basic changes that have taken place in
the last two major conflicts. When war broke out in
Europe in 1914. there had not been a major conflict between big powers in over forty years. The leaders of
that war had studied for many years the records of the
previous wars. They had been well schooled in the importance of the attack and rapid maneuvers. They knew
what had happened before and with this knowledge they
planned for the new conflict.
Whil€ the generals were planning to win a war by
attack and rapid movements from lessons gained in the
past. the engineers were designing and developing weapons that had ,m increase in fire power that surpassed
anything previously made. It was generally believed that

By JAMES L. KONSKI, C.E. '50

these new weapons would speed up warfare, resulting in
a short conflict. It was a short war that the Germans
relied upon for success in 1914. In a long war, as it
turned out to be, the Allies had the advantage with their
greater resources and manpower.
On all fronts in World War I the battles started in
maneuvers but soon bogged down into trench warfare.
The war was not a short one as had been predicted. The
Germans, relying on a short war. had planned for a
quick victory in the West. The Allies had also pinned
their hopes on winning a war of rapid maneuvers.
What was the phenomenon which caused the war to
fall into a deadlock running over 600 miles on the Western Front from the Belgian coast to Switzerland- For
almost four years both sides pounded away at each
other. making little headway. Offensive after offensive was launched. Nearly five million lives were lost
in the first three years with a negligible bit of ground
being taken. It became a war of attrition; a process of
wearing away. Offensives were launched just for offensives with the idea that the side with the most men
would win in the end . The Allies launched offensives
with no other purpose than to ~peed up this ultimate end.
This phenomenon of trench warfare was due to the
development of small arms weapons. These gave a very
distinct advantage to the defensive and therefore a distinct disadvantaf,!e to the attacker. A designer from nation A would design a rifle that would fire ten times
as rapid as any rifle made previously, with the idea of
f,!ivinf,! his side an adYantaf,!e in a war with nation B.
In time, as inevitably happens. nation B would get a
copy of the weapon. and it would then have an advantage over nation A due to nation A's design .
In time nation B increases this weapon to fire forty
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times as rapidly as it did originally. Nation A gets a
copy and this time nation A has an advantage in defense. This see-sawing process continues with no one
aware that better defensive weapons are being made.
This is what happened prior to World War I .
This advantage for the defense can probably best be
understood by an illustrative example by Giulio Douhet,
an Italian air general. His classic on warfare, Command
of the Air, written in the twenties, states as follows:
" If I am in a trench and I have a gun which fires
one shot a minute, at the most I can stop only one attacker coming at me from one minute's distance. That
is, the attacker is wihin firing range for a period of one
minute; the attacker is in the open, and his body is
fully exposed while the defender in the trench is shielded by sandbags or other cover. Th e man on the defense
is in a position to accurately aim his fire ; the man on the
run is not. If two enemies attack me a the same time,
I can stop one of them but not the other. But if my
gun fires 100 shots a minute, I can stop 100 attackers
coming at me from one minute's distance. Therefore, my
attackers must number 101 so that at least one of them
can reach me. In the first case I, on the defensive, can
checkmate one attacker; but in the second case I can
checkmate 100. Nothing in the situation has changed
except the efficiency of my gun.
"If in both cases I put up on the field enough barbed
wire entanglement to slow the attacker down so that it
takes him five minutes to cross the field, in the first
case I can stop five attackers and in the second case 500.
Nothing has changed but the efficiency of the gun, but
indirectly this efficiency is changed in value by the barbed
wire entanglement, as in the first case it allows me to
checkmate four more attackers than I could without it,
and in the second case 400 more." *
After the Battle of the Marne in 1914, the first
major battle of the war, this advantage for the defensive
caused the lines to be thinned out until they extended
from the channel ports to Switzerland. After the lines
were thinned out they were still impregnable due to the
superiority of the defensive.
It is interesting to note that all the technical means
of ending this deadlock were present early in the war;
the gasoline engine, the airplane, the caterpillar tractors,
and the idea of an armored vehicle capable of crossing
trenches and withstanding machine gunfire. What was
not available was an understanding of the changing methods of warfare brought on by the development of certain
types of weapons and other means of waging war.
first that the small arms
It was not understood
weapons had given such a definite advantage to the defensive and that, to counteract this advantage, more and
better attack weapons wer,e needed. This condition had
to be realized before the engineers could be given the

at

*Douhet, Guilo, TM Command of the Air, Translated by
Dino Ferrari, New York, Coward McCann, Inc.,
1942, p. 158
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105 MM Howitzers leave Fairchild C-82'? of
Ninth Air Force Troop Carrier Units.

job of designing and building more and better tanks,
airplanes, and other attack weapons.
In the period between wars, the nations set their
design engineers to work on new weapons that would allow faster movement of units and not cause a deadlock
of trenches and attrition. They then made tanks which
would take only a fraction as much time in attacking
a position. These tanks would give the attacker a big
sheet of steel with which to keep himself protected from
the enemy's machine guns. This time the man in the
trench would not have a change against the attacker
( unless of course he had some still newer defensive
weapons ).
Along with the tank we developed air power and
mobile units, all definitely attack weapons. We now had
methods of transporting our heavy weapons and equipment across rough terrain. We no longer had to rely
on the poor, congested roads of the first war that had
slowed the movements of large armies almost to a standstill.
We now turn our attention to the invention of aircraft
and see how it provides an advantage. The airplane is
definitely an attack weapon. Of two nations, both equal
in size, in number of aircraft, and in their aircraft efficiency, the nation that uses its air power for attack has
a definite advantage over the nation which is on the
defensive.
A simple illustrative example should serve to make
this point clear. An airplane based at point O is a
potential threat to the entire area within a circle of its
radius of action. Let us assume that nation A has an
air force equal in fighting capacity to that of nation B.
Nation A scatters its air bases along its own coast. This
air force can easily concentrate its action against nation
B as it sees fit on any objectives within its radius of action . Assume that there are 100 of these objectives.
Nation B to defend itself must now station a force equal
to that of nation A at each of these objectives. This
requires an air force of 100 times A's force for proper
defense. This is clearly an impossible task for B to
achieve. It is therefore absurd for nation B to attempt
to defend itself through defensive action when it has
( Continued on Page 24)
an attack weapon.
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CBABACTER SKETCHES
By FRED H. LEVIEN, M.E. '51
Ted's spare time, what little he has, is spent either
sleeping or working with his high priced camera ( which
is currently out of order) and occasionally a little time is
"wasted" at Stephens. However, having been "burnt
once" Ted now plays the field.
Ted Albrecht is a fine example of that group of
individuals who have given a great deal of their time and
efforts in order that we here at MU will have a better
place in which to work.

TED ALBRECHT

Tt·d Albrecht. Secretary of Engine Club, was born
and reared in St. Louis, moved to Sullivan, Missouri
where he spent his high school days and graduated from
Sullivan High in June. 1946. It took Ted a year of
hard work to earn enough money for his expenses during
his first year here. After working for an A & P store in
St. Louis Ted finally saved enough money to start and
he entered MU in September of 1947. Besides being
Secretary of Engine Club, which entails taking the minutes and keeping th records of the club in order. Ted is
also a member of ASCE and has estabfo,hed himself as a
hard worker around Engine School. Last year he helped
with the decorations for the Ball and Xmas party, and
in the past he has also assisted J eff Baker with the
arduous task of Guard details around the columns. This
coming St. Pat's week Ted is in charge of the knighting
ceremonies. a job which will require the type of coordinating which he has shown he is very capable.
Ted is especially interested in Dam construction and
his quest for more knowledge in that field will carry him
up to either the University of Michigan or the University of Iowa for a masters in his choSC'n field. He has
bem intrigued by Dams ever ~inve he was back in high
school. and along that line ha~ spent one summer with
the Highway Dept. working on survey parties, doin11;
minor calculations and design. and figuring excavation
quantitirs. If the military doesn't get him when he graduates a year from February. Ted hopes to work for the
Bureau of Reclamation on hydraulic structures. HaYing
spent some time out west in Utah and Arizona. he
would prefer to work in that section of the country.
However. considering the fact that he is a senior in
ROTC Advanced Artillery. there might have to be a
"few" changes made in plans.
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BILL BORNMANN

"It all started" as Bill puts it, "when I was born."
That was twenty-two years ago m St. Louis, Missouri.
Eight months later his folks moved to their present residence, at Kirkwood and it was there that Bill grew up
and attended high school. Like most of us, during his
high school days Bill was short on funds. He decided to
get a job and earn some span· cash. He got a job alright,
as a grave digger. Bill explains that he'd always wanted
to become an embalmer. in fact he'd even invested money
in an embalmer's handbook. sc, to speak. I know. I
thumbed thru the ... ugh . . . book.
But business was "to dead" and Bill got restless.
Accordingly he decided to go to college. He had been
good in math in high school and since he already had
had some experience working with "excavations" he chose
civil engineering as his field of endeavor.
Bill has tackled the job of getting an education. as
all the people he has worked with will tell you. with the
same good sense and determination that he shows no
matter what he sets out to do. At this writing he is
vice president of Engine Club. and a member of the
social committee of ASCE . He also puts in time as a
member of the SHAMROCK staff and last year was
1 C n11tinu(d n11 Page 24)
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C. E. SENIOR INSPECTION TRIP
By BILL BORNMANN, C.E. 'S1
On Wednesday morning, October 11th of last year,
65 Civil Engineering Seniors set out for Chicago, Illinois
on their Senior Inspection Trip. At this time the American Society of Civil Engineers had their annual meeting in Chicago, making the trip serve a dual purpose.
Most everyone going on the trip arrived in Chicago
about 6 P.M. on the evening of the 11th, and checked
in at the Y.M.C.A. Hotel. The living quarters consisted
of two dormitories ( except for the single rooms for
those who brought their wives along ) which kept up the
morale quite a bit. That night the whole town of Chicago knew something was different, the difference being that some Missouri University boys tried to put
life in the windy city. One comment heard while 6'-7"
Veltrop, 6' -5" Moyle, 6' -4" Faust, 6' -4" Epple, and
6' -2" Borneman walked down the street together was,
"They must be part of the Stags team. " Of course, 5'-10"
Shrimp Turner was walking in front of the team running interference on those Chicago sidewalks. As could
be expected, it was morning by the time everyone finished
telling of their adventures of the evening.
Thursday morning, October 12th, all took in the
daylight sights of the town, rested, or even studied. As
the clock rolled past the noon hour, everyone started
gathering at the Congress Hotel for the meeting of the
Student Chapters of the A.S.C.E. All schools from the
central part of the United States were represented at
the meeting. Missouri University had the largest number of men at the meeting and also accounted for the
highest number of man-miles travelled. For this, the
Civil Engineering Department 1eceived a set of reference
books by Seely which are to be placed in the Civil Engineering building for the students use. The main address in this meeting on "The Engineer and Natural Resources" was given by Dr. Harry Curtis, now Director
of the Tennessee Valley Authority, and formerly Dean
of Engineering at the Unive;·sity of Missouri. Two
student papers were read : "Tunnels for the Transportation of Passengers and Freight" by a student from Detroit University, and "Flourization of Water Supplies"
by a student from Purdue. After a few general business
matters were cared for and .short talks by a representative of each student chapter were given, the meeting was
adjourned at 4 :30 p.m. Again the evening was a social
one as far as the boys from Missouri University were
concerned.
Friday morning, October 13th, everyone had to get
up early ( at least by 9 a.m., and that was early in Chicago) to attend the meeting at 9 :30 a.m. The student
had a choice of attending one of three divisions: Construction Division, Hydraulics Division, and Waterways DiJANUARY, 1951

v1s10n. In each division there were three lectures during the morning. Each meeting was adjourned about
11 a.m. Again in the afternoon the student had a choice
of attending one of three divisions: Surveying and Mapping Division, Waterways Division, and Hydraulics Division. The meeting of each division, which started at
2 p.m. consisted of three lectures and a discussion after
each lecture. The meeting in each division ended about
4 :30 p.m. giving everyone time to clean up, eat, and
get started on their last night in Chicago. One might
say the town was painted Black and Gold that night.
Even though it was Friday the 13th, it wasn't a bad
day after all.
Saturd<1/ , October 14th was the day the Inspection
Trips were I aken. Everyone went to see the $3,000,000
Bataan-Corregidor Memorial Bridge, this being one of
the most interesting features of the trip. The bridge is
a double leaf, trunnion bascule type bridge. The most
amazing feature of the bridge was that there is 14,500
cubic yards of concrete in it which is used as a counterweight. This amounts to 65,250,000 pounds of concrete. After leaving the Bataan-Corregidor Memorial
Bridge, the student had a choice of going on one of
three trips : West-Southwest Sewerage Disposal Plant,
Super Highway or P.C.A. Laboratory, and the Wisconsin Steel Works. The Wisconsin Steel Works, which
is a division of the International Harvester Company,
was the choice of most of the University of Missouri students. This was a very interesting tour in which every
step and procedure in the process of manufacturing steel
was explained by guides. It might be added that Wisconsin Steel Works produces one per cent of the steel
manufactured in the United States which is a small
amount in percentage, but a very large quantity. This
amounts to approximately 3,659,000 tons per year. The
plant property covers about 200 acres, and every bit of it
is in use. This trip was concluded about 3 :30 p.m. and
this also was the conclusion of the entire inspection trip.
There was much knowledge gained on this trip and
we are happy to say that every student returned safe
and sound. That is, everyone returned sound except one
person. Bob Ellis claims he was crossing the street one
night when the sidewalked jumped up right out of nowhere, hit his foot, and sprained his ankle. Of course,
we all believed him.
Last but not least, we all want to say that we enjoyed the company of Professors Tate and Wood, who
were our guardians on the trip. Many thanks to them
for the assistance, enthusiasm, and interest that they
took in giving the students a bigger and better Senior
Inspection Trip.
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MEET THE ALUMNI
We respectfully dedicate this page 10 the alumni of
We wish to
express our thanks for the very favorable returns from
the alumni questionnaire and subscription campaign. It
is gratifying to know that our alumni wish to help promote the activities of our Engine Club.
After graduation we all lose contact with our old
friends and buddies. We hope that this column will
give you a good idea of where these friends are and what
they are doing.
1906
Robert C. Gilmore, 157 Lake Ave., West Kirkland,
Washington, Honored Knight of St. Pat, is retired from
the Union Pacific Railroad. Mr. Gilmore was a freshman during the year 1902. In 1903 the good Knight
was first brought to this campus.
the College of Engineering of Old Mizzou.

1907
Garland C. Broadhead of 602 Sanford Place, Columbia, Mo. is now retireci .
1909

Allen Vaughn Elstone, 2121 North Flower, Santa
Ana, Calif., Honored Knight of St. Pat has been a fiction writer for most of the popular magazines, and occasionally he has one of his books published. Mr. Elston
withdrew from engineering in 1924. He was Captain of
Engineers in World War I and Lt. Colonel of Engineers
in World War II.
1912
Elmer L. Anderson, 1040 East Grand, Springfield
Mo., Honored Knight of St. Pat, is the Chief Engineer
of the Frisco Railroad.
1925
H . T . Lawrence, 1802 N . W. 21st St. Oklahoma
City, Okla., Honored Knight of St. Pat, is a Consulting
Engineer engaged in private practice.
1928
Helmer H. Holmberg, 486 Perry St., Barry Illinois. is an Assistant Engineer for the Wabash Railroad .
He served four years in the Navy Civil Engineering Corps
during World War II as Commander.
Cpl. Thomas Graves Keithley, #4 Reeder Circle, Ft.
Monroe. Va .. Honored Knight of St. Pat. is a Colonel
in the U. S. Army. Colonel Keithley was formerly a
Maintenance Bridge Engineer for St. Louis- San Francisco Railroad .
1929
Elbert Hasenritter. 603 Valley Road. Llanerch, Havertown, P.O. Pa.. Honored Knight of St. Pat. is the
General Traffic Manager for the Certainteed Products
Corp.
1931
George M. Gans (CDR-CEC-USN), 305 Ingram,
Billkitts Housing, U.S. Naval Ammunition Depot, Shumaker, Camden, Ark. He is the Officer-in-charge of Con-
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struction on a thirty-five million dollar construction program at Camden. He entered the Navy shortly before
World War II.
1932
James L. Baker, Box 506. Angleton, Texas, is the
Senior Resident Engineer with the Texas State Highway
Dept. He is in charge of design and construction of state
highways in two Gulf Coast Counties. He has worked
with others to develop the use of Shell Concrete for concrete base construction with quite some success.
1937
Erwin R. Bretscher, 201 Civil Engineering Hall,
Urbana, Illinois, is presently the Assistant Professor of
Civil Engineering at the Univer~ity of Illinois. This past
summer he spent some time as a special consultant on the
structural design of the Memorial Union Building here
in Columbia.
F . M . Cortelgon, Jr., 411 West 60th St., Kansas City,
Mo., Honored Knight of St. Pat, is a member of the firm
of Harrington and Cortelgon, Consulting Engineers specializing in bridge work. Mr. Cortelgon is being recalled
to active duty in Washington, D.C. with the Civil Engineering Corps, U.S. Navy in January, 1951.
1942
Luther J . Heilman, 3177 41st Place, Sandia Base,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, is a Department Manager
for the Sandia Corp. in Albuquerque.
Willard R. Bolton, 7815 East 49th Street, Kansas
City, Missouri, has been a Design Engineer with Black
& Veach in Kansas City since August, 1947.

1944
James Weldon, 7313 South Maplewood, Honored
Knight of St. Pat, is a Structural Designer for American Mare Products Co., Ruby, Indiana.
1947
David F. Cuhill, 5300 Cleveland, is a Superintendent
of Building Construction.
Wright Guinn. 3212 Benton Blvd., Kansas City, Mo.,
is with the Inter-state Construction Co. He is a Construction Superintendent on a new freight terminal and
office building for the Rock Island Railroad in their
Armourdale yards.
1948
Calvin S. Kuter. 610 College, Columbia, Mo., is connected with Missouri Division of Health as Public Health
Engineer. Mr. Kuter is now at M .U. taking graduate work.
H . F . Kincaid , 2307 Drake Place, Casper, Wyoming,
is now a Division Civil Engineer for Continental Oil
Co. in their Rocky Mountain Region. He is in charge
of all design and construction for Conoco in Colorado
Wyoming. Montana. North Dakota, South Dakota, and
parts of New Mexico and Utah.

(Continued on Page 28)
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ENGINE NEWS

By E. S. TURNER, C.E. '51

Engine Club
On November 29, the third meeting of November
was called to order by the Vice President, Bill Bornemann. The President, Jack Harvey, was out of town.
The committees made their reports.
Ken Reichert announced the date of the football
game. · It was to be held on Saturday, December 9 at
2 :00 P .M . The game was later called ( by the Shysters
who seemed to be afraid to get wet ) and postponed until
next fall .
The Chairman of St. Pat's Board announced that
applicants to the Board were to be interviewed. Chairman Magee asked me to keep his name out of this
column, but Magee is such a great guy that I can't keep
Magee's name out of it. I hope Magee doesn't mind
too much .
A motion (tabled from November 15) on the Queen
P olicy was brought up. The motion was to open the
competition for Queen to anyone. The opposition to the
motion carried from the Women's organizations. They
were going to ask the MU girls to withdraw from the
competition if it was opened to all girls. Christian voluntarily withdrew, so the Engineers seemed to think that
we would only be able to pick a Queen from Stephens.
The main question arose if, by opening the contest, we
could influence the women's organizations to change their
minds. Some seemed to think that the women wouldn't
change their minds and others seemed to think that the
women would change their minds. Amendments were
made to the original motion and it was finally thrown
out. It was finally moved that the Queen Contest be
open to University of M issouri gi rls only. This motion
was passed by a unanimous vote.
The entertainment for the evening, and we sure
got some, was a Barbershop Quartette. They were asked
to sing just after the Queen Policy was discussed so they
would not be kept any longer. In true Barbershop harmony they sang a few of our old favorite songs and a
few little known to us.
A meeting was called of Committee Chairmen to
elect St. Pat's Board.
A call was raised for_ yolunteers to hang the Ball
Gym. Four volunteered and three showed
Rothwell
in
up. I can only say that if the other three were like
Yours Truly, the ball wouldn't have been hung. Thank
St. Pat that there are fellas like the other three.
After an Executive meeting was called and the Entertainment Chairman announced the coming movie, the
meeting was adjourned.
On December 13 the Engine club met in the Univer( Continued on Page 24 )
sity High Auditorium.
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Chi Epsilon
The Missouri Alpha Chapter of Chi Epsilon, the
National Honorary Civil Engineering Fraternity, was
installed in 1934. Its broad objective is to increase the
efficiency of the civil engineering profession as an instrument of social betterment. Chi Epsilon was organized to recognize those characteristics of the individual engineer deemed fundamental to the successful
purpsuit of an engineering career and to aid in the development of those characteristics in the undergraduate
engineer. Engineering, the application of widening scientific principles to the practical need of society, is assuming a constantly increasing responsibility calling for a
high order of proficiency from those who plan and administer engineering works. This responsibility can be
adequately discharged only by a professional group possessed of good basic technical ability, high moral character, social intelligence, and with the desire and vision to
realize the extent of the social changes brought about by
the projects under its control. Chi Epsilon fosters the
development and exercise of fundamentally sound traits
of character and technical ability among engineers, which
will work toward a higher standard of service offered to
humanity by the profession.
The selection of active members of Alpha Chapter
is based upon scholarship, character, practicability, and
sociability, the four requirements of a successful engineer. The scholastic requirements limit membership to
those students who have maintained a grade average in
the highest one-fourth of the Junior class, and the highest one-third of the Senior class.
Various activities are held throughout the school
year for the purpose of promoting and furthering fellowship among the members. Missouri Alpha Chapter of
Chi Epsilon entertains meetings of the student chapter
of the American Society of Civil Engineers.
The initiation banquet, held semi-annually, is a gala
affair, which in recent years has been held at the Villa,
in the tranquil seclusion of beautiful Moon Valley on
the Hinkson. But the banquet itself is not so tranquil.
Filet mignon with mushroom sauce is a favorite menu,
and the quality of the entertainment often rivals the
unforgetable goodness of the palatabel dinner.
The chapter holds regular meetings at least once a
month during the school year. A nominal initiation fee
pays for the official key and certificate of membership
and a four-year subscription to the Transit, the official
publication of the national organization. A national conclave is held every second year, and the national fraternity
pays round trip rail aid pullman fare for two delegates
( Continued on Page 24)
from each chapter.
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BULLARNEY
Before I start throwing stale jokes around, I want
to toss a few orchids and brickbats at a few members of
the staff (so neatly called 2½ in the air issue). Orchids
to Slapstick Sam. He's a pretty smart son of a gun. I
don't see how he can stay in school what with spending
his time hunting suzies. I could clobber him, though,
for stealing my jokes. I think he gets hold of my copy
before I write it.
Now for the notes from the Editor found on the
last page of the air issue. The Editor, bless his stone
heart, considers me, laugh later please (at the jokes) ,
the half man on his staff. Let me catch him with his back
turned. I'll burn his M .E . 922 Lab annual on him.
S'nuff said. The boss (he and I being such good
friends) asked me to say no more.

""

Personnell Director: "We like to regard the salary
of our employees as confidential."
New Engineer: "Don't worrk, I won't tell a soul.
I am just as ashamed of it as you are."

""

Dentist: 'Tm sorry, I'm all out of gas."
Suzie: "Gee, do dentists pull that old stuff too?"

""

First Lawyer: "As soon as I found the business was
crooked, I got out of it."
Second Shyster: "How much?"

By
Aldag

"I don't knkow either," said the farmer. "Here's
fifty cents."
"Daddy, how do they catch crazy men?"
"Well, son, with rouge, lipstick, and a fetching dress,
usually."

""

Two Engineers were sitting in the Library, one deeply interested in a book he was holding. "What's that
your reading?" asked the other.
"It's called 'What Millions of Women Want'" was
reply.
the
"Lemme see that," said the questioner, "I wanna see
if they spelled my name right."

""

Pat was determined to pass his favorite tavern on
his way home. As he approached the swinging doors,
Pat became shaky. But after having walked past the
doors, Pat turned, saying to himself: "Congratulations,
Pat me boy, come back and I'll treat you."

""

Judge: "So they caught you with this bundle of
silverware? Whom did you plunder?
Thief: "Two fraternity houses, Your Honor."
Judge : "Call up the downtown hotels, sergeant, and
distribute this stuff."

""

"Call for Mister O'Brien! Call for Mister O'Brien!"
"Vait a minute, boy. Vat iss der initial, please?"

""

A farmer and a professor were sharing a seat on
It was getting lonesome so the farmer started
train.
a
a conversation.
Let's have a game of riddles to pass the time," said
the professor. "If I hav.e. a riddle you can't guess, you
give me a dollar or vice versa."
"All right," replied the farmer, "but as you are
better educated than I, do you mind if I only give fifty
cents?"
"O.K." replied the prof. "You go first."
"Well, what animal has a tail like a dog, barks like
a dog, and has four legs like a dog, but has feathers?"
"I don't kknow. Here's your dollar. What kind of
an animal is it?"
JANUARY, 1951

An old gent was passing a busy intersection when
a large St. Bernard ran by and knocked him down. A
moment later, a Crosley car skidded around the comer and
inflicted further damage. A bystander helped him to his
feet, and someone asked him if the dog had hurt him.
"Well," he answered, "the dog didn't hurt so much,
tin can tied to his tail nearly killed me."
that
but

""

"Do you drink?"
"No."
"Then hold this bottle while I tie my shoe."

""

And there was the moron who took the cap off his
knee to see if there was any beer in the joint.

""

M.E. : "How did you get that black stuff all over
your tongue?"
C.E.: "I dropped my bottle on a freshly tarred road."
(Continued on Page 26)
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The Geo. W a s h i n g t o n
Bridge constructed over Turtle Creek Valley in East Pittsburg, Pa. in 1932, is a five
span reinforced concrete arch
bridge 1560 feet long.
The
main center span is 4611 feet
long from center to center of
piers and is the longest single concrete span in the U. S.
On either end of the bridge
there are two approach spans,
195 and 280 feet long. The
bridge has a forty-two foot
roadway which is 200 feet
above the vall4=y occupied by
Turtle Creek and Westinghouse Electric Corp. East Pittsburg plant. Steel truss centering was used in all of th,:,
arch spans, so planned that
the two arches at either end
of the bridge would be first
completed and then all of the
centering assembled to support the 460 foot span. Centering for each arch was erected from cables. The north
rib was poured first, after
which the rib centering was
lowered and moved 32 feet
under the south end. This
bridge is located on U. S.
Highway 30.

CnyAII
ABOVE-Aerial view of new 20,0IJO.GAmeri
tric power plant serving 40,000-square al sector
Brazil.

Courtesy U. S. Bureau of Reclamation
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LEFT-Shasta Dam-General view lnihigh
tor's vista point on scenic highway. Mtllsta c
the horizon.
RIGHT-Energy of excess water in urvoir
by the use of needle valve.
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Courtesy Westi n ghouse
Six 82,500 KVA water turbine units installed in The Hoover Dam

Couray Allis-Chalme1·s
,,090-h .lmmcan hydro-elccare nii llttor in Sao Paulo,

.ew lrtt hlgb hill above visiillta can be seen on

"t

in ar!!ll·oir being expend ed

Courtesy Gen eral Electric
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EARTH PRESSURES ON RETAINING WALLS
By A . PICONE, C.E. '51
Perhaps one of the greate,;t contributions madl' by
the relatively new science of soil ml'chanics tu the engineering proft•ssion is the logical analysis and useful
contributions it makes toward the study of ea rth pressures.
Before the advent of this new field , wrtical retaining walls were often designed by conventional theories
that were based on highly over-~implified hydraulic equa tions. These hydraulic equations were used with a reducing constant that was strictly empirical and had no
logical basis to the existing soil conditions. The assumption often led to erroneous results and many faulty
retaining wall designs.
The principle, and more or less difficult, problem
that is connected with the des ign of vertical retaining
walls is that of finding the m3.gnitude and point of application of the earth pressure. Since the retaining wall
in actuality prevents the material that 1s being retained
from as-,uming its natural slope, the wall must be designed to resist a pressure which tends to cause it :
( l ) To overturn
( 2 ) To shear along a horizonta l plane
( 3 ) To slide along its foundation
One of the mo,-;t useful contributions to the engineering profession was made by the relatively new science
of soil mechanics. The application of logical analysis
to the stud y of earth pre,;sures has presented a means by
which engineers may now a rriw at more satisfact ory solutions to ea rth pressure probil'ms.
At the present time. the most widely used method
of retainin11: wall desi11:n embo<lie,; a 11:eneral knowledge
of the shea r resistin11: propertie~ of the material being
retained . and of the ··coulomb Sliding Wedge Theory ...
Shear Resistance of Soils

Before proceeding further. it is desirable here to
briefly discus,; the factors en tering into the shea ring
st rength of soils namely: internal friction . and cohesion .
Internal friction is best described through the use of
the direct-shear test tha t is used to measure this particular
mechanical property of a material.

In the direct -shea r test, an undisturbed sample of
the soil to be retained by the wall is placed in the directshear apparatus, which merely consists of a sheer box and
a loading diaphragm. (See figure one )
The soil in the two cups is free to shear along the
plane A -A. "P" and " Q" represent the normal and
tangential forces acting on the cup through the loading
diaphragm. If "P" is held constant and "Q" is increased by increments until incipient shearing failure
results then :
( 1 ) In the resulting force triangle, (see figure one )
the angle theta is the angle of internal friction
for a non -cohesive soil. The angle theta being
defined as that angle at which sliding of one mass
over another is impending.
( 2) If several tests are made using different values
for " P ," the general result can be illustrated with
a graph.
( See figure two. )
The relationship between the shearing strength "S'"
and the compression load "P" for a sandy soil is shown
by the broken line OA. For sandy soils this line is
usually a slight curve for which a straight line can be
substituted as shown by the full line OB. (See figure two ).
The angle theta for representative values of sand
are given by "Terzagi and Peck" as follows:
Round Grains
Sand
Loose
De nse

? , ({.RT/CH.

PIU5:.IIRI'..

5•S/llAR STRENGTH OF ::,AMPLf,
f0/1.C[ OIAGNIIM

1'

LO~D!NG

28 1 ,

35

Anglnar Grains
(Graded)

34
46

In sands or other soils having little or no cohesion.
the shear resistance for all practical purposes becomes,
S = P x Tan theta
where theta = angle between the line OB and the horizontal. ( See figure two ).
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Figure 2
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Determinations of the shear strength of cohesion
soils require a more involved procedure. In this case,
the shear strength becomes,
S = P x Tan theta + c.
When "P" equals 0, the shear strength equals the
cohesion. Cohesion is largely independent of the pressure "P," and it usually depends to a large extent on
the degree of consolidation of the soil under consideration.
In the shear test of a cohesive soil, several sets of
samples of the soil are compressed to different degrees.
(See Figure 3.)

0.5

/.0

1.5

2 .0

VERTICAL PRESSURE

Z.5

3.0

3 .5

4.0

TONS/SQ. FT.

Figure 3

Four sets of samples of the soil in Figure 3 were
compressed under respective pressures of 1, 2, 3 and
4 tons per square foot. For each set the shear strength
"S" is determined for a maximum pressure and also for
one or more pressures reduced below the maximum. Each
value of "S" thus determined is plotted against the corresponding value of "P." The value of "S" for a pressure of 0, as indicated by a line passing through the
points so plotted, indicates that portion of the total shear
strength due to cohesion. It will be noted that the descent
from the maximum pressure is along a straight line which
deviates considerably from the ascending line that begins at the origin and ends at the maximum pressure.
The line drawn through the points plotted when pressures
are reduced intercept the ordinate at points above the
ongm. ( See figure three.)
The shear strength of the soil, for example, under
a pressure of four tons per square foot was 2.5 tons/sq.
ft. When the load was reduced from 4 to 3 tons/sq. ft.
the shear strength dropped to 2.33. With reductions of
the load to 2 and 1 tons/sq. ft. the shear strength dropped
to 2.15 and 1.95 tons/sq. ft. respectively. The intersections of the line through the points with the ordinate
of zero pressure indicates a shearing force of 1.78 tons
per sq. ft., which is therefore the cohesion.
It should be emphasized that the values of c and
theta represent only approximations. The tan theta is
equal to the coefficient of friction for sand only. For
clays the line connecting "P" x tan theta + c with the
zero load ordinate is not straight but curved. The approximation is however very close for the purposes of
this discussion.
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TABLE OF SOIL PROPERTIES

Soil
Clay, liquid
Clay, very soft
Clay, soft
Clay, fairly stiff
clay, very stiff
Sand, wet
Sand, dry

theta

C

100
200
400
1000
2000
0
0

p.s.f.
p.s.f.
p .s.f.
p.s.f.
p .s.f.
p .s.f.
p.s.f.

oo
20
40
60
12°
10°
34°

Figure Four: Table of physical properties of various soils.

The Sliding Wedge Theory
The Coulomb theory of earth pressure is based on
the sliding wedge theory. A triangular wedge of earth
ABC (See figure 5) is assumed to slide down between
the wall and the body of earth behind the wedge.
In the figure, a wall is represented as retaining a
level surcharge BC. W, the weight of the wedge that will
create the maximum- pressure "P" against the wall is
shown as concurrent with "P" and the reaction "R"
against the fill of AC.
In the force diagram,
( 1) P = W x tan(90°-x)
The weight of the wedge ABC is,
(2) W = ½wh 2 tan(90°-x)
= ½wh 2 cot(x)
From 1 & 2
(3) P = ½wh x cot(x)tan(90°-x)
Since ½wh 2 is a constant, the thrust "P" is greatest when the product cot(x) x tan(90-x) is at a minimum, and this happens when; x = 45 + theta
-2Inserting this value in 3,
P = ½wh 2 x tan 2 (45-½theta) or,
P = ½wh 2 x 1-sin theta
1+sin theta
The effect of cohesion along the line of failure will
now be considered. If it is assumed that at the previous
instant before the wedge breaks loose that the full cohesion c is in effect, then the thrust of the earth against
the waIT is deducted as follows.
C' = v x AC and, C' = ch x 1/cos(45-½ theta)
The horizontal component of C' acts to reduce the
earth pressure against the wall and,

oo"-><)~
p
FORCE DIAGRAM

N

Figure Five: Diagram illustrating the sliding wedge theory.
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WATER, OUR PRICEL ESS RESOUR CE
By TED ALBRECHT, C.E. 'S1

The source of supply of water for western power and irrigation projects is mostly comprised of watersheds similar to the scene above.

At the beginning of our country, our water resource3
were used almost exclusively for logging, fishing, navigation, and for the development of power in the small
power plants of the various types of mills and factories
located along the banks of the rivers and streams. Today
thi,; picture has been greatly changed. Out water resources are now being used for irrigation, power development on a large scale, flood control, control of silt and
pollution, and correlative recreation advantages.
It is now a well established fact that irrigated agriculture is profitable. This is not only true in the western states where the practice has long been confined, but
also in the midwest and in some parts of the east. At
present there are over 22million acres of land under
irrigation, and there projects now under construction
and in the planning stage that will reclaim 13 million
acres and will provide supplemental irrigation for 8 million acres. Most of these projects are being constructed
by the Bureau of Reclamation which has as its primary
purpose the job of helping to build a firm economy in the
western states by the development of irrigated agriculture.
On the Colorado River and its tributaries, there are
at present 9 dams and there are 11 more being planned.
These dams will make a virtual ladder of the rivers and
are being built primarily to supply the necessary water
for the irrigation of the arid and semi-arid lands of the
22

southwest. In the Columbia River Basin, there are
hundreds of miles of dams, tunnels, siphons, and canals
that are being built to supply water for the irrigation
of over a million acres of and. Projects are also under
construction in central California to partially equalize
the unbalanced condition thal exists between the Sacramento Valley which contains approximately two-thirds
of the supply of water, and the San Joaquin Valley in
which is located about two-thirds of the irrigatable land
of central California.
Irrigation alone could never pay for the construction
of these projects. It is only through the simultaneous
development of economical hydroelectric power that these
structures shall ever be paid for. The projects that
have been and that are being constructed in the Colorado River Basin will develop 1,750,000 kilowatts of hydroelectric energy, and will have an annual production
of 7.2 billion kilowatt-hours. When all of the projects
that are in the planning stage are proven to be economically sound and are constructed, the basin shall have an
installed capacity of 4 million kilowatts, and an annual
production of 19.5 billion kilowatt-hours. The sale of
this power at an economical rate to the cities and towns
of the southwest shall in time completely finance the construction of the great reservoir works that are required
to supply water for irrigation.
As a result of technological advances and of the
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

effort to relate hydroelectric plants more economically to
the large power systems of today, the power plants connected to the newer structures are being made larger and
simpler. Plants that would formerly require several large
impulse turbines a re being built at large savings with
one or two reaction turbines operat ing under a high head
and are producing more electrical power more economically than was previously possible. Operating costs are being
reduced at some of the smaller plants by the use of automatic control or of supervisory cont rol from another
plant located along the same stream. Engineers in the
field of hydroelectric power are continually striving to
improve the designs and construction methods used in
the construction of hydraulic structures and the equipment that they require for the development of electrical
energy, so as to make the projects more and more economical.
The dams built for irrigation and power development, also supply and insure a constant water supply fo r
the large metropolitan areas of the west. Denver, Los
Angeles, and San Diego all look to the Colorado River
Basin for part of their water supply for their present
demands and for thei r future needs. Salt Lake City
is planning to use the waters of the Colorado for its fu-

Long penstocks bring water from distant reservoir to
the turbines in the powerhouse pictured above. The powerhouse being so placed produces a higher head on the turbines.
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ture needs and Phoenix depends entirely upon the water
resources of the tributaries of the Colorado River for
all of its water supply. The M etropolitan Water District
of Southern California, of which Los Angeles and San
Diego are members, financed the construction of Parker
Dam on the lower reaches of the Colorado Ri ve r and is
in the process of constructing the 240 mile Colorado
River Aqueduct. During the last war the Navy constructed as an emergency measure, a branch aqueduct
to San Diego which is now being paid for by the San
Diego County Water Authority.
Properly designed and utilized, the reservoirs behind the dams that make- up these large river projects
can help to control floods on these rivers. Sufficient
room is always kept in the reservoirs to absorb most of
the flood waters that the rivers shall ever be subjected
to. By regulating the flow of the river past them, the
larger dams can also insure a non-failing supply of
water for the hydroelectric plants located at the smaller
dams. Davis Dam, located about 65 miies below Hoover
Dam on the Colorado River, is unique in that one of
the three main purposes for its construction is to regulate the flow of water in the Colorado River in com( Continued on Page 30)

Canals similar to the above canal, carry the water from
reservoirs to the areas to be irrigated and form the distribution system for irrigated agriculture.
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In Columbia

Daniel Boone
Hotel
Modern & Fireproof
Air conditioned Rooms
Coffee Shop
Banquet Hall
7th & Broadway

Phone 4105

Through the use of radar, which the English at first
kept secret, they were then able- going back to our previous analytical example- to defend their 100 bases, not
with 100 more aircraft, but with even less aircraft than
the enemy. Their radar enabled them to know in advance where and when the enemy was coming so that
they could concentrate their small air arm at the critical
point. This gave it the advantage of numbers and also
a superiority in type of aircraft, since they could use
lighter aircraft than the Germans. The above example
shows how a disadvantage for a defender can be changed
to an advantage primarily through the work of design
engineers. These are not the only changes in methods of
fighting in World War II due to engineers, but they serve
as examples of what can be done.
In a future war, these rapid changes of a nation
with an advantage changing to a disadvantage and vice
versa will become much more accelerated. With this
acceleration of change in methods of warfare the importance of the design engineer will become relatively
more accelerated. In order for the engineers to apply
fully their technical knowledge so that he will know best
where and how to concentrate his abilities, it would be
advantageous that the engineers have some understanding
of these rapid changes.

Engine Club
Design

f ro111 Page 11 )
We might compare this illustration with the battle
over Britain in the early days of World War II. When
the Germans overran France and were preparing to invade England, and before they could make this invasion. it was first necessary to knock out the English
small air arm. This was necessary so that the German
landing craft in the channel would not be at a disadvantage from the English air arm. In such an invasion
the English could concentrate their small air force. thus
making the invasion a failure, even though outnumbered
by German air force. Both sides realized this all too
well.
The German plan was to first take advantage of
their air force as an offensive weapon, concentrating its
air power on various objective,, over England, and thus
to obtain a complete control of the air, enabling them to
cross the English Cnannel. This seemed a very sound
plan, but something soon went wrong with it. Instead
of the English losing control of the air. the Germans
lost it. We were told at the time that this was due to
the "super" -superiority of the English airmen. It is not
questioned that the English airmen had an Prlge on the
German airmen. but it is not believed that they were the
supermen portrayed to the public. The truth of the
matter was that their engineers had produced a new and
powerful defensive weapon. radar. The belligerents had
used their force of engineers in this war to offset changes
in weapons before they were needed.
I Cnnlinu€d
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( Continued from Page 15)
The president announced the reasons for cancelling
the Christmas Party. In short. we couldn't find a place
to have it. Every place suggested had a setback. The
Engine Building was considered a fire hazard. The temporary buildings were also considered a hazard, beside
only having two rooms and a closet. Plans were made
to use about twelve different rooms and put up more
decorations than were allowed. And Rothwell Gym cost
too much to make any money on the project. Other business was dispensed with so the picture could be shown.
We saw a short. "Speed on Wheels," a cartoon with
Woody Woodpecker. and a full length movie •·Carolina
Blues" starring Kay Kyser. Ann Miller. and Victor
Moore. After the movie. the meeting was adjourned.

Chi Epsilon
( Continued from Page 15)
The twenty-three active members this semester are
under the competent leadership of President Harold
Gastler, who gets an able assist from Vice President
Lowell Coon, Secretary Brice Smith. Treasurer Robert
Nilson, and Associate Editor Roger Burnett. Of the
twenty-three members. twelve, four Juniors and eight
Seniors, were initiated this semester.
The Missouri Alpha Chapter is never without proper ~idance. for sponsor Dr. Gerald Gillan is always
rrady to giw a helpin;i: hand. and Dr. Robert B. B .
Boorman is a member of the National Supreme Council.
the governing body of the organization.
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Wetter Water is on the job
THE SMOKE SWELLS ... the flames roar . . . firemen push
into the heart of the conflagration behind a wall of spray.
Then almost as if by magic the crackling flames die down
• . . the fire is out.
Wetter water is on the job again!
What is this remarkable fire fighting tool? How can
water be wetter? The answer is an astonishing chemical
called Cnox Penetrant.
Add as little as one per cent of Unox Penetrant to water
and a wonderful change takes place. The water actually
becomes wetter .. . spreads rapidl y and evenly . . . sinks almost instantly into any even slightly porous surface.
Sprayed on burning wallboard, wood, even bales of cotton - wetter water penetrates below the burnt outside to the
fire beneath ... puts it out faster with less than one-third
of the water usually needed.

Fire departments find that Unox Penetrant reduces fire,
smoke and water damage .. . makes the fireman's work
safer and more efficient. It is but one example of the hun•
dreds of materials produced by the people of Union Carbide.
Among these products there is certainly one or more that
will be of value to your business.
FREE: Learn more about the interestinp. thinp.s you
use every day . Write for the illustrated booklet "Producl!J and Proeesse.•" u·hich tells how science and in.
dustryrue l.: nion Carbide's Alloys, Chemica/s ,Carbons,
Gases and Plastics in creating things for you. Write
for free bookie t JI.

UNION CARBIDE
.A.HD

CARDON CO.RPOR.A.TION

30 EAST 42ND STREET

00

NEW YORJt 17, N, Y.

Trade.marked Product, oJ Divisions and Uniu include
SYNTHETIC ORGAl'ilC CHEMICALS

•

LINDE Oxygen

BAKELITE , KRENE, and VINYLITE Plastics

PREST-O-LITE Acetylene
PYROFAX Ga,
NATIONAL Carbons
EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries
ACHESON Electrodes
•
PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes •
ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals • HAYNES STELLITE
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Columns

(Continued from Page 26)
of the rope .. . Try that one on for i;ize .. . Any person
who claims that it is impossible to obtain absolute zero
hasn't taken a quiz in thermo lately . . . Tom Magee
has a favorite early morning prayer, not that Tom doesn't
go to bed at night, but it goes like : Now I lay me
down to sleep, the lecture's dry, the subject's deep.
If he should quit before I wake, someone kick me for
goodness sake .. . Natelie who? . .. Saw where there's
nearly one million over weigh~ women in this country
... That's in round figures of course . .. Was standing
by the C.E. bulletin board when a lawyer walked in the
door, probably came over to see how the better half
lives, almost immediately he spit on the floor. An engineer rushed up and said, "See here. You mustn't
expectorate on our floor ." ' The lawyer shifted his chew
and asked, "Why not? Does your floor leak?" . . .
Went into a telephone booth the other day . . . wanted
to talk to my girl, but somebody wanted to use the phone
and we had to get out . . . Went into the back room
of one 0f the local hashhouses last week and saw an
awful interesting sign. It explains a few things Sam
has been wondering about ...
NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES-NEW REGULATIO NS
1. No unauthorized babies will be allowed to crawl on

the counters unless they have a certified health card.
2. No cockroaches will be allowed outside the kitchen.
3. Employees shall not massage their feet, scratch their
scalps or bill and coo while the customers are looking.
4. Coffee grounds that have been used more than four
times will positively not be used again . Put them in
the hamburger meat.
. . Reminds me of Crowder Palace, the domain of
ptomaine .. . Nuff said . . . Been looking for a new
place to live. Ran across a fine location, no neighbors,
close to Stephens, one forty watt bulb per room. In
fact it would have been just the thing except that it
was only semi-modern. Five rooms and a path ... Wene
out with the boys when they were looking for St. Pafs
Queen candidates. Man, was there a luscious dish at
Dorm 'A."
this ...
She
was
like
the
at
kind
look
of
you
girl
There were lots of real gone women in view. and Sam is
sure gonna be at that February 21st meeting when all
those lovelies go on view at the same time . . . The
Dean and my profs willing . . . Finals coming up, and
the old books kinda creak and crack when I start thumbing . . . Uncle is getting rough, too ... says he'll cut out
my Civil War pension if I don·t do better . . . Shoot
men I'm happy . .. It's easy to grin, when the finals
are in. and your grades run S and E . But, the man
worthwhile. is tht' man who can smile with an average
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of one point three . . . But it's a great life anyway, if
you let your don't weaken . . . Can't get my mind off
those queens . . . A well built girls is like a three ring
circus, a guy just doesn't know where to look first
. . . Story's been going around about Bud Minnick.
Seems Bud stopped at one of the smaller hotels in St.
Louis on his recent inspection trip. The manager thought
he looked like a shady character and told the hot181:!
detective to keep an eye on him. Later, the house detective reported , that while no towels had been found in
Bud's suitcase, he had been found with a chambermaid
in his grip . . . Now don't get me wrong. Bud's really
a pretty nice guy, it's just that he's at that awkward
stage. Too young to leave home alone, and too old
to trust with a babysitter . . . You know, if Sam lives
to be two hundred, he'll never understand a bigamist.
Who, could want two mothers m law? ... I've got a dog
that's awfully careless and unhousebroken. The vet
suggested a lethal chamber for him, but I don't really
think he'd use it .. . There's a new dean or counselor
or something over at Suzieland, and she has said that
it's all right for girls to date engineers, as Jong as they're
in bed by eleven o'clock .. . which brings to mind the
fact that some guys take a girl home to Maw . . . Still
others take them home to Pa . . . The men who are
graduating in February are going to find it hard to
get adjusted .. . When John Duemler went into St. Louis
to look for a job, he went to one of the bigger engineering firms. While he was there, one of the men got up and
headed across the office. " Where are you going," the
boss wanted to know. 'Tm just going to sharpen this
pencil. " " Hey, you can't do that," said the boss "You're
a Civil. Give it to that Mechanical over there." John
left . . . Being an Electrical, he probably thought that
they would soon have him screwing in a iight bulb . . .
You can be sure that if you can't see it and can't
smell it, wt ain"t got it . . . Heard that Kirkendall has
been spreading the word that the booby trap was conve:ted to peacetime use. If you don't believe him. try
usmg a ball point pen . . . Once there were two little
tre~s. . They married and lived sappily ever after . . .
This 1s the end .. . Like the women's skirts . . . so Jong
• .. See you around the columns. men . .. Me and Tripod, that is.

Bullarney
( Continued from Page 17)
The despondent old gentleman emerged from his
club and climbed stiffly into his luxurious limousine.
::w~ere to. Sir?·: asked the chauffer, respectfully.
Dnve ~ff- a cl_1ff. James," the old man replied,
"I am comm1ttmg suicide. "

"'

. Three r:r1anagers of chicken farms in Russia were
bemg questioned by an investigator. "What do you
feed your chickens?" he asked the first .
"Com."
( Continued on Page 33)
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Drill Night
From a point high on the campus, a radar beam searches
the sky. Lights burn in classrooms. Khaki replaces tweed and
covert for the night as college men assigned to Reserve units
study the machines and methods of defense.
Preparedness is the order of the day.
And the Bell System stands prepared. In five busy years,
we have added more than 12,500,000 telephones. Many improvements ~~ve been made in the quality and speed of service. Our
force of highly skilled, experienced men and women has been
greatly enlarged- and now numbers more than 600,000.
A nation in a hurry goes by telephone. This country has
the best telephone service in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Alumni
from Page 1-1 l
1949
William D. Ikcker, Cnivcrsity of l\laryland, College Park, Maryland, has been the Assistant Professor
of Electrical Engineering at thl' Cniwrsity of Maryland
since September, 1950.
1883
Sterling P. Reynolds is Chief Engineer for the St.
Francis Levee District at Caruthersville, l\lo.
1905
Omar !\1. Frailey, K. S. P. is spending most of his
time attending his farming interests after many years
in drainage and hydraulic engineering. His home is in
Osceola, _.\rkansas.
1908
Ewing L. Lusk, Sr., K. S. P. is now principal of the
High School Division of the New l\lexico Military Institute at Roswell, New Mexico.
1909
Whitney I. Gregory, K. S. P. is with the United
States Engineers Corps at Louisville, Ky. He entered
the Engineering Corps as a survey man and is now the
Chief Engineering Assistant, engaged mostly in river,
harbor, and flood control work.
1910
Dwight N. Wetherell, K. S. P. is now Chief Structural Enginel'r of thl' Dow Chemical Co. Among his
previous duties was that of Engineer in Charge of Design
of tht' Golden Gate Bridge. His present addn,ss is
162:~ W. Broad St., Freeport. Texas.
1912
Albert R. Waters is President of the Carter-Waters
Corp. of Kansas City, Mo.
E. Kemper Carter is Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Carter-Waters Corp of Kansas City, Mo.
1913
Leslit' Cowan, K. S. P .. is now the Vice-President
m chari-(: of Business Operations and Secretary of the
Board of Curators at the University of Missouri.
1 Cu11ti11ued

1920

Rex :\I. Whitton, K. S. P., is the Eni-ineer of Maintenance with the :\fosouri State Highway Dept. He may
he reacht'd at 1~13 Lee St., Jefferson City, l\fo.
1922

William \'_ Kohler was r,'cently appointed as President of the Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
Norton B. Smith is the Vice -President and Sales
Manager of the Carter-Waters Corp. in Kansas City, Mo.
1925
Alaga II. Boyd, K. S. P. is the- Chairman of the
Division of ;\iatural Science ar.d l\tathrm;itics and also
Head of the Engineering Dept. at Arkansas A. and M.
College. His homc address is 400 W . Trottrr Ave ..
Monticello. Arkansas.
1929
Fr;ink L. Endebrock 1s now ;i Commandrr. Civil
Engr. Cor!)" . L S. 1'.avy assigned to duty ;is Assistant
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District Public Works Officer, Thirteenth Naval Dist.
Previous to this, he worked with Allied Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation and T . V. A. on various construction jobs. His home is in Seattle, Wash.
1930
Charles W. Clark is a Lt. Commander in the U. S.
Coast and Geodetic Survey. At present he is the Officer in Charge of the Portland Photogrammetric Office
in Portland, Oregon.
1931
Miller T . Jones is with the Corps of Engineers, Dept.
of the Army. His home address is 535 E. 57th St.,
Savannah, Georgia.
1932
John C. Cartland, who after graduation joined the
Rock Island Railroad as a surveyman, is now the Assistant Superintendent of the Rock Island at Little Rock,
Arkansas.
1934
H. Ralph Armbruster is associated with the CarterWaters Corp. of Kansas City, Mo. as a Purchasing Agent.
Frank N . Beighly is the Northern Division Engineer of the Frisco Railroad. His home is in Fort Scott,
Kans.
1935
David C. Gladney has opened his own engineering
and contracting company. His address is P .O. Box 141,
Wilmington 99, Del.
1937
Jack G. Coates is with the Cities Service Oil Co.
as an Assistant to the Manager in the Crude Oil S and
T Division in Bartlesville, Okla .
1942
James D . Gofourth is with the California Chamber of
Commerce as Director of the Industrial Dept. His address is 1770 Lombard St., San Francisco. Calif.
Howard F. Koch. K. S. P .. is an engineer with the
Naval Ordinance Laboratory. His home address is 1405
Langley Way. Apt. 102. Hyattsville. Maryland.
Seymour J. Ryckman is an Associate Professor of
Sanitary Engineering at the University of Maine. During
summers he is doing work toward a Dostors degree.
1946
Arthur T. Isemots is with the Dept. of Public Works,
County of Hawaii . Ik lives in Hilo. Hawaii.
1947
Richard A. Barton is now Assistant Counsel with
the Ch1cai,i:o Bridgl' and Iron Co . After receiving his B.S.
in C.E .. he studied law and receiwd a law degree from
Missouri Univ. in 1949. His present home is in Chicago.
Ill.
Maxwell S. Crnyton, Jr.. is now the Track Supervisor
on the Southern Railway System. His home address is
79 l;ibbs St.. Clrnrkstown, S.C.
Clifford L. Summers is with the Stream Sanitation
gpction of thr 1\10. State Health Drpt. at JeffcNOn City.
Mo.
( C nntinucd 011 Page 31 )
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New television microphone, developed at RCA Laboratories, virtually vanishes when in active use,

Now you see it, now you don't! RCA's
new "vanishing microphone" is plainly
visible when standing alone-but let
a television performer stand before it
and it seems to disappear.
Called the "Starmaker," this RCA microphone is little larger than a big fountain pen . . . and principles of design
based on modern camouflage techniques
blend it with an artist's clothing. There's
no clumsy "mike" to distract your attention from the artist's performance-and
it's also a superbly sensitive instrument.

Through research carried out at RCA Laboratories, the "Stannaker" microphone picks
up sound from all directions-hears and
transmits every sound the human ear can
detect. It's not only small and almost invisible, but it's also one of the most efficient
microphones ever devised.

•

0

•

See the latest wonders of radio, television,
and electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36
West 49th Street, New York. Admission is
free . Radio Corporation of America, RCA
Building, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

Continue your education
with pay-at RCA

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victo r-one of the world's foremost manufacture rs of radio and electronic products
- offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well•rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for advancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio receivers ( including broadcast, short wave
and FM circuits, television, and phonograph combinations) .
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coiJs, loudspeaken, capacitors .
• Development and design of new recording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to National Recruiting Division, RCA Victor, Camden, New ]er.,e!I·
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists,

RAOIO ~ORPORA'rlON J AMIRll:A
World Leader in Ra~o - Rrsl- in Telewision
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When two lengths of electrical conduit are joined
together, ordinarily the point of
coupling becomes the weakest
pare of the run. For chis reason
the coupling is all-imporranr.
And for chis reason a Sherardized
coupling has special advantages
over ocher types.

SHERARDUCT COUPLING

ORDINARY COUPLING

A Sherardized coupling is galvanized after the threads are cutevery thread is zinc protected
against ruse equally with the outside surface.
The shoulder on Sherarduct
couplin gs is a further safeguard.
It covers a nd protects the final
threads so that no raw threads
will be exposed to moisture and
ocher corrosive weather conditions.
Sherarduct co nduit threads are
so cur a nd couplings so tapped
causing conduit co butt, chat togethe r th ey form a practically
continuous raceway through
which wires m ay be drawn with•
out difficulty or injury.
Here at the joint, unless perfect
continuous grounding is assured
as it is with Sherarduct, rust fir st
begins its resistance activity and
acts as a b arr ier.

Electric
nm'oaa.lcoa~o•

PROOUC.,S

TION

( Continued from Page 23)
pliance with the Mexican Water Treaty, that apportions
the waters of the Colorado, Tia Juana, and Rio Grande
Rivers between Mexico and the United States .
The reservoirs serve as settling basins to remove
large portions of the silt from the mud-laden waters.
They also serve to dilute any contamination that is
present in the water from natural or minor industrial
causes. This permits municipalities down stream from
the dams to obtain a water supply that is as free as
possible from dirt and pollution, thus permitting a less
costly process of water purification to be used.
The reservoirs provide recreational advantages for
the amusement and relaxation of the public, by supplying locations for resorts and private club houses where
swimming, boating, fishing, camping and many other
forms of relaxation can be carried on in a more-or-less
carefree manner. Here, more than just amusement can
be obtained. Constructive use can be made of the leisure time that is becoming more and more available
to the people of America. The reservoirs and surrounding land provide adequate facilities for the preservation,
conservation, and increase of fish and wildlife. The
benefits derived in the form of recreation and by fish and
wildlife are too intangible to be susceptible to an accurate evaluation terms of dollars and cents.
Through irrigation, power development, flood control and river regulation, and control of silt and pollution, hydraulic engineers are striving to partially improve on the work of nature by providing a more even
distribution of the available surface water of the country, and to provide a stronger base for the economy of
the various sections of the country. thereby increasing the
overall wealth of the nation.

Here is a letter received by Sir William Gerhardt
Veltrop about two weeks before Christmas. We of the
Shamrock stole it . . . Ahem! I mean borrowed it.
and thought it would be rather of interest to the rest of
you Engineers.
To:
Sir William Gerhardt Veltrop
It is hereby recognized that you Sir William am
to be decorated come this 24th day of December. for
outstanding services bt>yond your control. I will see to
it personally that you are all lit up that night. Your
decoration is pretty. and I'm sure it will be an ornament to your collection. If you're "tense. sell" what
you can now. for you will be all dried up when you return . Don't pine over this. fer I'm sure you "see der"
object of the whole thing. In fact. I snow you do. So
spread out your limbs and I'll see you the 24th .
Yours slovingly.
Santa Claus
P.S. On the night of your decoration. you will be
swamped with presents; In fact. they will be laying
all around you.

IUIGN,
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1948

Virgil Anderson, K. S. P. is with the U. S. Bureau
of Reclamation at Phoenix, Arizona.
Arthur W. Clarkson, K. S. P ., is the Assistant Director in the Division of Sanitary Engineering in the
Montana State Health Dept. His home address is 1036
8th St., Helena, Montana.
Paul Eastman is with the Field Training Station of
the U. S. Public Health Service at Columbus, Georgia.
Kenneth Elliott is with the Missouri State Highway
Dept. at Kirksville, Mo.
James Graham is with the Missouri State Highway
Dept. at Jefferson City, Mo.
Merritt S. Gwonn, Jr. , works for Suerdrup and
Purce) in the wind tunnel section at St. Louis, Mo.
Firmin L. Hom is a Field Engineer with the Terminal Railway Co. of St. Louis, Mo.
Thomas A. King is presently an engineer for the
Maxwell Bridge Co. of Columbus, Kansas.
Hillel I. Schwefel is an assistant to the Director
of the Dept. of Sanitation in the Ministry of Health
of the Government of Israel. His home is in Te. Aviv,
Israel.
1949

Joe Hummel is on the Bull Shoals Dam project for the
Ozark Dam Construction Co. at Mountain Home, Ark.
Robert E . Nebel is on the Bull Shoals Dam project

for the Ozark Dam Construction Co. at Mountain Home,
Ark.
President, Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
December 14, 1950
Dear Mr. Rubey:
It was thoughtful of you to write about the new job
and I want you to know that your good wishes are appreciated.
It would be nice if I could say ( about the job),
"I did it with my little hatchet." I can't- I owe thanks
to many different people and circumstances, but above
all perhaps, I owe most to our American way of life.
I'm pretty grateful to the American system-and to
the Bell System which is so typical of it. I can never
forget I was given the opportunity-as so many before
me- to "come up from the ranks"' in a company where
opportunity for advancement is oprn to all. To me that's
democracy in action. And as they say in the toothpaste
ads, "I've tried it .. . I know!"
I don't want to sound like an after-dinner speaker,
But I can't take "credit" for any success I've had. Just
tell your students they're lucky to be Americans--and
students of Missouri. It can happen to them, too.
My thanks to you for remembering me.
Cordially
Bill Kahler

Your 1951 SAVITA R
Is now on sale on the

Univers ity Campu s
Only $6.50 - $3.00 Down, Remainder on Receipt of the Book.
-ALSO-

Make Your Class Picture Appointment Now!

PETERSON STUDIO
911-A Broadway
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Engine Notes In The News
CouTtesy New port News Shipbr,ilding and Dry Dock Co .
The George P . Coleman bridge to be constructed
across the York River will be the most costly bridge project ever undertaken in Virginia with an overall cost of
about $9,000,000. The Newport News Shipbuilding and

Dry Dock Company will build the six caissons which
will be the main supports for the bridge.
The bridge will be a low-level, double-swing-span
type, 3,750 feet in length. Two 500-foot swinging spans.
when open, wi11 permit the passage of the largest vessels.
The two largest caissons, now building, will support the
piers on which the swing spans will rest. The four other
caissons will be used on either side of the span.
Two of the caissons will mea5ure 52 feet by 66 feet
in cross section. The other four will have cross sections
of 42 feet by 66 feet with varying heights.

Artist's composite view of how the York
River Bridge will look from the air.

Construction of these caissons has followed a definite procedure. The base of the caisson was assembled
on the platen adjacent to the Shipway. It was then
placed, concrete was poured to a depth of 16 feet. Additional sections were then added to a height, in the case
of the first two sections, of 110 feet. At the site of the
bridge additional concrete will be poured in the caissons
to sink them to the desired position at the bottom of the
York River. Other sections will then be added to the
top of caisson structure. The operation of sinking the
caissons in the river-bed will be accomplished through
large steel pipes, starting in a cone shape at the bottom
and extended up thru the full height of the caissons. After
the caissons are in position, these openings will also be
filled with concrete.

Assembly of bottom section of York River

Bridie cais.~ns on platan.

Two Names
You Can Depend On

• Easy to clean - automatic
oven and burnerlightin g-every
,--;,:•.: cooking feature you'd want!

{Cm

l.lNral

tr•••• II -

Hsy tlnll

EDGIIB'S
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EDGAB'S
May tag
•••
Phone 7404
1013 East Broadway
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Facul±v

Bullarney
( Continued from Page 26 )
"You're under arrest! We feed com to people."
The second overheard the conversation and tried to
play it safe.
"What do you feed your chickens? " came the que&
tion.
"Com husks."
"Off to the concentration camp with you! We use
the husks to make cloth. And you?" he asked the third
man.
" I give my chickens money and tell them to buy
their own food ."

...

A Pacific coast bootleggerette was nabbed by the
police, who found six pint flasks in her bloomers. How's
that for a kick in the pants?

...

The three salesmen wanted to discuss somethings at
lunch but couldn't find an empty table. They sat at one
where a little elderly woman was seated. One said,
" You know, boys, it's been ihree weeks since I have been
able to take a bath."
The second caught on quickly and said, "It's been
six weeks since I have been able to take a bath."
"Shucks, you are plumb clean," claimed the third,
"I haven't had a bath since last August."
( Continued on Page 35 )

( Continued from Page 7 )
will pay dividends throughout a lifetime.
The outstanding opportunities open to Missouri engineers cannot be illustrated better than in Mr. Kahler's
letter which is reprinted in this issue of the Shamrock. A
Missouri engineering graduate of the class of 1922, he
has recently been appointed president of the Illinois Bell
Telephone Company.

Hoover Dam

( Continued from Page 6 )
when President Franklin D . Roosevelt in Washington
pushed a golden key to start the generator.
Over 4,000 men were used in the construction of the
dam at the site, not counting all of the men through out
the length and width of our country who obtained work
because of the construction of the dam. The dam at
its crest is 1,282 feet Jang and 45 feet thick and at the
bottom, 727 feet below the crest, is 660 feet thick. Hoover
dam, the world's highest, contains 3,250,330 cubic yards
of concrete.
Since the construction of Hoover Dam, the treacherous Colorado River has had its character completely changed all along its 565 mile course from the Grand
Canyon to the Gulf of California. It is now reliable and
useful to the people of the Southwest, because of the construction of the dam, which is one of, if not man's
greatest engineering achievement.

partners in creating
Better Laundry and
Dry Cleaning can

be obtained by

K & E drafting Instruments, equipment and materials
have been partners of leading engineers for 81 :,ears
In shaping the modern world. Sa extensively are these
produds used by successful men, It is self-evident that
K & E has played a part In the completion of nearly
every American engineering project of any magnitude,

Phoning

3114
For Free Pick-Up
And Delivery By

DORN - CLONEY
107 South Eighth

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
HT . 1N7

NIW YORK • HOIOKIN, N. I.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit
San Francisca • Los Angeles • Montreal
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LOOI FOi THIS RIDGE

AND

YOU FIND A REASON
• There is more than mere identification value in the
ridge you see on Okonite wires and cables. The ridge is
proof that the insulation has been folded around the con•
ductor by the well-known Okonite strip insulating process.
This method permits inspection at all times duri~g the
application operation. It assures the perfect centering of
conducton so important to the avoidance of electrical
failures.
The rid$e is a permanent mark of an Okonite cable. It is
still prominent after the final vulcanization in a metal mold
that insures equal transfer of the heat throughout every
portion of the insulation. The Okonite Company, Passaic,
New Jersey.

OKONIT E@.

6965

Insulated wires and cables

The arrangements for the Green Tea will also be his
responsibility.
By making the Bible College at Lowry Hall his home,
and the Three Squares CO-OP his place of eating, Bill
is never far from his place of toil and sweat, the College
of Engineering. In fact, from his room, the one with
"the inlaid linoleum slide rule in the door way," you
can get a fine view of Engin school.
Creative design of structures, where imagination and
originality are your two most important tools is what
Bill hopes to specialize in. He'll remove his ideas from
the sketch pad and hand them to someone else who'll
find time to worry about the computations and calculations necessary to complete the work.
Right now however, Bill is as fed up with the world
as the rest of us, and his plans for the future are indefinite. He is a senior in the Air Force ROTC and
having already spent one summer with them at Lowry
Field, Colorado, he feels sure that he will soon get another
opportunity to be with them. His timetable has the
words MARRIAGE down on it before then however and
he and a cute little gal back home plan to make it a
reality before too long.

Ear±h Wall
( Continued from Page 21)
P = wh/ 2 x tan (45-½ theta )-ch x tan (45-½ theta )
If " P " is made equal to zero, the height of an unsupported slope is; h = 2C x cot (45 °-theta )
W
-2-

Charac±ers
( Continued from Page 12)
the author of "Slipstick Sam.'· In addition to having
worked a great deal on the St. Pat's Ball last year he
has also been on the fall dance committee .and did an
admirable job taking mov ies of all the St. Pats week
festivities for EJngine Club last year.
As vice president of Engine Club Bill is in charge
o f planning the entertainment program for all meetings.
During the coming St. Pats week his job will concern itself mostly with keeping the Engineers well fed. He will
be in charge of the banquet and the alumini luncheon.

FOR
SUPERIOR QUALITY
DEPE~DABLE SERVICE
Say it With Flowe rs
From

Member F. T . D. A .
STORE
16 S . NINTH ST.
3179- 3170
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GREEN HOUSES

WEST BLVD.
6231
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Figure Six: Equations for earth pressures on gravity and
reinforced concrete walls having level, inclined, and loaded
surcharges, based on Coulob Theory and Shear Resistance
of Soil.

Conclusions

An examination of the equations that have been derived here will reveal that the pressure or thrust on the
wall is in terms of the height of the wall ( h ) . the unit
weight of the retained material ( w) and a trigonometri function involving the internal friction angle of
the material (theta ). There is however one other restriction entering into design and this is : That the presure of earth aga inst a wall should not under ordinary
conditions be assumed at less than that which would be
developed by a fluid weighing 30# / cu . ft. In other
words. theta corresponding to a 1.5 to 1.0 slope represents
a minimum value of theta .
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER

1010 BROADWAY

COLUMBIA, MO.
Leeon Smi±h, Pho±ographer
Bullarney
(Continued From Page 33)
They waited to see what would happen. The old
woman finally piped up and said, "Will one of you
stinkers please pass the salt?"

...

A broker sought admission to the pearly gates.
"Who are you?" said St. Peter.
"I am a Wall Street Broker."
"What do you want?"
"I want to get in."
" What have you done that entitles you to admission?"
"Well, I saw a decrepit old woman on Broadway
the other day, and gave her two cents."
"Gabriel, is that on the records?"
"Yes, St. P eter."
"What else have you done?"
"Well, I crossed the Brooklyn Bridge last night and
saw a newsboy half frozen to death and gave him a
penny."
"Gabriel, is that on the records?"
"Yes, St. Peter."
"What else have you done?"
"That's all I can think of."
"Gabriel, what should we do with this guy?"
"Give him back his three cents and tell him to
go to h - - - ."

...

The train robber was holding up a Pullman car.

"Out with your dough or I'll kill all men without money
and kiss all the women."
An elderly man said, "You shall not touch these
women.''
An old maid in an upper berth shouted, "You leave
him alone, he's robbing this train."

...

Warning: He that horses around too much will someday find himself a groom.

...

Then there was the chemical engineer who died from
drinking shellac. The boys all said he had a good finish.

...

"Shay bartender, has Smitty been here?"
"Yeh, about an hour ago."
"Am I with him?"

...

A stranger arriving at the town hall of a small
southern town found the townspeople participating in a
gala celebration.
"What, may I ask is all the celebration and excitement? " he inquired of one of the celebrants.
We're celebrating the birthday of the oldest inhabitant," was the reply. "She's 101 today."
"Oh yes," said the visitor. "I see her. May I ask
who is that little man with the dreadfully sad face who
is walking at her side?"
The other laughed. "Oh," he replied, "that's her
son-in-law. He's been keeping up the payments on her
life insurance for the past forty years."

Pause and refresh

--;~.,.
'

tenu, •NIii AUINOIITT · • tNI COCA•COIA CeMIANT If

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY--COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
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Notes From
He spends his time, with glass and line
A mapping out the trail
Where we by heck, will risk our neck
When along that road we sail
He designs his steel, with such genteel
To prop a local beam
And when it falls, he out and bawls
It was an under ground stream

Despite all hopes and bets to the contrary, looks as
if we made it again. So here we are with the Civil
issue, the only thing that worries us now is what are
we going to do with it. Someone suggested we give five
copies apiece to each Civil. he, by the way, is no longer
with us. must have been a Showme spy, any way he
didn't bleed; much. The medics have applied for the
head to replace one dropped by an engineer a few years
ago, we are holding out for any higher bids.
With all due respect to our brother Civils, we the
Shamrock Staff dedicate the following poem:
THE CIVIL ENGINEER
Who is this guy who proves the lie
With transit plumb and line,
Who lays his sewer with integers
And routes his curves by sin
Who builds the dam in every land
And floods up every valley
Who figures stress. by hook and guess
To make his answers tally

We know him by book, and shifty look
As a shaky course he steers
He is the worn and battered, mud-bespattered
CIVIL ENGINEER
That aughta fix our circulation in that department
but good.
We are happy to report that the Chemical issue
now has a total of four articles, one submitted by an
ME, the traitor, the EE's two, one of which the author
took back, don't think he quite trusts us, by the look
he threw us, as he hastily backed through the door.
We have two of our best dog catchers trailing him night
and day, he won't get away. Well ChE's, it's your turn
next, heh, heh. Don't say we didn't give you a fighting
chance.
The frightful 2½

The

Editor

To him most sweet. is his concrete
When stressed to elastic limit
Will bend and sway. the live long day
With nary a tissue in it
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GAS TURBINE locomoti ve , first in U. S.,
is now on test with Amer ican railroads .
It ' s pro~ll•d by power unit similar
to that used in a ircraft iet engines.

These new G-E developments are creating
exciting new opportunities for G-E men
The gas turbine , drawin g power from red-hot gases,
is heing applied by Genera l Electric to the propul sion of locomo tives, ships, and planes, and to the
genera tion of electric ity. More than 350 G-E engineers , physici sts, and other special ists, assigne d to
this work, are in on the ground floor of a develop ment that promis es to revolut ionize the produc tion of
power.
It's a similar story for the chemis ts, chemic al en~ineers , and other special ists workin g today in the developm ent of G-E silicon es, and for those who are

helping to win a place in the constru ction industr y
for Genera l Electri c remote -contro l wiring .
New develo pments like these, spring ing from G-E
researc h, are openin g up new opport unities at General Electri c, and are giving more college gradua tes
the chance of finding excitin g, satisfy ing work.
By placing prime import ance on the develo pment
of talent and skill, by provid ing opport unities and incentive s for creativ e minds, Genera l Electri c keeps
ahead in electric al researc h, engine ering, and manufacturin g.
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CHEMICAL ENCilNEER ISSUE

Another page for
Open and shut case for
TIMKEN "' bearings
Big, he a\'y -du ty pipelin e va lves h ave to h e designed
so th a t the y c a n bt: opened a nd clost:d in a jiffy w ith
a minimum of t:ffort. To meet chis problem, engineers
mount tht: turning mt:chanism on Timken ' capered
ro lle r bt:aring s . Timkt:n hearings take both the radial
and thru s t loads imposed b y th e \'ah·e a ction . And
they reduce friction to a minimum .

., iI

I

'

Why TIMKEN " bearings
practically eliminate friction
Timk e n he .1rings arc a pre cis ion product, manuf.1 c tur cd to mi crosco pi c tolerances and finished to
in c redihle s moothne ss to assure tn1e ro llin g motion.
The diagr .1111 .1 1 th t: rig ht shows clearly how tru e rolling motion is obtained. No ti ce th at lin es produ ced
coin c id t:nl with tht: faces of the rollers. c up and co ne
m e et .11 .1 co mmon point at the ax is of the he a ring.

TIMKEN
11• 0 1 "".Il l( II G

U

S

I' ll

01 , .

TAPERED
ROLLER BEARINGS

--- - --------------

-

---

Learn more
about bearings
So me of th e eng in ee ring problems yo u ' ll face
.ifter graduation w i ll imohe he a ring probl ems .
If you 'd lik e to lea rn more a bout thi s pha se of
e ngineering. w e' ll he glad to h e lp . Fo r addi t iona l
i n formation about Ti mken be ari ng s and h ow
e ngineers u se them, write tod ay to T h e Tim k e n
Roller Bea rin g C ompa n~·. Ca nton 6 , O hi o. And
don 't forget t o dip this p ag e for· future refer e nce.

- - - - -----------------------

*

NOT JUST A BALL O NOT JUST A ROLLER a=) THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER
BEARING TAKES RADIAL ~ AND THRUST - ®- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
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Classroom work is combined with
conferences and actual work assignments to help develop potential
abilities.
Convenient facilities are provided for
formal and informal gatherings at the
new Westinghouse Educational Center. Bottom shows the terrace lounge
portion of the rumpus room.

For Men W

p
Leaders come from men who devote their time
to purposeful work, constructive study and
thoughtful concentration ... men who are willing to invest their time to prepare for an
opportunity.
They must believe in themselves, and be prepared with a solid background of knowledge,
experience and skill that qualifies them for
greater responsibility. . Westinghouse management knows that men
who invest their time in self improvement are
good prospects for top positions. It accepts the

WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC

responsibility for supporting these men in
pursuing their ambitions by providing the latest
facilities, graduate-level instruction and practical individual guidance.
With the opening of its new Educational Center, Westinghouse has taken another step in
broadening its support of men who believe there
is room at the top ... and who will back it up with
their own effort and enthusiasm.We believe it can
only result in more room at the top .. . for those
who believe in their own potentialities and have
the will and courage to develop them.
G. 10117

CORPORATION,

You CAN 11 SURE •• 1F
FF:ARTJARY, 1951

PITTSBURGH

30,

PA~

1rS~stinghouse
1

A gun barrel made of glass ...
This scientist is putting together the barrel
of an '"electron gun." When completed. it
will be capab le ~"r developing cancer-killing
rays a t twice the power of those given off by
all the medical radium in the world.
The barrel of the gu n. part of a new supervoltage X-ray machine used in cancer resea rch
a nd treatment. is a tube formed by stacking
precision-made rings of one of Coming·s
special electrica l glasses.
Two million vo lts drive electrons throu gh
the tube. much as a bullet is driven through
a gun barrel. As these electrons arc suddenly
st~pped by a wate r-cooled block of go ld at
the end of the barrel. two-million-volt X-rays
are generated . This X-ray beam is powerful
eno ugh to reach diseased a reas four inches
inside the body and it ca n be directed with
great accuracy on the spot the doctor wants
to bombard.
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High Voltage Engineering Corporation,
manufacturers of this generator. at first had
dimculty finding a hi gl;-voltagc ckctrical insulating ma terial for the gun barrel. a material that would stand electron bombardment
hour after hour without breaking down. The
a nswe r to their problem was a glass se lected
from the many developed hy Corning to meet
exacting electrical specificat ion s.
Providin g gla ss for medical research is not
new to Cornin g. Since the early days of
X-rays. gla ss by Corning has played a vital
pa rt in the develo pment of X-ray apparatus
-transmitting glasses for tubes and absorbin g glasses for shield s. And Pyrex brand la bo ratory and pharmaceu tical glassware ha s
served medical sc ience si nce World War I.
Throughout industry. Corning mran.< rrsrarch i11g /a.u-rcsearch th a t ha s contributed
in countless ways tu belier products and

processes. and through them, to better living
for us all.
That's why we suggest-when you"re out of
college and concerned with improving products or processes- that you consider glass, a
material of practically limitless uses. And
s h ou ld y ou want to know more about
Corn ing electrica l glasses, or the hundreds of
ot her glasses Corning makes, we hope you"ll
write us before your planning reaches the
blueprint stage. Corning Glass Works,
Corning, New York.
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is a li1p1id not a liip1i<l?

It oftf'n sf'ems th at rf'sra rch movf'S in stranµ:r wavs to solve
prohlrms. Tak!' th r casr of thr liquid li quid s .. . produ c ts of
thf' Dow lahorator i<'s. Calle<! Dowanols. these che mi cals offer
indus tn· a rnl uahl!' tool. li qu ids th at remain liquid over a
tf'mprrat ur!' ran/?<' of :I()() <lr11rrrs. In addit ion . they have many
othrr phvsic-al charactr ri s ti cs th a t makr thrm f'Xtrl'mr ly hrlpful
to th!' prorl'ssin11 indus tri rs. T hrir solw•n t powl'r. for in ~ta ncr.
is rrmarkahle ... for Dowanols arl' mi scible in all proportions
with fluid s from wa trr and olive oi l to lll'nzrnr. This widr
solw·nt ran11e leads to th ri r use in man y appli cation s wh crr
s tahili1.ing action is rrquirr d : c uttin11 oils, printin11 inks, ru s t
remoH'rs. dr y cleaning soa ps, textile fini shing compo und s and
man y othrrs.
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Basic research at RCA Laboratories has Jed to most of today's all-electrouic television advances.

Af-fhe het1rfolererY-feleY1Ston sef/

'

Why show RCA Laboratories inside
your television receiver? Because almost every advance in all-electronic
TV was pioneered by the scientists
and research men of this institution.
The image orthicon television camera
was brought to present perfection at RCA
Laboratories. The kinescope, in these
laboratories, became the mass-produced
electron tube on the face of which you see
television pictures. New sound systems,
microphones-even the phosphors which
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•

light your TV screen-first reached practical perfection here.
Most important of all, the great hulk of
these advances have been made available to
the television industry. If you've ever seen a
television picture, you've seen RCA Laboratories at work.

•

• •

See the latest wonders of radio, television,
and electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 86
West 49th Street, New York. Admission Is
free. Radio Corporation of America, RCA
Building, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

Continue your education
with pay-at RCA

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor-one of the world's foremost manufacturers of radio and electronic producu
- oilers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for advancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which oiler unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio te•
ceivers ( including broadcast, abort wave
and FM circuits, televiaion, and phonograph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communication,
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such u
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and design of n- ..,.
cording and producing methoda.
• Design of teceiving, power, cathode
ray, gas and photo tubes.
Write today to N atlonal Jucrvftfng Dtoirion, RCA Vlct01', Camden, Neto ]ffN?J.
Also many opportunitie1 for Mechanical
and Chemical Englneen and Playalcllb,

IUIOIO ~OIIPOIIAPION J AJWllll~A

World L-eader in Ra~o - Rrsl- in Television
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:Jhe Chemical Gngineer
Has anyone ever sat down and tried to visualize what our
life would be without the science of chemistry? Try it once, you
may be startled. Where would man be without the knowledge
of the primary elements, their associations and disassociation, what
these elements will do under physical conditions, how will they
react to each other upon contact? How should they be handled,
what useful products can be gained from them, how can these
products be manufactured safely and economically? These are
just a few of the questions that confront the chemical engineer
daily in his chosen field .
Our life and mode of living in this present day is so interwoven with the science of chemistry and the engineering of this
science, that without it civilization as we know it today would
collapse. Without rubber and the processing it goes through, our
transportation might still be by the horse and coach . The internal
combustion engine is the outgrowth of chemistry and chemical
engineering, for without the right fuel, it is just a cold mass of inanimate metal useless as far as our needs for motive power are
concerned. Flying would still be just a dream of the future . Our
basic raw materials; the steel that goes into our homes, and into
our weapons of defense, tanks and battleships, into our tools of
industry, cargo liners, steam power boilers, the aluminum that
makes our simple cooking utensils, or the smooth skin of our
airliners and jet fighting planes, the brass that goes into cartrage
casings as well as the bathroom plumbing; are all available to
use because of the engineering of chemistry. None of our raw
materials used in modern industry are found in their natural state.
They first must pass through many and varied processes of treating and refining before industry can make use of them. These
methods of processing and treating are the undisputed realm of the
Chemical Engineer. Whether in the laboratory, the plant or the
field the .Chemical Engineer is the link between raw elements
and the useful material used to feed our giant industrial machine.
Nature has made these elements available to us, the Chemical
Engineer has shown us how to use them.
J.A.B.
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PETROLEUM REFINING
By OLIVER D. DRESSEL, Ch .E . '52
The petroleum industry is divided into four separate
principal divisions, these being; production, refining, transportation, and marketing. Production of petroleum refers to the finding of oil, the drilling of wells, and the
maintaining of these wells to remove the raw, or more
correctly and commonly called, crude oil from the underground regions from which it comes. The transportation
of course concerns the shipment of the petroleum both before and after the refining process, and the marketing concerns the distribution from the companies to the final
consumers.
The refining of this petroleum concerns the transforming of the crude oil, a practically worthless material
in itself, to a vast variety of usable materials of great
value. The process of separation of these various components of the crude oil and the removal of the impurities from the crude oil is actually the purpose and meaning of petroleum refining, and the rest of this article shall
be a very brief attempt to put in as few words as possible
the hows and whys for the process referred to as refining.
Crude oil as it comes from the well is first sent to
a gas oil separator in which the liquid is separated from
any gas which may have been mixed or desolved among
the liquid fractions. This gas can in most cases be piped
away and used for an industrial fuel or even for home
use, and is known , as would be expected, as natural gas.
From this gas oil separator, which in general will be
located on the field where the oil is produced, the liquid
fraction is then transported through a system of pipes
to the site of the refinery where it is stored in huge tanks
until processed.
The crude oil passes from the storage tank into a
pipe still, at which point it is heated to a temperature
of between 650° and 950°F., depending upon the type ·
of crude oil and the final product desired. The pipe
still is a furnace in which oft times as much as 5000
feet of pipe have been coiled to create a large amount of
surface area through which the heat can be transferred
from the flame to the oil itself. At this temperature the
lighter molecular weight fractions of oil such as gasoline and kerosene are vaporized and the mixture of vapor
and heavier molecular weight liquid is run into a fractionating tower.
The fractionating tower is a cylindrical tank from
three to six feet or more in diameter and reaching a
height of 120 feet or more. Within this tower are a series
of trays containing bubble caps, a device constructed so
that the vapors flow countercurrent to the downward flow
of liquid. As the vapor from the pipe still enter the
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bottom they rise in the tower, each few feet meeting a
tray at which point the vapors are caused to pass through
the condensed liquid on the top of the tray as shown
in the diagram.
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At each of these trays some of the higher boiling
fraction of the vapor is condensed and is thus left contained in the oil on the top of that particular tray. The
remaining vapors then pass upward through the tower,
come to one after another of the trays containing the bubble caps, and the process of condensation is again repeated, each time condensing a lower boiling fraction of
the vapor. The trays are connected, some with one
another, and at certain intervals with an exit for a particular fraction to be drawn off. Thus by this system it
is possible to separate the heavier oils and sludges in the
crude from the lighter fractions.
The fractions from the fractionating tower are then
separately run through a cooler, which in the case of the
light gasoline fractions also serves as a condenser to condense the gasoline vapors. At this point each fraction
of the fractionating tower is to be treated separately
and thus we shall have to take each part individually and
trace its flow through the remainder of the refinery.
From the very bottom of the fractionating tower
comes the "heavy bottoms" which consist of a mixture of
asphalt, coke, and some desolved oils of lighter molecular
weight than the asphalt itself. This mixture is heated
to remove the lighter fractions which may have been
left in the bottom of the fractionating tower, and the
lighter fraction is then again condensed and processed
with the gas oil. The liquid remaining will then be
asphalt which is sold as a construction material, the
solid residue which is left is the coke which is used
as a fuel.
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The next major fraction from the fractionating tower
is the lube distillate, which as the name implies contains
the lubrication oils. However, this fraction as it comes
from the fractionating tower contains dissolved wax and
paraffin which impair its lubrication properties and
therefore must be treated to remove this wax. The fraction is first run into a chemical treater which prepares the
oil for the wax removal. The oil is chilled the wax desolved, and then is passed through a filter which removes the wax by filtration and allows the oil to flow
on. The wax is itself a final product of the crude petroleum and is pressed into blocks or remelted and poured
into molds and sold as such to be used in various industries or homes.
The oil which passes through the filter is then sent
through a clay filter at which point the last traces of
wax are removed, leaving pure lubricating oil. The oil
is then distilled to produce the various grades of lubrication oil as we know it, the various fractions being separated according to their boiling points, which in turn
is related to the molecular weight of the oil and the
viscosity of the various fractions within the lube distillate fraction .
Above the lube distillate fraction is the gas oil fraction which consists mainly of that oil commonly known
as fuel oil. However, the value of fuel as such is so
small as compared to that of gasoline of high quality,
it has become economically feasible to convert part of this
gas oil fraction into gasoline. This may be accomplished by two basic methods, the first of which is called
thermal cracking and the second called catalytic cracking. The thermal cracking process depends upon heat,
and the catalytic process upon a suitable catalyst, to
"break apart" the larger molecules of oil into two or
more smaller ones. These smaller molecules for the most
part are of gasoline of fairly high octane rating and are
thus used in the process of blending gasolines together
to produce automotive or aviation gasolines or both.
However, some of the gas oil will be converted into molecules lighter than that of gasoline, and which are gasses
under atmospheric pressure and at the prevailing temperature. This hydrocarbon gas is used as a raw material for the manufacture of a variety of products, such
as high octane gasoline (which was the purpose of the
cracking in the first place), synthetic rubber, plastics,
paints and varnishes, alcohols and solvents, explosives,
and a variety of other products not mentioned. However not all of this gas oil is converte:1 in the cracking
process and must be separated as well as the gas from the
gasoline produced. This is accomplished in practically
the same way as the original separation of the crude oil
was made, that is by the use of a fractionating tower
which separates the various fractions of the vapor coming from the cracking unit.
Above this lower fraction of gas oil is another fraction of gas oil which consists of lighter hydrocarbons.
This lighter fraction is chemically treated and then
used as an industrial and home heating oil.
FEBRUARY, 1951

Above the gas oil fractions on the way up the fractionating tower we find the kerosene fraction, which just
as the case is with the lighter gas oil fraction, is chemically treated to remove the impurities which may be
present, and then is transported to the market and sold
as finished kerosene.
Above this and finally we find the raw gasoline
fraction. This gasoline as it comes from the fractionating tower and the cooler is of low octane rating and
is therefore practically never u~ed as it is, but rather is
blended together with several other components to make
it more desirable for modern automotive and aeronautical use. The gasoline produced from the crude oil is
by far the most important and most used fraction of the
total finished petroleum output. At this stage in the
process, the raw gasoline fraction is blended together with
natural gasoline from the gas oil separator, with cracked
gasoline produced in the cracking process, and also with
blended stock gasoline produced from the hydrocarbon
gases from the cracking process. By blending all of
these components in the proper proportions, chemically
treating the mixture in order to remove all of the objectionable impurities, and by adding tetra-ethyl-lead it
is possible to produce high octane gasoline which can
be used for modem aviation as well as for the general
automotive needs.
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Summarizing the entire process, we see that in general petroleum refining is divided into two general parts,
the first being the initial separation of the various components of the crude by means of heating and passing
the vapor-liquid mixture through a fractionating tower.
The second major division in the refining of petroleum
is the further processing of the various components or the
separate fractions from the fractionating tower. Not all
crude oils are the same, nor 1s the same final product
desired in all cases. Therefore each refinery is different
in some respects, but the general scheme of operation
is the same in all cases.
( Continued on Page 24)
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CHARACTER SKETCHES
By ROBERT SANFORD

don, Cuba and back to Norfolk. Last year he worked
as a bus-boy in a hotel in the Adriondack Mountains.
Anyone doing all the work for the Club and Shamrock, as well as others, that Fred Levien does is assured of
having his last year at college finished with his being
made a Knight of St. Pat. We all hate to lose him,
partly because we will have to do all the work he has
done, but we all wish him well wherever he goes.

FRED LEVIEN

I'm trying my hand with this stuff again, because the
regular writer happens to be one of the interviewees
this time. If you keep a weather eye on the Shamrock
you will have seen some of Fred Levien's stuff before.
He is one of our mainstays on the staff and always comes
up with a good job.
Born in New York City on July 17, 1929 he was educated there and when ready for college he decided to
go to UCLA in California. After thinking it over, Fred
decided that it was too far from home, split the difference, and ended up here at Missouri University. He is
a member of the Naval ROTC unit here and does them
proud with his marksmanship. He was among the top
five in shooting with the Navy rifle team, and a member
of the Varsity squad.
Fred is a !,'(regarious fellow and belongs to just about
everything. Alpha Phi Omega, Alpha Epsilon Pi, Military Honorary, Scabbard and Blade, ASME, Engine Club,
and last but not least. our dear old "Alma Paper," the
Shamrock. He came to school in the Fall of 1947. and
graduates an ME in June this year. He has worked
quite a few places and done quite a few things.
Fred worked as a machinist at the Van Kamer Ordnance Corp. making Verie pistols, as surveyor with the
Hill -Cameron Construction Co .. and at another job mak ing small -arms outside N .Y.C. His Naval service r<'ads
like a travelogue. The USS Iowa. a battle-wagon. took
him to places like Hawaii. Canada, and elsewhere in
fire-control on the guns. A trip aboard the Aircraft Carrier USS Coral Sea touched the ports of the Riviera,
Lisbon. Gibraltar. and Africa . A couple of flights in a
TBM and two weeks amphibious training in Virginia,
ther. a summer on a tin -can. ( Destroyer to you.) A
transfer to the "Big Mo" in mid-ocean. then on to Lon -
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BILL ENGLISH

I had a little trouble getting in contact with my two
interviewees, as I only knew one of them and our various classes conflicted. Both of them came to see me
at the house, and I met Bill English, Treasurer of the
Engine Club. He is strictly a swell Joe, and I am only
sorry that I have failed to get to know him before. Bill
was born on January 22, 1927 in Altoona, Pennsylvania.
He was educated in St. Louis and came to Missouri in the
Fall of 1944.
He is married , and has a two months old daughter,
Susan. His wife, Doris, graduated with a B .S. in Arts
and Science in 1949 with a major in Biology and Bill
is a real double-threat man . Since his father. Sam H .
English. Sr. got his B.S. in ME in 1923 and his M .S.
in 1924 here at Mo .. Bill followed in his father's footsteps and came to Engine School. An E.E. in February of this year, he will be an M.E. in June of 1952. I
asked him why all these courses, and he said he had
a use for all of them.
Seems he has worked at Wagner Electric in St.
Louis making transformer tanks. and would like to
work for GM in their Electromotive Division. He is a
member of the Executive Council. being Treasurer( Contin1'ed on Page 24)
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NATURE 01' 011.-IN-WATER EMIJI.SION
By FLETCHER ANDERSON
"An emulsion is an intimate mixture of two
immiscible liquids, one of which is dispersed in
the other in the form of fine droplets .

G. M. Sutheim

An oil-in-water emulsion consists of an oil or oil-like
liquid which is dispersed in water or an aqueous solution. The water portion of the emulsion is called the
aqueous phase, the continuous phase, the external phase,
or the dispersing medium. Since water is the continuous
phase, this type of emulsion behaves like a water system,
i.e., it can be diluted with water, permeatej by an electric current, and colored by dyes that are soluble in water. For maximum stability, it is desirable that the external phase have a high degree of viscosity. This molasses-like property aids emulsification by hindering the
coalescence of the dispersed globules. Low temperatures
promote high viscosity and therefore, when preparing
an emulsion, it is desirable that the temperature be kept
low.
Oil phase, dispersed phase, and internal phase are
all terms for the dispersej oil droplets of an oil-in-water
emulsion. These dispersed globules are not all of equal
size or of similar geometric construction. They must be
so small that they will stay suspended indefinitely. Whenever the particles are relatively large, i.e., the average
diameter is from five to ten microns ( .002 to .004 inch ),
a coarse emulsion is formed ; but, whenever the mean
diameter of the droplets is as fine as one micron ( .0004
inch ), a fine emulsion, which is much more stable, results. The oil droplets in an oil-in-water emulsion have
an approximate diameter of one micron . As a rule, it
is necesrnry to break up the emulsified liquid into small
globules by mechanical means. In the homogrnization
of milk, this result is accomplished by forcing the natural
emulsion of milk through capillary tubes under a very
high pressure, and allowing the issuing streams to break
against a hard surface. This process reduces the diameter
of the butter fat particles, which were originally two to
ten microns ( .0008 to .004 inch j in thickness, to onefiftieth of their original size. Similar results may be obtained by the use of ultrasonic waves. All of the droplets in an emulsion have electrical charges, and they migrate towards an electrode when a difference in potential
is applied. The optical properties of emulsion depend
upon the concentration and the particle size of the dispersed phase. An emulsion with a high concentration of
the dispersed droplets is more opaque than one with a low
concentration, and a fine emulsion is more opaque than
a coarse one.
Fine-grained emulsions, when viewed under the microscope, have the particles of the dispersed phase in
constant zig-zag motion. This movement, which is caused
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by the bombardment of the particles of the dispersed
phase by the molecules of the surrounding liquid, is
called the Brownian movement. The Brownian movement in emulsions ceases not only when the dispersed
globules coalesce and attain a diameter of four microns,
but also when the mixture is electrically neutral. When
an electrolyte is added to an emulsion, the globules tend
to coalesce and either slow down or stop entirely the
Brownian movement.
A stable emulsion is one where there is neither
separation of the phases, as is evidenced by the formation
of an oil layer crtated by coalescing droplets, nor creaming due to the concentration of the dispersed phase at
either the upper or the lower portion of the emulsion.
Creaming is a minor instability and is easily reversible
by shaking, while coalescence is a major instability and is
irreversible.
There is no first class reason why emulsions of any
desired concentration can not be· made. In 1902, Pickering used soap as an emulsifying agent in experiments to
emulsify kerosene in water. When seventy-seven to
eighty per cent by volume of kerosene was used, a viscous
mass resulted. An emulsion made using ninety-nine
per cent kerosene was so stiff that it could be cut into
cubes that would stand alone. Eixtremely concentrated
emulsions are unstable because the droplets are packed
together so closely that they touch and tend to coalesce.
Neither are dilute emulsions stable inasmuch as the globules knock together frequently and with great force due
to the Brownian movement.
The surface between the two phases of an emulsion is
the liquid-liquid interface, or the dineric interface. This
interface is a very attenuated layer of molecular dimensions. The properties of this layer differ from those in
the bulk of the two contacting phases. There is a relatively large interfacial separating area which increases
rapidly with the subdivision of the internal phase. The
interfacial area is very immense when it is compared to
the volume of the dispersed phase. For two cubic centime~ers of an emulsion with the particles one micron in
diameter, there are two billion droplets which have an
interfacial area of sixty thousand square centimeters or
sixty-four square feet. Inter facial tension is the surface
tension at the liquid-liquid interface. As the interfacial
tension increases, the difficulty with which emulsification
is attained increases. To produce stable emulsions easily,
this interfacial tension must be reduced.
Intermittent agitation is one method of reducing the
interfacial tension. Short, gentle shakes favor the formation of an oil-in-water emulsion. Continuous agitation tends to increase, rather than decrease the size of

( Continued on Page 23)
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ABOUND TBE COLUMNS
SL/PST/CK SAM, B.S. '99

'Sl,p "ST,"K Sa."'EIS ''l'J

Move over Tripod ... Ouch . . . Who moved that
column' ... You got the aspirin, Mabel? . . . Men, you've
never had a hangover ... I can't even stand the noise
of a bromo-seltzer . . . What a party . . . Everybody
was so drunk I could hardly see them . . . It wasn't
the beer, it was the running after it .. . It's amazing
what some women can do and still keep their amateur
standing .. . The only reason I went to that party was
my grades . . . Misery . . . I tried to move over to
Band P.A . .. . Even they wouldn"t have me . . . The dean
finally relented and said I could stay in Engine School
. . . His shoes looked real shiny when I got through
licking them .. . Don't know what happened on my
finals, but. I've always been sure that a dumb person
could think up more questions than a smart person can
answer . . . Some of our professors who claim open
minds should have them closed for repairs . . . Bauer
tells me that some of the things I write don't make
sense ... All I've got to say is that a test with all the
specifications listed and the questions cut-out, wouldn't
make much sense either . . . Everybody tells me something . .. The coeds tell me that I'm not as well dressed
as I was when I first came to Mizzou . Can't understand it. It's the same suit . .. Speaking of clothes I
found out Saturday night that the only thing that keeps
my girl's new strapless formal up, is a city ordinance
.I called her up for a date and they answered the
phone with. "Good evening. Who in the hall do you
want ?' ' . . . They' re so right . . . also the guy who
defines straight as, without gingcralc . ..
or Sam didn't th ink he'd lea rned much in school
until he saw where Webster defines taut. as tight .. .
Guess I've been taut quite a bit around here . .. For
most of u , life is what we make it ... For the pedestrian
at Broadway and Ninth, it's if he makes it .. . Speaking of making, it doesn't cost much to produce Aldag·s
column . . . Raw material i$ so cheap . . . While we're
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talking about dumb things . . . Sam was trying to petition
out of a course just before the semester started . .. Six
hours it took . . . It wouldn't have taken so long, but
I got stuck behind a freshman . . . Men, I'm glad he
was pre-Law . . . He was so dumb . . . When he came
to that part of the forms that says 'Name of Parents,'
he wrote down Mama and Papa . . . No wonder they
elect lawyers to Congress . . . They had a big Red
scare in Washington last week .. . A senator forgot to
put his pants on over his winter woolens . . . With
all this talk going on around the country about supersonic speeds and rockets to the moon, I've been wondering what life would be like on the moon ... The people
would probably have several heads, but other than that
they should be pretty much the same as we earth
schmoes . . . They probably have a comic strip or
so like 'Earth Mullins· or 'Steve Crater' .. . Their hit
parade would probably contain such numbers as 'My
Galaxy Sal' and 'You go to my Heads', and even there
we wouldn't be able to get away from Vaughn Monroe
... He'd be singing, 'Racing with the Earth' .. . All this
atomic power . . . If we had only had the atom bomb,
we'd of licked them damyankees in three weeks .. .
You may have your jingle bells and snow, men,
I'm cold. Some mornings I have a hard time talking
me out of wishing I were back in the souse Pacific
. . . In fact I was so cold one morning that I burned
up my road map to make sure I'd stay in dear old
Columbia . . . Columbia, the land of milk and honey
. . . If the prices don't milk you, some honey will .. .
Sam used to call a hoe a hoe, that is, until he stepped
on one . .. On the subj ect of hoes, and rakes and what
have you, a local lad was raking the yard last spring.
Across the fence the neighbor lady was hoeing her gar-

den. " Nice Evening," said the lad . "Yes, indeed," replied the lady. "What are you doing? " "I'm raking the
yard," said the man, "and I'm the best little raker you
ever saw. What are you doing?" "Well. I'm hoeing the
ga rden. But I'm not the best." replied the lady, as she
quickly turned and went into the house . ..
My girl. the one they call income tax. her figure
you know. left town between semesters . . . Sam hiked
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up to Stephens and got hisself a blind date . . . She
wasn't exactly a Lana Turner . .. More like a stomach
turner . . . But after all, going out with women keeps
you young . . . Why, I started going out with women
when I was just a freshman .. . Maybe that's why I'm
still a freshman . . . This being a freshman year after
year is getting discouraging . . . Every year I have to
buy new books for the same old courses . . . In one
course we're on the sixty seventh edition now . . .
This year I fooled 'em . . . I bought my stuff and
hurried to class before they could release the new
printings . . . First time in years I've been to class on
time . . . Some of the guys around here are pretty
smooth, and just like a bullet, the smoothest go farthest
... The smoothest of them all tho' is the guy who was
able to talk his wife into being sorry for the girl who
lost her hairpins in the back seat of his car . . . You
know Sam doesn't steal jokes from anyone . . . ESPECIALLY Adag . . . It's just that I've been around
so long that everybody has stolen my stuff .. . Another
problem I face is putting stuff together that will arouse
a few chuckles . . . You know you really ought to laugh
at my cracks . .. Your grandfathers did . . . Then, too,
if its funny enough to be told, its been told; if it hasn't
been told its too clean; and if its dirty enough to interest a senior, Bauer will get his knuckles rapped with
a ruler.

My physics prof says that every couple has its moment . . . But he never was out with my girl . . . My
girl has been thinking of becoming a sweater girl,
but she doesn't have enough reasons . . . A sweater
girl is one who loves to pull the eye:; over the wool
. . . Bauer just walked in and asked me if I'd join
him in a bottle of beer ... Confidentially I don't think
there's room ... Funny guy Bauer, his wife didn't know
he drank until he went home sober one night . .. Bauer's
pet pink elephant is a beast of Bourbon . ..
Bob Moe went down to Crowder Palace the other
night, after spending the afternoon in the Shack . . .
He took one look at the stew on his tray and wondered,
"Do I eat it, or Did I?" . . . If you should wander in
down there some evening, Duncan Hines forbid, and
the beverage tastes like turpentine, die assured that it
is their coffee ; not to be mistaken for their tea, which
tastes like kerosene ... After mess one night I went up
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to the barracks with some of the boys, to indulge in
a few hands of poker . .. They must have thought my
suit was muddy, 'cause they sure took me to the cleaners
. . . At that the winner in a strip poker game is just
lucky, but the loser is more interesting.
Sam bought a secondhand book on love the other
day . . . It was real interesting . . . On the first page,
they told me all about how to take her hand in mine
and gently squeeze it . . . On the second page, they listed
twelve different ways to put my arm around her waist
... On the third page, they told me ten different ways
to suggest a quiet stroll through the park ... Wait till
I find that dog who tore out the fourth page .. . I'll
teach him a thing or two .. . On second thought, maybe
I'll Jet him do the teaching . . . Next time any of you
men can't figure out what to do with the rest of the
beer, come on up and swap lies with me ... If I'm studying, just walk on in and wake me up . . . Heard that
they really go for card games over at three-squares . . .
Seems they like gin-rummies . . .
You know, there's a firm in this town that keeps
dunning me for a bill that I seem to owe . . . Now every
month I take all my bills, put 'em on the table, mix
'em up, and then pick out five of them at random .. .
Those five I pay . .. If that firm doesn't quit dunning
me, they won't get a place in next month's shuffle . . .
A word to the wife should be sufficient, but usually
isn't . . . I had a dollar left over this month, and I've
been going nuts trying to remember which installment I
forgot to pay . . .
A lot of guys on this campus seem to think that
Sam is an expert on all types of trouble . . . Probably due
to my sterling record of being in more hot water than
any other engineer ... I take a bath every Monday . . .
One G. I. in Business school came over to the fifth
column ( McCarthy I'm only ioolin') the other morning
and wanted my advice .. . Ah, fame . . . His story was
so sad that I'm going to pass it on, so that everyone can
realize that every rain cloud can have its silver lining
... dam, that was no rain cloud ... Get away from me,
pigeon .. . His story : Sam, you know me, I was a G. I.
( Continued on Page 35)
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MEET THE ALUMNI
We are sorry to inform the alumni that Robert
Terrill Powers and Lester L. Gilliland have passed away.
Mr. Powers, (class of 1919 ) was the superintendent of
operatio:1 for the Natural Ga3 Pipeline Company affilia '. eJ with the Texas-Illinois Natural Gas Pipeline Company. Mr. Gilliland, (class of 1912 ) was gas testing
cngine~r for the Public Service: Company of Northern
Illinois.
Ernest S. Robrnn, Jr., St. Louis, a University of
Missouri graduate in 1941, has been transferred to the
Monsa:1to Company's Western Division office at San
Francisco as a salesman of the company's entire line of
chemicals and plastics on the division territory.
Robson was formerly petroleum chemicals sales man in
the St. Louis office. Previously he held various laboratory, production and sales positions. Robson received
a B.S. in Chemical Engineering and has been with the
Monsanto Company for nine years.
Another alumnus of the University of Missouri, Raymond G. Rohlfing, 019 Bird, Hannibal, Mo., will join the
company's John F. Queeney Plant in St. Louis, on February 15. Rohlfing, a native of St. Louis, hold a B . S.
in Chemical Engineeri:1g, received in 1949. He is now
employed by the Missouri Highway Department at Hannibal as inspector of materials and designer of concrete
mixes.
1913

C. E. Betz, 423 North Northland Highway, Park
Ridge, Illinois is the Executive Vice President of the
Magnaflux Corp. in Chicago. Mr. Betz was Chief Chemist
of the Pittsburg Testing Laboratory in Pittsburg, Pa. for
22 years. The testing and inspection methods for finding flaws in metals of all kinds have been one of the
developments accredited to him. Mr. Betz is a Knight
of St. Pat.
1918

Arthur Langmeier, is the Director of Operations, Naval Stores Department of the Hercules Powder Company
in Wilmington, Delaware. Mr. Langmeier is an Honored
Knight of St. Pat.
1924

David Katz. 506 West 35th Street, Wilmington, Delaware, Honored Knight of St. Pat, is a Patent Attorney
at E . J. du Pont de Nemours & Company. Mr. Katz
has been with that company for 22 years. He started as
a Junior Examiner in the U. S. Patent Office in October
1924. He spent 4 years in the Patent Office then took
a patent job with the Newport Co., Corrollville, Wiscon sin which later became part of the development of the
Du Pont Company. Mr. Katz has had the development of
the Traffic Dector, Electromagnet, and the Scriptoscope
accredited to him.
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Sidney P. O'Bannen, 4220 Lee Rock, Ark., took
over distribution of General Electric Appliances in Arkansas on January I, 1929. The firm's name-O'Bannon Bros. His brother dieJ in 1949. Since that time he
has cperated the business under the same name with
three other partners.
( Mr. O'Bannon has controlling
interest.)
1926
J . M. Hannegan, 429 Nancy Place, Ferguson, Mo., is
the Chief Chemist and sales manager of the G. H. Packwood Mfg. Company, St. Louis, Missouri. Mr. Hannega:1 is an Honored Knight of St. Pat.
1929
Harry J . Kruse, Honored Knight of St. Pat is a
Process Sup~rvisor for the Inorganic Division, Mallinkrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis, Missouri. Mr. Kruse
lives at 3218 Baily Ave., St. Louis, Missouri.
1930
Lester L. Bauer is the Director of Manufacturing in
the Plaskon Division for Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Co.
Mr. Bauer is now living at 605 River Road, Toledo,
Ohio. He is also a knight of St. Pat.
1933
Lewis N. Hoffmeister, 3250 North New Jersey, Indianapolis 5, Indiana, is a Lubrication Engineer for the
Sinclair Refining Company.
1934
Paul M. Cox, 9 Pershing Ave., Gayreville, New Jersey, is the Personnel Supervisor of the Hercules Powder
Company.
1935
John S. Ayers, 2750 Chicago Blvd., Detroit 6, Michigan, is the manager of the Research Department for the
Cook Paint and Varnish Company.
He transferred
from the Kansas City Research Division to Detroit on
January 1, 1940. Mr. Ayers is an Honored Knight of
St. Pat.
Colonel E. R. Jacoby, 2nd Air Division is now a member of the United States Air Force. (We will probably
be seeing you soon, Colonel Jacoby.)
1937
Willis L. Banks, 4545 Evergretn Drive, Port Arthur,
Texas, Honored Knight of St. Pat, entered employment of
the Texas Company at their Port Arthur Laboratories
upon his graduation in 1937. Mr. Banks says 'Tm still
there. My title- ? Research Chemical Engineer is
about it I guess. I'm not making much money but I'm
l:aving run!"

Mr. Banks is now editing a local section publication of the A. C. S. called THE CONDENSER. He is
( Continued on Page 24)
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Conlacl Process lor Sulphuric Acid
Manulaclure
By LEOPOLD GOMEZ
The contact process has evolved from a basic British patent issued in 1831 to P . Phillips, a vinegar manufacturer at Bristol. He specified that the gases in proper proportion be drawn through a tuce or tub~s of platinum, porcelain, or other material not affected by the
SO, gases entering and the SO" gases leaving. These
tubes contained a platinum wire or finely divided platinum and were heated to a strong yellow heat. Phillips'
second improvement was for the absorption of the sulfur trioxide in a packed absorption column through
which sulfuric acid circulated by means of a lead pump.
No great ncd for this high concentration sulfuric
acid existed until about 1869 when the production of
synthetic dyestuffs required fuming sulfuric acid to sulfonate various aromatic compounds. By 1901 the German chemist Knietsch describd the work done at the
Badische Anilin und Soda Fabrik, which resulted in
successful contant process, and the patents granted to
various works during 1898 to 1902 placed the process
in a sound industrial basis. The first plant constructed
in the United States was a small experimental plant iil
New Jersey in 1898 by Badische.
Except for size, details, and better catalysts, today's
plants are direct descendants of those built in Europe
by Knietsche. However, in recent months construction
has been completed of a contact plant which retaiils
very few of the traditional ideas. Its completely new
ideas are the result of the work during the past two
years at Linden New Jersey, where the Chemico engineering department re-examind each conventional step
entirely and brought forth a new functional design which
eliminates several steps and modifies the others according to modem chemical engineering.
This new plant was built by the Chemical Construction Corporation for the Hamilton, Ohio, Works of
American Cyanide Company. It has definite increase
in the conversion efficiency, a reduction of 90 % or more in
cooling water requirement, a plant greatly simplified from
standpoints of operation, flowsheet and physical layout Investme:1t and physicai ·size have also been diminished and hence it has become practical to build plants

of smaller capacity than formerly were e::onomical. An
unusual feature of this pla:1t iR the ease with which the
product concentration can be regulated to any concentration between 60 degrees Baume and 95 % sulfuric
acid . This plant could be used for higher strength acid,
including olcum but it would lose some of the advantages
of the new process and therefore not at present re::ommended for acid over 95 %.
To realize the advantages of the new contact process it is necessary to compare it to the conventional process which is being used. The following flow sheet i·;
a simplified diagram of the conventional process.

The first main change of the new process take:;
place in the converters and heat exchangers. Where
the com·entional process does the conversion of sulfur
dioxide to sulfur trioxide in two stages, each stage in a
separate vessel, the new system uses four stages in a
single vessel. The older process uses an alternate system
of cooling the gas by separate heat e:<changers of the
s:1ell and tube type; the new method cools without heat
exchangers by the direct injjection of air into the gas
stream between the converter stages.
The next change occurs in the cooling of the converter gas which is done by a heat exchanger and towers
in the conventional system; in the new system the cooling and absorption is done in a horizontal vessel which
achieves direct contact of the gas and direct contact
of the gas in two stages without the use of packing
material. This absorber also cools by evaporating water
fro:n the absorption acid. This is a very important feature since it eliminates the last sulfur trioxide cooler, the
absorption towers, and the large amount of cooling equip me:-it, reducing cooling water needs by 90%
The final step in the new process is that of mist re
m::>Val since a great deal of it is formed in the absorber.
This is done by a very efficient Peace-Anthony venturi
scrubber and a small cyclone ~eparator. These two units
reduc~ the mist loading of the waste gases so effectively that only 0.04 pound of sulfur is released in the
exit gases per ton of acid produced.
No attempt to use only dry air in the sulfur burner
( Continued on Page 26)
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BULLARNEY
Before I get on with the business, I want to thank
Sam for his high praises of me in the last issue. Sam
is a wonderful guy but I feel sorry for him. He seems
to be so crude and uncouth. Really he is a nice Joe,
but he doesn't know how to express himself in the right
way. He even helped me with this column this month.
I got down to Mizzou a ittle late and he had started
my column for me : "This is Aldag again and before I
start I want to tell everyone how swell a fella Sam is
. . ." That jerk was writing his own ad. But believe me,
Sam is really a nice guy. He just can't help being
a jerk.
On with the show?

...
...

It was a good many years ago that Deacon Jones
took his wife to the races.
Just as the horses were lining up at the barrier, Mrs.
Jones grasped the Deacon nervously by the arm and in
a voice that was filled with emotion, asked him for a
safety pin, and at the same time grabbed at something
that seemed to be slipping at the knee. Just then
someone shouted, "They're off! And Mrs. Jones Fainted.

""

"That girl has a glass eye."
"Yes? How do you know?"
"It came out in her conversation."

...

The Washington Biological survey, which puts metal
bands on wild birds to study their migratory habits, recently ordered new bands with a different wording.
They now read "Notify fish and wildlife services,
Washington, D. C." Before, the bands said simply, "Wash.
Biol. Surv."
Unofficial explanation of the change : An irate taxpayer's letter complained:
Dear Sir: I shot one of your pet crows and followed
instructions. I washed it, I boiled it, and I served it. It
was terrible. Stop fooling the people.

...

We never used to be able-to find grandma's glasses.
Now she leaves them where she empties them.

...

Patient: I'm scared, Doctor. This is my first operation.
Doctor: I know just how you feel, this is my first
one, too."
1st ME; Busy?
2nd ME: No. You busy?
1st M.E. : No.
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lnd M.E. : Well then, let's go to class.

...

Everyone in my family is a good swimmer except
John. He got killed in a dive on the East Side.

...

"May I print a kiss on your lips?" I asked.
And she nodded her full permission.
So we went to press and I rather guess.
We printed a full edition .

...

Got a match, Willy?
Sure, here it is.
Well can you beat that, I ran out of cigarettes .
Gimme back my match.

...

Absent minded salesgirl after being kissed goodnight :
"Will that be all?"

...

Sam : "Does your girl smoke?"
Al: "Not quite."

...

Freshman German Student: "What is castor oil
known as in Holland?"
Senior: "Old Dutch Cleanser."

...

"Gee, that's a funny Boid."
"That's a bird."
"Hmmm, sure sounds like a boid."

...

"Tell me Herb, why does Carol let all the engineers
kiss her?"
"It's this way, Joe, she once slapped an engineer
who was chewing tobacco."

...

Sanfonie : How do you manage to keep drinking
that coffee at the diner?"
Fee Oog: "I take a Heaping Teaspoonful of Drano
every week."

...

Getting out a column is fun, but it's no picnic.
If we print jokes, we are silly .
If we don't, they say we are too serious.
If we clip them from other magazines, we are too
lazy to write them ourselves.
If we don't print contributions, we don't appreciate
true genius.
If we do print them, the page is full of junk.
And now, like as not, someone will say we filched
this from some other magazine. We did.
( Continued on Page 23)
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Only STEEL can do so many jobs

ACTION IN CALIFORNIA. On the north fork of the Feather River in California, Pacific Gas and Electric Company has placed two new dams ...
Cresta Dam and Rock Creek Dam. The huge drum gates for these dams,
and the bridges directly above them, required 4,380,000 pounds of strnl.
They were fabricated and erected by United States Steel.

No matter how absorbed these children become, they can't rush into the path of passing traffic, because
they are protected by sturdy, long-wearing Cyclone Fence. And the
fence not only keeps the children inside, it keeps undesirables out.

NEW SCHOOL HAS 2-WAY PROTECTION.

in hospitals, hotels,re.
taurants, clubs, or laundries where equipment n
made of U ·S ·S Stainless Steel. For stainless stiii
means easy cleaning, corrosion resistance, g~
looks and long life. Lucky that United StatesS!iil
is big enough to turn out steel for washing rnachillfl
as well as warships, for toasters as well as tanks.

WASH DAY IS NO HEADACHE

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY• AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY and CYCLONE FENCE DIVISION • COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY• CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL C0Ril
UNITED STATES STEEL COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY • UNITED STATES STEEL PROOUCTSm
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so well ...
TOUGH ON TANKS. The steel r ocket fired

by this new 3.5 inc h "superbazooka"
has already proved itself an effective

anti-tank weapon . It weighs nine
pounds, is able to penetrate up to 11
mches of armor. Although mobilization
will require increasing amounts of steel,
the constantly-expand ing steel-producing facilities ofU. S. Steel should enable
it to make plenty of steel for essential
peacetime uses, too.

FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT STEEL
American steel mills can out•produce the rest
of the world combined by 13 million tons of
steel a year. The plants of United States Steel
alone ore pour ,ng more steel than all the Communist nations put together.

NEW LIGHT ASSAULT TRANSPORT. Six rocket units help to lift the 40,000pound weight of this new U. S. Air Force light assault transport in a
recent test flight. With the addition of rocket units, the three-engine
plane can now transport heavy loa ds in and out of small clearings.
Only steel can do so many jobs so well.

Listen to ... The Theatre Guild on the Air, presented every Sunday evening by United States Steel.
National Broadcasting Company, coast-t o-coast network. Consult your newspa per for time and station •

. . . and this label is your guide to quality steel

UNITED STATES STEEL
c/£ftilff to <J!lllkl a <]!~t ea

6ERRAR0STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY• NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY• OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY•
UNION SUPPLY COMPANY
UNITED STATES STEE L SUPPLY COMPANY• UN IVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY• VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY
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HIGHLIGHTS IN CHE

Outside view of world's first cottonseed oil <,xtraction plant at Wilson, Ark. Conveyor runs from existing hydraulic oil mill building to new plant.

I

Drier tube~ to which solids are de- 1
livered. Each tube is steel jackete<i 1
shell and steam heated rotor.

Filter presse!I in world's first cotton!leed oil extraction plant.

Collector tank in
"Olvent extral'tion
building.
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N Evaporator flash chamber in world's
first cottonseed oil extraction plant.

V11por scrubber in world's first cottonseed oil <>xtrartion pl11nt.

Vacuum
stripping
column in
world's
first cottonseed oil extraction pl11nt located
in Wilson, Ark.

TIIF 1\IIS~Ol lRJ SHAMROCK

MICAL ENGINEERING
COURTESY A LLIS CHALMERS

Top of extractor column. Thin oil bearing llak-es enter at top of column and

drop from one compartment to another.

Extractor column. Upper
surface of each plate wiped
by scraper arm.

Shown is the large control panel for automatic regulation of continuous so}vent extraction process in the world's
first cottonseed oil extraction plant at Wilson, Ark.
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Bottom of extractor in world's first cottonseed oil
extraction plant. As flaked meats move downward,
their oil content is progressively reduced until remo\'ed.

Evaporator preheater condensers. Clear miscella flows from filter to a filtrate tank and is
pumped to heat exchanger.
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ENGINE NEWS
By DAVE ALDAG

The Board of Directors of the Engineer Alumni
Association met November 11th to discuss reorganization
under the new constitution. Front row, left to right:
P. Ogden, Dean Croft, F. D. Harris. Second row, L. W.
Helmreich, E. W. Mell:>w , Bill Wilson , A. M. Finley.

Got a couple of meet ings to report on. The main
drive in both meetings was to increase the membership.
That is a big part of the Engine Club activity now. We
must increase our membership if there is to be any fun
on St. Pat's Week.
The last meeting of Janu a ry was a meeting that
more of us should have attended. We realize that it was
held during final week. but support must come from all
o f us. Anyhow the meet ing sta rted with the minutes being read and approved. Jack Harvey calld for committee reports. Bud Minnick announced that Button
Designs were to be turned in Feb. 6. He also asked
that we talk up this membership among our buddies. To
back up Minnick, Harvey made a punch for the membership drive. This membership is more important than
one may think .
J ohn Reed got up and announced that the parade
needed some dough, and he suggested that members
go to their individual societies and suggest that the SO·
cieties finance their projects fully without any help from
the Engine Club.
Magee rose and suggested that the societies get on the
ball and design somr floats that will win the parade. He
said that some soc ieties seem lax in their enthusiasm for
the floats. He said that they had not received as many
ideas for campu s stunts as the officers had expected. He
hoped that this year the stunt would work. Magee also
stated that the Que~n Contest was to be held Feb. 21
and he said that anyone who has a petition should turn
it into Magee or Harvey. The deadline for applica tion for Knights of St. Pat is Feb. 28. Magee also asked
that anyone who can put in some time for St. P at's
Week volunteer to any one o f the officers.
Bill Bornemann asked for two volunteers to letter
name cards at the Green Tea . He also asked that we
22

talk the membership up among our buddies. It takes
only a few words.
Harvey announced that the Knights of St. Patrick
Magna Cum Laude will be requested to buy their own
keys. 1his is due again to the lack of funds which is
due to membership.
Colonel Halberson of the ROTC program here at
Mizzou made an announc-::m~nt concerning veterans and
students who have completed 2 years of basic training
in ROTC and are Engineering or Science majors. This
announcement, if you are eligible, allows you to enlist
in the advanced course of ROTC and receive a commission after completion of one semester of the course and
after completion of a six week training camp. The course
would be Armament. Last Fall , one had to have one year
Advanced and the six week camp. Before that , one had
to take the full two years of Advanced and go to Summer
Camp. After completing any of these programs, you
were subject to two years active duty. Some fellas
might take advantage of the new program. Not a bad
idea.
Dean Croft made an announcement concerning almost
all of us. He said, "Don't do anything half cocked."
He meant that we should think Yery much before we
decide to get patriotic and join up. The Dean talked
of Patriotism at home. The Dean asked that if we
knew anyone who was rushing off to the services, to
send him in to see the Dean himself. He doesn't mean
to blackball the Services. but to have oneself trained first.
Dean 'Croft said, "Pass this along."·
Bill Taylor was supposed to speak at this meeting.
but because of the crowd , decided to deliver his talk at
a later date. He told a few jokes instead.
The meeting of Feb. 7 opened with a bang. Someone slammed the door on Ken Reichert·s hand. The
minutes were read and corrected. Harvey announced
that Savitar pictures were to be taken the next night
at Read Hall. The chairman of St. Pat's Board announced that any senior who thought that he had enough
hours to sign a petition for Knight of St. Patrick. The
members were asked to pass along this bit of information.
The next meeting would have the Queen Candidates
present and we would have a chance to elect the Queen
of Love and Beauty . There were to be twenty girls at
this meeting.
Tom Magee asked for members to help decorate for
the Ball. He asked that you volunteers get in touch
with him or Don Milne whose No. is 4780. Call Don
up and give him a hand .
( Continu ed on Page 32 )
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the globules. This effect is comparable to the churning
of butter where the butterfat particles in cream are precipitated as a result of prolonged agitation. For a ninetysix per cent emulsion of benzene in sodium oleate solution, a mechanical shaker takes forty-eight thousand
strokes to form the emulsion, while intermittent shaking,
allowing time at intervals for the unemulsified liquids to
Separate, requires only eight shakes. For an eighty
per cent emulsion of benzene in sodium oleate solution,
the ration is six thousand strokes for the mechanical
shaker to seven shakes intermittently. Agitation continued after this emulsion is formed disintegrates both
the soap solution and the benzene into drops. Since the
soap solution is the continuous phase, anything that
breaks up this soap solution retards emulsification.
Certain solids will pass into the interface between the
two liquids and will be held there quite firmly. These
substances are emulsifying agents, and they assist in
decreasing surface tension. The €mulsifying agmt does
not all go into the interface, as there is always an equilibrium between the concentration of the emulsifying
agent in the interface and its concentration in each liquid.
Emulsifying agents must fulfill several requirements.
For an oil-in-water emulsion, they must reduce the interfacial tension, must stabilize the emulsion, must be
selective, i.e., must promote very definitely under any
condition an oil-in-water emulsion, should be odorless,
should be colorless, and should be cheap in use. Whenever
the emulsifying agent is more soluble in water than in
oil, absorption will lower the surface tension of the interfacial film more on the water side than on the oil side, and,
as a result, the film will tend to curve around the oil,
giving an oil-in-water emulsion. However, when the
emulsifying agent, in the form of a finely dispersed solid,
is insoluble in both oil and water, but more easily wetted
by the water phase than by the oil phase ,an oil-inwater emulsion again results. Alkali soaps, organic amino
compounds producing soaps with fatty acids, sulfated oils,
sulfated alcohols, aliphatic sulfonates, aromatic sulfonates,
proteins, mucilages, and hydrophilic ethers and ethers
produce oil-in-water emulsions. Even though gelatin is
soluble in water, it is not often used as an emulsifying
agent because of the danger of putrefaction. After an
emulsion is formed, any change that the emulsifying
agent undergoes deranges the equilibrium of the emulsion and endangers the stability. All emulsifying agents
are attacked to a certain extent by water, i.e., the water
tends to hydrolyze the substance. Because of this fact,
agents that are not very susceptible to hydrolytic decomposition are desirable.
Emulsifying agents reduce the surface tension by
absorption, i.e., the concentration of the agent at the
interfacial surface. Positive absorption occurs when the
affinity between the solute and the solvent is low, and,
as a result, the attractive forces are weak. This lessens
the inward pull acting on the surface and also the tenFEBRUARY, 1951

dency for particles to go into the interior. Therefore,
they gather at the surface. The surface shows less tendency to contract; consequently the surface tension is reduced. But, when the attraction between the solute and
the solvent is strong, the attraction toward the interior
will be increased, the number of particles moving inward will be increased, the tendency for the surface to
contract becomes greater, and the surface tension increases. This is negative absorption, and substances reacting in this manner are detrimental to emulsification.
Reducing the interfacial tension does not insure stability of the emulsion. The globules must be protected
and kept from flowing together. This end is accomplished by the process of oriented absorption. The absorbed
particles arrange themselves in definite positions with
respect to the absorbing medium, the polar portion always
facing the water phase, the non-polar part always towards
the oil. With particles that have their polar and nonpolar portions equally strong, orientation takes place at
the interface with the polar portion towards the water
while the non-polar part is in the oil. Whenever the
molecule has a dominant non-polar portion, the particle
lies 1n the oil phase with the polar end nearest the water.
With predominant polar portion, it lies in the water phase
with the non-polar end facing the oil. The resulting intertacial film consists of loose molecules which are held
firmly in their respective positions in order to impart
stability and rigidity to the film . This film is at least
three molecules in thickness: one molecule of absorbed
agent, one molecule of the water phase, and one molecule
of the oil phase. If a needle pierces the interfacial film,
no visible change results for the loose molecules adhere to
the needle. When the needle is withdrawn, the molecules
close the orfice.

BULLARNEY
(Continued from Page 17)

The M.E. Instructor carefully placed the chisel
against the rusted bolt. He looked at the M .E. Student
and said, "When I nod my head, you hit it." They
are burying him tomorrow.

Thermo Prof: "Who is smoking in the back of the
room?"
Voice from the rear: "No one, sir, it's just the fog
we are in."

...

Someone overheard this conversation between the
editor and me. I don't remember it, but it has been
contributed.
Bauer: "Do you make these jokes up yourself,
Aldag?"
Me: "Yep, out of my head ."
Bauer: "You must be."

( Continued on Page 28)
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SKETCHES

ALUMNI

(Continued from Page 10)

( Continued from Page 14)

which is no mean jom- and of both AIEE and ASME.
He went into the Army at Camp Hood in the Spring
of 1945, then to Fort Benning where he won his Paratroop Wings. Bill also went through an eight-weeks course
at the Adjutant General's School, and went into personnel
till his release in October, 1946. With this training in
addition to all his school courses here, Bill is a natural
for his job as Treasurer, and we can be glad that he will
be around for awhile longer.

placing the SHAMROCK on its mailing list as are a
number of M . U. graduates in that area.
When Mr. Banks was asked if he would dea..cribe
any patents issued to him, or any developments accredited to him, he replied, "None- just a small wheel."

PETROLEUM
( Continued from Page 9)
When we think of the fact that even in 1947 there
was a crude oil distillation capacity of approximately
5,400,000 barrels per day running at full capacity, and
that this figure has been steadily growing ever since that
time, and also the added fact that we are now going
into a period of another all out war mobilization, it is
of little wonder of the importance of the petroleum industry today. Within that petroleum industry lies the beginning of many of the everyday conveniences and comforts of home, as well as many essentials such as lubricating oils, heating oils, and raw materials for industry.

Designed for loolrooms, experimenta l and research

labofotorlfl the No. 0 Omniversal with swivelling knH and
Oillnlvenol Milling Head providH an easy and accurate means of
obtaining bath simple and compound angular settings of the work

- aftefl permitting complete precision machining of a piece without
relocating It In the holding device. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co.,
,rov1c1enca 1, R. I., U.S.A.
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1939

B. E . Weil, 26406 York Road, Hunting Woods,
Michigan, is a Supervisor, Information Division, Ethyl
Corporation Research Laboratories. He was the head
of the Technical Information Division, Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment Station in 1945 to 1950.
Numerous books and articles, including a popular
book on plastics, a technical book on the Synthine (Fisher-Tropsch) process. He was the first editor of THE
RESEARCH ENGINEER and CHEMICAL LITERATURE. Mr. Weil is an Honored Knight of St. Pat.
1940
Lafayette G. Howard, Dock Watch Hollow Road,
Martinsville, New Jersey, is a Chemical Engineer in research and development of "Vinylite" and "Polyethnylin"
Plastics. He has worked four and a half years at his
present job.
Mr. Howard worked for the Missouri State Board
of Health for a year and a half, and he spent three
and a half years in the Navy as an officer on a destroyer.
Mr. Weil is an Honored Knight of St. Pat.
1941
Carroll W. Calvin, is in charge of development and
production problems and general trouble shooting for
Jones-Danby Company. Mr. Calvin started working for
this company in February after his graduation in January, 1941. He lives in Princeton, Indiana.
Ralph W. Kienker, 9827 Greenville Drive, Furguson,
Missouri, is a Process Engineer for the Monsanto Chemica Company. Mr. Kienker has been with Monsanto since
1942. He has held the positions of Analytical Chemist,
Research Chemical Engineer, and Process Engineer which
is his present position. Mr. Kienker is an Honored Knight
of St. Pat.
1942
Charles Harold Fisher, 1 Brookshire Drive, Apt.
6B, Somerville, New Jersey, Honored Knight of St. Pat,
is in the Engineering Department, Calco Chemical Division of The American Cyanamid Company, Bound
Brook. New Jersey. He was previously employed eight
years in the Research and Development Department for
the Socony-Vacuum Oil Company.
Louis T. Frick, 9121 Champlain Avenue, Niagara
Falls, New York, obtained his Masters Degree from M.
U. in 1942. Mr. Frick is the Technical Economic Stydies Group at Du Pont. The group supervisor is Joe
Estee who is also a graduate of M. U.
William B. Kays, R. F. D . 2, Marietta. Ohio. is the
Chief Chemist for B. F. Goodrich and Company in the
( Continued on Page 26 )
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We squeezed first ... and
Now IT'S YOUR TURN, Pick up one of those new pliant, unbreakable plastic bottles, Squeeze it, Feel how it gives under
your hand, then see how it comes right back for more.
That's polyethylene (just say POLLY-ETHEL-EEN), one
of the exciting new miracle plastics produced by the people
of Union Carbide.
But before you squeezed it, they squeezed ethylene gas
under terrific pressure and carefully controlled conditions.
Result: the molecules of gas were permanently rearranged
into long lines-one of the rria-rvels of modern chemistry.
And then out came this tough, flexible plastic utterly unlike
any other material-natural or man-made.
Why do yo u find the people of Union Carbide leading in
the development of polyethylene?
Because working with tremendous pressures, high vacuum and extremes of heat and cold is part of their everyday

jobs, By the use and control of these forces they supply the
world with a wide variety of plastics and the raw materials
from which a multitude of synthetic fibres are made. They
also make hundreds of other basic materials essential to
modern science and industry.
Perhaps your business could profit by the use of some of
these materials, Why not ask us about them?
FREE: 1.-earn more a/,out the intere,ting thing., you
use every day, Write/or th e illu.irated booklet "Producu and Processes" which tells how science and indus•
try ,ue Union Carbide'• Alloy,, Chemical,, Carbon,,
Gase• and Plastics in creating thing., for you. Write
for/ree book/el A •

UNION CARBI DE
AND

CA.RHO.JV CORPORAT ION

30 EAST 42ND

STREET

00

NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Trade-marked Products of Divisions and Units i n c l u d e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CH EM ICALS
PREST-0- LIT E Acetylene

•

PYROFAX Gas

PRESTONE and TREK Anti-Freezes

FEBRUARY, 1951

• LINDE Oxygen

• NATIONAL Carbons
•

• 8AKF.LITE , KRENE, and VINYLITE Plastics
• EVEREADY Flashlights and B a tteries ,

ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals

ACHESON Electrodet

• HAYNES STELLITE Alloya
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ton 5, Ohio, is the Sales Office Manager and Sales Engineer for the Duriron Company, Inc. in their Dayton
branch . Mr. Colyer has been with this company since
February, 1949. He worked for two years as a Production Engineer in the chemical department of Pittsburg
Plate Glass Company.
1948

William W. Ellis, General Division, Owens-Illinois,
Toledo, Ohio, Honored Knight of St. Pat, is temporarily
in Berlin, New Jersey and Sayreville, New Jersey plants
of KAYLO division of Owens- Illinois. He is working
on a new induration and drying process. Mr. Ellis says
that he would like to hear from any of the old gang
in that area.
Bill J . Claybourn, Duncan, Oklahoma, is a Plant
Engineer for the Magnolia Petroleum Company.
William A. Dunn, 224 E,ast Broadway, Maumee,
Ohio, is a Project Engineer for Glass Fibers Inc., in their
Research and Development Branch in Waterville, Ohio.
John C. Cambell, Route 3, Box 30-T, Port Arthur,
Texas, is a Chemical Engineer with the Texas Company.
Mr. Cambell was employed in 1948 not long after his
graduation.

SULFURIC ACID
( Continued from Page 15)

ALUMNI
( Continued from Page 24)

Plastics
method
method
without

Division. He has had the development for the
for making crinkle finish vinyl film, and the
for producing synthetic embossing on vinyl film
the use of a calendar.
J. P. Bilton. Box 511, Comanche, Texas, was employed by the Magnolia Petroleum Company at Dallas
in their Field Research Laboratories from 1942 until
December 1949 when he entered the practice of law at
Haskel. Texas. Mr. Bilton moved from Haskil in April.
1950 and is currently with the film of Wilkinson. Griffin
& Bilton in Comanche, Texas.
1943

Arthur H. Baebler Jr. , 2220 Colfax Drive, Greendale 21. Missouri . is a sales representative for the Alexander Film Company of Colorado Sprin11:s. Colorado.
Mr. Baebler has been with this company since 1947.
After he graduated he spent four years of his time in the
Army.
R. Bruce Baker. Jr .. 355 La Colina Drive. Inglewood. California is the Engineerin'( Assistant of the M.E.
Division of Water Distribution in Los An11:elcs. lie has
held this position since September, 1950.
1946

David J. CDlyer, Jr.. 1128 Grafton Awnue. Day-
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is made and hence the drying tower of the original process is eliminated.
Since the last part of the new process differs considerably from the older system, the following simplified
flow sheet outlines what happens after the sulfur trioxide
is absorbed in water and the final product and waste
gases leave the system.
The new converter is probably the major advantage and its greater efficiency is based on the following
ideas. The reaction in the converter is 1/20, + SO,= SO, ;
it is exothermic and reversible, hence its equilibrium is
forced to the left at high temperatures. However, the
catalyst needs to be at relatively high temperatures for
good conversion. In theory perfect conversion could be
attained with a large number of stages where the last ones
would do little work, and a practical approach to this
situation can be attained in the four stages used . The
new type of converter with air cooling in each stage can
easily have the four stages, meanwhile the conventional
one stage converter becomes impractical since they need
a heat exchanger for each stage which cause great complexity and expense.
The advantages mentioned throughout are offset
by two disadvantages. Acid of 98% concentration or
olcum cannot be produced, and against its saving of coolinll: water there is a need for g1eater power requirements
to pump the tail jl;ases of the venturi scrubber. Howcwr. with jl;reater improvements in technolojl;y and desijl;n these disadvantages may soon be diminished and
eventually overcome.
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

Bringing Up Alathon*
Du Pont scientists find
great promise in this young
member of the wax family
One of the most interesting and versatile of the new plastics is Du Pont
"Alathon" polythene resin, chemical
cousin of paraffin.
Because of its unusual combination
of properties, it is now being used in
everything from "squeeze-bottles"
for toiletries to cable insulation and
chemical-resistant linings.
"Alathon" was born when English
scientists used high-pressure synthesis to create polythene, the solid and
semi-solid polymers of ethylene.
Du Pont scientists and others
added their background in high pressure work to the field of ethylene
polymers. This concerted effort produced a greatly expanded range of
uses.

Taking First Steps
The first step of Du Pont chemists
and engineers was to produce polythene in the laboratory to confirm
earlier findings. Then the product
was turned over to chemical engineers for pilot-plant work. Finally, a
plant for full-scale commercia l production was designed by chemical,
mechanical and electrical engineers
and metallurgists.
Many of the most promising uses

Blow-molded "Alathon" bottle, with molded
closure. It emit.• a fine ., pray when squeezed.

FEBRUARY, 1951

for "Alathon" could not be realized
until technical difficulties were overcome. For exa mple , the chemical inertness, which is one of the outstanding properties of the materia l in film
form, also made the casting of film
from solution impractical because it
could not be dissolved in suita ble
solvents. In devising a specia l extrusion technique to solve this problem,
Du Pont engineers opened up a whole
new field of possibilities.

Multiwall bags for chemicals and foods are
made of kraft paper coated with " Alathon."

Acid-Defying Paper
In film form, "Alathon" lends its
strength, chemical inertness and resistance to grease and moisture to
packages for chemicals, foods, metal
parts and moisture-sensitive powders. In still another form in which
these properties are employed, paper
coated with "Alathon" is used as
wrapping for bakery products and
moistureproof containers for chemicals that would attack uncoated
paper. (Experimentally, " Alathon"
coated paper has been exposed to concentrated sulfuric acid for days without harm; the same paper, uncoated,
was ruined within a few minutes.)
The protection of "Alathon" was
extended to metal tanks and drums
when Du Pont engineers developed
a spray-flaming coating technique.
In the field of electricity, too,
"Alathon" is proving of great value.
Its outstanding electrical properties

All "Alathon"-ice - cube trays , r~frigerator
bowls, tableware and protective coverings.

Pipe made of "Alathon" i.• used for handling
corrosive chemicals , solutions and gases.

make it an ideal insulator for wire
and cable, particularly in the highfrequency applications necessary in
television and radar.
"Alathon" in powder form is used
for molding a wide range of light,
tough and flexible plastic articles.
In addition to bottles, these include
tumblers, dishes, jar caps and icecube trays. Extruded as a film, it
serves for garment covers, tablecloths
and rainwear.
The future looks bright for "Alathon." New applications such as extruded pipe for mines and separators
for storage batteries seem about to be
realized. Other uses yet undreamed
of will no doubt emerge from the
close, continuous teamwork of technical men that typifies Du Pont
research.
•REca . u .• . PAT . oFF.
DID YOU KNOW •••
six out of ten Du Pont plant managers
end superintendents storied with the
company as chemists, analysts, technicians or engineers.

PO

RE<. . u. s. P•T. err.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER llVINCJ
• .. THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Entertaining, Informative - listen to "Cavalcade of
America ," Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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BULLARNEY
l Continue d from Page :.!J )

··Honey, when l sqm·eze you , something seems tu
snap."
.. Yes, pardon me while I fix it. "

...

•
En gin e No tes 1n

The Ne ws

"Well, Doctor , how is the Lawyer today?"
"Still lying at death's door. "
"Just like a lawyer, at death 's door and still lying."

...

John : ··where were you the other night, Joey?"
Joey: "I was wandering through the EE lab and
noticed a glimmering light in the corner. I approach ed
it cautious ly, drew myself up to my full height, and
discovered it was an electric eye. "
John : "Tell me, what did you do? "
Joey : "What could I do? I spit in it."

...

Doctor and his wife were walking down the street
one day when an attractiv e blonde nodded to him. Suspicious, the wife asked, "Who is that woman, dear?"
"Oh, only a woman I met once or twice professionally."
"Whose proiessio n'" asked the wife.
( Continu ed on Pag e 30 )
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Courtesy Standard Oil C,.

WHERE OIL IS MADE
Pictured here is the experime ntal synthetic oil plant
of the Standard Oil Compan y of New Jersey at Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. Standing about twelve stories in
height the plant is small compa red to an oi refinery. But
its yield of ten barrels or so daily plays an importan t
part in piloting research toward fuels of the future. From
this plant came synthetic garnline and Diesel fuel to
power motor boats in a recent demonst ration by the Navy
at Annapolis, Marylan d. From large-scale plants will
eventually come fuels for ciYilian and military automotive equipme nt of all kinds. The synthetic fuels are
made from natural gas now, but the process is applicable to coal as well . and when perfc-cted can serve to
extend liquid fuel supplies indefinitely . The .. Fluid"
technique. developed by Jersey Standard scientists and
enginl'Crs and used in much of the producti on of 100
oct ane aviation gasoline during the war. is employed in
the plant . Started before the war. the work on oil
synthesis was discontinued during the war in favor of
more urgl'nt rl'search . The workmen in the photogra ph
are installing a vertical reactor in which the synthesis
is carried out .
THE MISSOU RI SHAMR OCK

" ... provide for the common defense,
promote the general welfare ..."
OIL helps in the practical realization of
these words from our nation's Constitution.
America's machine power, once again straining to meet both civilian and military
demand, depends on the skill of trained
technical men to avoid costly shutdowns, to
keep continuously on the job.

Throughout the history of machines, corrosion has been one of their deadliest enemies. Standard Oil has always endeavored
to improve its industrial oils, to make them
not just better lubricants but more effective
rust inhibitors as well.
Our industrial oils contain newly devel-

oped additives that prevent much of the
trouble caused by corrosion in bearings and
moving parts. These oils have the ability to
form protective surfaces on areas subject to
corrosive forces. They cut down lost time
that robs machinery of its ability to produce.
Yes, there's more to "oil" than just oil.
Standard Oil research, which looks to
America's engineering colleges for new
blood, is constantly facing and solving problems so as to increase efficiency and pack
more hours and days into each year of
machine operation-at a time when even
minutes count.

Standard Oil Company
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois

FEBR UARY, 195 1
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~
USE THE
ORlD'S BES

at
NO EXTRA COST

( Continued from Page 28)
A censor is a person who can find three meanings
to a joke that has only two .

...

Then there was the same Scotchman who rode in
a cab with his girl. She was so beautiful, he could
hardly keep his eyes on the meter.

...

Begin your career by
doing what the masters do . . . use
CASTELL with the
famous imported
graphite . It costs no
more than ordinary
domestic brands.
18 superlative degrees that match every mood of genius .
Ask for CASTELL 9000
at your college supply store .

"Ah wins."
"What yo got?"
"Three aces."
"No you don't, Ah does."
"What you got?"
"Two eights and a razor."
"Yo sho do. How come yo so lucky?"

...

Sign in Dennison Texas: " If you don't stop, smile
as you go by."

...

Before the doctor told me
The danger of a kiss,
I thought that kissing you
Was the nearest thing to bliss.
But now I know biology

( Continued on Page 34)

partners

•
creating
for 81 years, leaders of the engineering profession
have made K & E products their partners in creating
the technical achievements of our age . K & E instruments , drafting equipment and materials-such as
the LEROY t Lettering equipment in the picture-have thus played a part in v i rtually every great
engineering pro jec t in America.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.

tReg. U. S. p,,,, Off

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N , J.
Chicago • St . Louis • Detroit
San Francisco • Los Ang e les • Montre-al
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THIS

PICTURE STORY

had whiskers when John A. Roehling built the Brooklyn

Bridge, 85 years ago. • But the warning it sounds is as current and as urgent
as it ever was in the history of our country. • No mule ever will get much of a meal
by pursuing hay that is kept out of his reach by a stout pole. • No nation whose
rising wage scale keeps prices spiraling upward ever will attain true prosperity. •
No nation has yet found the secret of making products at prices th,H do not depend
upon wages. • If we expect to stop the inflation spiral we're in , we will have to
contribute more, individually, instead of merely collecting more , individually. •
And let us not lose sight of this objective during periods oE government controls
that are temporarily forced upon us by national emergencies. Let us keep our
eye on the long range picture. Let us remember that we can have more only if we
give more ... that ,ve can not really increase our income, unless we also increase
our productivity. • Inflation wages can no more catch up with inflation prices than
our mule can catch up with that elusive hay. John A . Roebling's Sons Co.,
Trenton

2,

N·ew .Jersey.

EL!:CTRICAL WIR!:9 AND CABLES

•

WIRE ROPE

•

WIRE AND COLD ROLLED PRODUCTS

•

WOVEN WIRE FABRICS

RO ■ BLING
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, LONG MEASUREMENTS
CT THE /UFKl/f

TUXEDO RENTAL
Tiger Hal & Dry Cleaners

CHROME-CLAD

13 on the Strollway

"ANCHOR"
STEEL TAPE

Po p11l :1r for h c;l\ y d111 y
wo rk on oil fi eld , stcd
111 il l, o r h e: 1,·y co11s1ruc1 io n

j o b .; .

Built

with

g rc.:;tlc.:r dur a bilit y and un usu:tll ~ laq;c.: easy-to -read
fi g un.:s . · 1 he Ancho r fcapat cnt cd Chro mc C l ad 11 0 11-

ro de ; fines t gt: nuin c k a th e r h :111d -s t i 1ch cd c ase : ••iu s tan-

tancous " n.:ading.;, Eng im.: t:rs ,d10 kn m,· s peci fy L u/I. i n .

AUFKIN
Buy

~

JOO

TAPES • RULES • PRECISION TOOLS
FROM YOUR HARDWARE DEALER

THE LUFKIN RULE CO.

ENGINE NEWS
( Continu ed f roll! Page 22 )

The Ha mberg Show wi ll be held on March 14 a t
7 :00 P .M. After the show. a t 9 :45. the Serenade will
beg in . The Executi ve Council asks that we please not
pa rta ke of intoxic3ting liquors during the Serenade. Ru mo r has it tha t a couple of law enforcement officers will
fo llow us just to see that we have a lot of fun but keep
it clea n. We don't have to get plastered. By the wa y,
t hey a re lookin g for any kind o f skit for the Ha mber_g
Show. Know a ny jokes? T ell one or so. See Bob Ellis
or Ken Reichert.

The button design has been selected and sent in.
The buttons wi ll be here about March 9 and will be
sold at the membership table in the hall.
Gene Beckmann asked that you submit any requests
for any songs to Dick Wood . Beckman is going to play
for the Ball. H e wa nts to know what kind of music you
like.
A motion was made to appoint a committee to revise the present Constitution . The motion was seconded
a nd a short discussion follow ed. Everyone seemed to
ag ree that the Constitution was getting out of date and
turning into an ana rchy. The motion was carried without a dissention . A committee was picked consisting of
two seniors and one underclassman to perform this duty.
Minnick announced that the table in the hall would
be open to sell memberships. He asked that you talk to
your buddies and bring them over to the table and sell
them a card. He a lso asked that some people put in
hours working at the table selling memberships. We are
reminded that we cannot get into any of the closed
functions of St. Pat's Week without a membership card.
We were also reminded tha t if we doubled our membership, we can ha ve a Ba r-B -Que during St. Pat's Week.
Tickets are now a va ilable for the Senior Banquet.
Seniors get first chance at tickets. Then the Juniors may
I hea r they are going to have steak. mashed potatoes and
a ll kinds of vegetables and sweets.
Magee announced that ideas for the stunt was still
being accepted. H e heard that the Chems have one but
won't talk. That's bad .
After the Entertainment Chairman entertained us
with a joke, the meeting was adjourned.

ENGINEERS
GOT A DATE FOR ST. PAT'S BALL?

STUDENTS WELCOME
708 Conley
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SPECIALLY TRAINED PERSONNEL

FAST WIRE SERVICE
Phone 9767

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

for Engineers

A touch of gold . ..
a lot of Engineering!
GRID FRAME
(aclual size)

This is the grid frame for an electron tube

Tungsten wire is next wound around two

that plays a vital part in the Bell System's radio
relay network for long distance telephone calls
and television programs.

frames at a time. These are put into a hydrogen
atmosphere and heated until the gold melts and
brazes the wire firmly to both frames, which are
then split apart.

Across the central hole of a frame - between
dotted lines-tungsten wires .0003 of an inch in
diameter, so fine you can barely see them, must
be placed with their centers .001 of an inch apart.
How to fasten this wire securely to a frame posed
a problem that took the combined skills of many
kinds of engineers.

Electrical, Chemical and Metallurgical
Engineers decided it could best be anchored with
gold. Why gold? Because it is inert in a vacuum,
reduces grid emission, is suitable for the working
temperature of the tube and is a good electrical
conductor.

Physicists, Electrical and Mechanical Engineers tackled this problem - and adapted the
machine shown, in which frames are placed-forty
at a time-on a two-level rack. Between the uprights of the rack are heating coils into which
short lengths of 24 karat gold wire are placed.
An air-tight cover is lowered, the chamber evacuated and heaters are switched on. When vacuum
and temperature are just right, the operator
passes a carefully contr9U~d current _through t~e
coils and the gold vaporizes, covering the grid
frames with a coating .00002 of an inch thick.
Only about two and one-half cents worth of gold
per frame is used.

Industrial Engineers made thorough job cost
and time studies which show this new process is
fast and economical.
Working closely together, Western Electric
engineers of varied skills are constantly developing new, better and more economical ways to
make telephone equipment. That's how they help
the Bell System give this country the best telephone service on earth at the lowest possible cost.

This unusual machine turns gold into vapor to goldplate little grid frames at Western Electric.

SYSTEM SINCE 1882
FEBRUARY, 1951
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( Continued from Page 30)
Electrical Appliances

Paint

Cutlery

Kitchenware

Sporting Goods

Tools

And sigh and moan and groan.
Ten million bad bacteria
And, I thought we were alone.

...

Kissing a girl because she Iet3 you is like scratching
a place that doesn't itch .

Anderson's Hardware
Phone 4495

9th & Walnut

LAST CHANCE!
for those of you who haven't
joined the engine club to get
in on the big doings during
St. Pat's Week.

...

A beautiful blonde was relating how her boyfriend
took her to his apartment and showed her four perfect
mink coats.
"And what do you think, " she murmured, "he gave
me one."
" What did you have to do?" inquired an engineer.
"Shorten the sleeves," she said.

...

You Must SHOW Your

ENGINE CLUB CARD
1
2
3
4

...

"Do you neck?"
"That's my business."
"Oh good, a professional."

To Attend The

Then there was the Scotchman who wouldn't buy
his girl a parasol when he went to the beach, but told
her shady stories instead.

Bar-B-O
Hamberg Show
Midnight Movie
St. Pat's Ball

Ted Albrecht: " Hey, Bill, have you got a picture
of yourself?"
Bill Bornemann : "Of course."
Ted : "Then let me use that mirror, I want to shave."

...

...

Membershi ps still being accepted in
The Shamrock Office
Al s o to be considered for Knighthood you must
have been a member of Engine Club every
year you attended University of Missour En-i
gine School.

So Come On You
Engineers Join Today
RIGHT

Robin : "What is that spotted egg in the nest? "
Mrs. Robin : "Oh I just did that for a lark. "

...

"Hey," said Satan to a new arrival. "What's the
big idea. Do you think you own this place?"
··sure. my wife gave it to me when I was above."

...

NOW!

The height of bad luck : Seasickness and lockj aw.

Two Names

{'j,me in and se'"1 6

You Can Depend On

{Cm

\.£:•.•·

• Easy to clean - automatic
oven a nd burner lighting-every
cooking feature you'd want!
lll1tral trde-ln - HSY t11111

EDGAR'S
34

EDGAR'S
Maytag
•••
Phone 7404
1013 East Broadway
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SAM ...
( Continued from Page 13)
in the Solomons. My Mother has epilepsy, and my
Father's ears have fallen off, so you see my parents can't
work. My two sisters are the sole support of the family.
They work in a tavern in Milwaukee. My only brother
is in the pen at Jeff City. I have two cousins who are
Republicans. I am from Southern Missouri and when
I get out of college, naturally I want to go back home
to live. Now Sam, my problem is this. I am in love
with a chorus girl in a town near ours, and I want to
ask her to marry me. Dare I tell her about my two nogood Republican cousins? . . . Sad . . . Sad . . .
Sad .. . Sad .. . . Those Sads look rather monotonous
. . . Maybe I ought to tum every other one around . . .
I was walking up the stairs at Switzler hall last
week, headed for my speech class . . . Speech class, that's
where they teach engineers to stand up on their feet
and tell clean jokes . . . The Hamberg show completes
their joke, education . . . As I was walking up the stairs
(go back three sentences) ,I heard someone shouting,
"You can't keep me here! I've been in college for four
years and I'm fed up!" . . . Imagine my surprise when
the watchman told me that it was one of this years
graduating class of termites . . .

This is the chemical issue . . . So a toast to all
you Ch.E's ... Here's to the Ch.B. lying on the floor,
he tried to slam a swinging door . . . Fashion-Note :
The most pepular shades this Spring will be those left
up at Stephens . . . After all nothing robs a man of his
good looks, like a hurriedly drawn shade . . . George
Moberly says that the girl of his dreams must be able
to take him in her arms, and rock him to sleep . . . My
mother used to rock me to &Jeep . . . Whenever she could
find a big enough rock ; . .
There are lots of people on this campus that never
smile . . . But one sober faced little lamb went riding
in the moonlight, and came back with a sheepish grin on
her face . . . Speaking of faces, I told Grant Williams
that he ought to go see a doctor .. . Poor boy ... He's
beginning to look like the picture on his 1.D. card . . .
As the little polar bear said, while sitting on the ice floe,
my tale is told . . . So Long, men . . . See you around
the Columns . . . Me and Tripod, that is
Mary had a little dress
Dainty, chic and airy.
It didn't show the dirt a bit,
But gosh, how it showed Mary.

...

The perfect way to die: Being shot by a jealous husband at the age of 96.

Yoar 1951 SAVITA R
Is now on sale on the

Uaivers il'f Campu s
Only $6.50 -

$3.00 Down, Remainder on Receipt of the Book.
-ALSO-

Make Your Class Picture Appointment Now!

PETERSON STUDIO
911-A Broadway
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Notes From

The chemical,; are the subject of this month 's issue. And to them we bow our somewhat grizzled heads.
Just to put me in the mood for this issue. I began paging
through a first year chemistry text book; think I know
now what my chemistry professor meant when he said
he felt like Santa Claus that year. Then there was a
little matter last year of a second year M.E. combustion equation. that had both me and a fourth year
Chemical Engineer stumped . But without our brother
Chemical Engineer where would we get the rubber for
our bubble gum. Herc is a quip overheard last week. at
one of the eating emporeums- M.E .. "How do you manage to keep drinking the coffee in the Union?"
Chem. E. "I take a spoonful of Drano every week."Who else would think of that? From the chemistry
department comes word that the first alcohol was distilled in .-\rabia- which might partially explain those
nights.
We are a little disappointed in the Chem. E. turnout. a few good articles were turned in and are in this
issue. but the Civils still lead in the number of articles
turnC'd in. the electricals and mechanicals are lagging
quitC' a bit too.
Our next issue will be the St. Pat issue. We have
one outstanding a rticle we feel sure will interest everyone.
It describes a little known method of transportation now
in use in Germa ny. Also. we arc planning another article
complete in thr('(' parts. describing the history and devclopmC'nt of ,he submarine. and submarine warfare. Al so. one of our sta ff has put forth his ideas togl'ther with
collected da ta . on one of the modem day mysteries. It
is going to be a good issue ~o don 't miss it.

3fi

The

Editor
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Because photography is accurate
to the last detail
The magic of photography turns hours of costly drafting room
time into a minute-quick job of utmost accuracy.
Correcting an engineering drawingor restoring a dimmed one-used to
take long, tiresome hours. But not
today. For photography with its abilitv to record detail in a flick of time
h~1s been put to work, and the most
intricate drawing is copied accurately, inexpensively, and with lasting quality.
Using the new Kodagraph Autopositive Paper, you can get sharp
positive prints directly from originals
of every type, even from worn or
weak tracings-get them with regular blueprint or direct process equipmmt-in ordinary room light,-without
negatives.
Using the new Kodagraph Contact
Paper (with conventional photo-copying equipment and negative step) you
can produce sharp, clear, legible pho-

tographic prints of letters, specification sheets. forms . drawings.
Using the new Koclagraph Projection Papers, 1 ou can enlarge smallscale negatives of drawings and documents to original size or larger ... get
high contrast reproductions.
\Vith Kodagraph or Recordak
:\licro-File Equipment, you can reproduce the most detailed drawings,
charts, etc. -"de-bulk" thC'm 9R% ...
and protect your valuable originals.
This same ability to reproduce detail exactly, completely, lastingly ...
even to improve its cpiality ... givf's
photography a multitude of uses in
your plant. It can help make your
designs faster, your production methods smoother, and get your product
to the dealer's sooner.

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N. Y.

Advancing industrial technics-Func tional Photography

I,, /
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Now ,treeh con be lighted b y G - E fluore.cent
lamp, . Tho four lampt. in e ach fixture produc e
19, 000 lument. of light.

Two entire communities hove voted to
let G . E Oi1posolh toke care of th e ir
garbage . Young G - E engineer Gordon
Roney ( R . P . I . ,
int.tallat i on .

' 36 )
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New G-E electronic traffic control automatical.

ly adjusts time lights slay red or green to
accommodate greatest traffic flow.

These G-E developments are bringing a
"New Look" to American communities
Jasper, Indiana, has no garhagc collection any more.
It hecame the first town to get rid of garhage hy letting
(;ent:ral Electric Disposall R) food-waste units
grind it up and flush it down the drain. A young G.E
engint·er who has specialized in Disposalls since ht·
came off the Company ' s "Test" course supervised tht·
installation of.Jasper's units and is now starring a simi lar joh for Herrin, Illinois .
In Detroit, other G·E engineers have installed sonH· ·
thing new in street lighting-fluorescen t street lamps.
( ised primarilv indoors hcfore. fluorescent lamps art·
now 11 st·d to light .1 haff.mile of the cin·'s \X1 yoming

GENERAL

Avenue. Their light is hrighter. less glaring. and is
expected to make driving safer.
Still other G·E experts have revolutionized Denver's
downtown system of traffic.light controls. The new
system counts passing cars and automatic·alh· varies
the length of time that red and green lights ~cay on,
thus adjusting the lights to changes in the traffic flow.
These arc a few examples of the exciting new projects that arc t·hallenging young G·E engineers today.
General Eleccric's leadership in research and engineering makes it a place where college graduates are finding increasing opportunities to engage in highly
interesting and satisfying work.
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Another page Jor
How to keep a pump
in its prime
Piston power pumps, used to pump oi l through
long pipeli n es, often h ave to operate 24 hours a da y.
To prevent break<lowns a nd minimize maintenance
under this tough serv ice, designers mount pump
cra nk sha ft s on Timken® tapered r o ll er b earings.
Timken bea rings ta k e the heavy radial, thrust and
combinati on loads. They prevent wear, in sure trouble-free operation.

Why TIMKEN'" bearings prevent
wear on related parts
Due to their tapered design and line con tact bet ween rollers a nd races, T imk e n bearings carry the
heaviest loads from a ny directi on. T h ey k ee p the
cran k sh a ft in pro pe r a lig nm e nt so that gears mesh
more smoo thl y-l as t lo nge r. And they elimin a te
cra nkshaft wear.

Free bearing information:

TIMKEN
l ll. 0 1 · 1"1A l lt tl G . U I . rA t

o,J.

TAPERED
ROLLER BEARINGS

So me of th e engineering prob le m s yo u·n face
after grad ua ti o n wi ll involve bearing ap plica tion s.
Jf yo u "d lik e to learn more abo ut this phase of
e ngin ee rin g, we" ll b e g lad to he lp . For addition a l
information abo ut Timken bearings a nd how engi neers use th e m , write t o d ay to The T imken R ol le 1·
Bea ring Co mpa n y, Ca nton 6 , Ohio. A nd don "t fo rget to clip this page for future reference .

---------------------------------------------------------

NOT JUST A BALL O NOT JUST A ROLLER (C) THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER G::J
BEARING TAKES RADIAL ~ AND THRUST - ®- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION ~:

"Gladly wolde he lerne, and gladly teche"
-Chaucer, "Canterbury Tales"
HESE "students" are Standard
TOil
lubrication specialists, skilled
and experienced in the use of modern
lubricants. They are representative of
the groups who come year after year
from throughout our territory to keep
up to date so that they can do a better
job of serving our customers.
Their "instructor" might be a
Standard Oil research man, well qualified to demonstrate the advantages
of the latest product improvements
from our laboratories and pilot plants.
Or he might be a Standard Oil mechanical engi_neer, or a chemical engineer, or from any one of many technical departments.
This scene is typical of the two-way
flow of information that goes on con-

stantly throughout Standard Oil and
its subsidiary companies. From our
technically trained men, Standard Oil
men in the field learn the practical
applications of scientific improvements. From the field men, our scientists receive a wealth of specific performance reports and suggestions that
make their work more productive and
more useful.
The free interchange of ideas is part
of the favorable intellectual climate
in which Standard Oil technical men
work. Such a system provides real
benefits for Standard Oil and its customers. But perhaps most important
of all, it is a system that profoundly
stimulates and satisfies the scientists
who participate in it.

Standard Oil Company
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois
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Cron-section of wax film shows how pressure
of foot pushts the hard " Ludox" particles into

the uax, causing a snubbing action.

With silica, wacer and imagination
Du Pont scientists have found

How to Tame Slippery Floors
Teen-agers in high schools used to
have great, if hazardous, fun running
and sliding on newly waxed corridor
floors . Of late many of them haven't
been able to do that. For numerous
schools, as well as office buildings
and institutions, are now using waxes
that have been made skid-resistant.
The product that is taming slipper:.- floors is "Ludox" colloidal silica
-adapted by Du Pont chemists to
floor wax through cooperative research with the wax industry.
If :-,ou mix plain sand with floor
wax. :-,ou'll have an anti-slip surface,
but it would be unsightly and thoroughly impractical. With "Ludox,"
you are using a water suspension of
invisible colloidal silica particles less
than a millionth of an inch in diameter.
A problem child
•·Ludox" was quite a problem child
to scientists who developed it. For
instance, research men had to know
how silica would act in the presence
of floor wax . So they turned to the
electron microscope and learned that
the little silica sphues attach themselves firmly to the surfaces of wax
spheres five times their size.
But it was also necessary to find
out how ''Ludox" affects a waxy film

"lucfox" particles tdnrk. in t.hi .~ rlrrtron phntrr
mtrrt>{lrnph , ~urrnund thr lnrl{rr wnx pnrf1rlr.~
throughout d,pth of film . Magnified :.!5.000 x.

2

Du Pont "Ludox" makes floor waxes harde r
a.-. u•c/1 as safer. Otlwr u•ax qualities - glos.-.,
freeze- and u•at~.'r-resistance, leveling - arc un-

affected. It is now used by many manufacturers.

after it is laid down on a floor. While
a polished waxed floor looks smooth
enough , it is actually a series of hills
and valleys and these irregularities
have an important bearing on the
behavior of a surface.
Working with a waxed surface presented difficulties. The electron microscope functions only if electron
beams can pass through the membrane upon which the specimen is
placed . And electrons can't "see
through" a tloor!
Study In dupllcatlon
Often, problems like this have been
solved by preparing a thin replica or
copy of the surface for examination
in its st.cad. Howf'ver, the conventional method for making a replica-

the one frequently used in studying
metals-requires solvents. These
would dissolve and ruin a wax surface.
So it became necessary for the
chemists and electron microscopists
to develop an entirely new way to
make a replica of a surface. This they
did, as part of a research program
that lasted several years.
With it some remarkable pictures
were made. They -showed that many
"Ludox" particles stay at the surface of a wax film, even though they
are denser than wax. As you walk on
a floor, your shoe presses the tiny
silica particles down into the wax
spheres that make up the film. This
sets up a snubbing action which keeps
you from slipping.
Much more could be told about
Du Pont research on colloidal silica.
For example, chemical and mechanical engineers had to develop manufacturing equipment, including a specially designed ion exchange column.
Organic and physical chemists used
research findings to formulate better
waxes, as well as silica-containing
adhesives and anti-slip treatments
for rayon fabrics. Like practically all
Du Pont achievements, "Ludox" is
the result of close, continuous teamwork of men and women trained in
many fields of science.

DID YOU KNOW •••
it costs more than $10,000 on the average to
provide the tools, machines. factory space
and work ing capital for an American worker .
Du Pont's average operating investment per

employee is $17,800.
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mat Purpode?

What is the motive behind each of our individual actions;
do we always have a particular purpose in mind at the time? Are
our motives the kind that we could display before others without
a twinge of conscience? Are the greater majority of our motives
selfish or of the unselfish type? These are questions each one of
us occasionally attempts to avoid in the process of our daily living.
To what extent we avoid these questions depends a good deal on
the type of person into which we have developed .
Whether or not we realize the fact, we each have a definite
purpose in life. Stop and think for a moment~what is the purpose
in your way of life? Do you base your decisions on what is best
for yourself or do you take others into consideration as well? Each
of us is selfish to some extent; it is the instinct of survival that has
been forced upon the human race from the prehistoric and dark
ages. These dark ages have been illuminated time after time by
individuals with complete unselfishness and extreme comparison
for his fellow man-people who have devoted their lives to the
helping and comfort of others. Florence Nightingale, Joan of Arc,
and Louis Pasteur are only a few whose names will live in the pages
of history.
Not all of us can be as outstanding in our fields of endeavor
but each of us can adopt a less selfish purpose in our daily work.
In helping others, few of us realize that we are helping ourselves
as well. An hour a day, devoted to unselfish thought or deed, will
more than repay us in return with good will and the knowledge
that we were able to help someone in need. The old law of more
gained by giving is still in effect.
But what does this mean to each of us individually? Doesn't
it mean that we should attempt to treat others as we would have
them treat us, and not as they do treat us? This is a hard thing to
do at times-especiall y when we feel someone has taken advantage of us. or wronged us in some way. But before we take countermeasures, let us stand back and take a good look at ourselves.
Would we want others to see us participating in these vindictive
or selfish actions; is it worth the loss of self-respect and good will of
others?
To the extent that we can and do meet each of these problems, unselfishly, and to the best of our ability, will chart o•" growth
in our surroundings as well as in our chosen field .
J.A.B.
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Who's Who on St. Pat's Board
By JOHN REID, E .E . '53

This might well be called "The Sleepiest Men on
Campus. " It is a iisting of the members of St. Pat's
Board, the men who have worked tirelessly, and gone
without sleep since early in December to make Missouri's
celebration of St. Patrick's 1662nd birthday the biggest
and best in history.
TED ALBRECHT, Secretary of Club ( CE '52)
Ted was born in St. Louis but he spent his high
school days in Sullivan, Mo. After working a year, he
came to college and proceeded to make a name for himself. He is known as a hard worker in Engine Club
and ASCE. Ted has done a fine job of keeping the
Club's records straight and is a major factor in the success of this year's St. Pat's week as Chairman of the
Knighting ceremony. Ted would still come near the top
of the list if it were arranged according to service rather
than alphabetically.
JOHN BAUER, Editor of Shamrock (ME '51)
John was born in St. Louis. He and his attractive
wife now live in Columbia. He spent time in the army
first as a Rifleman, then as Battalion Sgt. Major.
He has put in much more than his share of hard
work in getting ou the magazine. Throughout the year
under John's leadership, the Shamrock has constantly improved and when he leaves us in the spring it will be in
fine shape for next year's editor.
BILL BORNEMANN, Vice Pusident of Club ( CE '51)
Our busy Vice President was born twenty two years
ago in St. Louis. But his parents soon moved to Kirkwood, where they live now.
Bill, who once dug graves for a living, is the man who
schedules all the entertainment for Engine Club meetings. The success of this year's senior banquet, alumni
luncheon, and green tea was due to his hard work. When
you realize that he is also in ASCE and writes for the
Shamrock, you will see why I introduced him as "our
busy Vice President."
RICK DREW, freshman member (EE '54 )
Rick is from St. Louis county where he graduated
from Ritenour High school. He was born in DeSoto,
Mo. in 1932. He has been everything from a soda jerk
to a radio repairman. His three big interests are : The
Engine Club, Electrical Engineering, and the girl back
home.
Rick has done a lot to make St. Pat's week the big6

gest celebration on campus and is also on the editorial staff
of the Shamrock .
BILL ENGLISH, Treasurer of Club (EE '51 -- ME '52)
Bill, who is married, and has a daughter, was born
in Altoona, Penn. He went to school in St. Louis and
came to MU in 1944. His education was interrupted by
the army but he came back to school and got his EE
this February. He expects to also be an ME after
June of 1952.
Bill takes care of the Engine Club's money which is a
good sized job and is active in both AIEE and ASME.
HARVEY, President of the Club (EE '51 )
Jack is one of the two busiest men in the College of
Engineering for more information see page 20.
]ACK

TOM MAGEE, Chairman of St . Pat's Board ( EE '51)
Tom is the other member of the busiest pair in Engine
School. See page 20.
JAMES MCCANN, freshman member (ME '54)
Jim was born in Tulsa midst the Oklahoma oil wells.
He lived in Springfield, Mo. for awhile, but moved to a
farm near Ozark, Mo. where he graduated from high
school last year. He is recognized by the miniature motorcycle he rides.
Jim's big job has been the campus stunt. He has
also done odd jobs on most of the other committees.
DON MILNE, junior member ( CE '52)
Don was born in Cleveland, Ohio in 1928 but has
called Frankfort, Indiana home since 1931. He has worked for the railroad as a section man, bridge man, and
in the engineering department. He served two years with
the United States Marine Corps.
Don has had one of the toughest of all jobs during
St. Pat's week-Chairman of the dance committee. The
success of the ball is largely due to him.
OLEY MINNICK, membership chairman (EE '51)
Oiey (Bud ) was born in Independence, Mo., in 1950.
When asked what he calls home, he says, "After JuneTopeka, Kansas."
Oley's job consists of carrying the cash box and
concerning people to sell them memberships. His main
complaint is that the small change weighs more than the
folding money. Oley has had a big job and has done
a fine job on it.
( Continued on Page 40 )
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A KNIGHT OF ST. PATRICK
By THEO. J. ALBRECHT, JR., C.E. 'S2
The degree, KNIGHT OF ST. PATRICK (Summa
Cum Laude ), is conferred in recognition of outstanding
contributions to the field of engineering by graduate engineers. During this celebration, four men received this
degree. They are Gerald K. Gillan, Ph.D.; Robert B. B.
Moorman, Ph.D.; H . N . Muller, Jr.; and Sterling P .
Reynolds.
Our first Summa Cum Laude KNIGHT OF ST.
PATRICK, G. K. Gillan, was born in Exeter, Nebraska,
on January 10, 1918. He attended the University of
Nebraska in Lincoln, Nebraska, and received his B . S. in
Civil Engineering from there in February, 1940. While
on the Nebraska Campus, he held several laboratory assistant positions. He was also on the staff of the College of Engineering's magazine, "The Nebraska Blueprint," for three years, and was the editor of the magazine during his junior year. In 1940 Dr. Gillan came to
the University of Missouri for post graduate work and
received his M .S. in Civil Engineering in June 1942. He
was then employed by Goodyear Aircraft Corp., in Akron,
Ohio, from 1943 to 1945 as a stress analyst. From 1945
to 1946, he did physical research for B. F. Goodrich Co.,
also in Akron, Ohio. Dr. Gillan spent much of his spare
time and evenings in Akron, working with a small theater group known as the Weathercane Theater. It was
while working with this group that he met his wife, who
at that time was a student at the University of Akron.
Dr. Gillan returned to the University of Missouri in September 1946 and obtained his Ph.D . in August, 1949.
Dr. Gillan is a Member of Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi,
Sigma Tau , and Chi Epsilon Honorary Fraternities. He
is also a member of the American Concrete Institute,
American Society for Engineering Education, and is an
Associate Member of the American Society of Civil E,ngineers. Dr. Gillan is now an Associate Professor of
Civil Engineering at the University of Missouri, and is
a registered Professional Engineer in Missouri. Welcome
Dr. Gillan, to the Order of the Knights of St. Patrick.
Our second Summa Cum Laude KNIGHT OF ST.
PATRICK, R. B. B . Moorman, was born in St. Louis,
Missouri, on November 12, _1_904. At the age of 7, he
moved to St. Joseph, Missouri, where he attended grade
and high school, and graduated from St. Joseph Junior
College. Dr. Moorman selected the University of Illinois to acquire an engineering education, and graduated
from there with honors in Civil Engineering in 1929.
He received his M.S. from the University of Illinois in
193 1. Whie on the Illinois Campus, he played a trumpet
in the Illinois Concert Band, and during pre-vitaphone
days was a union musician in a Champaign movie theater
orchestra. During one summer he was a member of the
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Illinois Singing Band which toured the Orpheum circuit,
playing in theaters from Chicago to Minneapolis, across
Canada and out to Seattle, Washington. Dr. Moorman
was also a Graduate and a Special Assistant while at the
University of Illinois. It was also on the Campus of
the University of Illinois that he first met his wife.
Dr. Moorman received his Ph.D . from the Iowa
State College in 1937. He was appointed to the faculty
of the University of Mississippi as Assistant Professor in
1932 and remained there until 1935. In the fall of 1935
he was appointed to the faculty of the University of
Missouri and has been here since, except for a three
year leave to enter industry during World War II. This
latter period was spent with Goodyear Aircraft Corp.,
in Akron, Ohio, where as structures consultant, he dealt
with both lighter- and heavier-than-air structures. Then
as a bridge engineer with Conseer, Townsend & Associates
on an express highway to run through Richmond, Virginia. He followed this with a stay at the Applied Physics
Laboratory at Johns Hopkins University in Silver Springs,
Maryland , where he worked on guided missiles.
During his summer vacations from the University
of Missouri, Dr. Moorman has worked in many parts
of the country. One summer was spent with the bureau
of Yards and Docks in Washington, D.C., working on
plans for floating dry docks, etc., another summer was
spent in Seattle, Washington, working for Boeing Aircraft Co., and two summers and part of a year he was
with Sverdrup & Parcel, consulting engineers of St. Louis,
Missouri. Last summer, Dr. Moorman was a Visiting
Professor of Engineering at the University of Texas.
Dr. Moorman is a member of the American Society
of Civil Engineers (on committee on Hipped Plate Construction and committee on Design of Light Weight Structures, and is President of the Mid-Missouri Section of
ASCE ), American Concrete Institute, American Society
for Engineering Education ( member of Structural Committee), and International Association for Bridge and
Structural Engineering. He is also a member of Sigma
Xi, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Tau , Chi Epsilon ( member of
the Supreme Council ) and Phi Mu Alpha (music) Fraternities. Dr. Moorman is now a Professor of Civil Engineering here at the University of Missouri, and is a Registered Professional Engineer in Missouri .
Dr. Moorman is the author of numerous publications. They include University of Missouri Eixp.e riment
Station Bulletins. Iowa State College Experiment Station
Bulletin, several articles and discussions in engineering
journals, and co-author of University of Illinois Experi-

( Continued on Page 32 )
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The Queen of Love an~
The Queen
Under a comfortable looking shock of dark brown
hair I found 106 pounds of a 5 foot 3 inch Junior looking at me with a smile that would have warmed even the
heart of St. Patrick Himself. That was Joan Highbarger.
Although Joan was born in Lincoln Nebraska she
soon realized the error of her ways and at the tender age
of six months, she, and her parents, moved to Kansas
City, Missouri and thence to Joplin where Joan has lived
for the rest of her 19 years. After attending Joplin
Junior College for two years she decided to take the
big step and ventured up here to University of Missouri.
A great many of her friends from Joplin were here and
the school offered a fine course in Home Economics,
which she is now majoring in. She enjoys cooking as one
of her many hobbies and her parents (both living) have
eaten many a fine meal prepared by their daughter and
heartily endorse them. Sewing and knitting Argyle socks
for "oh . . . just no one in particular" also occupy her
spare moments. Joan was quite vehement about her
"no steady" status, I haven't checked with Bill Keyes yet.
Besides being a picture in herself, Joan likes to
paint them. In fact she has already won a Missouri State
Art award for a water painting she did in 1947. Since
the paintings were of a group of burning buildings, I
was prompted to ask if that was some sort of premonition of the fires that have been burning ever so brightly
on the front lawn of the Pi Beta Phi sorority house, where
Joan is a pledge. I received a polite but firm "No." Her
art work has also brought Joan to Missouri Workshop
where she spends a good deal of her time painting
scenery, "just for the pleasure of painting."
Joan has been here since September, and although
she has been doing a good deal of office work for YWCA,
she hasn't found much time to participate in any of the
sports she likes so well such as Badminton, swimming,
and horse back riding. She says she's "waiting for
springtime to get here" so that she'll be able to participate in "outdoor sports." Not to change the subject, Joan claims to have been out on the Hinkson only
once . . . in the afternoon . . . on a (ugh) picnic.
While Joan feels that men in general "are very necessary," and that Engineers in particular are just "simple
human beings" (her very words) her plaos for the future don't include either. After graduation Joan hopes
to become a food demonstrator or else to enter the field
of Merchandising.
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Her Attendents
There are very few girls in this University who have
the power to get the worlds laziest Engineer out of the
rack at midnight, make him grab his battered word machine and trundle over to Womens Dorm thru the biting
cold wind. And then .. . make him glad he did it.
After I'd thawed out my frostbitten fingers, Peggy
Essmyer, 5 foot 8 inches of beautiful blonde, told me how
it all began 18 odd years ago in Potosi Missouri, when
she was born. One of a family of nine boys and six
girls, Peggy is as quiet and unspoiled as a girl could be.
With her quick warm smile and soft voice Peggy makes
listening a pleasure. She told me her life back home was
centered around her High School and that a great deal of
time was given to cheerleading, playing in the school band
( snare drums if you please . . . ) and rooting for the
basketball team as hard as she could. All these activities
left their mark. Yes, that's right, Peggy plans to be a
"sweat sack," a Physical Education major. She has
already begun to participate in intramural sports and has
also joined the Tiger Claws.
One of Peggy's chief gripes, is the lack of spirit
here at MU. "My High School games showed more spirit
than most of the Missouri games I've ever seen." I
imagine Peggy's never watched the Lawyers and the Engineers play. Anyway, since Peggy chose MU by "instinct" she feels that school spirit is essential and that
more emphasis should be placed on it. So far, Peggy has
set an excellent example to follow.
Right now Peggy spends a great deal of her spare
time in the Reserve Reading Room of the Library, where
she works. The rest is divided up between passing her
courses in the College of Liberal Arts, and of course,
dating. From reliable sources I understand that Peg
keeps a rather complete "rogues gallery" of all her dates,
past and present. However, she hastened to add, that
although she still gets mail from the crowd at home, it
generally goes unanswered.
Peggy plans to remain an independent, and the closest she'll get to any Greek letters is a certain Phi Kappa
pin that's been see:i. in her vicinity a great deal recently.
All told, Peggy things she's going to like MU. And
I'm quite sure MU is going to like Peggy.
As my typewriter keys tapped out their stacatto
rhythm of another interview, I could scarcely believe what
I was putting down. My fingers, my words, yet it just
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didn't se~m possible. I had always been told, since
childhood, that intelligence and beauty in a woman were
utterly incompatable. I had believed "those who knew''
implicitly, with a simple, unshakable child-like faith.
Nevertheless in the twenty minutes that followed my
faith in them dissolved like a lump of sugar in a cup of
hot coffee. For here, sitting in front of me and close
enough to touch, was all the proof that I needed that
such things can exist.
Gretchen Dorris is a young lady of some 21 years,
born, raised, and schooled in Jefferson City, Missouri
where she graduated from High School in 1947. She'll
run a scale up to about 115 pounds and stop a ruler at
about 5 feet 5 inches. She'll stop an Engineer at about
five feet. I n fact I don't think I even got that close
when I tried to watch her being photographed in the
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory one lazy afternoon.
However, five feet was close enough for even an Engineer to see a figure in a pair of gym shorts and a sweater
that defnitely was not lacking in any respect. "Tennis
... I was runner up for the womens doubles championships" was the almost unnecessary explanation.
As I watched, she talked, and in much too short
a time I found that Gretchen had also played baseball,
volleyball and other intramural sports in competition for
the Kappa Kappa Gammas' for the past four years. After
observing that whatever the reason, the results were marvelous . . . I was asked to leave, seems I was a distracting influence.
Truly Tom, the Mech Lab never looked so good.
When I inquired later about her "accomplishments"
on campus, I heard a quiet, kind of bored sigh, and then
-"I was a member of KEA, Freshman Service honorary
... SES, Sophomore junior scholastic honorary ... Student representative on the Dearn,' committee .. . publicity
chairman for homecoming in 1949 . . . Secretary of the
Sophomore Council . . . and was selected last year for
FANFARE, FOR FIFTY."
Besides all this, Gretchen is a student in Pre-Med
where grades come hard, and hers are high. She has
just been accepted in M edical School which I understand
is a feat in itself. Unlike her dad, who is a surgeon
back home, Gretchen plans to enter Pediatrics as a career.
And come men or high water she's "gonna do it."
Ever since she entered MU way back in '47 she has
been traveling with Men of Distinction. Her roster of
acquaintances include many of the greats of the College
of Engineer from a few years back. In fact, it seems her
first beau here at school was an Engineer. What better
taste can a girl display?
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By FRED LEVIEN, M .E . '51

Her hobbies are as varied as her talents. She likes
all types of sports and her tastes in music run the gauntlet from the Classics right down to good ol' Mizzoura
hillbilly pieces, as long as they're done well. She plays
the piano and I understand she also strums a mean Uke.
A very good dancer, Gretchen likes to spend a quiet evening in front of a roaring fireplace, dancing.
Gretchen came to the University of Missouri on the
advice of her parents. As she looks back over her college
days, she's very happy that she took their advice. As
for me, all I can think of is a record I once heard by the
King Cole Trio .. . it goes . .. ''I'd like to thank your
folks ... "
Uh oh ... I muttered as I turned around ... the
judges are going to have a hard way to go if all the
candidates are going to be this pretty. I looked well
at this trim little sophomore who stood before me. My
gaze started from the bottom and worked up, finally
reaching the top about 5 foot 2 inches off the deck. The
sum total was 109 pounds of definite Queen material. I
slipped a fresh sheet into the typewriter and began . . ."
what's your name? .. ."
Nellisue Montaudon was born and raised in Kansas
City and graduated from South West High School. She
started her higher education at Lindenwood College for
girls in St. Charles, Missouri. Four years of an all girls
school didn't quite appeal to her however, and she early
set her heart on going to MU. Finally, last year Nellisue
arrived here in Columbia as a sophomore transfer student.
Altho she has a keen interest in music, she terms it
as strictly a "spectator" sport in her case leaving her
major hobby as Art. While she was at Lindenwood
she submitted several drawings to the Art Guild of St.
Louis. Although she had taken four years of art courses
in High School, and several art courses here at MU, she
finally decided not to major in it and instead switched
to a major in Biological Science. This training will fit her
for work as a Laboratory Technician which she feels
is her most sensible choice since she has always enjoyed
working with the Sciences and allied fields.
Because of the nature of her work, Nellisue has become acquainted with many Chemical Engineers and
after seeing what they're required to do and learn, she
feels they are just "awfully brave." As for the remainder
of the male gender, well "they're here to stay." Of that
fact Nellisue is sure, and accordingly she is foot loose and
fancy fre ~, a very 'unsteady' state here at MU.
Last semester Nellisue was carrying one hour for
each of her 19 years and accordingly found little time for
( Continued on Page 34)
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TRE SUBMIIBINE
JI Rlslory of the Development ol the Undersea Boal
By JOHN A. B.4UER, M.E. '51

The Nantilus one of the largest submarines in the world.

1 OF 3 PARTS
The idea of the submarine, like that of the aeroplane, can not be called new. Underwater travel has,
since ancient days of history, taunted man's inventive
and creative powers. In old Greek records, recording the
siege of Tyre, one can read of a crude Greek diving bell,
enabling men to walk about or. the ocean floor, and of
an idea put forth by an unnamed Greek thinker to use
these diving bells to enable an attack upon the bottoms
of the Tyreian fleet.
And so on down to the middle of the seventeenth century men dreamed of sailing beneath the waters, and were
called fools by their brothers. Yet one day in the year
1624. a Hollander by the name of Van Doebbel. put
his dreams into an actual working model.
Van Doebbel's underwater boat, consisted of nothing more than a wooden shell completely covered by leather to make it water tight. The boat was propelled, by
means of oars projecting through stuffing boxes rigged
along the sides. In his first test run. Van Doebbel cruised for two hours at a depth of fifteen feet without a mishap for the distance of two miles. Further tests so inspired confidence in his boat, that King James was given
a demonstration and so became the first Monarch to ever
ride below the surface of the seas. Van Doebbel also
had devised a way for purifying the air inside the boat.
Nothin11: was ever done about this invention. for at that
time no one could see any use to which the submarine
could be put.
A century passed without any further development .
PART
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Displacement 3960 tons submerged.

Then suddenly, a young Yale student came forth in 1772
with the first war submarine, which came to be known
as the turtle, because of its peculiar shape. David Bushnell, built his submarine to be used against the English
fleet then lying in New York harbor.
The Turtle was small and egg-shaped, and rode
in the water with the small end down to which was attached a false lead keel. It was constructed of oak
planks, with a small conning tower on top through
which entrance could be gained. The turtle was propelled
by a small hand turned cork screw propeller which gave
her a speed of about one mile an hour. For submerging
water was Jet in to the bottom by means of a valve, and
a hand pump forced it out again when the sub was to
surface.
Attached to the outside was a 150 pound keg of
gunpowder with a time fuse. By means of a boring apparatus, this keg could be attached to the bottom of
an unsuspecting ship and thus destroy her upon ignition
by the time fuse.
Bushnell. being of slight build. was not able to
carry out his attack so he gave the job to a soldier named
Lee who was eager for the opportunity. One dark night
Lee entered the submarine and proceeded down the Hudson River to the British frigate E,agle. The bomb and
fu se were set and Lee submerged and set to work on
the ship's bottom. As ill luck would have it. the ship
turned out to be copper-sheathed and the drill Lee was
using couldn't pitrce the copper. Near morning. afraid
the fuse would set off the bomb. Lee detached it and
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ract'd for short'. The bomb went off some distance from
the ship with a terrific roar, pointing out to the captain
the fate that could have been his. Therea fter, several
more attempts were made, but came to no end , as the
method of attachment proved unsubstantial and the fleet
had been put on guard. Discouraged, Bushnell gave up
his work on the submarine and became a doctor.
In Paris, one Robert Fulton was the next one to attempt to perfect a workable submarine. In 1799, Fulton
approached Napoleon with his idea to be used against
the English fleet .
Fulton received 10,000 francs from Napoleon and
built the Nantilus. The ship was of wooden frame construction covered with iron plates and sheathed with copper. It was hand driven by a four bladed propeller.
T ests such as a six hour submergence at Le Havre and test
runs submerged at Brest proved highly successful and
the next four years Fulton devoted himself to his submanne. Fulton's failure to ~ink a British vessel resulted in adverse criticism. Napoleon lost interest. The
only reason Fulton never succeedsd in reaching a British
ship was because of the slow speed of the Nantilus and
the fact that the British kept posted of his whereabouts
and simply kept out of his way.
Fulton then took his plans and the Nantilus to Britain
and interested William Pitt in his invention, and although
Fulton succeeded in de3troying a target ship, the British
admiralty refused encouragement because of the threat
to their naval supremacy. Fulton became discouraged
and turned his attention toward the steam boat, and
so once again the submarine was rejected by the powers
of the day. Yet Robert Fulton did leave his mark, the
N antilus carried such new ideas as: ( 1 J a mine which
could be hauled against an enemy hull by means of a
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cable; and ( 2) a tank of compressed air to renew the
air in the boat.
The next successful working submarine was built in
He interested the
1850 by a Bava rian named Bauer.
German government in his experiments and built the 35
ton Brandtaucher at Kiel. He soon lost the boat in
a dive, but escaped with his life. The German government lost interest in the subma rine, and Bauer took hi s
idea to England where he obtained the suppo rt of Prince
Albert, Consort to England. The first submarine he built
sank with a heavy loss of life and put an end to English
interest.
At this time, the Crimean War was raging and Bauer
took his plans to St. Petersburg and obtained money from
the Russian Na\y . Here he built the Drable Marin
for the Russian Navy. For it,, time it was truly a for midable vessel. She was fifty two feet long with a twelw
foot beam, powered by a screw propeller worked by foot
power. She had two rubber diaphragms in the bow
through which a man could pass his arm outside the
boat. A keg of gun powder was carried that could be
released aga inst an enemy hull.
Upon completion, Bauer gave a demonstration by
secretly penetrating into Kronstadt harbor Naval base
and causing such a scene that both boat and Bauer were
in danger of being destroyed by the Marine guards. But
the officials were slow to accept the merits of the submarine and the war was over before she could be put into
service. Bauer eventually died penniless and discouraged
in 18 15. But at the time, the European govnnments
were looking upon Bauer's success with apprehension and.
so again, the submarine was pushed into the background
by the short sightedness of officialdom.

H• ..,,J.

1712-

Mean-while, the desperate Confederate Government
m America had made hurried experiments in undersea
craft. In 1863, an inventor named Hundley built the
world's first submarine to be actually used against an
enemy ship with success. The Hundley, for so she wa"
named , was thirty five feet Ion/,(, cigar shaped with mov-

( Continu ed on Page 12 )
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Sinking of the Husatonic, 186-l

ablt· ~idt· fins located near the bow to enable her to rise
and submer11:e. She carried a crew of nine. ei11:ht men to
operate the hand -powered screw propeller and a steersman . The Hundley sat very low in the water with
very little freeboard which prowd her undoin11:, for on the
first test run. she was swamped by the wash of a passin11:
,;tt·amt·r, water powerin11: down both her forward and
aft hatcht·s and sinkin11: her with all aboard.
:--.:otwithstandin).( this tra11:ic be11:i nnin11:. the Hundley was raised and put throu11:h another test run only
to "ink a!(ain with all her crew. A third time she was
raised and put in service. this time with the inventor in
command . After several succt'ssful trials. she stuck her
nose in the mud of the river bottom and sufficated every
man aboard her. A!(ain she wa'.: raised and another crew
volunteered to man her. After several successful test
runs. she ran afoul an anchor cable and sank a11:ain with
the whole crew. Nothin11: daunted . she was raised and
a sixth crew came forward. Without further delay on
the ni!(ht of February 17. 1864. the Hundley slipped out
of Charleston Harbor. to attach he blockadin11: Union fleet.
:\pproachin!( the rin11: of Federal warships. she submer11:ed
and selected the new Northern !(unboat Housatonic. At
R :45 p.m . the Hundlay drove her spar torpedo into the
side of the Housatonic near her ma11:azine. With a terrific explosion. the ship keeled and sank. The Hundlay
newr returned. After the war. divers found her lyin11: on
the bottom near her victim; her tiny bow pointin!(
,traiizht toward the Housatonic.
:\round 1RR5. the navies on both sides of the Atlantic
began takiniz the submarines m(,re seriously. The French
desiizned and built the Le Morse. the first submarine to
b:- powered with batteries for under-water trawl. and also
the first to use a rwriscopt• . This was followed by other
French exrwrimental models and eventually the 11:reat Narval which was the French Navy·s first recognized ~uc~1E'an -whik. a Swedish )lUnmaker named Nordenklt
heliE'wd the best solution to submarine propubion lay in a
~inizle powE'r unit for both surfac(• and submeri:i:ed run.
and accordinizly desij:(Tlro and built the first steam sub-
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marine. Later, he changed hi!:> design so that the sub merged run could be made on compressed air. It was only
partially successful, never-the-less he sold it to the Greek
government and two more like it to the Sultan of Turkey .
The forerunner of the first successful submarine was
the brainchild of a mechanically minded school teacher,
one John P. Holland, and who was ever after known as
the father of the American Submarine. During a period
of enforced confinement to his bed, Holland, who had
long been interested in submarine design, drew up a set of
plans. Upon his recovery he set to work upon a working
model. Backed by a group of Irish associates, Holland
began work on his invention and in 1881 the Fenian
Ram was complete. Thirty feet long and six feet in diameter, had a gross weight of seventeen tons, and for
power carried one of the first oil engines which developed
seventeen horse power. With the Ram, Holland conducted endless experiments, gathering invaluable data as
to her actions and weak points. In 1898, aided by his
research and experiments, Holland built the first submarine to meet U. S. Navy requirements. The two
greatest aids in his work were the recent developments of
the electric storage battery, and the gasoline engine.
The Holland, which was the name given her in honor of her inventor, was fifty three feet long and ten and
one-fourth feet in diameter. she weighed seventy four
tons. Her power consisted of a gas engine which gave
her a surface speed of seven knots and electric storage
batteries which gave her an under water speed of five
knots. Although the Holland carried no periscope. she
did represent a great step forward in her power units and
the fact that she had compartmentation ballast tanks.
The first U . S. Navy submarine was built in 1899
by Holland . it was a larger boat of some one hundred
and twenty two tons submer11:ed displacement. With a
surface spcEd of nine knots using gas engines and a submerged speed of seYcn knots on storage batteries. Her
radius of surface action was fi\·e hundred miles and the
radius of submerged action at four point five knots was

The Holland. 1898
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The Fenian Ram, 1881

seventy miles. Her armament consisted of one torpedo
tube in the bow. By 1903 the United States submarine
fleet consisted of six boats the Adder, the Moccasin, the
. Porpoise, the Shark, the Grampus and the Pike.
By this time, foreign governments began to take
notice of the success of the American submarine and in
1903 and 1904 Britain, Russia and Japan contracted for
and were delivered boats of the Holland design by the
, Electric Boat Company of which Holland was elected
to head. Later on to save expense Britain, Germany and
Japan were given permits to construct submarines under
supervision of the Electric Boat Company, and so the
American submarine became the backbone of submarine
fleets the world over.
Before going any further in submarine development,
it is only proper that we devote some space to the one
weapon that gave the submarine its reason for existance,
the torpedo.
The true automobile torpedo was invented and developed by Robert Whitehead superintendent of the naThe first torpedo
val iron works at Fuime, Austria .
was propelled by twin screws, and a forty horse power
It carried seventeen and
engine using compressed air.
one half pounds of explosives and could travel about
one hundred yards in a fairly straight line. It was so
successful that every government in Europe began to
clamor for it. And in the same year 1866, Whitehead

is from eighteen to twenty-one inches in diameter, sixteen
to twenty feet long, with a speed of from thirty five to
forty five knots, and a range of from 10,000 to 25,000
yards, and can carry from 500 to 1500 pounds of explosives. The torpedo can be divided into four main
parts : (1 J the war head or explosive charge, ( 2) the
fuel tank, ( 3) the gyroscope and turbine plus the piston
and pendulum depth control and ( 4) the tail fins that
control the direction and depth of the run.
At the turn of the century, Germany flushed with
victories of two wars had become a world power and
began preparing for the enevitable struggle with England for domination of the world's trade routes. In
1911 the Kaiser's Navy openly boasted its intention of
surpassing the British. By the spring of 1914 the German
High Seas Fleet had reached only 60 per cent of Britain's
strength and was at a serious disadvantage geographically.
-England controlled the approaches to every German Naval base and harbor, and was in absolute control of the
entrance to the North Sea, and the Channel. The immediate problem of the German fleet was the wearing
down of the British Navy piecemeal, since it could not
face it in a major engagement. The two attempts at
this-at Heligoland Bight in 1914 and again at Jutland in 1916 had failed. Therefore the German Navy
had to resort to the hit and run tactics of the weaker
power. This she accomplished by means of small task

The Whitehead Torpedo (1) Warhead (2) Alcohol Burner (5) Depth Control diaphragm (7) Fuel
Tank ( 10) Gyro-control.

gave up all other work to devote his full time to the
torpedo. Almost immediately other inventors began improvements on the original weapon, among them were gyroscopic control by which the torpedo is held on its true
course and an improved gas steam turbine for motive
power. And so through constant improvement and refining the modern torpedo emerged. The present weapon
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forces, single raiders and the use of the still untried submarine.
In 1909, convinced that the submarine had developed to such a point to be valuable in naval tactics the
German Naval High Command had adopted the Holland
type submarine, and in 1910 the firm of Krupp was turning out submarines of the Holland design under license.
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ABOUND TBE COLUMNS
By SL/PST/CK S AM , BS ·99

fl!>·.,,
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Take down your shillelaghs from the wall, men,
and put on your green socks .. . Here it is March 17,
and what with all the sons of Erin here, the place looks
Sam has been doing some relike County Cork
,carch in tngineering . . . by request of the faculty
:\nd darned if some pretty pertinent poop hasn't
comt· to light
Seems that some conspiracy between
lawytrs and journalists down through the ages has
obscured the true history of engineering . .
At every
turn they have changed and twisted the deeds of the
clan into nothingness . . Here then, is the true story.
It was the first of the clan's great explorers, Marc
O'f'olo. who had in his employ a navigator, Trig O'Nomt'try. who developed the math that bears his name,
whilt' charting the Orient . . It was Par O'Bolic, who,
while designing the lighthou se for Galway Bay hit upon
a ~hare of reflector that has never been surpassed . . .
When· would our knowledge of forces and gravity be.
had not Gal ()'Leo discovered the true nature of this
pht nomenum by dropping two lawyers from the leaning
town of Dublin
. And it was a Limerick lad, Far
()'Day . who. while fishing for electric eels in the River
Sha nnon. di scovered the Jaws of magnetic induction . . .
..\II recent studies of Chemistry are based on the findings
of that great pioneer. one of th!' first to kiss the Blarney
Stone. :\v O'Gadro . . . The descendants of Patrick
O':'\ff'ter havf' est~blished thimsilves in the field of Phy One. named Kil. dev i~ed a system of measuresics
ments that is now in universal use . .. And it was his
grandson Bar who invented a device for measuring the
pressure of the atmosphere . . For centuries, scientists
labored to find the true nature of heat . . . Yet , it was
an Irish IX'asant from Tipperary, Therm O'Dynamics,
who solved the problem while boiling tea over a turf

fire
Yes. men . Its hats off to the clan . . . Hats off
too. to the true mu sic lover . . . The man who puts his
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ea r to the keyhole, when he hears a soprano in the
bathtub
. Al so, to the sweet young thing that went
into a dress shop thi s winter and bought six silk dresses
. She was tired of having the wool pulled over her
eyes . . And again, to the nice girl, who shouldn't hold
an engineer's hand , but has to . ..
While rummaging through the Shamrock files Sam
came on an account of one of the earlier Lawyer-Engineer
football games . . It seems that they couldn 't find anyone in school that they would, or could trust to be the
referee
. . So, they drafted a Hickman High School
Senior to do the job . .. It was a rough and tumble footba ll game and a great many penalties had been called
against the lawyers . .. One particular five-yard penalty
so incensed one of the lawyers that he pushed his face
wrnthfully against that of the young official and said
in no uncertain terms, "You stink !'' . . . Whereupon .
the surprised and highly outraged official stepped off
fift een more yards, turned around to his accuser, and
mildly inquired, "How do I smell from here?" . . .
Which should be reminiscent of something but I can't
at the moment think what ... Maybe it was the lawyer
who needed a bath. . .
Sprig has Sprug, and everybody is running around
with either a cold or a blanket . . . One of the un- .
mistakable signs of spring . . . Reichert and his Koed
Kissers are back in action . . . Seems that he did some
spade work a year or so ago, and came up with an old
tradition that was pretty fin e after it got dusted off
. . . Any coed who steps on the Engineer's Shamrock,
must bestow a kiss upon an engineer . . . The Exec
Counci l was so pleased with this excavation that they
put the excavator in charge of o rganized kissing .
Where do I apply for
Nice work if you can get it
a job. Ken?
. You got to admire that boy .. . He
. Last yea r he was out
doesn't stop a t an y thing .
there a nd got himself engaged
. Some guys ne\·er
lea rn .
What he neds is one of these new combination
ring sets .
. engagement, wedding, and teething . . .
When women go wrong. men go right . . . after them .
Life isn't fair to us, men . . When we are born ,
our mothers get a ll the compliments . . . and flowers.
. When we get married, our brides receive all the
publicit y and presents . . And when we die, men . . .
When we die. our wives get the insurance and the
winters in Florida . . . If that isn't enough. try batting
one o f the little women around . . . Aft er all. you've
already paid for thirt y da ys in the clinic .. . A fellow
we know broke hi s arm fighting fo r a woman' s hono r.
Seems she wanted to keep it .
. But. even so,
it doern·t matt er how vigilant these nice girls are
When an engineer kisses one of them. it's ten to one he'll
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do it right under her nose . . . But then, an engineer 1s
nothing but a dame fool anyway ...
People have been wandering in and out of the
Shamrock office for the past few weeks, quoting figures
on this and expected attendance at that . . . For the
benefit of those three lawyers who wandered in with a
dazed look on their pans . . . No. the Shamrock staff
is not making book .. . One of the characters that haunt
this place. came running in with some hot news for the
Shamrock. the other day . . . but Bauer wouldn't use
it .. . Seems some bull shot the professor . .. We've
had a lot of suggestions lately . .. No. I will not go .
. . . Not for a few years anyway ... But. the best one
we·ve heard was from Aldag, of all people, he wants to
put a new sign over the front door of the Engine Building . . . 'Through these doors pass the bravest women
in the world' . .. He might have something there . . .
Careful, Dave, it could be contagious . . . Aldag is a
nice guy at heart . .. Really, all he is trying to do is
get ahead . . . Come to think of it, I don't know any
one who needs one more ... Dave shouldn't be so difficult . . . Why, with just a little more effort, he could
be impossible . . .
Sam. was asked to do a little editorializing this
month . . . About the most pressing thing I could
think of, besides my flat iron ( blame Bornemann for
that one ) . is this sad G.I. situation . . . What with the
critical situation in Korea, it behoves all of us to pay
more attention to the little things in our behavior patterns .. . After all, you may someday be a G.I. trying

to finish your struggle against the faculty . . . Be careful
when you are out walking the streets of Columbia . . .
Don 't step, I say, don't step on the G.I.'s fingers when
they are out getting cigarettes ... Remember . .. It could
happen to YOU . . . I 'll bet Lhey think before they ask
me to do another editorial ....- Speaking of thinking .
My girl doesn't think about men all the time . . . however . . . when she thinks, she thinks of men . . You
know after tonight the St. Pat's Board can quit thinking f~r another year . . . Those boys have done a fine
job ... Eve!1 if ladders and serenades do seem to mean
the same thing to some! engineers . . . Yes men, they've
sure been busy the last couple of weeks ... Funny thin~
tho· . . . They never were too busy to stop and tell you
how busy they were . .. Odd that . . . The men on the
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Board all tell me that they don't drink . . . Odd, how
any of them can kill a quart so easily when they come
to visit a guy .. . They all can, and if possible, do . . .
Maybe it proves something . . . !wonder if it proves that
A" + B 0 = C 0 . . • That thing has got me snowed ...
I know it prove<; that a fifth can turn a quart into a
swallow . .. How did I get the bird in this colu!11n?
. . . Some birds nest . . . is what a girl out for a lark
usually winds up in . . . Getting back to the Board. it
was rumored that just before St. Pat's week, one of the
Board members decided to reform . . . Sounds like
what Aldag puts in Bullarney . . . On the first day,
he cut out smoking .. . On the second day, he cut out
drinking . . . On the third day, he cut out women
. .. On the fourth day, he cut out paper dolls ... Yes,
they replaced him with as little publicity as possible
. . . What they didn't know is . . . Sam hid out at
one of their secret meetings, disguised as a piece of chalk
. . . Like to wore out my fingernails when John Reid
marked out the parade route on the floor . . . Reid by
the way, is the boy who bearded the lion . . . He got
S.G.A. permission to start the parade at four o'clock
.. . Like pulling teeth ... Tom Magee stepped through
the door and called the meeting to order . . .. For once
there wasn't a sound . .. He was the only one there .. .
One by one the rest of the men dragged and staggered
in . .. Finally, they got started, only thirty minutes late
.. . Tom announced that the first order of business was
to remove Ellis from the benches . . . Harry Snider objects . . . Catfish hasn't done anything but sleep on
them so far . . . Shut Up .. . This from Harvey who
promptly went back to sleep . . . Reichert has the floor
... He wants to take the Queen's picture at nine o'clock
Thursday night . . . Says he'll provide the darkroom.
. . . Tom wants a campus stunt . . . Gillerman, Milne,
McCann, and Freyberger start an impromptu dance
. . . Minnick, Bornemann, Albrecht and Shroyer form
a quartette ... They won't do, says Tom . .. What fool
won't do? Bauer wants to know .. . Put em in the Hamburg Show and lets go home, says Wilson .. . Shut Up.
. . . Harvey goes back to sleep . . . Tom stands in the
( Continued on Page 38 )
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Wu ppe rtal Mo nor ail
By GEORGE MOBERLY. C.E. 'S2

*Courtesy, THE MILITARY ENGINEER; James F.
Holly, Captain, Corps of Engineers; Harald
Omsted, Commander, Civil Engineer Corps,
United States Naval Reserve.
Along the narrow spine of one of the industrial centers in the heart of Germany's industrial Ruhr sprawls
a strange steel structure which from a distance looks like
a giant centipede. This monster, a unique suspended
monorail transport system serving a built-up area now
known as Wuppertal, has been the backbone of the city's
passenger traffic for about fifty years.
The geography of this area gave a nineteenth century engineer from Cologne, Eugene Langen, an opportunity to exploit an idea he had for a monorail system which otherwise he might never have developed.
Even before the tum of the century the area experienced
enormous traffic difficulties. Narrow streets paralleling the Wupper River had to carry not only local traffic
but also through traffic passing down the valley. Rapidtransit surface and underground systems were considered
and discarded as impractical for that locality. The river
occupied the only free space avaiiable, and the only way
to use that space was to erect some type of elevated railway. Several elevated systems were investigated and
discarded as impractical. Because of the meanders of
the river, standard elevated trains could not negotiate
the numerous curves safely with any speed. Thus, Lan-

gen's "swinging railroad," was the ideal solution for
their transport problem. Today, a half-c.entury later it
remains a unique engineering feat. The system has several times been considered for use in other cities particularly in Germany, but the one in Wuppertal, tailored for the geography there, is the only commercial
monorail in the world. The river flows under it, railroads pass over it, street cars, buses, trucks, and automobiles parallel it, but none of them can maintain the
speed and flexibility of the monorail system in servicing the congested urban districts through which it passes.
Construction of the project began in February 1898,
and by June 1903 the system had been extended to its
present length of 8.2 miles. From the upper terminal
the monorail runs over the Wupper for 6.2 miles, and
then the line leaves the river and continues for another
2 miles over a main street to its western terminal. That
part of the monorail which passes over the Wupper is
supported by sloping latticed box girders spaced every
80 to 110 feet. Horizontal steel plate girders join the
supports at the top and form bearings for the bridge sections which carry the rails. To withstand the vibration
set up in the structure by the passing trains the lower
ends of the box girders are equipped with flexible ball
and socket joints. The sockets or base-plates are set in
the stream-bank's revetted masonry and rest on bedrock.
At intervals of about 220 yards or at every sixth support, the single supports are replaced by fixed double
supports which stabilize the entire structure and also ac-

Bridge Sections and Single Supports; Downstream Train
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River Section of the Monorail

commoda te expansion joints to equalize the longitudin al
expansion and contractio n of the supported trusses. For
the shorter part of the monorail which passes over a
roadway, portal-typ e plate girders support the bridgework. However, the same scheme of flexible ball-andsocket mounted single frames interspersed with fixed
double frames exists in this section. The narrownEss of
the street required the vertical portal framework rather
than the sloping open girders of the river section.
The trusses connecting each support are similar
through-o ut the monorail' s length. Trapezoid in crosssection, they have a single fixed bearing to support each
end : this bearing is reinforced at the down-stre am end
of each truss by a stabilizing brace running from the
end of the top chord to the extremity of the horizontal
member of the support. Both bearings are further
strengthe ned by vertical braces, connected with the track
platform. The rigid joining_ 9f the tru sses at a single
point was designed to carry the torque created by the
passing trains without overstrcssing the legs of the supports. Horizonta l and vertical plates form the junction.
Metal fatigue resulting in cracks particular ly in the horizontal plates require constant checking and maintenance
and indicate that these plates are the weakest members.
The average height of the rails above the river is
about 39 feet and 26 feet over the road . Clearance under
the cars is seldom less than 3 feet. The maximum gra-
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dient on the monorail is 4 per cent, and the total difference in altitude on the line is 128 feet. Cars turn on
terminal loops having a radius of 29½ feet ; the flexibility
of the system is indicated by the radius of the sharpest
curve on the line, 246 feet.
Each track is one way for its entire length, downstream traffic on the right, upstream traffic on the left.
Two-car trains, with maximum speed of 25 miles per
hour, can travel during peak traffic periods at a 2minute frequency . Although the epeed may seem sluggish by American standards , officials of the line estimate it can handle a maximum of 4,200 passengers per
hour in each direction. Every train travels in a counter
clockwise direction and makes a full circuit of the system.
Fortunate ly, the geographic character of Wuppertal
makes branch lines unnecessary; the problems involved
in constructing switching facilities to handle branchline traffic, most of which are not present in normal rail
traffic, may be one of the reasons why the suspension
monorail has not been used more widely. A switching
device is used at the Vohwinkel terminal to shunt trains
into the shops for maintenance and parking. To permit
a car or train to leave the traffic circuit, part of the
turn-arou nd arc rail is displaced by an electric motor
! Continued

on Page 18 )
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Point at which Monorail leaves river. Note cantilever support in transition
from box girders to arches.

Monorail passing over roadway. note
double support in foreground.
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STATIONS OR TERMINALS
WAR-DAMAGED SECTIONS

Wuppertal Monorail

Partially disassembled Model 00 Bogie
and yoke assembly. (Upside down)
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Model 00 car at Vohwinkel Terminal. Shunt rail in upper left for diverting
cars into car barn.
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Model 08 Bogie Assembly showing spring suspension
above track rail.

and replaced by straight track mounted on a beam which
swings on rollers permitting the car to be shunted into one
of three parallel track loops in the car barn. The device
operates smoothly and safely but is too cumbersome to
be used on branch lines.
The trains use 600-volt direct current which is fed
into the monorail system through sub-stations along the
line from two local sources. The rigid current rails, below and inside the track rails, are hung on vibration-proof
insulators. Originally copper, the current rails are now
iron to match the expansion and contraction of the supporting structure. Trolley arms mounted on the bodies
of each car pick up the current. These arms press
against the current rail with an average pressure of 210
pounds per square inch to provide a sure contact at all
times.
A serious study has recently been made in the U. S. as
to the possibility of providing monorail rapid transit
systems for certain urban areas in this country. The primary object was to determine whether or not such a
system is technically feasible for a completely modem
installation, and secondly what it would cost to build
a monorail rapid transit line along a representative
route in the Los Angeles area.
The report contained these basic conclusions:
( 1) The monorail principle is entirely suitable and
practicable for an up-to-date rapid transit installation,
answering all modern requirements as to speed, safety,
convenience, appearance, etc.
(2) The cost for the 19-mile study route from the
heart of Los Angeles to Van Nuys in San Fernando
Valley was estimated to be $14,670,000 or $834,000 per
mile. This included all the supporting structures and
rails for a double track line, eight intermediate stations,
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Details of bridge sections and double fixed
supports.

electrical transmission and rectifying installations, block
signaling system, car yard, repair shops, and an allowance for model tests on the car.
The entire line was assumed to follow the center
park strip of proposed freeways. Laws recently enacted
would permit this use of the park strip along the center
line of California State freeways, provided no widening
of the right-of-way is required. A monorail line supported on T-shaped towers would easily meet this requirement, as the base of the cantliever towers need only
be approximately 4 feet in width.
The estimated cost of $834,000 per mile for the
hypothetical line studied, compares with a figure of $,1
165,000 submitted in August 1947 by the Metropolitan
Traffic and Transit Committee of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, as the cost of constructing a double
track surface railway along the center of freeways,
through heavily built-up territory.
The extremely modest right-of-way needs of the
monorail are of course, the main 1eason why it is under
certain conditions, more economical than any other type
of railroad for interurban traffic.
The tentative design submitted in the above report assumes the use of four 55-hp. motors, one for each wheel.
With this equipment, the proposed monorail trains would
have a top speed of around 55 mph. on level track.

It appears that the first United States monorail line
may become a reality in the not too distant future. Communities in both the Los Angeles and San Francisco area
are now conducting preliminary surveys to determine
the advisability of providing monorail systems to help
solve the present critical need for adequate mass transportation.
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CBABACTEB SKETCHES
By FRED LEVIEN, M.E. '51

JACK HARVEY , E.E. '51

TOM MAGEE, E.E. '51

Maybe he's got it packed away in that couple of
inches of extra height or maybe it's just part of his nature,
but no matter where it is or when he needs it, Jack Harvey AND his friends can always depend upon his boundless energy when it comes to furthering the cause of Engine Club or lending a helping hand to any true sons of
St. Patrick.
Thanks to some fast talking ham radio operators
broadcasting from MU, who thru the ether had been in
contact with him up at Tarkio, Missouri, we are able to
claim Jack as one of our progeny instead of losing him to
Iowa, where he had originally intended to go. No kidding! That was the way it happened .
On July 26, 1929 Jack was born at Tarkio, Missouri. He spent his boyhood days there and had finished
High School and one year at Tarkio College before he decided to leave for school elsewhere. Jack, who had built
his first radio when he was eight years old, had his own
station up at Tarkio at that time and was in contact with
some ham radio operators who were attending MU.
After talking to them for several weeks he was finally
convinced, packed up his equipment, clothes and books
and headed for Columbia. You guessed it. When he
got here he moved in with those same fellows who had
talked him into coming and they have been the best
of friends ever since.
Jack has taken a very active interest in his school
both within and without the walls of the Engineering
building. As President of Engine Club the best part
of his time is spent working with that organization, which
he hopes to leave at the end of the year in better condition than when he first found it. However his energies
have also brought him into membership of AIEE, IRE,.
( Continued on Page 20)

It seems only fitting and proper that this, the ST.
PA T'S issue, should have in it the character sketches
of Tom Magee and Jack Harvey who, more than any
other two students in the College of Engineering have
made possible all that we here at MU hold dear in our
memory of St. Pat's Week celebrations. Thru their
unselfish efforts, determination and just plain "blood
sweat and tears" they have attended to the infinite number of details and absorbed the limitless headaches that
go hand in hand with their work. Out of it all they
have come up with a St. Pat's Week celebration that has
topped them all.
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One look at Tom Magee·s record will convince you
that they have got the right man to fill the right job
whtn it comes to handling anything big, and difficult.
Tom, a member of ODK. honorary leadership fraternity ,
Tau Beta Pi. Eta Kappa Nu. and Pi Mu Epsilon has
been one of the mainstays of the Engineering school for
several years now. Last year he did an admirable job
with the St. Pat's Ball decorations. Few. if any of us.
will ever see the gymnasium look that beautiful again.
He also served as a member of the St. Pat's Board and
as Co-chairman for the Ball. This year he has repeatedly given of his time and limitless energy to see that the
intricate mechanism of St. Pat's week again functions
smoothly. The grapevine has it that Tom will be knighted Magna Cum Laude. the most cherished of all honors.
which he richly ceserves.
Born and bred in Missouri from sturdy Pennsylvania
Dutch stock. Tom pinpoints his arrival as January 8.
1929 at Trenton, Missouri . He graduated from Trenton
High School in 1946 and then spent 15 months swimmin~
off Via Reggio in sunny Italy and also working for hi.s
(Continued on Page 29)
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IMPEACH HARVEY!

ST. PAT'S WEEI

By HIMSELF

By TOM MAGEE

What's in a name? A ros~ would smell as sweet by
any other," said Mark Twain.
"And what's in a story title? Your story would
still smell as bad with any other," said John Bauer,
editor of the Missouri Shamrock.
"But- " cried I, Jack Harvey, president of the
Engineers' Club of the University of Missouri.
"And don't think you're going to brow-beat me into
printing your trash just because of your office," Bauer
explained, glaring down at me.
"But-" cried I.
"How in the world can a guy like you stay in the
College of Engineering for seven years and not know
how to write better than that? Don't answer thatyou keep handing in the same old lab reports year after
year," he declared.
"To be, or not to be. That is the question," added
Mark Twain.
"Yeah, but- " I admitted .
"Don't change the subject," he screamed. "Why,
you haven't got sense enough to write the caption for a
picture of the Columns."
" I do too. I'd say- " I interjected.
"Aw shut up, stupid. You're babbling again. All
you ever do is talk, talk, talk, talk. If you'd be quiet
for ten seconds, I could get something done, " said Bauer.
"But- " cried I.
"Goodnight, sweet prince," put in Mark Twain.
"Goodnight, Irene, but-" I answered.
Dogfish Ellis came dashing into the room. He
stepped over me and stopped in from of Magee's desk.
"Here are the permits for St. Pat's Ball. Do you want
to sign them?"
"No," replied Magee. " I suppose Harvey really
should be the one to sign them. Harvey, come here!
(I obeyed.) Your name is spelled H-A-R-V-E-Y. Do
you think you can write it?"
"Yes, but-" cried I.
"No buts about it. Shut up and write!" he commanded.
As I meekly obeyed, three freshmen came in. "Who
is in charge here?" one of them asked. John Bauer
leaned back in his chair and laughed like a hyena.
"The play's the thing," said Mark Twain.
"Waal, I guess I can tell you what you want to
know, " drawled Magee to the freshmen .
Then the freshman asked, "Please sir, could you
tell us who the president of the Engineers' Club is?"
"His name is Jack Harvey, I think," answered Magee.
Who's that?" the freshman asked .
( Continued on Page 40)

As graduation nears, it is necessary to reflect and
evaluate the four years spent ir. college. The books and
classwork are present along with something less evident.
What is this something? Was it the beer busts,
organizations, or rough nights? Partially yes. Actually,
it wasn't the events, but rather the people who were at
these events. Your classmates, buddies, and acquaintances made the success of each event.
It was a particular success if you had "your thumb
in it." You felt a part of the activity and not an outsider at a formal reception. You are integrated into the
success or failure. Naturally, you enjoy the success or
suffer in failure.
In Engine School there is ample opportunity "to
get into things." The list of activities is too long to
enumerate, yet the biggest event is St. Pat's Week. This
one activity makes up the largest united effort in Engine School and will be remembered by most Engineers
as the best time they had at Mizzou.
The idea of a St. Pat's celebration was conceived
and initiated here at Mizzou 48 years ago. Other schools
look to us for ideas and leadership in promoting St. Pat's
celebrations. However, the fact that St. Pat and the
Blarney Stone appear mysteriously is not fully appreciated. Being chosen to be St. Pat was a great honor.
Because the lawyers created some embarrassing incidents
in 1934, St. Pat's identity has remained a secret since that
time. Rather well kept secret I would say.
At one time every graduate was knighted at the annual knighting ceremony. Nothing would have pleased
me more than to have every graduate this year knighted.
This would have been possible if the students in Engineering would put a little leisure time to advantage by
helping lighten the load on others.
To much is taken for granted or the idea of letting
George do it is prevalent. This situation must be remedied if St. Pat's Week is to advance. By promoting St.
Pat's Week, we promote the school and our sub-divisions.
It will be necessary in the future for a larger percentage
of Engineers to work together if St. Pat's Week is to
become bigger and better because of the smaller enrollment. There is room for many improvements. The
missing link is the "espirit de corps" among Engineers
to unite and associate. This link must be supplied if St.
Pat's Week is not to degenerate.
As a graduating senior, it is my desire to see that
St. Pat's Week does not degenerate, for at a future date
I shall wish to return and renew fond memories. What
a disappointment it would be to return and find no celebration.
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St. Pat's Week will need good leadership to continue
(Continued on Page 29)
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Turbine for all Industry

The turbine is built in three different frame sizes and is
a,ailable in ratings up to 1500 hp at speeds up to iOOO rpm.
Maximum steam conditions are :inlet pressure, 1500 pounds
per square inch; temperature, 950 degrees F ; and ex haust
p ressure . 300 pounds.

C()11rl esy l\" es!i11gho11sc

Above:
Cutaway of the J-:H engine shows re lation s hip of axial-flow turbojet c-ompon<'nts. B<'low inl<'t ('nd (left) an• the
n<'ccssorics. fotnpressor is shown at centn. combustion c-hambn and turbine ro tor at right .
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Courtesy Allis-Chalmers

ight
lf elements and spindles of a 40,000-kw AIEE600-rpm condensing tandem compound preferred
earn turbine during erection. Steam enters at
900F.

•eighs 200,000 pounds and is over 4 7 feet high.
has two similar sliding gates, one _for service and
for emergencies. The vertical cylinders at the
, hydraulic pistons for raising the gates. The
tank in front of the gate housing is a vent that
ollapse of the structure by the vacuwn that would
form when water has drained from 4 by 12-foot
lixteen of these valves will be usE:d at the Bull
m in Arkansas. When installed, they will pass
1ter yearly to cover .5 1/z million acres of land
·o ot of water.
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BULLARNEY
"Oh, here's the place mother told me to stay away
from. I thought we'd never find it."

""

and then there was the comment of the firefly who backed into an electrif fan, "Delighted . . .
no end."

""

College man ( finishing letter to friend )- ''I'd send
you that five I owe you , but rve already sealed the enwlope."

""

Read the rest of the magazine-- It doesn't smell as
much as these jokes do.

""

The little dog walked by the tree. The tree said,
"Have one on me." The doggie blinked. like Mickey
'.\1ouse, and said, " No thanks. just had one on the
house."
as ""hell,

Little Audrey mad
Pushed her sister in the well.
Said her mother, drawing water,
"Gee, it's hard to raise a daughter. "

""

38,072 peopk died of gas last year- 41 inhaled it;
31 lighted it by touching a match to it; and 38,000
stepped on it.

""

Papa: "Stop reaching across the table, Junior :
Haven't you got a tongue?"
Junior: "Yes, but my arm is longer."

""

Jack : " Was her father surprised when you said you
wanted to marry her?"
Jock : "Surprised! Why the gun nearly fell out of
his hand ."

""

There are two periods in a man's life when he doesn't
understand women- before and after marriage.

""

"Hell," said the devil as ht picked up the phone.
Man is but a worm of the dust. He wiggles around
for awh~le until some chicken_gets him.

""

He was dug out of his wrecked car and carried to
the doctor's house.
"I can't do anything for you," said Doc, 'Tm a veterinarian.''
"That's all right," said the patient, "I was a jackass
to think I could go fifty on those tires."

""

And then there's the one about the bowlegged herds-
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man's daughter who had trouble keeping her calves together.

""

Landlady : "What's the matter? You look like you
had a nightmare."
Professor : "I did . I dreamed I had to take one of
my own tests."

""

Father: "Why were you downstairs
that fellow last night?"
Sweet young thing: "Well, the least I
a fellow takes me to the movies is kiss him
Father: "That's true."
Sweet young thing: "Well, he took me

so long with
can do when
goodnight."
to Ciro's."

""

The man with a wonderful vocabulary is one who
can describe a shapely girl without using his hands.

""

The absent-minded professor and his equally absent-minded wife were spending a quiet evening at home.
Suddenly there was a loud knock at the door.
" My God, my husband," said the startled wife.
The professor immediately jumped out the window.

""

The new doctor was the only one available in the
mining town when Engineer Kelly's wife was taken ill.
Called to the home, he went upstairs to the sick room
but came down in a few minutes to inquire, "Have
you a corkscrew handy?" Given the tool, he disappeared
up the stairs for the second time.
Several minutes later the doctor was back. "Got a
screw driver?" he asked the anxious Kelly. Instrument
in hand, he went upstairs again.
Almost immediately he was downstairs again. "A
chisel and mallet, quickly," he demanded. The distraught
engineer could stand it no longer. " For the love of Heaven,
doctor," he begged, "what's the matter with my wife?"
"Don't know yet," was the reply. "Can't get my
medicine bag open."

""

Advice to the Agri Department: Never milk a cow
during a thunder storm. She may be struck by lightning
and you 'If be left holding the bag.
Voice
Voice
Voice
Voice

from
from
from
from

""

passing car: "Engine trouble?"
parked car: "Nope."
passing car: "Tire down?"
parked car: "Didn't have to."

""

Bill's Theory of Relativity: "The dimmer the porch
light the greater the scandal power."
(Continued on Page 31)
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SAUCER S
By ROBERT SANFORD. E .E . '53

Are Flying Sauc ers Real? Are th ey a new type
of aircraft? Are th ey interplanetary spaceships?
Are th ey peopled or remot ely controlled? Draw
your ou·11 conclusions from th e following story.

In March of 1950. your author was discussing the
flying saucers with some average citizens. The story of
the "Little Green M en" twenty or thirty inches high was
brought up and I started offering objections. These objections were strictly a spur-of-the-moment proposition of
my own. but sounded so good to me that I had to write a
story. I had been looking for a likely subject for an
article in the April issue of the Missouri Shamrock, and
this was it.
This April issue duly came out. and the story drew
quit e a bit of comment. It related the facts about a
flying -saucer that had crashed in our western desert. A
description of the saucer included salient data as to
transpa rent plastic construction. atomic power plant. and
remot e control by means of some unknown type of telev1 s1on . The article was written as a straight recounting
of information gathered by authorities but was fini shed
with the tag-line. APRIL FOOL.
Since this story was strictly a gag, and all the " information :· it conta ined were my own brain -children. it
should have no counterpart ir. rea lity. At the time I
was only aware of the stories published in newspapers
and over the air about the saucers. I had read no books,
heard no tales. that were not common knowledge. Yet
later. rea ding these things. I was a mazed to find that the
ideas I had drea med up were similar to those suggestions
offncd by reputable scientists ,, nd enginee rs.
What arc the facts about fl ying saucers? The sight ings investiga ted number at tlw least. about 375. These
are official fii;i:ures of the government sponsored "Project
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Unofficially, they admit to somewhat more
Saucer."
than this number. The facts of these sightings and the
interpretations placed on them by Project Saucer officials, ( sometimes completely contradictory ) have been
admirably reported in spite of a lack of cooperation of
these officials in the magazine TRUE in January and
March. 1950 and in a book by Donald Keyhoe titled
"The Flying Saucers Are Real.. ,
Mr. Keyhoe. familiar to readers of many aviation
magazines, has been a member of the Marine Corps.
and has many years experience in reporting on and writing
about various aeronautical events. His personal opinions. as well as his facts. should carry quite a bit of
weight in considering any subject having to do with anything aeronautical. Anyone desirous of the full story is
referred to the above-mentioned book. or a concise treatment of it in the January. 195() TRUE.
Modern appreciation of the facts of fl ying saucers
was touched off by a report of Kenneth Arnold . a Boi~e.
Idaho businessman . Mr. Arnold was flying his light
pla ne to Yakima . Washington. when he saw nine gleaming objects twenty or twenty-five miles away. They a ppea red to be larger than C-54 a irpla nes and moYing at
fanta stic speeds. Arnold estimated their speed at 1200
miles per hour. He stated tha t they were flat. like a
pie-pan, and very shin y. Thi~ was June 24. 1947.
This story . along with another sighting the same day
by Fred Johnson . a prospector in the Cascade M ountains.
touchd off the wave of semi -hysteria about fl ying sau cers. Yet the name was originated by J ohn Martin . 3
farmer near Dennison. T exas in his report in the J a nuary 25. 1878 edition of th,' Dennison Daily S ews.
This was. however, not the earli«:>st known sighting by
any means. Records show that strange flying objN:t s
ha ve been seen all over the world for 175 years. America
THE MISSOL RI SHAMROCK

is not the only country that has had visitations from the
flying objects. I say objects, because many sighting
have described them as cigar-shaped like a dirigible, but
these are considered along with the saucer sightings.
At around 2 :45 a.m. on July 24, 1948 Captain Clarence S. Chiles and Pilot John B. Whitted of Eastern
Airlines, both men of experience and veracity, were paced
by a 100 foot cigar-shaped object. The object glowed
with blue light and a r·e d-orange exhaust flame. A
passenger, awake at the time, agreed with the pilots,
but could not describe it accurately. The object pulled
away from the DC-3 at a speed estimated at 500 to 700
miles per hour. An hour before, a similar object was
reported over Robbins Air Force Base.
At 9 :00 o'clock p.m. October 1, 1948, Lieutenant
George F . Gorman in the National Guard was flying hi:;
F-51 back to Fargo Airport. He saw below him a light
such as might be made by the tail-light of a low-flying
plane. Immediately below both Gorman and the light
was a night football game. Had there been anything at
all between Gorman and the lights on the field, he could
and would have seen it, yet all he saw was a floating light.
A Cub airplane was within his field of vision and was
clearly outlined, but the light was just that - - a light
with no substance.
Gorman called the tower and described the strange
light as being six to eight inches in diameter. It dove
faster than the F-51 was capable of, and in the pullout Gorman temporarily blacked out. The light and
Gorman subsequently flew head-on till Gorman gave
ground and dived. The object went up vertically and
disappeared .
Sightings include these major cases.
Muroc Air Base, test center, sightings by test pilots
and air-base personnel.
High-speed craft able to make 90-degree turns sighted at 67th Fighter Wing, Philippine Islands by Lieutenant
Robert Meyers.
Nine discs sighted by Captain E. J . Smith, his copilot and stewardess, of United Airlines.
Five discs sighted by Fred M . Johnson in the Cascade
Mountains, and compass hand on his watch was erratic.
Sightings in Alaska, Denmark, Sweden, Norway,
Holland, Turkey, Newfoundland, Paraguay, Rumania,
Hawaii, New Guinea and other places.
The most dramatic case was that of Thomas Mantell. On January 7, 1948 an observer in the tower at
Godman Air Base, ninety miles from Madisonville, Kentucky sighted a round object. . Colonel Hix in command of
the base ordered three F-51 fighters on patrol to investigate. Captain Mantell, a World War II combat pilot
was leading the flight, and at 2 :45 he told the tower he
was closing in on the object. It was directly ahead of
him and moving at about ha lf his speed. He said that
the object was, "Tremendous in size," and estimates of
others placed it at roughly 250 feet in diameter.
For twenty-five minutes Mantell and the other two
pilots chased the thing. Mantell reported his speed at
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360 miles per hour and that the object was climbing and
evading him. The other two pilots lost sight of Mantell
c.t 18,000 feet due to cloud formations, and landed at
Godman five minutes later. Mantell called in at 3: 15
to !>ay that he was not gaining on the object and that he
would abandon his chase at 20,008 feet as he had no
oxyge:1 equipment for high altitude work.
His body was found later near Fort Knox and remains of his F-51 were scattered all around. No further
word had been received after 3 : 15 and there was no reasor. for the disintegration of his ship. Air Force explanations were that Mantell blacked out due to lack of oxygen, and that his plane went to pieces in the resulting
dive. The explanations of the object he was chasing included the old familiar excuse of research or weather balloons, and later that he had seen the planet Venus as a
This explanation was offered
particularly bright light.
by the Project Saucer Intelligence after months of checking and in spite of the fact that Venus was not in a favorable condition of visibility on that day. And that
an F-51 in common with all military planes should be
able to withstand the dive and pullout involved, and
seldom does a plane out of control go into a dive. They
go into a spin due to torque of the propellor and the
fact that only chance could hold the controls in the correct position for a dive.
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The March, 1950 issue of TRUE contained an article
by Commander Robert B. McLaughlin, USN. He related an incident occuring in April, 1949 wherein he and
three other scientists tracked a saucer with a theodolite.
Each man had a specific job : sighting the theodolite, calling off the readings, re:.:ording them, and keeping the
time with a stop-watch. The team of four men were
used to the job of following an object for they were
tracking weather balloons.
As a strange object passed into the field of the instrument, the observer started tracking it. The object was
visible for 60 seconds and disappeared at an elevation
of 29 degrees. It achieved this angle by changing its
( Continued on Page 28 )
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path 5 degrees in 10 seconds. Later calculations by the
group led to the following conclusions: The object was
disc-shaped, had no vapor-traii, sound, or visible means
of propulsion, it was about 105 feet in diameter, its altitude was roughly 56 miles, its speed was 5 miles per
second, and in the change of path mentioned, the required acceleration was approximately 20 times that of
gravity.

It is the Commander's considered opinion that this
disc was a "Flying Saucer," and that it was a spaceship operated by animate, intelligent beings from another
planet. His opinion is backed up by sensible objections
to it being a plane, vehicle, or missile built on earth . H2
includes in his objections that no earth-built vehicle could
achieve either the speed or the acceleration witnessed,
that we have no known earthly power that would leave
no trace, and that humans could not withstand the acceleration. These arguments had been advanced by others
before, but speeds and accelerations had never before
been as great as these. This time, normal explanations
just were no good.
We have now digested the pertinent facts about these
objects that have been seen by many different observers
all over the world for nearly two centuries. The big
question is, "What are they?" and other questions are,
" Where do they come from? How do they operate? Are
they controlled by animate beings, and what is their purpose?" After intensive investigation, Mr. Keyhoe and
TRUE have decided that :
1. They are interplanetary spaceships.
2. They have been observing the earth for 175 years.
3. Sightings have increased tremendously the last two
years.
4. Sightings correspond remarkably with American
ideas for the future exploration of space and the
preliminary observations of othtr planets.
5. Some race of thinking beings somewhere in the
Universe is 250 years ahead of us in scientific
achievement.
These astonishing opinions are the result of careful
weighing of all the other suggested explanations and
eliminating them.
The usual explanation offered, aside from halucinations and mass-hysteria, is that the saucers are high-speed
lon~-range missiles of our own or some other country .
That they are any device of ours, either plane or guided
missile, has been vigorously denied by all military headquarters and even by the President himself. Assuming
that these denials were untrue for security reasons, it is
still unthinkable that such large high-speed objects would
be tested or flown over even the most desolate wastelands,
and certainly not over airports, football games, and cities.
Were one to crash in a relatively desolate area, in
this day of modern communication, there is little doubt
that the wanted security would be violated. If the crash
occurred in a densely populated area, many lives would
be lost and much property destroyed. This the Govern-
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ment would not dare to do because of the aroused public
opinion, even if humanitarian considerations were not
involved.
Certainly, if these objects belong to some other
nation, they are taking big risks of our discovering and
perhaps duplicating their missiles or whatever they are.
Engineers and scientists in this country have advanced
few ideas on the possible means of propulsion, and say
that such velocities and accelerations are unattainable with
our present knowledge. It is not very likely that any
other nation has gone beyond us to that extent.
We are left with interplanetary spaceships as the
only answer. It is no more unbelievable that these saucers are from another planet than that they have been
observed for so long, and have the unexplainable characteristics mentioned before. If these things exist, and
apparently they do, it is far more likely that they are the
brain-children of some beings on another planet than
those of some people on earth .
We have answered the questions as to what and
where, and their purpose is evidently purely observation
and study. With the exception of the Mantell case, which
might have been self-protection or accident, none of the
saucers have shown any signs of violence, attack, or even
the wish to make contact. How they operate, and whether or not they are piloted, are still strictly matters of
speculation.

~

The escape velocity necessary to defy the gravitational pull of the earth is approximately se,,en miles per
second. To achieve this velocity in any reasonable length
of time would require many times the acceleration of gravity. If a spaceship were to be sent straight up as is done
with V-2 rockets, the acceleration would be far too great
for humans to withstand. The only alternative would
be a time and fuel-wasting circling of the globe under
small acceleration until the escape velocity was reached.
This is not compatible with such velocities and accelerations as those watched by Commander McLaughlin and
his crew.
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Once a spaceship reached this velocity and passed
from the effective range of the gravitational pull of the
earth. all objects would be practically weightless. The
organs of the body are made to function under this normal
acceleration of gravity, and no-one knows what would
happen to our bodily functions. Certainly swallowing
would be difficult, and walking would be impossible
without magnetic shoes or some device to introduce artificial gravity.
In free space, the protective cover of our atmosphere would be gone and cosmic rays would be at full
strength. What effects these rays and those of the sun
would have are purely speculative, but from experiments
on earth·, they would not be good. M eteorites abound in
space and would be a constant source of danger from
colli_sion. Automatic controls would help avoid this, but
would not be fool -proof.
Furthermore, the "Dead Time," or time required to
think what to do and then to do it, along with the time
necessary for the controls to operate would be serious
at the speeds involved. Even in automobiles, reaction
time and braking time have caused many accidents that
could have been avoided. This is physiological and cannot be reduced. It stands as a deterrent to interplanetary travel.
As to power, present day rocket power could do the
job but could not be used for two way travel and is far
too expensive. Atomic power has been suggested but has
as yet not become a reality. Utilization of cosmic rays
has been advanced but is still just a vain hope. Commander McLaughlin advances the possibility of radiation
powered vehicles, but it is purely speculative. A German
rocket expert has advanced the idea of electrostatic means
of propulsion, but it is still on paper. At present, we
have no known means of powering such a space vehicle.
The nearest reasonable star from which our visitors
might have come is Wolf 359. Eight light years away,
it would require sixteen years for a round-trip, if we were
to travel at the speed of light. To date, the nearest approach to this maximum velocity is about three fourths
that value, in electron-tubes and particle-accelerating devices in the physics laboratories. Practically, this means
that it would take over a half century for the trip
there and back. This almost eliminates the possibility
of interstellar travel, and limits us to interplanetary trips
at vastly less distances.
If these saucers are peopled and controlled directly,
the beings in control must be far from our human concept of people, and must cert:_ainly be many years advanced technically. If they art controlled remotely, the
beings responsible must have discovered some means of
communication propagated at a rate far exceeding that
of light , which science mys is not possible. Otherwise,
they could not execute the precise and rapid maneuvers
that they have bzen observed to do.
These are the facts, your conclusions are your own.
Personally, I agree with TRUE and Mr. Keyhoe as to
the interplanetary character of these saucers. I believe,
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however, that they are remotely controlled from the planet
of their origin, and this means that they are even further
advanced over our science than assumed by TRUE. The
fact of interplanetary travel should cause no consternation to our modem acceptance of the impossible. The
implications of that fact are yours to contemplate.

ST. PAT'S WEEK
( Continued from Page 21)
and survive. It is an open door to experience in practical leadership. Some think that trying to guide an
organization towards something better is selfish and gloryseeking.
Leading, to me, is the most unselfish thing a person ·
can do for he gives others his time and energy. I suppose
that there is some glory, if glory is arguing with the University " brass" over a minor point. However, any glory
was obscured by sweat and hours of worry. You don't
believe this statement. Try leading and see. It is a
horse of a different color when the shoe is on the other
foot.
The "SHAMROCK" offers unlimited opportunities
not only in writing, but also in managing and selling.
This experience may be put to good use after graduation. More men are needed now to aid in writing,
selling and circulating the "SHAMROCK." You learn
by doing.
Classwork has its limitations for it d<>cs not account
for the human element. Theory is passive and absolute while people are alive and variable. People present
an interesting problem of how to get along together.
Working together toward a common goal is a good
way to meet people. The ties which are formed between
co-workers can be extremely durable.
With regret at graduation, I must part with buddies
who have turned up when needed most and offered help
wil!ingly. The friendships formed while working together will be long remembered. Graduation will part,
not destroy these friendships. Truly, St. Pat's Week
is the means by which the inner feeling of happiness of
friends working together, co-operating to the fullest, is
brought out.

SKETCHES
( Continued from Page 20 )
'Uncle' with an HQ outfit and later with the MP's. Upon
returning to civilian life he started college here at MU.
Since his interest was radio, and mathematics and physics had been his strong points in high school, he entered
Electrical Engineering.
Tom expects to get his B.S . Degree in June, 1951
and his Commission as a second lieutenant in the Air
Force in August 1951. Since his interests lie with experimental work in UHF and circuits he's hoping to be assigned to an experimental station when he enters the
service. Beyond that . . . well Tom says ''I'll worry
about that when the time gets here!"
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THE BADAi TEMPLE AT WILMETTE, IWNOIS
By COUNT HARVEY, C.E. '12
made creeds arc stripped away from all religions, we
find nothing left but harmony. Today, however, religion is so entangled in the superstitions and hypotheses of men, that it must needs be stated in a new form
to be once again pure and undefiled. Likewise in archi tecture those fundamental structural lines which originated in the faith of all religions, are the same, but so
covered over are they with the decorations picturing
creed upon creed, and superstition upon superstition,
that we must needs lay them aside and create a new form
of ornamentation. Into this design, then, of the Temple,
is woven, in symbolic form, the great Baha'i teaching of
unity, the unity of all religions and of all mankind. There
are combinations of mathematical lines, symbolizing those
of the universe, and in their intricate merging of circle
into circle, of circle within circle, we visualize the merging of all religions into one."
Land for the project was acquired between 1908
and 1912. Actual work began in 1918 with the sinking
of nine great ste2I and concrete caissons reaching 120 feet
to bedrock, the number nine, beginning with the caissons.
has been repeated throughout the building, from the base
to the apex of the ribs of its vast dome. In 1931 the
supers1ructure was completed. In 1935 the celerestory
was finished, and in 1938, final touches were given to
the gallery section. Since 1938, the nine pylons and
nine faces of the main story have been completed. Early
in 1951, the interior ornamentation will have been done.
the exterior ornamentation having been finished in 1944.
Before construction was halted for the war's duration in
1942, the 18 circular steps leading up to the nine entrances were completed.
On the shore of Lake Michigan. just north of Chicago, the Baha'i House of Worship lifts its white dome
into the sky.
This Temple has aroused the interest of architects
because of the new principles of design and decoration
used by its architect, Mr. Louis Bourgeois. It has drawn
the attention of engineers because of the unusual problems of construction which had to be solved in order
to bring the architect's plans into reality. The late Mr.
Bourgeois wrote the following concerning his work on
the designs. plans and model :
"The history of this Temple. as step by step it unfolds. is so unique that already the story would fill a
book. Its inception was not from man, for as musicians.
artists and poets receive their inspiration from another
realm. and feel themselves to be a receiver by whose means
a h~avenly melody, a new idea, is given to the world,
so the Temple's architect. through all his years of labor.
was ever conscious that Baha'u'llah was the creator of this
building to be erected to His glory ... When the man-
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A brief description of d(:tails of the Temple are
quoted from an article in "Technology Review," written
by Allen B. McDaniel. Member ASCE. director of the
Research Service. Inc., engineers who supervised the construction of the building:
"Structurally, the Temple is remarkable in that it
will comprise a steel. reinforced concrete and glass framework, on which will be placed the highly ornamental
surface·material. It is a nonagon. or nine-sided structure;
each side having the form of a circular arc. with a large
doorway in the center; and the whole edifice giving the
appearance of extending welcoming arms to the people
approaching from every direction. Pylons 45 feet in
height stand like sentinels at the comers of the first
story. Above. the gallery, the clerestory and the dome
arc also nine-sided. but with the ribs rising from midway
of the first story sides.
"To 12:et a mental picture of the · Temple. imagine a
lofty cylindrical room topped with a hemispherical dome
of 75 feet interior diameter and extending to a height of
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135 feet in the center, formed of glass supported in a
metal framework. The glass roof and sides protect the
interior of the building from the weather. When completed, the glass will be concealed between the exterior
and interior surface ornamental material, which will act
as perforated screens through which the light will pass.
"The weight of the structure and the dome is carried principally at nine points equally distant from the
center, and the superstructure is supported on a circular
platform or foundation, 202 feet in diameter at the
ground surface, and rising by 18 concentric steps to the
main floor of the Temple, which is 153 feet in diameter.
"Entering any one of the nine doors, one will pass
through a hallway into the central circular room or auditorium. Out of this main hall open radially ( and separated by the hallways ) nine smaller rooms, comparable
to chapels in a cathedral. Looking upward toward the
dome, will be seen a gallery 36 feet above the main floor,
and above this a second gallery 61 feet above the floor
level. The galleries project 10 feet into the central hall,
giving the latter a clear interior diameter of 75 feet. . . .
The central domed hall will have an area of about 4000
square feet and seat about 700 people. The nine small
rooms opening out of the main hall will seat about 100
persons each.
"The construction of the ornamental surface structure involves new materials and a new technique of construction. The completed external ornamentation of the
dome unit, carried out by the John J. Earley Studios, reveals an entirely new quality of textural surface, made
possible by the plastic medium employed. Hand-carved
models were made of all the different sections, and from
the resulting molds each completed section has been individually cast and then gone over by expert craftsmen.
The material selected was quartz, with a medium of
white cement. The result is a surface harder and more
enduring than rock, and at the same time carrying an
intricate design as delicate as lace. The color scheme
shades from pure white on the dome to light buff at the
base."
The Persian name for the Temple is Mashriq'ulAdhkar, which means "Dawning Place of the Mention of
God ." When completed, it will include a hospital and
dispensary, school for orphans, and a college for higher
scientific education. The inclusion of the latter in the
group of institutions to be erected in the vicinity of the
Temple, draws attention to one of the basic Baha'i principles, that religion must be in accord with science and
reason.
Abdu'l-Baha, son of the Founder of the Faith, and
who laid the cornerstone of the Temple in 1912 said:
"Religion and science are the two wings upon which
man's intelligence can soar into the heights, with which
the human soul can progress. It is not possible to fly
with the wing of religion alone! Should a man try to
fly with the wing of religion alone, he would quickly fall
into the quagmire of superstition, whilst on the other
hand, with the wing of science alone, he would also make
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no progress, but fall into the despairing slough of materialism. . . . The religion which does not walk hand
in hand with science is itself in the darkness of superstition and ignorance. When religion, shorn of its superstitions, traditions and unintelligent dogmas, shows its
conformity with science, then there will be a great unifying cleansing force in the world, which will sweep before
it all wars, disagreements, discords and struggles, and
then will mankind be united in the power of the love
of God."
Another architect, Mr. H. Van Buren McGonigle,
pays this tribute to the architect of the Temple and his
work:
"The architect, Louis 'Bourgeois, has conceived a Temple of Light, in which structure as usually understood,
is to be concealed, visible support eliminated as far as
possible, and the whole fabric to take on the airy substance of a dream; it is a lacy envelope enshrining an
idea, the idea of Light, a shelter of cobweb interposed
between earth and sky, struck through and through with
light-light which shall partly consume the forms and
make of it a thing of fairy ."
Submitted for publication in the Missouri Shamrock, 14 January, 1951 , by
Count Harvey, B.S. in C.E., ' 12
Member, ASCE
Construction Management Engineer,
c/ o Dist. Engr., Alaska Dist.
APO 942, c/ o Postmaster:
Seattle, Wash.

BULLARNEY
( Continued from Page 25)
A luscious young thing named Miss Trevor
Was cute but exceedingly clever
To damp her beau's ardor
She stuck pins in her garter
Thus spiking the poor boys endeavor.

+

While visiting the Hawaiian Islands we had a very
thrilling experience. We met two hula hula girls who
love the same man, so they pulled straws for him.

+

In the early days of Phoenix, Ariz. , an old-timer was
elected justice of the peace. As was usual he knew no
law. When cases were brought before him he would
take out, with a flourish, a fine looking book, inside of
which he had fastened a Sears-Roebuck catalog. One
day he thumbed the pages, put his finger on a point and
said : "You are fined $4.98."
The defendant got up to protest. "Sit down!" his
lawyer cautioned, pulling at his coat-tail. "You're just
plain lucky he turned to Pants instead of Pianos."

+

Parasite-A person who goes through a revolving
door without pushing.
( Continued on · Page 36)
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KNIGHTS
( Continued from Page 7 )

ment Station Bulletins and of several engineering journal a rticles. We are proud to include Dr. Moorman in
the long list of KNIGHTS OF ST. PATRICK (Summa
Cum Laude ).
Our third Summa Cum Laude KNIGHT OF ST.
PA TRICK. W. N. Muller. is a native of Pittsburgh . He
attended St. John 's Military Academy at Dela field. Wisconsin. and Dartmouth College. He received his Bachelor of Arts de.1sree in Physics m 1935 at Dartmouth and
joined the Westinghouse Electric Corporation the same
yea r. After complet ing the Graduate Student Course.
he was assigned to the Materials & Process Engineering
Depa rtment at East Pittsburgh. The following year he
was transferred to the Central Station Engineering Depa rtment and served as power systems consultant for
Westinghou se in the Northwestern District. Ile became
Manager of Graduate Student Training in 1945 and
Manager of the Educational Depa rtment in 1947.
On September I. 1949. Mr. Muller was namr d Assistant to Vice President in Charge of Engineering. Aside
from numerous staff and committee assignments. he has
direct responsibility for the Educational Department. the
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Materials and Standards Engineering Department the
Liaison Engineering Department, the Foreign Engineering
Department, and Engineering Association Activities.
Mr. Muller is the author of numerous technical pa pers and articles. He serves as Chairman of the Commictee on Education and member of the Committee on
Student Branches for the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers. He is also a member of the Education Committee of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
He is a member of the American Society for Engineering
Education and is active in the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development as Secretary of their Committee on Professional Training.
Mr. Muller was married in 1936 and today his family, in addition to his wife, numbers three children- all
boys. Among his hobbies, when time permits, Mr. Muller
enjoys game fishing in Canada, design and printing
with his own equipment, golf, and swimming. We welcome you, Mr. Muller, to the ranks of the KNIGHTS
OF ST. PATRICK.
Our fourth Summa Cum Laude KNIGHT OF ST.
PATRICK. S. P . Reynolds, was born in Callaway County, on November 9, 1861. Mr. Reynolds attended he
University of Missouri, and was valedictorian of the class
of 1883 of the College of Engineering. There being more
engineers than jobs at that time, he obtained employment as a teacher in Missouri and later in California. In
1896, he returned to Missouri and after doing a bit of engineering, went into real estate work. After the flood
of 1897 in southeast Missouri , he helped to design a
south-bound railroad to carry timber from the swamp
lands, and was chief engineer when it was constructed
in 1899. The road is now part of the Frisco system. The
following year Mr. Reynolds was made chief engineer of
the Levee District. As most of the levees had been
washed out in the flood. he had to rebuild the levees for
the 57 miles of river bank. from New Madrid to the
Arkansas line. that was his responsibility.
In 1907. Mr. Reynolds took on another job ; that
of member of the Board of Supervisors of the Little
River District. At this time he is the only surviving
member of tlw board whose job was and is to provide
drainage for over a half a million acres of rich lowlands
that had been too damp to cultivate. Since 1907. the
district has built approximately 800 miles of ditches and
over 200 miles of levees in six Southeast Missouri counties. providing for the reclamation of about two million
acres of and. In 1949 Mr. Reynolds became a member
of the Tennessee- Missouri Bridge Commission, whose job
it was to work out plans for bridge at Caruthersvill~
across the Mississippi Ri ver.
Mr. Reynolds is a member of Theta Phi Social Fraternit y that later became the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity,
and Athenean Debatin.1s Society. He now resides in Caruthersville. Missouri . We are honored. Mr. Reynolds.
to have you join the ranks of the KNIGHTS OF ST.
PATRICK.
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

Build Confidence

ON BROAD
EXPERIENC E

by ARCH COOPER

/\tanager, Empire Region
ALLIS- CHAL MERS MANUFACTURl:-JG COMPANY

(Graduate Training Course-1909)

o u NEED the confidence that comes
from wide experience, whether you
intend to be a salesman, designer, researcher, or production
man. Confidence based
on knowledge is one of
the greatest assets an engineer can have. Here is
what I mean.

Y

You may visit a mine
with the idea of talking
about crushing equipARCH COOPER
ment, but find that their
engineers have an electrical problem. Or
you may visit a utility to talk about electrical equipment and find that they're all
excited about a pump break-down.

Offer All-Around Help
Can you help them? Orare you just another
peddler who is taking their time when they
have problems on their minds. In my work
I call on electric utilities, cement plants,
machinery builders, textile mills, paper
mills, shoe factories and many other types
of plants. In each of them, I try to help
the engineers and mechanics I call on.
It's a good credo for salesmen, but it
takes broad experience to carry it out. It's
the kind of experience you must deliberately set about acquiring as early as possible. I had heard of Allis-Chalmers equipment, seen A-C's giant Corliss engines in
Australia's biggest power plant and de-

High temperatures and speeds raise tough design and production problems on giant steam turbine spind les like these.

cided to study design at Allis-Chalmers.
It looked like the best place in the world
to get a broad engineering background.

electric power, mining and ore reduction,
cement making, public works, pulp and
wood processing, and flour milling.

I joined the Allis-Chalmers Graduate
Training Course after graduation from
Sydney Technical College in 1908 . . .
worked on steam turbines, wound coils of
all types, performed tests for the electrical
department. After that there were field
trips to erect electrical equipment. It was
soon apparent that I wasn't a designer at
heart, and my sales career started.

And the Allis-Chalmers Graduate
Training Course is still flexible. Students
help plan their own courses. They can
switch to design, manufacturing, research,
application, sales, or advertising-divide
their time between shops and officesand can earn advanced degrees in engineering at the same time.

Broad Opportunity
Forty-one years later, Allis-Chalmers still
offers the same opportunity for broad
. experience. A-C still builds equipment for

Textile mills a re getting adjustable speed at
lower cost by using new automatic VariPitch sheaves on spinning frames as shown.
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Men at Allis-Chalmers get a close-up
of the basic industries. No matter what
path they take in the industrial world, experience gained with this broad organization lays a foundation for the confidence
that comes with all-around knowledge.

ALLIS-C HALMER S~
..............
llllis-Clwlmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin
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Mluoarl Slaamrock Seniors

( Continued from Page 9)

Reserve Your Cap & Gowns

doing much more than her school work and her pledge
duties at the Tri-Delt house.

For the June Commencement
Place Your Orders Now
For Announcements And
Name Cards

•••
Don't forget our May Rebate
Sale-Rebates are Worth 15%
in merchandise during sale

UNIVERSITY
BOOK STORE
Basement Jesse Hall

SKETCHES
( Continued from Page 20)

Plans for the future .. .? . . . "oh sure."
To do as many things as Eve Carpenter does and
to do them all as well as she does, is really an accomplishment. Eve, who is a Junior in the school of Education, is on the business staff of Savitar, on the secretarial staff of Showme, played the role of a rumba
teacher in the Missouri Workshop production of Two
Blind Mice, is on the Junior Pan Hellenic Council, on
the SGA alumni home-coming committee, and last but
not least is the president of the Gamma Phi Beta pledge
class. Eve attributes her extra curricular rampage to her
gregarious nature.
"I wanted to meet the people I've
come to school with" she said, "and wanted to contribute
something to the school too."
"Miss Carpenter." as her C year old first grade pupil3 back at Brunswick, Missouri school house used to
call her, was born in Kansas City 21 years ago. She
moved to Kansas and finally to Moberly, Missouri.
where she went to High School, and claims as her present home. After graduation from High School in 1947
she taught school for a year at Brunswick, and then
entered Lindenwood College for Girls in St. Charles,
Missouri. She spent two years there and then decided to
transfer to MU, because she felt "they offered the best
course in Education."

Read Hall Policy Board, The Radio Committee of Read
Hall which he was chairman of during 1949-1950. In
addition he has served as sound technician for Carousel,
and has written several articles for SHAMROCK.
Jack has had his share of the "peasant" jobs in Engineering school work also. He has helped with decorations for the fall dances, guarded the columns, and
worked on the radio club displays in the lab exhibits
during St. Pat's Week. Last year he was a member
of the St. Pat's Board.
Jack has l(ained invaluable knowledge and experi ence working for radio stations during hiis summer vacations. At Shenandoah, Iowa he has worked on operation and maintenance at KMA, and as studio engineer at
KFNF. In addition he also did some announcing. However he was primarily responsible for the technical part
or the studio pro~ram. The following year at WDYK in
Cumberland. Maryland, Jack was in charge of the entire
Engineering Department and ir, particular responsible for
installation of all new equipment. Among his accomplishments Jack has all three federal radio licenses which
he is eligible of attaining.
Although he liked this summer work, Jack's plan~
don't include returning to it. After receiving his B. S.
Degree in Electrical Engineering this coming August.

Living at the Gamma Phi house is "wunnerful."
an::! although she spends a great deal of time at Gabes
and the Shack, 3.2 is not on her list of preferred beverages.
Evt> feels that the only thing Columbia needs is an extra
half hour on Saturday nights, and the abolution of all
Saturday classts. Now I'll go along with that!

he hopes to follow his major field of interest of antennas. circuits. and components by conducting research work
for some of the large commercial companies.

As for Engineers) "Oh they're wonderful! They
ha,;e more spirit and pep than anyone else down here."
Unquote.
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Eve, whose voice is as pleasant to listen to as her
smile is to watch, didn't acquire her oral talents by accident. She has sung in operettas at home, and has taken
classes in voice both at Lindenwood and here at MU.
She is presently in University Chorus and hopes to be
seen soon in Carousel. When Eve finally steps into
the ring to fight the cruel cold world. she hopes to land
a job as a singer. specializing in the p:::>pular songs or
light work such as that. In fact . a traveling job with a
band would suit her perfectly. She's always had a great
desire to travel thru the North and Eastern parts of the
United States.
Right naw however, Eve's having too much fun to
think about the future. and although she feels "men
are definitely essential." she has no plans for marriage and
doesn't even want to go steady .. . tch .. . tch.

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

Five new RCA-equipped stations in Mexico, Brazil, and Cuba, add television to the forces which make Good Neighbors of all the Americas,

Continue your education
with pay-at RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA
Victor-one of the world's foremost manufacturers of radio and electronic products

- offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for ad-

As little as IO short years ago, television-to the average man on the street
-seemed far away. Today, television
is in 10,500,000 homes.
Newest demonstration of TV's growth
is its leap to Latin America. 3 RCAequipped stations are now in Cuba, I in
Mexico, another in Brazil-and more are
planned. They are contributing to television progress by following a single telecasting standard. They also use developments from RCA Laboratories: the image

orthicon television camera,electron tubes,
monitoring equipment, and antennas.
And as our neighbors to the south watch
television at home, they see another development of RCA research-the kinescope. The
face of this tube is the "screen" in allelectronic home TV receivers ••• on which
one sees sharp, clear pictures in motion.

*

*

*

See the latest wonders of radio, television,
and electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall,
36 West 49th St., N. Y. Admission is free.
Radio Corporation of America, RCA Building, Radio City, New York 20, New York.

vancement. Here a re only five of the many
projects which offer. unusual promise:
• Development and design of radio receivers ( including broadcast, short wave

and FM circuits, television, and phonograph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.

• Design of component parts such as
coi1s, loudspeakers, capaciton.
• Development and design of new recording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray , gas and photo tu hes.
Write today to National Recruiting Division, RCA Victor, Camden, New Jer.,ey .
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.

RADIO ~ORPORAFION J AMIRl~A

World Leader in Radio - First- in 7elevisi'on
MARCH, 1951

•
•
partners 1n
creating

No. 4 of a ,,-i,s

K & E drafting instruments, equipment and materials
have bee n partners of leading engineers for 81 years
in shaping the modern world . Sa extensively a re the58
products used by successful men, it is self-evident that
K & E has played a part in the completion af nearly
every American engineering proiect of any magnitude.
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KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
""'""' You bet it is! Ao electrical
conduit has to bend easily,
yet not collapse, flake, chip or
crack. And when it's bent it must
retain the full bend. That's why
Sherarduct is so widely used
throughout the electrical industry. It meets all of these requirements and more.
Sherarduct is made of mild, highgrade steel that is Spellerized to
assure a fine, even-textured conduit. Because of its malleability
and ductility, it is easily bent,
with no spring back. When
Sherarduct is bent to 90° it stays
at 90 °!
Sherarduct is speedily installed,
permits symmetrical conduit runs
and banks. It prevents costly hold
ups on the job, labor kick backs,
erratic flow of materials. When
you use Sherarduct, the whole
conduit installation goes up
faster, easier, more economically.

WIRING l'OINTS TO

nationa.l Electric:

PROOUCTS COltPOR ... TIQN

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit
San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal

BULLARNEY
( Continued from Page 31)

Uncle and niece stood watching the young people
dance about them. ''I'll bet you never saw any dancing
like that back in the nineties, eh, uncle?"
"Once-but the place was raided."

"What do you do all day?" asked the tourist.
"Hunt and drink," replied the native.
"What do you hunt?"
"Drink."

"'

In defending his state the Arizone native was saying.
"All we need is a better type of settler and more water."
"When you come to think of it," retorted the tourist.
"that's all that Hell needs."

"'

I know how homely I are.
I know my face ain't no star,
But I don't mind it
Because I'm behind it,
The fellow in front gets the jar.
(Continued on Page 40)

l'ffTSIUIIGH, ..A.
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"Mr. Bell, I heard every word you said-distinctly!"

75 YEARS OF TELEPHONE SERVICE
On the evening of March 10, 187 6,
on the top floor of a boarding house in
Boston, the telephone carried its first
intelligible sentence.
It seemed like a miracle to our
grandparents and great-grandparents.
Yet today, th<: telephone is a part of
our everyday living. And that is the
real miracle - the fact that the telephone has come to mean so much to so
many people in so many ways.

The telephone is an indispensable
tool of business and government - today's tremendous job of production
and defense could not be carried on
without it. It serves in minor emergencies and great ones. It helps maintain family and community ties. And it
keeps right on growing and improving.
Never in the history of the telephone has it been so valuable to so
many people as right now.

BELL TELEPHONE

MARCH, 1951
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COLUMNS
( Continued from Page 15 !

cornt'r and crie,;
uh , Ellis

Dog fish , I mean Crawfish. I mean.
Darn. that Harvty anyway

lt"t's go get the beer
Don 't forgd the Quems
Parade

. . Says

A mad rush for the door .

.. I'm not finished with the

Harvey trampled

Everybody's gone

Just in time
I was about to end up as the
dt"coration on the boy scout floa t.
That's a Board meeting .
. Personally I'll take
that new game they' re pla yinf( this spring . . . Her~
come·s the HouSt'mother .
. Ever since I found out
that girls was different from boys . . . They wear lipstick
I've been finding out that a lot of things are
difterent
A fraternity man is different from the
old fashioned Knight ... Once a brother always a brother.
but once a knight is enough ... A girl running to catch
a streetcar is different than a sewing machine . . . and
if you don 't believe that evening is different than night
.. Look at the effect they have on a gown .
One of the Shamrock secreta ries was talking about
the problems her roommates had been having since they
moved to a room in the front of the house . .. It seems
that they now have windows that face on two streets ...
" It used to be fun," she sa id, "but. now we have to
put clotbes on
Oh, I didn't mean that . . . I
meant that it used to be comfortable." .. . Sam's never
been uncomfortable with clothes on . . . I guess it's
all in tht: laundry you use ... My laundry, sends back
my sa me old buttons with dif fr rent shirts sewed on .. .
I sent them my shirt the other day. and when it was
delivered. they sent along an armored car to carry the
money they cha rged, up to the bank . . . Not that
cleaning prices are high . . But. lately, they 've been
clea ning me more often than they have my clothes . . .
A sewing machine has only one bobbin . . .
I was passing by W.R.H . the other evening, when
I hea rd someone yell. " You : I'll give you just two hours
to get out of here:" . . In the same vein .. There
wa, the youn.a: bride who rema rked that her husband

had nevn snored before they were
couldn't understand the laughter that
the EE who went nuts .. . He tried
the speed of lightning would be, if it

You know, this joke business has sure picked up in
the last fifty years . . . At the turn of the century, you
picked up a magazine, and you could only find a few
lousy jokes . . . Now you pick up a magazine and you
con find dozens of lousy jokes . . . Aldag . . . I tried
to make friends with that boy . . . Men, I really
tried . . . I even let him take me out to lunch . . . All
we did was sit there and tell jokes .. . He'd tell one
and laugh, and then I'd tell one and laugh .. . He'd
tell one . . . I'd tell one . . . He sure has found a way
to get rid of those old wornout jokes, tho' . . . He uses
them ... I wish I'd known him when he was alive . . .
In the springtime . . . Birds sing . . . grass gets
trampled . . . everybody is happy . . . Sam got slaphappy ... Man, has she got a wicked left . . . The boys
up at Villanova even got poetic . . . Found this on my
typewriter . . . Guess they want me to run it . . . Anyway . ..
Sure its the same old sliderule
Me father brought from Ireland.
And every problem could be solved,
When he had it in his hand.
His answers were to ten places;
He would not err a bit,
And devil a man could fool with it,
For dad would have a fit.
Sure with that same old sliderule
He would multiply and then
He'd turn 1t once around
So he could integrate again.
And many's the time he used it on me to make
me understand.
To be an engineer. you've got to be for Ireland.
Well . men . . . It's time to take off . .. Now that
it's intermission. why don't you come in and rest awhile?
. . . I ·11 see you around the columns men . . . Me and
Tripod. that is . . .

Two Names

(J)me in and see-the

You Can Depend On

/W)
\,'J:,.:

• Easy to clean - automatic
oven and burner lighting-every
coo king feature you'd want!

liberal trade-In - easy te11111

EDGAR'S
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married . . . She
followed . . . And
to figure out what
didn't zig-zag . . .

EDGAR'S
Maytag
•••
Phone 7404
1013 East Broadway
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INSIST ON STRENGTH
in pipe for city streets
Long life and low maintenance cost of
mains laid under city streets depend
not only on effective resistance to corrosion
but on definite strength factors. The
four strength factors that pipe must have
to withstand beam stress, external
loads. traffic shocks and severe working
pressures. are listed on the page opposite.
No pipe that is deficient in any of
these· strength factors should ever be
laid in paved streets of cities, towns or
villages. Cast iron water and gas mains,
laid over a century ago, are serving
ln the streets of more than 30 cities in
the United States and Canada. Such
service records prove that cast iron pipe
not only resists corrosion but combines
all the strength factors of long life
with ample margins of safety.
'),': /

C"A', I

(:f

1noN

CRUSHING
STRENGTH

BEAM
STRENGTH

The ablllty of cast Iron pipe to wlthatand
external loads Imposed by heavy 1111 and unusual traffic loads is proved by the Ring
Compression Test. Standard 6-inch cast Iron
pipe withstands a crushing weight of more
than 14,000 lba. per fool
When cast Iron pipe Is subjected to beam
caused by soil settlement, or disturbance
of soil by other utllllies, or resting on an obstruction, tests prove that standard 6-inch cast
iron pipe in IO-foot span sustains a load of
15,000 lbs.

stress

The toughness of cast Iron pipe which enables
It to withstand impact and traffic shocks, as

STRENGTH

well as the hazards in handling, la demonstrated by the Impact Test. While under hydrostatic pressure and the heavy blows from a
50 pound hammer, standard 6-lnch cast Iron
pipe does not crack until the hammer Is
dropped 6 times on the same spot from progressively Increased heights of 6 Inches.

BURSTING
STRENGTH

In full length bursting tests standard 6-lnch
cast Iron pipe withstands more them 2500 lbs.
per square Inch Internal hydrostatic preBSure,
which proves ample ability to resist water•
hammer or unusual working preBBures.

SHOCK

)

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, THOS. F . WOLFE, MANAGING DIRECTOR, 122 SO. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 3.

(J1lS'l Ill()N l IPI~
1
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SERVES FOR
CENTURIES
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BOARD

JOHN REID,

( Continued from Page 6)
sophomore member ( EE '53)

That's me. Although I have livd on both the
East and West coast's I graduated from high school
hert· in Columbia in 1949. My job has been the St.
Pat's Parade. I have spent many sleepless nights, but
have had a lot of fun and don't regret it in the least.

KE~

REICHERT,

publicity director (EE '53)

Ken has lived in many parts o f the country but is a
regi'.'.'tered voter in Columbia at present. He spent four
years in the Navy as an electronics te:hnician, and
when he was discharged and started to MU it was natural that he should take up ele:t rical engineering.
Ken is one of the most enthusiastic members the
club has. He not only does all the club's publicity work,
but he also directed the Hamburg show and the serenade.

junior member ( EE '52)
Mac says he comes frcm a spot in the road, sixty
miles south of here called Tuscumbia. In 1945 he joined
the Navy, but when the Japs heard about it they surrendered in less than a month. After spe:1d ing some time
as a radioman on the west coast he came to MU to become a7 en<:incer.
Mac had the job of getting the lab exhibits together.
H ha-:! de.nonstratd his ability to organize and coordina te by putting ou the best exhibits we've seen in a long
time.

endon Hills. a suburb of Chicago, Ill. He graduated from
Hinsdale High School there. After one and a half years
in the airforce he started at MU.
Bill has always been one of the men who held the
club together. This year he handles our alumni contacts, and has done a capable job.
Woon, business manager ( EE '51)
Dick was born in Warrensburg, Mo., in 1930. Since
then he has Jived in too many places to list here. At
present he calls Columbia his home.
The office of business manager is a big one for one
man to handle but Dick is doing an able job. Besides
trying to balance the books with black ink, making up
the budget, and entering into all contracts the club makes;
he has been in charge of procurment for St. Pat's week.
It would be rnfe to assume that his schedule did not call
for much sleep before March 17.
DICK

BULLARNEY

MAC SHROYER,

HARRY SNIDER,

chairman of attendance and discipline ( CE '51 l
Harry, who hails from Independence. has made a
name for himself around Engine School. He is the chairman of the social committee of ASCE. a member of Pi
Mu Epsilon. a very active member of Engine Club. and
still ma nages to keep his grades up.
As chairman of the attendance and discipline committ ee he wins a lot of hard jobs. During St. Pat's week
his job has been to sec that neither the qu een candidate
nor St . Patrick was kidnapped .
Btu. WJLS01'i. alumna representalir•e ( EE ·51 l
Bill was born in Gary. Indiana but moved to Clar-

(Con tinued from Page 36)
Frosh : "~ello, Cutie. would you like a lemon with
your tea?"
She: "No, I prefer to be alone."

""

. . . A worker in a tin factory caught his coat in
a revolving wheel and whizzed around on it until the
foreman managed to cut off the machine. As the machine
stopped, the foreman rushed up to the worker and pleaded.
"Speak to me, speak to me!" To which the halfconsciou5 worker replied,
"Why the hell should I. I passed you ten times and
you never spoke to me. "

""

The Dean has just completed a very extensive survey of the engineers school. His study has revealed that
" If all of the engineers who sleep in class during spring
semester were lai:i end to end- they would be much more
comfortable!

...

It isn't age that makes engineers sensible. but a Jack
of strength for raising hell.

DORN - CLONE Y • • . of course
CHEAPER
LAUNDRY
CLEANING

107 South Eighth
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QUICKER

Free Pickup
And Delivery

CLEANER
Dial 3114
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CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
Check Yourself:

In 15 years of aviation p10neering a remarkable series of "Firsts"

have been credited to Bell Aircraft Corporation. Bell engineers -with
imagination and initiative-have been writing the aviation books. Every
'"First" has bulwarked Bell's position as a leader in the industry.
FIRST twin-engine escort fighter, multi-place,

and mounting a 37 mm cannon in flexible
gun turrets (Airacuda).
FIRST American fighter designed around its
armament, firing cannon thru prop-,llor
hub, with tricycle landing gear (Airacobra).
FIRST commercial helicopter, with automatic
stabilizing control.
FIRST s upe rsonic airp lan e (X-1).
FIRST in many defense projects now restricted.

FIRSTS: Bell's pioneering spirit also
developedFIRST satisfactory .50 caliber machine gun
shock dampener which hecamc s tandard
for both Army and ;\avy.
FIRST mod ern all-wood military fighter (XF-77).
FIRST jet-propelled fighter in the U. S.
(Airacomet) .
FIRST com mer<:ial helicopter with 200 hp. engine and sk id landing gear.
OTHER

In the column at the right of this page we have listed many of the positions
now available to qualified engineers, physicists, and applied mathematicians.
Whether your interest lies with guided missiles, helicopters or supersonic aircraft, it is time to seriously consider YOUR future. Bell Aircraft's accomplishments in research, development and design provide the opportunity for permanent employment in all of our long-range programs.
We believe in the future of the aviation industry. Do you believe in YOUR
future? Where will you he in your chosen career 10, 15, 20 years from now?
In,p1ire :\OW to find out how your abilities and training may mean a full and
satisfyin g life for you with the lea~er in ai_rcraft engi~eerjng. Salary, insurance
and retiremF:nt benefits are most liberal. Secure apphcalion from your college
placement office or write: Manager, ENGINEERING PERSONNEL.
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D Electrical Designer
□ Thermodynamicist
D Aerodynamic:ist
□ Electronics Engineer
D Servomechanisms Engineer
□ Electro-mechanical Engineer
D Telemetering Engineer
D Structural Analysis Engineer
□ Instrumentation Engineer
D Rocket Motor Development Engineer
D Structural Designer
□ Rocket Motor Test Engineer
D Missile Coordinator
D Flight Test Engineer
D Transmissi011 Design Engineer
D Project Engineer
D Microwave Engineer
□ Flutter Engineer
D Static Test Engineer
□ Vibrations Engineer
D Weight Control Engineer
D Specifications Engineer
D Radar Engineer
D Structures Research Engineer
D Communications Engineer
D Dynamics Engineer
D Ultra-high Frequency Engineer
D Missile Test Engineer
D Electrical Systems Engineer
D Mechanical Systems Engineer
41

IMPEACH
( Continued from Page 21 J

John Bauer leaned back in his chair and laughed
like two hyenas (plural). "That's him over there."
Bauer pointed to me cowering in a corner.
The three freshmen turned towards me. They
threw back their heads and laughed like three hyenas.
Then they stalked out the door. Mark Twain stalked
out too.

Dogfish Ellis planted himself in front of me with
his arms akimbo. "Close your mouth, Hammerhead,
so you can hear what I'm saying," he began. "Here is
a list of things for you to do. Now don't foul these up
like the last time. Most of these items are over your
head but just ask the nearest watchman for advice and
you 'II get along all right."
"But- " cried I.
At this point, Bill Borneman, vice-president of the
Engineers' Club came in. He grabbed me by the front
of my shirt and lifted me up to where he could look
straight into my face. "Shut up and take a good
look at this, " he said as he poked a table fork under
my nose. "You use it to eat with. You know, like
you do with your slide rule."
"Yes, but - " I protested.
"Stop yapping and listen. You've got to learn how
to use this before the banquet. Now take it and when
you go home tonight. practice picking up ping pong
balls with it," he ordered.
"I think-- " I started. But John Bauer threw back
his head and laughed like a hyena. Mark Twain laughed
like! one too. ( He must be twins - he left once.) Then
Borneman handed me to Bauer, who began : "Now let's
get this straight. I'd print a magazine cons1stmg entirely of popcorn machine ads before I'd print some of
your hogwash."
"Lay on. MacDuff," exclaimed Mark Twain.
"But- " cried I.
"I suppose we really should have an article by the
president in the Shamrock. though," said Bauer as he
dropped me to the floor. "Tell you what I'm gonna
do. If you submit an article to me, I promise not
to change your name if you ~pell it right. But I reserve the right to give it the title I choose and to revise
the text anyway I like. Fair enough?"

"Yes, but- " I protested.
"All's well that ends well," added Mark Twain.
Happily for me, the events of the proceeding tale
never happened. But I think that only the generous
natures of some of its characters prevented it from
becoming literal at times. I've had to make a lot of
fast decisions this past year and my batting average has
been kinda low. But the most gratifying thing that has
happened to me this year is the astounding amount of
help and backing I've received from everybody concerned with St. Pat's week and the welfare of the engineering student in general.
The members of the E:xecutive Council, all of the
committees of the club, the officers of the numerous societies in the College of Engineering, the faculty, the
university officials and last but foremost, the engineering
students themselves, have give nme aid and respect far
beyond what I, Jack Harvey, deserve.
The reason all these people do all these things is because they resp~ct my office and the club and what
it stands for. They all realize that the man in office
isn't perfect but they realize even more that unity is the
secret of strength. So they stick by him "for better
and for worse," so to speak and the problems work
themselves out.
I want to thank all of you for the moral support
I have derived from your aid. It has smoothed the hard
knocks immeasureably and made a tough job much
easier. In particular I wish to thank the members of
the Executive Council and St. Pat's Board. The almost
infinite (and that's not much of an exaggeration) number of details that you have taken from my shoulders
tells the story. I've had the finest Council a president
could have and it's been a truly great pleasure working
with you and for you.
In a certain town a beautiful chorus girl sued a rich
banker for breach of promise and was awarded $10,000.
Shortly after leaving the court she was hit by an automobile and had eight ribs broken. The same judge
awarded her eight dollars.
Moral-Never play with a woman's heart-kick
her in the ribs.
Attention Engineers. A pinch of salt can be greatly
improved by the addition of a stein of beer.
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Back in 1928 Alcoa engineers pointed out the
advantages that aluminum would bring to
railroad tank cars carrying hard to hold
chemicals; easily contaminated foods. So
Alcoa designed and undertook to pay for
the first aluminum tank car. The car builder
and a shipper became interested. On completion of the car, the builder assumed the cost and
leased it to the shipper for regular service.
Interest in aluminum tank cars increased.
Impact recorders and strain gauges gave
the designers new data. The aluminum production men rolled the heaviest plate;
made the largest rivets produced up to that
time. The second . car was made from 8 in-
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stead of 16 plates. Joining time cut in half!
Today three plates, plus heads, joined by
newly developed welding methods make an
aluminum tank car. And 1,300 of them, including the first one ever made, are in service.
Another instance where Alcoa engineering
and co-operation have brought the advantages of aluminum to a new application.
Throughout the Alcoa organization, in research, production and sales, similar pioneering jobs are in progress now and others are
waiting for the men with the imagineering
ability to tackle them.
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 742
Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.
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Notes From

The

Editor

and keeps 'em in repair?
Who has to shut them down because
the valve seats disappear?
The bearin-wearing, gearing-tearing,
mechanical engineer.
Who buys his juice for half a cent
and wants to charge a dime?
Who, when we've signed the contract,
can't deliver half the time?
Who thinks a loss of twenty-six
per cent is nothing queer?
The volt-inducing, load-reducing
electrical engineer.
Who is it takes a transit out
to find a sewer to tap?
Who then with care extreme locates
the junction on the map?
Who is it goes to dig it up
and finds it nowhere near?
The mud-bespattered, tom and tattered
civil engineer.

With this our biggest issue. we close the St. Pat's
celebration for another year. For many of us it will
be our last St. Pat's week on the campus. Although at
times things became a little hectic, we believe the final
results were well worth our efforts, and hope this opinion is shared by some of our readers.
At this time we would like to remind you that there
are positions open on the SH AM ROCK staff for next
year. Business manager, Circulation Manager, Photographer. Art, Advertising are a few that promise to be
interesting and enjoyable work, where one can take over
a job and see his own ideas in print. We have no bosses
up here on the staff; each member accepts the jobs he
likes and does what he can with it. The office is always
open to everyone- come on up and give us some of your
The
ideas. You might like it and decide to join us.
SHA.M ROCK is in a sense the expression of each and
every individual in engine school; we need your interest
and support to achieve the >landing and success the
SHAMROCK should have on the campus. It is your
magazine .so come on up and get in on the fun . We hope
to be seeing you soon!

THE ENGINEERS
Who is the man who designs our pumps
with judgment. skill. and care~
Who is the man that builds 'cm
44

Who thinks without his products we
would all be in the lurch?
Who has a heathen idol that
he designates research?
Who tints the creeks, perfumes the air
and makes the landscape drear?
The stink-evolving, grass-dissolving
chemical engineer.
Who is the man who'll draw a plan
for anything you desire?
From a trans-Atlantic liner to
a hairpin made of wire?
With "ifs" and "ands," "how's" and "buts,"
who makes his meaning clear?
The work-disdaining, fee retaining
consulting engineer.
Who builds a road for fifty years
that disappears in two?
Then changes his identity so
there's no one left to sue?
Who covers all the traveled roads
with filthy. oily smear?
The bump-providing. rough-on-driving
highway engineer.
Who takes the pleasure out of life
and makes existence hell?
Who'll fire a real good looking one
because she cannot spell?
Who substitutes a dictaphone
for coral tinte:l ear?
The penny-chagin11:. dollar-wasting
cfficirncy engineer.
·

THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK
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DRAWINGS ARE COPIED FAITHFULLY. Photocopying
reproduces engineering drawings, data, specifications,
with high speed, utmost accuracy and in any quantity.
Bright copies can be made from dimmed material.
Originals arc saved from wear and tear.

Accuracy is but one of the unusual abilities of photography which are important
in engineering and other professions and
businesses alike. Through its speed it can
provide movies that slow down action
which would be far too fast for eyes to
follow. Through radiography it checks
castings, welds, and assemblies without
destroying the part.
And so it goes all through the profession.
You find photography saving time, improving products and procedures, simplifying processes.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4,

. Y.

Co ll ege graduates in the physical sciences,
engineering, and business administration regularly find employment with Kodak. Interested
students should consult their piacement office
or write direct to Business and Technical Personnel Department, Eastman Kodak Company,
343 State Street, Rochester 4, . Y.

IMPORTANT RECORDS PRESERVED . With microfilming,
engineering drawings and valuable records can be
preserved with every detail intact. The film
can be stored for easy reference in 98% less filing space
than the originals would require.

Send for
this FREE
Book

It tr,lls how photographu is usr,d

lo:

Sper·cl procl11ction • Cut c11gi11C'eri11g lime
Assure q,mlily maintenanc<' · Train more
workers fa~tcr · Bring nr·w '101 izons lo research

the galvanom<'l<·r mirror or calho
can he rccorcl!'cl for study ancl analy
ml'nl too fast for the eye is ca
acC'llntlcly by photography.
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GUIDED MI SS I LES

JET ENGINES - In
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Amo ng G e n er al El e ctr ic 's cont rib u ti o nc;

to th is mil ita ry p roi e ct hav e bee n th e deve lopmen t
c ompa ct tran s mitters to re po rt rock e t ' s prog ress .
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A IR C RAFT ARMAMENT
G e nera l
Electric built gunn e ry systems for
World W a r II plan es . . . is continu •
ing th is work for th e Ai r forc.e.

194 1,

th e Air For ce asked G e n e ral El ectric to build th e
f i r st U.S. je t e ngin e . To -

day, G · E e ngines pow er

such fa s t planes a s th e
F-86 Sabre , hold er of
world' s s peed rec o rd.

College graduates at General Electric are working on
some of the nation's most vital projects
The rocket that rises a hundred miles abo ve White
Sands, N. M., contains a wonderfully compact device
that reads 28 instruments every one-thirty-fifth of a
second and transmits its reports to receive rs on the
ground. It was developed by G-E e ngineers ...
Development of special communi cations systems for
civil defense has heen undertaken hy G-E electronics
engineers ...
The newest cla ss of Navy heavy cruisers helping to
guard our defense line gain their power from 30,000horsepower propulsion turbines huilt h y General

Elemk .

tjO(,t ean,,md.J'·""M c.o7lik,,ee in

It is estimated that during 1951 more than _'){) peJ
cent of General Elcctric' s production will compris~t
projects like these . . . the design and construction ofii
e<-iuipment to help fill America' s military n e ed s.
;
The hundreds of General Electric l' nginct.•rs. physi~
cists, chemists, and other spe cialists sh ,1ring in thestjt
projects work with tht: assurance that thcir nrntrihuit
tion s are meaningful and important . Their talents a~
4'
skill s, further developed through G-E training cours
and hroadent.•d through rotational joh programs,
~«n<ling ,he n,nion in good
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEER ISSUE

Another page for

64-wheel answer
to a 300-ton question
This 111a111mo1h !railer is rhe firs! ruhher-1ired ,-chic le
ever huih 10 carry a 500-ron pavload . Designed for a
specia l militar y projecl , i1 has Timken · ra pe red roller
hearings in each of the 6 4 whee ls to help rake 1he
600,000 pound burden . Timken hearings arc fir s1
choice with engineers for a job like 1his. beca use of
rheir unusual lo ad-carrying capaci1 ,·. and because rl1e ,·
give long , !rouble-free performance wirh minimum
mainlenancc.

Why TIMKEN®bearings can
take the toughest loads
In Timken bearings, the load is carried on a li11e or
contact betwee n the rollers and races instead of being
concentrated at a sing le point. Made of Timken fine
alloy stee l, the rolls and races are case-carhurized to
give a hard, wear-resistant surface with a tough core
to withstand shock.

CARBURIZED,
WEAR-RESISTANT
SURFACE

TOUGH,
SHOCK-RESISTANT
INNER CORE

Learn more about bearings!

TIMKEN
TAPERED
ROLLER BEARINGS

So m e of 1he enginl' l' ring problems nrn ' II face afll' r
grad u at ion will inn>IYe hl·aring app li ca ri ons . If nrn'd
like 10 learn more ahoul 1his phase of cnginl'l-ring .
we'll h e glad 10 h e lp . For addiriona l in formario n
ahoul Timken hearings a nd how l"ngint' l' rs USl' rlH·m.
w ri re today t o Thl· Timkt·n Rolkr Hearing Co mp anY .
Can ion 6 , Ohio . And d on"t forger to dip this pagt·
for future reference .

NOT JUST A BALL O NOT JUST A ROLLER (C) THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o
BEARING TAKES RADIAL ~ ANO THRUST -®- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION ~~

DID YOU KNOW • • •
While Du Pont Is the largest manufacturer of d iversified chemicals in
the U.S., its share of the total chemical business is only about seven per
cent. It has one lo fifteen major competitors for all its major product lines.

·t
:...:_.;__;,:.,._~-- - ~ - . ; . _ _ - - -~

~ -- -- ~ ~ ----~

The Brains Behind the "Electric Brains"
How Du Pont Research
engineers apply electronics to
chemical manufacture

When y ou hear that a scientist works
for a chemica l compa ny, it's natural
to assume he is a chemist. Oddly
enough, the Du Pont Company employs abou t as many engineers as
chemists for normal t echnica l work.
Many are chemical engineers. But
when it comes to basic r esear ch on
instrumenta tion-a very importa nt
activity-both chemists and ch emical engineers are in the minority.
This fund amenta l work is lar gely
carried out in a laboratory of the
Engineering D epartment, where electrical en gineers, physicists a nd other
scientists a re deeply involved in
electronics studies. They have some
a m azing devices to their credit-devices for monitoring industria l operationscontinuous lyandautomatic ally.
Some of their ideas are spurred by
a need in an existing plant. But the
design of a new one may a lso lean
heavily on novel instruments. Take,
for instance, a n ew Du Pont pla nt
that uses cyanides. Of course, these
compounds are very poisonous. So

J. Packard Laird, B .S. in M . E ., Princeton

1942, operates Dielectric Yarn Gage in order
to determine small changes in the denier of
synthetic textile yarns.

APRIL, 1951

when the plant was being designed,
engineers were a ware of the import a nceof detecting accidental contamina tion of the cooling water . In fact,
the whole question of getting into
production hinged on the problem
of dealing with p la nt effluents.
Chemical-electr onic watchdog

Once the only way to d etect a fraction of a part per million of cyanide

Richard G. Jackson (left), B.S. in Ch. E .,
Columbia 1942, and Gregory L . La.serson,
Ph.D. in M.E., Columbia 1949, test an Infrared Gas Analyzer which may be u sed to continuously analyze a nd control any infrared
absorbing gas in a mixtu re.

from ultraviolet gas analyzers a nd
multivariable r ecorders to nylon
denier gages-play a vital p a rt in
improvin g production methods.
M a n y of them not only " observe"
continuously, but autom atically correct a nything that goes wrong.
Research engineers at work

Fred R. Studer (left), B. M et. E., R en sselaer

Polytechnic I n stitute 1950, examines a Pressure Strain R ecorder with Allen R . Furbeck ,
E.E., Princeton 1.939.

was to r aise fish in water containing
pla nt effluents. But this required a
staff of expert s to check constantly
on the h ealth of the fish. It was too
slow and inaccurate. So the engineers
d eveloped a "chemical - electronic
watchdog." Twen t y -four hours a
day, it a utomatically analyzes for
cyanide to one part per million. If an
excessive amount is present, it rings
an a la rm bell. Periodically, the machine pumps cyanide through itself
to be sure it is registering. All the
plant m en have to do is take readings occasionally and fill the tanks
with reagents once a week.
This is just one of m any electronic
devices d eveloped by Du Pont research engineers. Others -ranging

The term " resear ch engineer," by
the way, is a loose one. It m a y refer
to an electronics engineer working
on a new photo-multiplie r circuitor a physicist using his optics a nd
spectr ophotometry in d esigning a
color-ma t ching instrum ent. It may
cover the activities of a physica l
ch emist developing a continuous
turbidimetric analysis-or a mechanical engineer evaluating a pneumatic
servomechanism .
For the versatile young scientist,
instrumentatio n research offers a fin e
opportunity to turn his t a lents into
faster, better a nd sa fer production
in the chemical industry.
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BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. .• THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Entertaining, Informative - Listen to " Cavalcade of
America ," Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast

"That's right ....
churc-h closed"
"No, this didn't happen in a communist
country.
"Happened right here in town. We'd just
gotten home from a motor trip and, of
course, hadn't heard what happened.
"Been going to that church about fifteen
years, so what a shock it was when Officer
Povey stopped us at the door. 'That's
right,' he told us, '/ said church closed!'

"Then he explained. There'd been a fire
in the church the day before and he was
shooing folks over to the Guild Hall for
services. Mary and I looked at each other
... then grinned. We'd both had the same
crazy idea that the State had taken over
the churches.
'"That night Bill and Edna Johnson
dropped in for TV. We told them what
happened at the church. And about the
crazy idea we had. But Bill asked, was
it so crazy? Then he pointed out that
it had happened in other countries. So
we all got talking real serious.
"All week I've had it on my mind
suppose we had no Freedom here? Suppose
the State took over religion, the press and
professions like music, medicine and art?
Suppose they took over industry and made
me work where I didn't want to? Suppose
the State took over our house? And
suppose, on election day, we had our
choice of one candidate?
"Maybe I don't run my life perfectly but
I sure wouldn't want the State to run
it for me! Y'know, every Thanksgiving
we give thanks for the good things we
have ... all of which add up to Freedom.
So why shouldn't we all be just as tha11kj11l
the other 364 days, too?"

REPUBLIC STEEL
Republic Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio

Republic BECAME strong in a strong and
free America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in an America that remains
strong and free . .. an America whose vast
Agricultural Industry is unsurpassed . A11d
through Agriculture, Rcpuhlic .<ert·cs America.
Republic produces quality seeds for 11ll
industries and much of it can be found in
thousands of agricultural tools and equipment for field, pasture and farmstead. Thus,
Republic works with the farmer to help
keep America the best fed nation on earth.

*
[
')

*

*

For a full i-olor ,-t>pri'11 n_f thiJ ,1dt·o·tiumrnl, ]
writr Rrpuhlic- Stal, C!tl't'l,111d 1. Ohio
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Music~s immortals play again, sing again, in RCA Victor's "Treasury of Immortal Performances"

Continue your education
with pay-at RCA

Graduate Electrical Engineers:

Now artists whose names are musical
legend live again for the modern listener. You can hear them, at their
finest, in RCA Victor's "Treasury of
Immortal Performances."
In recreating these performances on
both 3:3 and 45 rpm, acoustical engineers
drew on a vault of master records guarded
for posterity by RCA Victor. But new
electronic techniques, developed through
RCA research, give the new records a
, quality far surpassing that of the originals.

APRIL, 1951
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Because RCA Victor could draw on so vast
a storehouse of the past, there is something
in the "Treasury of Immortal Performances"
for listeners of every age and taste. Caruso
sings light and serious music-as do Schumann-Heink, Mary Garden, and others . . .
Paderewski is here ... and, if your taste is
for popular music, such greats as Berigan,
Armstrong, Waller, in rare early records.

*

*

*

See the latest tconders of radio, television~ and electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall , ,36 West 49th St.,
N . Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of
America, RCA Building, Radio City, N. Y. 20, N. Y .

RCA
Victor-one of the world's foremost manufacturers of radio and electronic products
- offers you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and ex;Jerience at
a good salary with opportunities for advancement . Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusua l promise:
• Development and d esign of radio receivers ( including broadcast , short wave
and FM circuits, television, and phonograph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, capacitors.
• Development and d cs:g~ of new recording and producing method:..
• Design of receivin g, powe r, cathode
ray , gas and photo tubes.
\Vrite today to National Recruiting Division, RCA Victor, Camde n, New Jersey .
Also many opportunit:es for l\1echanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.

RADIO eonPORAFION oF AMERleA

World t..eaa'er in 'Rado - Firsr in 7elevislon
3

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

*

In 15 years of aviation p10neering a remarkable series of "Firsts"
have been credited to Bell Aircraft Corporation. Bell engineers-with
imagination and initiative-have been writing the aviation books. Every
"First" has bulwarked Bell' s position as a leader in the industry.
FIRST twin-e ngine escort fighter, rnulti-place,

and mounting a 37 mm cannon in fl exible
gun turrets (Airacuda).
FIRST American fighter d es igned around its
armament, firing cannon thru prop ellor
hub, with tricycle landing gear (Airacobra).
FIRST co mm ercial heli copter, with automatic
s tabilizing co ntrol.
FIRST s upe rso nic airplane (X-1).
FIRST in many de fe nse proj ects now restricted.

FIRSTS: Bell's pion eering spirit also
developed FIRST sa ti s fa ctory .50 caliber ma chin e gun
s hock dampen er which became standard
for both Army and Navy.
FIRST modern all-wood military fight er (XF-77).
FIRST jet-propell ed fight er in the U. S.
(Airacomet).
FIRST commercial helicopt er with 200 hp. enOTHER

gine an<l s kid landing gear.

In the column at the right of this page we have list ed many of the positions
now available to qualifie d engineers, fhysicists, and applied mathematician s.
Wh e ther your interest lies with gu idel missiles, h eli copte rs or supersonic aircraft, it is time to seriously consider YOUR future. Bell Aircraft's acco mpli shme nts in research, de velopment and des ign provide the opportunity for permanent employment in all of our long-range prog rams.
We believe in th e future of the aviation industry. Do you beli eve in YOUR
futur e? Whe re will you be in your i; hose n career 10, 15, 20 yea rs from now ·?
Inquire NOW to find out how your abilitit'S and trainin/! may mean a full and
satis fying life for you with the leade r in aircraft e nginening. Salary, insurance
and re tire me nt be nefit s are most libe ral. Secure appli ca ti on from your college
place ment office or write: Manager, ENGINEERING PERSONNEL.

Check Yourself:
□ El ectrical Designer
D Thennodynamicist
□ Aerod ynamicist
□ Electronics Engineer
D Servomechanisms Engineer
D Electro-mechanical Engineer
D Tele me te ring Engin ee r
D Structural Analysis E ngineer
D Instrume ntation Engineer
□ Rocke t l\[otor Developme nt Engineer
D Structural Dt'si/!ne r
D Rocke t l\Totor Test E ngineer
□ l\Iissile Coordinator
□ Flight T est Eni!i1wer
D Transmi ss ion Des ign Engineer
□ Project Engineer
D Microwave Engineer
□ Flutter E ni!ineer
D Static T c:-t Engineer
□ \'ibrations Engineer
□ Weight Control Engineer
□ Spec ifi cation,- Engi nee r
D Radar Engineer
□ Strul'lures Rt'scan-h Engineer
D Communication,- Engint'er
D Dynamics Engineer
D Ultra-hi)!h Frequency Engineer
D Missile T est Engineer
D Electrical SYstem s Engineer
D l\lcchanieal Systems Engineer
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FRONTISPIECE: A strand of copper wire disappears in a stre~k of
ffome forming the sign of Zeus as
5,000,000-volts of electric power are
surged alonr. it. According to engineers in the General Electric High Voltage Laboratory, the wire is completely vaporized by the sudden discharge
of electricity.
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The Modern Miracle Man, the Dispenser of Power-the Life
Blood of industry and the nation-that is the electrical engineer.
Everywhere you turn your movements, your way of living has
been made easier and more pleasant by him. When you snap on
the electric light or turn on your radio, it is through the courtesy
of the electrical engineer. Your automobile, the streetcars, subways and many rail lines depend upon him for their swift efficient
service to you. The mighty hydroelectric plant hundreds of miles
away is worthless without his design of transmission lines which
feed the large cities and industrial areas that are engaged in the
production of civilian and defense goods.
Electricity is an everpresent and powerful servant, ready to
take the hard work out of living because the electrical engineer has
learned :to master and control :this ageless phenomena. The modern methods of waging war have come more and more into :the
realm of the electrical engineer, with radar, vacuum tubes, electronic fire control dE:~ices, sonic detection, and new developments
1n comm unica:tion.
With :the ushering in of the post war era, :the electrical engineer
has come into his own, as he is becoming ever increasingly in demand in modern industry. He has become a mainstay in our way of
living. To him we owe much of our progress among :the nations,
and because of him we shall continue :to progress toward a better
way of living-the electrical way.
J.A.B.
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TBE NEUT RON MACB INE GUN
By ROBERT S.4NFORD ,E.E. '53

The cyclotron breaks atoms into streams of
neutron bullets. Fired at other atoms, they are
the chief tool in nuclear study.
The old idea with jail-birds of, "Making little ones
out of big ones," has an analogy in modern nuclear research. A cyclotron is the "hammer" that accomplishes
this, and like most modern tools is a high-speed, automatic "hammer." The one described here is the 385
million electron-volt Nevis cyclotron of Columbia University, located on a 55-acre Hudson River estate north
of New York City.
This particular cyclotron, typical of others used in
research work, is composed of a 2,500 ton magnet, 2,000
tons of concrete, a 2,000 ton building, and all the associated power and remote-control equipment. The total
weight of the building and equipment is approximately
the same as three light-cruisers or from 60 to 70 locomotives. The gigantic magnet draws 1,800 amperes at
260 volts D .C., or 468 kilowatts of power. The resultant magnetic field of 17,000 Gauss covers a 164 squareinch pole face, and the flux-leakage i~ so strong that no
oscilloscopes can be used within thirty feet of the magnet
because of deflection of the electron-beams in the cathoderay tubes.
The electric power for the cyclotron is a radio-frequency oscillator using two type 880 water-cooled transmitting tubes driving a quarter-wave line which includes
the "Dees" of the cyclotron chamber. As will be explained later, the frequency of this oscillator must be
8

shifted rapidly to make up for the relativistic increase
in mass of the particle being accelerated. It is frequencymodulated from 1 7 to 28 megacycles per second at a
rate of 120 cycles per second. By using this ingenious
device, the maximum velocity attainable by the particle
being accelerated is increased many times.
Nuclear studies are based chiefly on the results
obtained from shooting a stream of neutron "bullets" at
atoms of a substance under study. Since neutrons are
sub-atomic particles with nearly the same mass as that
of protons but with no electric charge, they cannot be
accelerated directly by electrical or magnetic means.
Normal procedure is to accelerate protons in the cyclotron chamber and allow these fast -moving particles to
strike a target of carbon or beryllium. Since the masses
of the protons and of the neutrons are approximately the
same, collisions occur within the carbon or beryllium
nucleii and neutrons are driven out.
The cyclotron chamber proper is made up of two
halves, shaped like the letter D, and hollow . These
two "Dees" are electrically insulated from each other, but
joined together to form a hollow cylindrical chamber.
Each half is connected to one side of the radio-frequency
oscillator, and the chamber is highly evacuated. The polefaces of the magnet are set up horizontally and the
chamber is sandwiched in between. The magnetic field
traverses the chamber vertically and is at right angles to
its major plane.
A charged particle with a constant velocity in traversing a magnetic field at right angles to the field will
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

be forced to travel in an a rc of a circle. A proton is released into the chamber at a point slightly off center and
is immediately started on its semi-circular orbit. Within
the hollow shell of each dee, the electric field is zero, so the
particle travels through a half-circle to emerge from the
dee at a point on the flat side diametrically opposite
to that at which it entered. The high-frequency oscillator has been so timed that at this instant the dee from
which the proton is emerging is electrically positive and
that which it is approaching across the separating gap
is electrically negative.
Within this separating gap the proton is accelerated
by the intense electric field of the oscillator. When it
enters the dee immediately opposite it again starts on a
circular orbit, but due to its increased velocity the radius
of the new orbit is slightly larger than the first one. This
process is repeated many times, with the proton follow ing a path composed of semi-circular orbits of larger
and larger radii with intervening gaps wherein it is accelerated. The net result of this is that after many trips
around this path, the proton emerges tangentially from
the chamber to crash into the target or probe.
The final velocity of the proton is the same as that
it would have had if it had undergone the acceleration
of the electric field multiplied by the number of revolutions it has passed through . When it knocks a neutron
from a nucleus of the target material the incident
neutron has approximately the same velocity as the proton that released it. These are the bullets that are
fired into a test material for nuclear investigations.
It was mentioned before that the frequency of the
high-frequency oscillator is shifted at a rate of 120
cycles per second. The reason for this is that the faster
the particle travels, the greater its mass becomes. This
surprising fact is a direct proof of the Eienstein theory
of relativity. The mass of any matter is shown by the
equation

m

= y1

-

v" / c"

where v is the velocity
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of the piece of matter and c is the velocity of light. At
relatively low velocities, the mass is approximately the
sa me as the rest-mass, m 0 • However, when the velocity
approaches that of light, the mass becomes many times as
great as the rest-mass.
If this effect were not taken into account, the proton
being accelerated would very soon be out of phase, or
out of step with the electric field of the high-frequency
oscillator. By changing the frequency of the oscillator
at the proper rate and by the proper amount, the proton
is kept exactly in step with the electric field and can
achieve far greater velocities than otherwise possible. Electrons being lighter particles than protons, they are handled
by a machine called a betatron where the change in mass
has little effect. Protons and the heavier alpha-particles
are handled by the cyclotron.
The chamber of this cyclotron is 18 inches high and
1 feet square. The protons travel around their orbits
approximately 100,000 times before reaching their final
velocity and go 300 miles in doing it! If the chamber
were not highly evacuated, air molecules would collide
with the protons before they had barely started on their
travels. To maintain this high vacuum, two of the largest
pumps of the oil-diffusion type ever built are run continuously.
The cyclotron is surrounded by concrete walls six
feet thick to reduce radiation of the neutrons in directions
othtr than that de3ired. An extra block of lead two
feet thick stops most of the neutrons heading in the general direction of the beam orifice, and outside the walls,
another block oi concrete four feet thick finishes the job.
The only path for the neutrons is through an orifice
and they are held to a sharply defined beam. To further
protect the operators, all apparatus is remotely controlled from a separate building 300 feet away.
This beam of high energy neutrons may now be used
for various nuclear research projects, but is of very little
( Continued on Page 34)
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YOUB A.I.E.E. AND I.B.E.
By FRANK D. FJELD and DALE L. CUNNINGHAM
This article is meant to be a short summary and com parison of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
and the Institute of Radio Engineers. It is hoped that
this article will help some of the students in the other
departments and also some of the under classmen of the
Electrical department to better understand the organization and functions of the two institutes. Since the local
Chapter here at the University of Missouri is a Joint
Student Branch it is necessary that when speaking of one,
the other is automatically included.
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers was
founded in 1884 with an initial membership of less than
fifty members. The first president of the Institute was
Norvin Green. During the first fifty years the membership in the Institute grew to be about 15,000. In the last
fifteen years it has added about 21,000 members making
a grand total of over 36,0::J0 members as of July 1950.
It is predicted that there wilt be 45,000 members by
1954.
At this time it might be a good idea to see just
what are the objects of the two organizations. The objects of the A.I.E1.E. are "the advancement of the theory
and practice of electrical engineering and of the allied
arts and sciences, and the mainte:i.ance of a high professional standing among its members."
The object of the I.RE. is "the advancement of
the theory and practice of radio and electronics, includ .
ing allied branches of engineering and all related arts
and sciences." As can be seen from the above objects,
they both cover a lot of territory. In actual practice
though , it is believed that the field of electrical engineering may be divided into two main groups, power and
radio or electronics. For the most part, those men interested in the power side belong to the A.I.E.E. and
those interested in radio and electronics belong to the
I.RE.
The United States, M exico, and Canada are divided
into ten geographical districts and these districts are
subdivided into sections. As oi 1950 there were 87 sections of the A.I .E.E. located in the principle cities through out the United States, Canada, and M ex ico. In addition
there are fifty sub-sections in smaller cities which function unde r the guidance of the la rges sections. The I.RE.
divides the United States and Canada into eight regions
and these regions arc subdivided into sections.
The various grades of membership in the A.I.E.E.
are Honorary M embers, Fellows, M embers, Associates.
and Student members.
Honorary M embers are chosen from those who have
rendered acknowledged and eminent serv ice to electr ical
enginee ring or its a llied arts. There a re only a few Hon orary Members. In 1948 there were eight out of a total
membership of over 30,000.
The grade of Fellow is the highest grade . A Fellow
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must be at least 32 years old, mu st ha\'e had ten yea rs
practice in elect rical engineering, and mu st be recommended by at least five other Fellow members. The dues
are $20.00 a year and it cost!> $5.00 to transfer from
the next lower grade.
The grade of M ember is next. The minimum age
of a Member is 27, he must have had five years practical experience, and must be recommended by four other
Members, or F ellows. The dues for this grade a re
$15.000 a year and it costs $5.00 to transfer from the
next lower grade.
The grade that most engineering students are interested in upon graduation is the Associate grade. A
candidate for this grade must be qualified to fill a subordinate position in engineering work and must be recommended by three Associates, M embers, or F ellows.
The dues are $10.00 for the first six years and $ 15.00
thereafter. There is an entrance fee of $10.00, but this
is cancelled when entering from the grade of Student
member.
To be a Student member the applicant mu st be registered as a student of electrical studies, undergraduate
or graduate, in an educational institution of recognized
standing and his application must be endorsed by a
member of the A.I.E.E . The dues of a Student member are $5.00 per year. If a student graduates in June
or August, he must apply for admission to the grade
of Associate before the first of March of the following
year to be relieved of the entrance fee. If a student graduates in February, he must apply for admission to the
grade of Associate before the first of March of the following year to be relieved of the entrance fee. Student
membership shall not extend more than 5 years.
The membership of the I.RE. consists of F ellows,
Senior Members, Special Members, Members, Associates,
and Students. The annual dues shall be the same ($ 15.00 )
for all grades except for the Students, which shall be
$5.00 and the Associates, which shall be $ 10.00 for the
first five years and $15.00 therea fter.
The grade of F ellow is awarded to those who have
achieved unusual professional distinction and is conferred
only by invitation o f the Board of Directors. A Fellow
must be at least 32 years of age.
A Senior Member is the highest professional grade
for which application may be made. A candidate for
this grade must be at least 28 years o f age. The average length of time to become eligible for this grade is
eight yea rs, but it depends on the type of work done.
The gra de of Special Member is another grade con ferred only by invitation of the Board o f Directors. Special Members have a ll the rights and privileges of the
I.RE. except the right to hold the o ffice of the Preside,1 t
and Vice-President .
( Continued
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MEET THE ALUMNI
We regret to inform the alumni that Dr. Walter
Rautenstrauch has died. He was the founder of Columbia University's Department of Industrial Engineering,
which he headed until his retirement in 1945. He died in
Lenox Hill Hospital at the age of 70.
During the second World War, Dr. Rautenstrauch
helped raise funds to aid refugees. During the national
election campa·ign in 1948, he worked for the Progressive
Party in New Jersey. He is survive::! by his widow, the
former Minerva Babb, and two sons, Prof. Robert F.
Rautenstrauch of Bucknell University, and Dr. Walter
Rautenstrauch, Jr. of Veteran's Hospital, St. Petersburg,
Fla.
News has also been received of the death of Brig.
General Garland C. Bla::k, at his home in San Antonio,
T exas. General Black received his B. S. degree in Electrical Engineering at the University of Missouri in
1917. He is survived by Mrs. Florence M . Black, San
Antonio, Texas, a daughter, Mrs. Robert Gray Bagby,
Miami, Florida, and a son, Captain Garland C. Black,
Jr., Fort Benning, Georgia.
Verdi Diker (Class 1936 ) is located in Turkey building new roads. The Highway Department which is callei
the General Directorate of Highways has been reorganized .
The organization is divided into three departments, headed by deputies, each of whom supervises four divisions
at the headquarters ; such as Surveys and Plans, Planning
and Programming, Research and Laboratory, and so on.
23,000 Km. of State Roads in the net-work that they
will build and maintain. Also 27,000 Km. of Provincial
or Secondary Roads and 15,000 Kfm. of Village Roads
comprise the general road net-work of Turkey.
A/ C Joseph A. Bostic is spending a little of his
leisure time in the United States Air Force. His address
is : Student Detachment, Box 511, Goodfreedom Air
Force Base, San Angelo, Texas.
1891
W. F. Hull was a General Contractor for 30 years.
He retired in 1948. He lives at 703 East Green Street,
Clinton, Missouri.
1905
Wray Dudley has tried his hand at patents. According to him, all of them were duds. He is a Consulting
Engineer in Pittsburg, Pa. .Jie lives at 51 Vernon Drive,
Pittsburg 16, Pa.
1906
James Harrison Barns was a traveling salesman for
the General Electric Company for 21 years. He is now
retired. While he was at M . U. he helped develop the
St. Pat tradition. He took part in the first Klowtow in
1905, and originated the first St. Pat button in 1906.
He lives at 1619 University Ave., Columbia, Mo.

James F . Kidd, better known as Captain Kidd, has
had his hand in political affairs. He ran for State Rep APRIL, 1951

resentative from the Third District in. St. Louis County,
Missouri. He lives at 8218 Buchanan, St. Louis 14,
Missouri.
Frank M . Nash retired to his farm near Mt. Gilead,
North Carolina. He worked for the Carolina Power and
Light Company. About 20 years ago he developed a
means o( breaking the · vacuum on large water wheels to
drain the wheel when using the generator.
Author Jobson, Marceline, Mo., is a retired ma:1. He
is a marriej man with two children.
1908

J. A. Whitlow retired in 1950 from the Public Service Company of Oklahoma. He has contributed frequently to engineering and utility publications. His latest •
is in Electrical World, November 6, 1950.
19C9

Henry B. Lewis, 615 North Jefferson, Carollton,
Mo. , is another retired man. He worked 40 years with
the Kansas City Power and Light Company, Kansas City,
Mo.
1910
William E. Gundlach is the Chief Electrical Engineer and head of the Electrical Distribution Department of
Wisconsin Electric Power Company. He has worked 40
years with this company.
1911
Lindsey A. Nickell is Preside:it of the Columbia
Ice and Storage Comp:my and the Fulton Ice and Storage
Company. He lives at 323 East Parkway, Columbia,
Missouri.
1912
Andrew K. Bushman is the manager of the Industry Divisions at the General Electric Company. He
has worked for this company since his graduation in 1912.
He lives at 1536 Wyoming Ave., Schenectady, New York.
1913
S. M. Hardaway, 7605 Oak, Kansas City, Missouri,
has been Traffic Supervisor with the Southwest Bell Telephone Company since his graduation. He has patented a
ticket conveyor and a type of telephone information record. He has rece:1tly designed and has manufactured
demonstration equipment for demonstrating operator toll
dialing.
1916
Harry M. Jones, 713 North 17th Street, Boise, Idaho
is working as Electrical Superintendent for the Idaho
Power Co. He has worked with this company for 33
years.
Squire H. Anderson has been a member of the technical staff for the Bell Telephone Laboratories in New
York City. He has been working for · this company since
his graduation in 1916. He lives at 104-20 191st Street,
Hollis 7, New York.
( Continued on Page 38)
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The University of Missouri Honor Awards

Fully realizing that the University of Missouri should
have a means of recognizing and honoring the outstanding works of her Alumni in Engineering, Dean Huber 0 .
Croft in the spring of 1950 appointed an Awards Committee of the Faculty of the College of Engineering to
study this problem. The Committee consisted of J. R.
Lorah, (Chemical Engineering), D . L. Waidelich (Electrical Engineering), H. W. Wood (Civil Engineering),
and R. L. Scorah, Chairman (Mechanical Engineering).
After reviewing procedures for honor awards as practiced by other colleges and schools and many of the professional societies, and after consulting with officers of
the Missouri Engineering Foundation, and the Missouri
Engineers' Club, the Awards Committee in the fall of
1950, made the following recommendations, which is the
plan now being followed :

PLAN FOR HONOR AWARDS IN ENGINEERING
1. The name of the aware! shall be the "Missouri
Honor Awards for Distinguished Service in Engineering.' ·

2. The award shall be represented by a bronze medal
about 3½ inches in diameter and provided with
a morocco case. The medal shall be engraved
with the name of the 1ecipient and the year in
which it is granted. The obverse of the medal
shall read University of Missouri, with the date
1839 inside a laurel wreath, then Awarded to
followed by the recipient's name
For Distinguished Service
in Engineering. The reverse of medal shall read
Engineering Foundation, College of Engineering,
Awarded...
followed by the year in
in which the award is made and the center area
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shall show the Columns, and the Engineering
Building.
3. The principal time of presenting the awards shall
be the Engineering Convocation held during St.
Pat's Week. The ceremony shall include a short
address by the Dean of Engineering, then for each
medalist in turn the reading of the citation and
the presentation of the medal by the Dean followed by the response of the recipient.
4. Individual awards shall be available for presentation on special occasions at other times and places.

5. The presentation of about 5 awards per year may
be considered normal practice.
6. Technical organizations and individuals shall be
eligible to receive these awards.
7. Nominations for awards shall be received and reviewed by an Anonymous Awards Committee appointed by the Dean, who shall serve as Chairman.
The Committee shall recommend nominations to
the Faculty for approval. The nominations shall
then be submitted to the President and the Board
of Curators of the University for final approval.
The Dean shall contact the approved nominees
and determine their availability to receive the
award and participate in the ceremony.

8. The qualifications for the award shall be approximately as follows:
1. Exceptional efforts by an individual or an organization to foster the professional development of young engineering college graduates.
2. Exceptional ability in the planning and direction of significant and important projects in
technical engineering.
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3. Exceptional contribution by an individual to
technical engineering knowledge.
4. A sustained flow of exceptional contributions by
an organization to technical engineering knowledge.
9. An annual publication entitled "The University
of Missouri Bulletin, Missouri Honor Awards,
19
. For Distinguished Service in Engineering"
shall be published soon after St. Pats. This publication shall give a short account of the presentation ceremonies held during St. Pats and during
the previous year, the Dean's address at the St.
Pat Convocation, the citations and the responses,
membership list of the Engineering Foundation.
10. A copy of this bulletin shall be given to each member of the Foundation, each member of the graduating class in engineering, and to each recognized
engineering club in the United States. Each member of the graduating class in engineering shall be
invited to join the Engineering Foundation, the
fee being $100 for life membership payable in ten
annual installments.
The above plan together with tentative sketches of
the medal were then submitted to officers of the Missouri
Engineering Foundation at meetings in Jefferson City during December of 1950 and January of 1951. Those present at these meetings were: L.A. Nickell (E.E,. '11) ,
B. D. Simon, Sr. (C.E. '10), C. W. Brown (C.E. '10),
L. W. Helmreich (M.E. ' 11 ), R. E . Duffy (E.E. '08).
S. M. Rudder (C.E. '15), Dr. R. L. Scorah, and Dean
H. 0. Croft.
After thorough discussion and the incorporation of

WILLIAM VALENTINE KAHLER
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several changes in the plan resulting from the group
discussions in Jefferson City, the officers of the Missouri
Engineering Foundation enthusiastically and generously
offered to support the plan financially from funds already available to the Foundation.
Mrs. Irene K. Musick, a Sculpturess on the staff of
the University, was engaged to make the final 14 inch diameter, plaster models of the medal while Dr. R. L.
Scorah completed arrangements in New York City for
the cutting of the dies and the coining of the medals; in
fact later Dr. Scorah had to personally deliver the plaster models at the St. Louis Airport for Air Express to
New York in order to meet the "deadline" as bronze
was about to be declared a "critical" material for defense
purposes.
The plan itself was submitted to the President the
latter part of January 1951, and due to a necessary delay
for the purpose of reorganization of the Board of Curators,
could not be approved by them until their first meeting
on March 8, 1951, at which time the plan was officially
recognized by the Board.
THE MISSOURI HONOR AW ARD FOR
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN
ENGINEERING
March 17, 1951
WILLIAM VALENTINE KAHLER
CITATION
William Valentine Kahler in recognition of his distinguished work in the field of communications as witnessed by
(Continued on Page 32)
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Well men, St. Pat was here and gone again for some
time before Sam came out of the fog . . . Smog, they
call it in the big cities . . . This April has sure been a
tough month . . . Every bodies getting anxious . . .
Bauer about his copy . . . Seniors about their grade
point . . . Likewise, potential Tau Baits . . . Come to
think of it . . . Sam's getting a little anxious to see an
extension ... The expected extension of the painted stocking fad ... to bathing suits .. . that is ... Ruthie wants
to know ... No, Ruthie, a drydock is not a thirsty premedic . . . Everybody is anxious . . . Except the profs
. . . They just laugh . . . My Thermo prof did have a
moment last week tho ... For one terrible instant, he was
afraid that someone had passed a pop quiz ... The cops
are feeling low , too . . . Traffic fines have fallen off considerable since the weather warmed up . . . Seems a
lot of couples have quit driving around nights . . . The
town fathers have been taking steps to fill up the treasury without the traffic fines . . . Just the other day I
saw a sign that said, 'fine for babies· .. . Where, but in
Columbia, would they ever think of that . .. Seems nothing is legal anymore . ..
I was drinking Scotch the other night .. . only thing
that saved my life .. I walked into the wrong room
M en, I could have sworn it sa id 'Laddies' .. . Ah
well ... such is the way of men . .. A man is never too
old to be in there pinching .. . Ran out of toasts the
other night ... The scotch night . .. And who ever heard
of drinking scotch without a toast . . . 01' Bob Bucy
was the life saver that time . . . He came up with . . .
Here's to love the only fire they won't insure against
.. . Are you listening Lloyds? ... Love reminds me of Joke
number 131347 . . . Censor . . . You know . . Come
up to the o ffice sometime a nd I'll tell it to you .
Hea rd tell that Kinsey has gone crazy . . I knew
he should have quit when he was ahead . . . Women
... M en, they'll drive you bats ... If they look young,
they a re camouflaged . . . If they look old , they a re
young but dissipated . . . If they look innocent, they

are fooling you .. . If they look shocked, they are acting
. . . If they look languishing, they are hungry . . . If
they look sad, they are angling . . . If they look back,
FOLLOW THEM ... Women are hard losers, too . ..
If you don't believe that, you've never known a gal tha t
was trying to reduce .. . Women are a lot like newspapers,
when you get right down to it . . . They both have
forms ... back numbers are not in demand . .. they have
a great deal of influence . . . always the last word . . .
There's small demand for the bold faced type . . You
can't believe everything they say .. . They a re definitely
worth looking over ... And every man should have his
own. and not go borrowing his neighbors' .
Women do have their tria ls tho . . . Many a girl
has been taken in .. . when she thought she was just
being taken out ... And even when a girl is pretty as a
picture ... An engineer likes to see an attractive frame
. . . And many an EE has fooled a girl into thinking
he is civil . . . Many men compla in that women do
not please them nea r as much as hoisting a few with the
boys ... I guess that women will never be as pleasing as
whiskey . .. Till they lea rn to improve as much with age
Then there's the poor gal who went crazy . . . She tried to
have the last word in a conversation with her echo .. .
Hell hath no music like that of a woman playing second
fiddle ... That just about covers women, men ... Like
their bathing suits ... A lot in a short place ... If you
think bathing beaches are crowded . . . Take a gander
at some of these same bathing suits.

J•"
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I've had a lot of visitors this month . .. People drop
around and tell me that they like this junk .. . Others drop
around a nd say they don't ... Well men, I'm just try ing
to make a go of this thing .. . I don 't know an y sure
way to success. but . .. One sure way to fa ilure. is to try
to please everybody . .. My most interesting visitor was an
old grad, who got lost during St . P at' s week ... He came
up to the house and knocked on m y door .. . I went
over and peeked throu gh the porthole a nd seeing that he
wasn't a man from the Infernal Bureau. let him in . . .
THE MISSOURI S HAMROCK

Pardon me . .. he says . . . I just couldn't leave the
old school without coming up to see my old room . . .
He looks all around and says . . . Yes, it's the same old
room, same old picture3 on the wall ... That 1912 Esquire calendar is really a hum doozy, men .. . Same old
view from the window ... He goes on like those ashcans
were Niagara falls . .. Same old closet ... He opens it
up and there she stands . . . I make haste, in my best
Emily Postese. to say ... Sir, I'd like you to meet my
sister . . . Yes, says he . . . Same old story . . . Here
comes the Housemother . . . Mrs. District Attorney
. .. Ah well I've been kicked out of better holes than this
one ...

One of our vanishing G.I. ·s got wound up the other
day and was recalling his harrowing war experiences . ..
When he came to the story about the time he was shipwrecked ... We left ... Seems the way he tells it, that
he lived for three weeks on a can of soup in the open
sea ... Still don't see how he kept from falling off ...
He reminds me of the kind of guy that's like the bottom of a fraction . . . the bigger they try to be . . . the
smaller their actual value ... Aldag gets that way some
times . .. Just the other day, when Bauer told him that
one of his 'jokes' was too old to run . .. He was beside
himself . . . A more unattractive couple I've never seen
. . . I guess, though, that he's not really to blame . . .
What a field day a psychiatrist would have with that
b::>y . . . ( Discount anything tha t boy might say ... His
piffle is induced by his phyre-like head ... ) One of our
less promising lights was drafted despite his many and
varied pleas for deferment .. . When the time came for
him to leave for camp, his mother was there . . . his girl
was there ... such crying and screaming ... I thought
he'd never stop . .. He's the kind of guy who'd marry
Lana Turner for her money ...
There are sure a lot of -operators on this campus .. .
A tip for non operators ... Though her lips flash fire, and
her protests blister . . . never apologize after you've
kissed her ... My girl is training to be an operator ...
A Western Union operator .. .She punctuates every one
of my sentences with a stop .. . Ah yes . . . She was
only a Western Union operator, but . . . dah, dah . . .
dit, dit ... A fresh guy tried to pick up my girl the other
day . . . She tells me he has quite an apartment . . .
Well, some girls like to be kept in suspense . . . Others
prefer apartments ... The man that said money wouldn't
APRIL. 1951

buy everything . .. was referring to Confederate money
. . . There was a prowler over in my girls dorm three
weeks ago .. . She's been looking for him ever since ...
Want's to find out how he got in without waking the
housemother . . . Something else you non operators
should know 1s how to end a dinner conversation . . .
Say you're out with your girl .. . In a crowded restaurant
... They seat you at a table with six other couples ...
Everybody has been through eating for a half hour, but
you still just can't seem to make the break .. . Here are
three tried and proved sure fire tickets to the door . . .
1. Ask the girl on your right if she's married .. . If she
says, ·yes,' ask her if she has any children . . . If she
says, 'No,' ask her why not . .. 2. Ask the girl on your
left if she is married . . . If she says, 'No,' ask her if
she has any children ... 3. Ask the girl across from you
if she has any children ... If she says, 'Yes,' ask her if
she's married .. . As an added precaution, always sweep
the sidewalk in front of a crowded restaurant before you
go in . . . It keeps the seat of your trousers so much
cleaner .. .
My grandpa was worrying about the younger generations the other day . .. Why . .. he says to me . ..
I never see a girl blush anymore .. . It was different in
my day .. . Why, grandpa .. . whatever did you say
to them? ... I guess that girls have changed a lot over
recent years ... They're telling the one about the little
girl who was watching television . . . Suddenly she put
her face down in her hands and began to wail . . . Oh,
Mommy . . . I can't sing, dance, or stand on my head
. . . I'll never get a husband . . . Now that's sad but
true . . . We men, don't look for the old fashioned things
in a girl anymore . . . We're just waiting for the city
fathers to make up their minds, so that we can go looking
for an oldfashioned .. . The girl of yesterday was quite
a thing to have around . . . She was the kind of girl
you could take home to Mother . . . If you could trust
Father ... She was the emblem of tl':e good old fashionej
American way . . . This American Way now, is really
something . . . Take naughty movies for example . . .
The American way, is to condemn a naughty movie .. .
attend it to see if it's as shocking as it's advertised to be
. . . and then kicking because the naughty parts have
b2en cut out . .. When you come right down to it, men
. . . we're a bunch of screwballs . . . maybe that's why
we're so well off ... Nobody can tell a bunch of screwballs how to live, because, as the saying goes .. . I hear
you talking, but it don't make sense ... It's only when
the screwballs in a country get straightened out, that
someone can move in and take over . . . And remember
too, men, that there is a lot of different kinds of screwballs, and when you start saying that only certain kinds
of screwballs will be tolerated ... then you've started the
straightening out process and it's only a matter of time
... All right, I'll get off my soapbox now ... Here's a
little fantasy ... Once upon a time there was an absent
minded professor who forgot to write a five dollar book to
sell to his classes . . .
( Continued on Page 36 )
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TBE SUBMARINE
A History of lhe Development of lhe Undersea Boal
By JOH N A . B AUER, M .E. '5 1

PART II

=-

The 800 Ton German Submarine of World War I

At the beginning of the war both Germany and Brita in were contemptious of the subma rine, which was still
largely an untried and unknown weapon. Germany began the struggle with twenty e ight subs, only ten of these
being the sea going type, of any range. These boats the
U-19 thru the U-28 carried only two torpedo tubes and
no gun, had a surface speed of six knots and a speed
of three knots below. The British were little better off
with thirty-eight boats of similar design.
In the beginning weeks of the conflict, the little
U-15, far from her base met the British Cruiser Birmingham in mortal combat. In the opening moments of the
engagement the U-15's periscope was shot away leaving
her blind under water. Before she could submerge the
Birmingham had closed in and rammed her. The Birmingham's victory over the U-15 heightened the British
Admiralty's complacency as to the submarine threat .
But this attitude was immedia tely shaken when on September 5 the U -21 torpedoed the scout cruiser " P a th finder" while on submerged patrol , and the British Na vy
completely reversed their stand when a few weeks later
the U-9 torpedoed a nd sank three new cruisers in the
N orth Sea within the space of an hour.
The Abonkir, Cressy and Hogue were mainta ining
a patrol at high speed when the Abonkir was torpedoed
and went down in a few minutes, the Cressy and Hogue
stood by to rescue survivors, and both were torpedoed in
rapid succession. After sinking another British cruiser.
the H auke, German subma rines pt netrated in rapid suc cession, the Firth of Forth and other fle2t anchorages.
fo rcing the English fleet to take to its heels. until in found
refu ge at Scapa Flow in the Orkney Islands, where the
ancho rage had been made safe by a series of e lectric
mines and nets. The climax ca me in J anu a ry 19 15

16

when the first line battleship " F ormidable" was torpedoed and sunk. The fact was the submarine had the
surface ship on the run . But the German high command failed to realize it, and could only see that the
British blockade was drawing tighter around the German state, and would soon strangle the war effort at
home.
Thus it was, due to the British blockade of German ports Germany struck back with the only weapon
at her command, and in Februa ry 19 15 Berlin procla imed all British waters as war zones, and that all enemy
merchant ment found therein would be sunk. "' E ven
neutral ships are exposed to danger," sa id the procla mation "as in view of the misuse of neutral flags ordered by
the British Government and of the accidents of nava l
work it cannot always be avoided to strike even neutral
ships. "
An so with this proclamation Germany had repudi ated the sanctity of noncombatants. She had begun on
her program of total wa r.
On M ay 1st New York Met ropolitan papers ca rried
an advertisement signed by the German Embassy stal'ing that " vessels fl ying the fl y of E ngland or of any of her
allies a re liable to destruction . T ravelers sa iling in the
wa r zone on such ships do so at their own risk. " On
M a y 7th about ten miles south o f Old Head of Kinsa le
Ireland a torpedo crashed into the Lusitania's sta rboa rd
side and in eighteen minutes she slid beneath the water
with the loss o f 197 lives.
The sinking of the Lusitania and the subsequent
sinking of the Arbic. anoU1er liner. brought about a ten sion between the German and American Governments. It
was onl y after Wilson had Uneatend to break di plom atic
relations in April. 19 16 tha t Germany promised to give
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warning and provide for the safety of the crew of ships
that she proposed to sink. Yet in 1917, unrestricted sinking increased rapidly, the tonnage rate rose from a low
of 100,000 tons a month to 885,000 tons a month in
April 191 7, this accomplished with the loss of only two
U-boats in April. British waters swarmed with U-boats
and rare was the merchantman that reached port unmolested.
British shipyards glutted with 2,000,000 tons of
,smashed ships were swamped ·and ended by cutting the
1917 output to one-half.
According to England's foremost subma rine historians : " It was a mathematical certainty that by the end
of the year there would be just enough tonnage left to
Britain to bring in food; nothing left for the transport of
troops, munitions, coal or other vital necessities. Collapse faced the Allied leaders." The fat e of England hung
solely upon the next word from Washington .
The United States wasn't long in answering. After
a discovery of a plot by which Japan would attack
America as soon as the U. S. declared war on Germany,
the President decided not to endure German arrogance
a ny longer. A few days after the cabinet meeting, rela tions with Germany were ended and on April 6th the
Congress declared war.
Up to this time, no satisfactory answer had been
found to the German submarine. Within a few days of
the war declaration, Washington and London had jointly
taken up the task of organizing technical brains to solve
the riddle. The U-boats in the North Sea defied every
attempt to eliminate them. The only partially effective
weap:::m was the mine barrage, tens of thousands of mine3
were laid in the H eligoland Bight and off the Belgian
coast, these fields were responsible for nearly all U-boat
lossed before 1917.
Another early weapon brought into use against the
U-boat was the laying of drifter nets. The nets were
meshes of steel which were many miles long and some
thirty fathoms deep, buoyed with glass floats. Patrol
boats drifted along the surface always keeping the buoys
in sight. When a sub became entangled in the net the
floats were drawn under and the sub was destroyed by
explosive sweeps towed at the end of a cable and detonatei by electricity. The methods failed however, because
they were too clumsy and hap-hazard.
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The German Submarine U-9
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By 1917, Germany had developed the submarine
cruiser, 1000 tonners with ranges better than 4000 miles.
By April 1917, Germany had 127 of these and was
building new ones faster than the old ones could be destroyed. The first successful move against the U-boat
was the convoy. Naval escort for cargo ship has been
impossible for the British alone because of its shortage
of destroyers and cruisers. But with the entrance of the

The British Cruiser Hogue

U. S. into the conflict, these extra naval ships became availa ble. The very first convoy crossing in May demonstrated that the plan would work, getting through virtually intact. By June 1918, sinkings had dropped to just
under 300,000 tons a month, the most remarkable achievement of all was that nearly 2,000,000 doughboys were
ferried to England and France and only 56 men were lost.
Just before the U. S. entered the war, America had
organized various consulting boards to pool the nations
scientific genius. One of these was the submarine board
composed of prominent engineers and research men. Vacuum-tube amplifiers had just been invented, the board
applied these to another invention known as the hydrop~one, which increased its sensitivity. The hydrophone
was an instrument used to pick up the sound of propellers from the sea. With its increased sensitivity the hydrophone now could be used to track down the sub by following the sounds of its propellers, and when the sound
increased in intensity to a certain point, the trailing vessel knew it was over the raider and dropped explosives
until all sound had ceased.
The submarine, once caught had to be reached under
water by explosives and destroyed. Early in the war the
British practice had been to sink them by ramming,
mines or explosive sweeps. But these methods were never
completely effective. The submarine was almost completely immune to attack while submerged. However, in
July, 1915, E1r1gland first used the depth charge, the
effectiveness of the depth charge was not proved until
May, 1917 when Speiss of the U-49 staggered back to
( Continued on Page 18 )
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Germany with a harrowing tale of near death from the
new " Wa-;ser Bombe, " which opened the ships seams,
split her pipe connections and broke the filaments in her
electric lights. When news of this got back to England,
the depth charge was instantly adopted as standard
equipment.
The depth charge, known in the American Navy as
the "ash can," was a steel barrel filled with 300 pounds
of T .N.T. and fitted with a hydrostatic trigger which is
detonated by water pressure at a predetermined depth .
These cans were rolled off the sterms of patrol ships or
hurled through the air from Y-guns on their decks. When
the U-boat was located, several vessels laid a pattern of
these deadly eggs around her. If the submarine is in a
position between or above the charges it is almost sure to
be damaged or sunk.
The depth charge, the convoy and huge mine fi elds
laid across the Dover Strait and across the North Sea ,
used together, licked the U-boat in 1918, but the victory stemmed from the overwhelming number of escorts
and patrol vessels, the combined efforts of the Allied
navies, plus the enormous output of their ship yards in
the way of subchasers and destroyers.
Another weapon used against the submarines was
the Q-ship. To a U-boat commander looking through
his periscope the Q-ship looked to be nothing more than
a rusty old tramp steamer of slow speed or maybe an old
sailing ship not worth a torpedo. After looking over
his victim the sub would surface and close in gradually
shelling the ship. The ship its=if would stop dead in the
water and a party of men would take to the life boats,
suddenly at point blank range the sides of the ship would
drop and the submarine would come under fire of heavy
guns. Once under the guns of a Q-ship, rare indeed was
the sub who survived to reach port to tell of the action.
The increasing danger to U-boats operation, and
mounting losses made it difficult to recruit good crews.
Submarine service meant practica lly certain death, a kind
of shell shock began to appear among the U-boat crews.
Significantly the U-boats often ~urrendered without a

.
Remarkable photograph s howing a German submarine blown to the su.-fac-e hy a d<>pth charge in the
Spring of 1918.

fight . By September 191 8 the number of U-boats had
dropped from 140 to 127 and shipping losses had dropped
to 180,600 tons a month . Yet at the moment of surrender Germany's Submarine Service so far from being
beaten was prepared for a super campaign for 19 19. The
British have since admitted that had the war gone on
into another spring this onslaught might have won. The
sub had been controlled but not eliminated .
Before going farther into the history and development of the submarine I would like to. at this point
explain the important aspect of submarine construction
and design that have been developed up to 1940. The
greatest advance in submarine design was made in the
war years 1914-1918 by Germany through necessity . The
modern submarine only differs in the refining and improv ing of these designs.
Structurally the subma rine is like a fi £h built to
withstand pressure from all sides. It hangs under the
surface by making its own weight equal to the weight
of the water it displaces. plus :t small per cent of reserve
buoyancy to prevent the hull from sinking to the bottom.
The submarine must withstand crushing forces of some
::even tons per square foot of hull area at extreme depths.
( Continued
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U-58, 1000 Ton Submarine Cruise!' developed by Germany 1917-18
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CHARACTER SKETCHES
By ROBERT SANFORD, E.E. '53

OLEY P. MINNICK

HAROLD E. SNIDER

Fellows, you've always heard about a couple of Joes
being real buddies. Here are two Engine students that
really fill the bill. First, let's meet Oley. Oley P . Minnick, Jr. that is. Born in Independence, Missouri, (Republicans please note ) on November 13, 1930, he was
raised there and spent his school years in Intercity between Independence and Kansas City. They let him out
with a sheepskin in 1947 and he treked to M. U. right
off. He entered as an E.E. student and stuck with it,
not switching around as some of us do. He was nearly
certain to come here as he is the last of a family of
E.E.'s and his Dad graduated from M .U. in '27.

The second half of the team, ( I don't know which is
the straight man), is Harold E. Snider. His story is
almost a duplicate of Oley's, as they have stuck together all the way. Born in Kansas City, Missouri on
September 29, 1929 he stayed put and also went to school
in Intercity. With a sheepskin in his hot little hand
also, he came to M . U. after graduation in 1947. Harold
left Oley here to become a C. E . and he also picked his
vocation and stuck to it.

Oley is Chairman of the Membership Committee
of the Engine club, Secretary of AIEE,, and has a string of
honoraries as long as your arm. These include Phi Eta
Sigma, Pi Mu Epsilon, Eta Kappa Nu, and Tau Beta
Pi. Quite an impressive list, and well deserved . He is
interested in women, natch, and to help his interest along
he plays the ukelele. Shades of 1925!
No paperwork Engineer, Oley has worked for the
Bell Telephone Company for the last three summers and
has, tentatively at least, accep!ed a job with Bell to start
after his graduation in June, this year. His chief interest
in the electrical line is, as you might have guessed, telephone and wire communication.
Oley has done a lot for the Engine Club and among
other things has guarded the columns every year. This
much devotion to the good of the Club would entitle him
to Knighthood, but all his other work added together gave
him a Cum Laude to be proud of. He has had no military
service as yet ( The lucky dog! ), but is in the Advanced
Air ROTC so will be on call for a couple of ye~us.
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His list of honors includes £everal Chairmanships. He
is Chairman of the Social Committee of ASCE, the At tendance and Discipline Committee of the Engine Club,
( That includes taking charge of column guarding and he
also has guarded every year, "For the kicks,") and of
the Civil Engineering Labs this past St. Pats week. How
can a man fill all those chairs at one time? He is a member of Pi Mu eysilon and of the St. Pat's Board, and
was Knighted Cum Laude.
He, again with Oley, is a member of the Three
Squares Co-op instead of a fraternity, and naturally they
are roommates. He is interested in women, ( Are'nt we
all?), but his big avocation is photography. Not one of
these shutter-bugs that runs around snapping everything
in sight and not knowing what to do with the pies when
he has taken them. He takes good pies and does his
own development. That alone is an achievement to be
proud of. He's been at it for about four years, so he
should be good.
He has been doing research on an original theory of
tension in panels, for and with Dr. Tate. Since 1945 he
has spent his summers doing construction work for such
( Continued on Page 40)
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Only STEEL can do so many jobs

MAN FROM MARS? No, it's a n " Oilwell
Swivel a nd Rota ry H ose . . . a commo
sight in the oi l fields where they drill fo
the prec iou s " blac k gold." Steel for o~
we ll drilling equipme nt like t his is essen
tia l i o building Ame rica's sec urity. Aru
U. S . Steel produces a great d eal of it.

NINE TIMES THE DISTANCE TO THE MOON. E ach yea r, it is estimated that America u ses
approxima tely 30 billion t in ca ns (in t e rms of a n average- sized ca n ) to protect foo d , oi l,
pa int a nd hundreds of oth er products. Stac k those 30 billion cans on e on top of the other ,
and they' d stretc h m ore than nine t imes the dista nce to the m oo n . A goodly pe rce ntage
of these tin cans is made of U·S ·S Tin Plate . . . steel with a v ery thin coating of tin .

THESE PIPES CARRY COMFORT. y O U won' t.
see the m w h e n the house is finished.
They' ll be buried in t he pl as ter. But this
N atio na l Steel Pipe for ra diant heating
will keep the rooms warm a nd uniformly
com fo rta ble, in the co ldest weather.

AMERI CAN BRID GE COMPANY • AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE C0"1PANY and CYCLONE FEN CE DIVISION • COLU'1BIA STEEL COMPANY
• CONSO LIDA TED WESTERN
TENNESSEE COA L, IRON & RAILR'.lA!J C0 .\1PANY • UNIQ~ S:JPPLY C'.l .\1PANY • UNITED STATES STEE L C0 .'.1PANY • U,~ITED
STATE S STEEL EXPJRT C'.l '.1PANY
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so well ...

I MRS. McGREGOR'S FAMILY NAIL BOX-

1ide assortm e nt of s mall s ize na il s - is
ndy lo have aro und t he hou se fur a n y
nd of repai r job from fi xi n g ,Juni or 's
iengine to me nding Dad 's ste pl a dder.
irenailso f a ll ty pes n re toda y m a king
1importa nt co ntr ibution toward h e lp! to build a better Amer ica.

tt**** ***** **
IACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT STEEL

hryday, American steel mills produce
11tgh steel to make all of the following :

......

ilDfrtight catl

"""°'
jl00He1
.ltfrige,ofors

l"oves
' h ircroft carrier

. 2htovy cruisers

2
2
500
500
1000
1000
2000

cargo ships
tanke rs
tonks
airplanes

anti-aircraft guns

howitzers
a e rial bombs

500,000 3 " shells

ad love 23,000 tons of steel left over!

it**** ***** **

SEA-GOING ROOST FOR WAR BIRDS. An a ircraft ca rri e r lik e th is is a n inc red i bl y co mpl ex s tru c tu re, m a d e mos tl y of stee l. The s hip 's plates, wirin g- , m ac hine r y, eve n t he pl a nes t h emse lv es, ca ll for stee l a nd more stee l.
Onl y stee l can do so m a n y jobs so we ll. And fortunate ly, U ni ted Sta tes
Steel a nd th e 200 oth e r stee l compan ies in Amer ica, ca n prod uce huge
quantities of this v ita l m e tal .. . about 13 million tons more per yea r
t h a n the rest of the wo rld comb ined.

Listen to ... The Theatre Guild on the Air, pr ese nted eve ry Sund ay evenin g by United State s Steel.
•
National Broadcas tin g Company, coa st -to-coast network. Con sult you r news paper for time and sta tion

. . . and this label is your guide to quality steel

UNITED STATES STEE L
dfing to <Jluild a ~ d t ~ n c a
OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY
GERRARD STEEL ST RAPPING COMPANY • GUNNISON HOMES, INC. • NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY •
SHELCORPORATION
CEMENT COMPANY • VIRGINIA BRIDGE CO MPANY
UNITEO~TATES STE EL PRODUCTS CD .\1PANY • UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY• UNIVERSAL ATLA S
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BULLARNEY
Ah, Sam. He and I have been at it again. I like
him so well that I would love to pour some hot concrete
down on him and make a dam out of him. Hot Dam
Sam they would call_ him. I told him that, he swung,
I ducked and he vaccinated himself for rabies while untangling his arm from his pointed head. I was worried
about Sam before that. I thought he would bite someone. THEN we would have to SHOOT Sam. We won't
have to worry about Sam much longer, though. His
Uncle (for whom Sam was named) has an eye on him.
I was taking a ROTC physical with Sam the other day.
Bad shape that Sam, both physically and mentally. Uncle
is taking anything now. Sam, it's been good to know
you.

""

A group of prohibitionists looking for evidence of
the advantage of total abstinence were told of an old
man of 102 who had never touched a drop of liquor. So
they rushed to his home to get a statement. After prop; ping him up in bed and guiding his feeble hand along
•the dotted line, they heard a violent disturbance coming
from another room- furniture being smashed, dishes
being broken and the shuffling of feet.
"Good heavens, what's that? " gasped a committeeman.
"Oh," whispered the old man as he sank exhaustedly
into his pillows, "that's Pa, he's drunk again."

""

Extracts from a Flapper Diary.
First day out-young officer ma.de advances, I repulsed him.
Second day out-young officer made advances, I re-pulsed him. He threatens to blow up the ship if I re·pulse him tomorrow.
Third day out- I saved thousands of lives to-day.

""

Foiled
A boy and a girl were out driving. They came to
.a quiet spot on the country lane and the car stopped.
"Out of gas," said the boy. The girl carefully opened her
purse and pulled out a bottle. •·wow!" exclaimed the
boy, "You've got a whole pint___:_what kind is it?"
"Gasoline," replied the girl.
"Did you have your lodge meeting last night?"
"No. We had to postpone it because the Grand All Powerful Invincible Supreme Potentate was beaten up by
his wife."

""

Ruth : "How do you know he was drunk?"
Doris : "Well, he shook the clothes tree and then
1tarted to feel around the floor for some apples."
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By
Aldag

Ch. Engineer Student: "A girl's greatest attraction is
her hair."
Electrical: "Nope, I think it's her smile. What do you
think . .. ?"
Civil: "I think the same as you guys, but I'll be dif I'll lie about it. "

...

Short Story
Once upon a time there were two Irishmen.
There are lots of them now.

...

· Familiar Song?
"Who ever told that guy he was a prof? He might
know it, but he can't teach it. The trouble is that he too
far advanced. Every time he tries to explain something,
he gets so far off the subject that no one understands
anything about it. He aughta go back to the farm, or
try teaching a more advanced course.
"Yeah, I flunked it too."

...

Having been married for 20 years a couple decided
to celebrate by taking a little trip. While talking over
their plans one evening, the husband glanced into the
next room where a little old lady was knitting. "The
only thing," he finally said, in a hushed voice," is that
for once I'd like to be by ourselves. I'd like to take this
trip without your mother."
"My mother!" exclaimed the wife, "I thought she
was your mother."

...

"I wish that we'd get a few shipwrecked sailors washed ashore," mused the cannibal king. "What I need is a.
good dose of - - salts."

...

The hotels pretty elevator operator turned to the
newly wed husband and said: ·"Hello, Honey. " The young
bride fumed.
In their room she glared at her man. "Who was that
brazen buzzy?"
"Now don't you make any ·more trouble," growled
the groom. "All hell will break loose when I explain you
to her tomorrow."

...

Farmer: "I understand that your grandmother is the
old-fashioned type who still toils at the spinning wheel.
Does she earn much?"
City Slicker : "Well, last night she won fifty dollars
on the red."

...

We point with pride to the purity of the white space
between our jokes.
( Continued on Page 30)
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HIGHLIGHTS IN ELEC
- Court csr A/li.,-C/1//lmcrs

- -Courtesy W estinghouse

ABOVE-Spiral Casing Section will be a part of the first
of three hydraulic turbines under construction for Bull
Shoals Dam in northern Arkansas. Rated 62,000-hp, 190foot head, 128.6-rpm , turbines will be completed.
LEFT-A large Power Transformer- with its battery of cooling fans and radiator in pr-ocess of assembly.
BELOW-A butterfly valve 13 fee t in diametel' under construction fo r th e pen st ocks of a high h ead hydroelectric
station.

- Courtes y W estinghouse
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!RICAL ENGINEERING
.-l/li.,- Lha/111t'rs

ABOVE-Upp er Malad Ida ho Power Co. This outdoor type unit is
completely controlled from th e Lower Salmon plant three miles
distant. The unit :ncludes a 12,000 hp . tu,-bine direct-conn ected to
an 8400 KV A umbr eila type generator.

- t:oflrte .-..y

ll'" cstin,:lw u.•ff

RIGHT-An 8 0,000-ICVA 161-KV power transformer r ecently installt.d by the Kansas City Power a nd Li ght Co.
BELOW-Inst alled in 192 7 in a West Virginia powe r station, each
of these units was rated a t 16,0:JO KV A 133.3 rpm.
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ENGINE CLUB NEWS
By DAVE ALDAG, M.E. '54

As Written Mmch 19
After many sleepless weeks of preparation, the Engineer's Club here at Missouri University went practically sleepless in carrying out activities for a successful St. Pat's Week. Many fellas are just now sacking in
early to take their deserved rest.
The week's activities started on March 11 at 10 :00
when seniors signed up for the annual beard growing contest. Many contestants tried to get a head start by shaving very late Saturday Nite and rubbing in hair restorer during the week. Hair tonic sales jumped 10% during the week. At 10 :30 the Engineers, each wearing a
green carnation supplied by Burrall Bible Class, attended
Burrall Class where special recognition was given to the
Engineers and their faculty.
On Tuesday night the Uptown Theatre treated the
Engineers to a free midnight show. Before the show
started missles of cardboard boxes were tossed at our
buddies. We saw "Storm Warning" a picture of the Ku
Klux Klan. Later, some Engineers went out for coffee
while others went on home to bed . The coffee and late
hours had its effect on 7:30 classes Wednesday.
Wednesday night after a very short regular meeting
of the Engine Club, the Engineers staged the Hamberg
Show ( some newspapers still insist on calling it the Hamburger Show). Jack Harvey, the President of Engine
Club, forgot his lines for the beginning of the show.
Someone had to shoot him instead of his reciting poetry.
He was hauled off to the bughouse by a couple of men
I never saw before. After that confusing incident, jokes
were heard from the floor. Even the faculty told a
couple rare ones. Bill Bornemann gave the famous "Senator from Arkansas" speech. The faculty staged two
skits. One was portraying the usual confusion of registration time, and the other was about a typical class
room. Six men were in class and 27 answered the roll.
At 9 :45, the Engineers assembled with a two piece
brass band and one officer of the law to march up Ninth
Street to Christian College where the annual serenade
commenced. After all the halls were serenaded with
"The Engineer's Sweetheart," and other songs, some engineers tried to make acquaintances, we all strolled down
to Stephens College where all the halls were again bathed
in the bass, baritone, tenor and tone-deaf voices. Some of
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the girls ( who when asked what their names were all
answered the same- "Susie Stephens" ) even returned the
vocalizing which indeed roused the spirits and hearts of
the serenading Engineers. Just after finishing Stephens,
the warming beverages were all finished and the night
suddenly turned colder. The sudden change in weather
definitely speeded up the night's proceedings. After
delighting the ladies at WRNA, the Engineer's proceeded
to Greek Town and did a fine job there. Although most
of us were hampered by the cold weather, we still had
a lot of fun . (Don't know what we would have done
without that anti-freeze.)
Thursday night the Campus stunt had to be completed so it could be erected Friday morning before ceremonies started. This year's Campus Stunt was a replica
V-2 Rocket. It stood 30 feet tall and weighed enough
to warrant 12 men carrying it. The rocket was rigged
for smoke and sound so it would seem like it would take
off. Inside the rocket a drainpipe held a 2 lb. skyrocket
which would shoot out at the proper time and explode
red and green stars. That night or should I say Friday morning at 2 A.M. the rocket was carried outside and
erected. At 3 A.M . the fins were fastened on and painted
green and white as the rest of the rocket had been. That
night the sound worked perfect. The rocket really sounded as if it were going to take off. We had to wait until
morning to put the finishing touches on the rocket because
the tape and paint were both freezing.
That same night the columns were guarded in anticipation of vandalism by the Aggies or Lawyers. A few
fellas braved the windy 20 degree weather all night. They
collected quite a few St. Pat Hours. One of the boys
came home at 6 :30 and his landlady was about to call
the police. She thought he was in the brig. There were
no disturbances around the columns that night. A
couple cars did do some prowling around until 1 :30 or
so. We chased them away .
All day Friday and Saturday Alumni Registration
was held in the Dean's office.
At 10 :30 the judging of the beards was conducted.
Professor Ogden measured while Doc Scorah yanked
the wiry bristle from the tender chins of the seniors.
Bob Morgan won with a whopper of a whisker measuring
( Continued on Page 40 )
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Wanted: More Green Thumbs
IN A WORLD faced with constant food shortages in so many
countries, more " green thumbs" are needed!
Here in America, modern agricultural methods have increased farm production 60 % in the past generation-even
though today there are 20 % fewer workers on the farms.
This increased yield means plenty of food for every one
' here-and more besides. And the same methods, applied in
other countries, would help answer world food needs.
Better seed, fertilizer, and new scientific methods play
their part. Equally important are. the various chemicals that
now fight off blight, disease, and destructive insects. Starting before planting and continuing until the food is ready
· for our tables, hundreds of new materials increase and pro-
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tect our food supply.
Even after harvest, man-made agents speed the ripening
process. Others guard our food against rodents and insects.

The people of Union Carbide help make possible the
high productivity of America's food producers by supplying chemicals for fungicides and insecticides, gases for ripening and preserving, and the stainless steel so important
in the preparation and distribution of food. If you have a
materials problem, in this field or other fields, it is quite
likely they can help you also.
FREE : Learn more about the interesting things you
use every day. Write for the illustrated booklet "Products and Proceues" which tells how science and indu.s ..
try use U nion Carbide's Alloys, Chemicals, Carbons,
Gase.s, and Plastics in creating things for you. Write
for free booklet B .

K&1
11111

UNIO N CARB IDE
.A.H.D

CA.R.BO.N

SO EAST 42ND STREET

CO.R.PO.R. AT.IO.N
~

NEW YORK 17, N. T.

- - - - - - - - - - - Trade-marked Products of Alloys, Carbons, Chemicals, Gases, and Plastics include - - - - - - - - - - SYSTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS • ACHESON Electrodes • ELECTR0MET Alloys and Metals • HAYNES STELLITE Alloys
PREST-O-LITE Acety lene • LI NDE Oxygen • PYR0FAX Gas • N ATIO NAL Carbons
EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries , PREST0NE and TREK Anti-Freezes • BAKELITE, VINY0N, and VINYLITE Plastics
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SUBMARINE

( Continued from Page 18)
Most modern submarines are of a double hull construction. The inner or pressure hull for stiffness and an outer
hull which accommodates the ballast and fuel tanks.
The pressure hull is made up of cross sectional ring girders, these girders becoming elliptical as they approach the
bow and stem sections, the inner hull is divided into a
number of water tight compartments, isolated by self sealing water tight doors. Due to these water tight compartments many lives have been saved. Also there have
been cases where the submarine itself has been saved by
the isolating of a damaged compartment that had been
opened to the sea. An excellent example of this occurred
during the Italian naval maneuvers of 1906 when the
Italian submarine Squalo continued to run submerged
despite over a ton of water in her engine room acquired
through a defective valve of the water jacket of the motors. The submarine is also divided into a top and bottom half. A length wise deck separates the living and
operating quarters in the top half from the bottom half
which holds tanks, batteries, pumps and storage.
Along the outside of the outer hull are placed two
pairs of hydroplanes or depth control flippers. One set
is placed near the bow and the other set is constructed to
become an integral part of the rudders. The hydroplanes
and rudder combining to iorm a cruciform assembly.
These hydroplanes or flippers are controlled to rotate
upon a central axis, which when turned up will bring
the sub to the surface or when turned down will cause
the sub to dive deeper.
The submarine is of necessity operated upon the two
power system. Diesel oil engines are used for surface
run, and electric storage batteries are used for the submerged run, and the engines developed from 1000 to
3000 horse power which gives her a surface speed of
from 18-24 knots and a submerged speed of from 14 to
18 knots.
The advantages of the diesel engine over the gasoline
engine are, high economy, long life, and no fire or explosive danger. The submarine batteries are of the lead
sulphuric acid type, these are set as low as possible into
the bottom of the boat and are enclosed in rubber cells.
These batteries can store many thousand ampere hours
of energy .:ind are the heart of the submarine, with out
which the sub would become just another surface torpedo boat.
The brain and nerve center of the submarine is concentrated in the control room and conning tower. Here
are located all the dials and gauges that feed from the
various parts of the ship. Here too is located the periscope range finder, the navigation room and the radio
shack. This is where the Captain directs the operation
of his boat. It is in this section that the fate of the entire
boat can be decided by the split second timing and coordination that is so vital to the submarine service.
The fangs of the submarine are her torpedo roo:ns.
one in the bow and one in the stem. Here the torpedo
tubes are installed in double tiers, 4-6 tubes are twenty
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feet in length and are fitted with two sets of doors. The
outer door opens to the sea and allows the torpedo to
pass from the sub into the water. The inner door opens
to the interior of the torpedo room and allows the tube
to be reloaded after the water has been .pumped out of
lhe tube and outer door shut.
In firing her torpedoes the torpedo men first make
certain the tube is clear of water, ther. open the inner
door, the torpedo is then inserted by means of a mechanical handler, the inner door is then dossed, and the outer
door is opened. When the word comes to fire a charge of
compressed air is shot into the tube ejecting the torpedo and automatically starting her engine. The outer
door is then closed and the sea water is pumped out. In
a well trained crew all this can be accomplished in a matter of seconds.
The last main part of the submarine I wish to cover
in this short work is the ballast system, that part of the
submarine that gives her the power to dive and maneuver
beneath the surface.
The operating principal is the destruction of reserve
buoyancy, to submerge by taking on additional weight
in form of water ballast, the reserve buoyancy is to be
nearly neutralized to such a point where the water pressure upon the inclined surface of the hydraplane due
to the forward motion of the boat will force the submarine under the surface. The main ballast system of the
submarine will account for from 20-30 per cent of her
total displacement.
In addition to the main ballast tanks are the fore
and aft trim tanks. These tanks are used to maintain
the longitudinal trim of the submarine. For example,
when a salvo of torpedoes are fired, an equal amount
of weight in the form of sea water is let into the bow
trim tanks in order to compensate for the loss of the
weight of the torpedoes. In this way the submarine
can maintain constant trim and always be under complete control of the crew.
Submarine development and design more of less
marked time up to the second World War. then as in
1918 Germany, out numbered on the surface. went below
the surface to carry out her naval warfare. and a new era
of development was ushered in. From this came such
new designs as the electric torpedo, the schnorkel tube,
new under water propellors. Radar tracking devices and
new way of air purification.
The advanta_ge the electric torpedo has over the
standard torpedo is that it leave::; no wake of exhaust bubbles rising to the surface to betray its direction and from
where it was fired. Thus the electric torpedo allows a
ship to be attacked repeatedly with out arousing suspicion
until a hit is scored, and even then it's impossible to tell
from which direction the torpedo came.
The schnorkel tube is in reality a series of tubes projecting from the boat in submerged condition to the surface. In this way the engine room and various other
parts of the submarine can be supplied with fresh air,
enabling the sub to recharge her batteries without surfac( Continued on Page 32)
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Ever use this ring around your bathtub?
ERHAPS you didn't know that if you
sprinkle a little of a synthetic detergent
in the tub before you draw your bath, you'll
have lots of suds and no dirty ring around
the tub.
Synthetic detergents-as well as aspirin,
nylon, plastics, synthetic rubber and hundreds of other products-are made with
benzene, C.H., normally obtained from coal
tar. There's now a demand for benzene such
as has never been before. But production of
benzene from coke ovens cannot be greatly
expanded. So it's easy to see why, even before the cold war got hotter, it was good
news that Standard Oil and other petroleum
companies could manufacture benzene and
other aromatics from petroleum.
During World War II, Standard Oil made
"nitration grade" toluene for TNT manu-

P

facturers .. . as much annually as the previous production of all of the nation's coke
ovens. Today, it appears that these facilities
are more urgently needed to help supply the
great demand for benzene. Plans also call
for production of toluene and xylene of sufficient purity for much needed solvents and
for aviation gasoline. Also possible are additional facilities to again make "nitration
grade" toluene for TNT production when
needed.
Thus Standard Oil's technically trained
men have helped develop a vast new source
of aromatics, a vast new reservoir of strength
for American fighting forces. Increased supplies of aromatics also mean better living for
American civilians. All of us, even the small
boy who no longer has to scrub the ring
from a bathtub, can thank them.

~;o

Standard Oil Company
910 -
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( Continued from Page 23)

USE THE
WORLD'S BEST

at
NO EXTRA COST

Irate Father (discovering daughter and young man
curled up on the divan ) : "Mary, what does this mean' "
Mary: "Come back in about fifteen minutes, Dad. I
ought to know by then."

...

A new musical comedy came to town. The bill -

Begin your career by
doing what the masters do . . . use
CASTELL with the
famous imported
graphite. It costs no
more than ordinary
domestic brands.
18 superlative degrees that match every mood of genius .
Ask for CASTELL 9000
at your college supply store.

boards read : "Fifty beautiful girls. Forty five gorgeous
costumes." Ten men were kil!Ed in the rush for tickets
to the opening night.

...

Customer ( in drug store 0:1 Sunday morning) :
Please give me change for a dime."
Druggist : Here you are, Sir. I hope you enjoy the
sermon."
'Tb anxious to make this shot. That's my motherin-law up on the clubhouse porch."
"Don't be a fool , you can't hit her at 200 yards.

•

A woman we:1t to buy her dog a drinking trough ,
and the shopkeeper asked her if she would like one with
an inscription "for the dog."
"It doesn't matter," she replied, "my husband never
drink water and the dog can't read."

partners

•
creating
For 81 years , leaders of the engineering profes::.ion
have made K & E products the ir partners in creat ~ng
the technical achievements of our age . K & E inst ru ments, drafting equipment and materials-such as
the LEROYt Lettering equipment in the pictureha v e thus played a part in virt:.:.ally every great
engineering project in Ameri c a .

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.

tReg. U. S. P~t . Off,

NEW YORK • HOBOKEN , N . J .
Chicago • St . Louis • Detroit
San Franci sco • Los Angel es • Montreal
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EVER HOLD HAND S
LIKE THES E?
They're not soft and warm, these hands.
They're hard and cold - and mechanical.
They work at the Oak Ridge atomic energy
plant, preparing radioactive isotopes
for shipment to Bell Telephone Laboratories
and to other research centers.
These isotopes -which serve as tracersare used by Bell scientists to study the
materials that go into the telephone
system. Our research men, working with
Geiger counters, are able to detect
wear in relay con tacts, impurities in metals,
the penetration of preservatives in wood.
This new research tool helps us to
learn more in less time, helps us to make
telephone equipment even more rugged
and dependable. That's especially important
right now when the Nation relies on
the telephone to help get things done.

BELL TELEPH ONE SYSTEM
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THE MISSOURI HONOR AW ARD FOR
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE IN
ENGINEERING
March 17, 1951

/UFK/f!

CARL WRIGHT BROWN

''MICHIGAN''

CITATION

CHROME- CLA 0
BABBITT TYPE
CHAIN TAPE

Carl Wright Brown in recognition of his many outstanding contributions to the science and the art of highway development during the past four decades;
His integrity and his devotion to his position as a great
public servant, and his national recognition as a President
of the American Road Builders Association and also the
American Association of State Highway Officials;
His many, many successful years of civic activities in his
native state of Missouri, and his ardent support of his
Alma Mater.

It's in a class by itself for
railroad, highway , and other
hard service measuring.
·1ough steel line protected
with se1·eral coats of electroplating. Both line and Babbitt metal bosses cluontitnn plated to gi\'e it a wear and corrosion
resistant , all metal outer jacket. Sturdy 1J1etal reel
is dull black finished . Long cxtra -le1·erage
folding winding handle. It pays to measure
with the finest-choose Lufkin.

Experiences of Carl Wright Brown

121

TAPES • RULES • PREOSION TOOLS
AT

YOUR

HARDWARE

STORE

t
THE LUPKIN RULE CO,• SAGINAW, MICH.• New Tork City• Barrie, Ont.

SUBMARINE
( Continued from Page 28)
ing and to run on her deisel engines while under water.
The schnorkel tube did much to decrease German U-boat
losses during the final months of the war and again
gave the U-boat a new lease on life. In choppy water the
schnorkel is next to impossible to spot and has given the
submarine an underwater radius of three or four times
that of what it was. New methods of underwater power
also has increased submarine deadliness. Germany in
the last stages of the war developed an engine that used
hydrogen peroxide as a fuel, thus eliminating altogether
the heavy and less efficient batteries. Hydrogen peroxide
can be stored in high pressure bottles, thus giving the
space formerly used for batteries over to extra supplies
and fuel, greatly increasing the operating range.
New and as yet secret methods of renewing air have
b~n developed that have enabled the submarine to cruise
below the surface for weeks at a time without surfacing.

HONOR AWARD

( Continued f ram Page 13)
his selection as President of the Illinois Bell Telephone
Company;
His services to his country in time of great stress as the
Director of the Bureau of Construction of the War Production Board;
His unsurpassed activity in public affairs as a citizen in
his home community of Chicago, Illinois.
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Carl Wright Brown was educated in the public
schools of Ralls County, Missouri and later graduated
from the Vandalia High School. He entered the College
of Enginrering of the University of Missouri and studied
Civil Engineering until June of 1907. He then was employed on electric railroad construction in Monroe and
Audrain Counties. and in the fall of 1908 made surveys of a toll road in Lincoln County. Mr. Brown then
reentered the College of Engineering and graduated with
a BS degree in Civil Engineering in February of 1910,
at which time he was employed by the Burlington Railroad on maintenance of way. Farming and contracting
were his principal interests until 1916 at which time he
became Highway engineer and Surveyor for Ralls County. In February of 1918, Mr. Brown became connected
with the Missouri State Highway Department and has
been the Chief Engineer of this organization since 1936.
Mr. Brown has been active in professional and civic
affairs and is a past president of the Missouri Engineer- :
ing Alumni Association. the Count y Highway Engineers
Association of Missouri. and Mississippi Valley Cortfer- •
ence of State Highway Department. the American Road 1
Builders Association. and the American Association of 1
State Highway Officials.

Electrical Appliances

Paint

Cutlery

Kitchenware

Sporting Goods

Tools

Anderson's Hardware
9th & Walnut

Phone 4495
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One-ton window for a supersonic wind tunnel
LJust exactly how does a jet plane behave
!when it is roaring through the air at super<&anic speed?

made through them-to furnish scientific
data of great value in the design of future
airplanes and missiles for supersonic flight.

Scientists, peering through windows of
l '.:orning optical glass such as the one you
i·.ee here, will soo n have a more thorough
ranswe r to this question than ever before.

Until Corning research and glass-making
skill found a way to mass-produce pure
optical glass in large shapes, science had no
suitable substance for wind-tunnel windows. Perfect optical glass with enough
area to permit a full view-and thick
enough to withstand the enormous windtunnel forces-was unheard-of.

This piece of optical glass, weighing more
;1han a ton , is one of two of the largest
ioieces of optical glass ever made. They wtll
: ie used in the six by six-foot supersonic
iwind tunnel of the Ames Aeronautical
s~aboratory of The National Advisory
iCommittee for Aeronautics at Moffett
,Field , California.
This tunnel generates wind velocities up
•o twice the speed of sou nd, equivalent to
'( 500 miles per hour at sea level.
The wi ndows are six inches thick and 52
i'nches in diameter. They are so clear a nd
:ree of imperfections that photographs of
J,hoc k-wave and air-flow patterns can be
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Today, Corning can make lens blanks,
directly from the molten glass, ranging in
size from tiny camera lenses to these gigantic windows.
This Corning development is not only
helping to make this country independent
of foreign sources of optical glass ; it also
promises many new tools for science, paves
the way for widespread improvement in
products and processes.

search in glass-research which has continually developed new kinds of glass and
new uses for existing ones. As Corning has
steadily pushed back the frontiers of glass
knowledge, glass has become a material of
limitless uses.
So we suggest-if you are thinking in terms
of improved products or processes-that
you keep glass in mind .
To learn more about Corning optical
glass, or the many other glasses Corning
makes, simply write us-preferably before
your planning reaches the blueprint stage,
at Box S /20. Corning Glass Works, Corning, New York .

CORNING
means research in glCJss

Throughout industry, Corning means re-
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NEUTRON

( Continued from Page 30)

( Continued from Page 9 )

Barber: ··Haven't I shaved you bt fore somewhere?"
Customer: "Nope, I got tha t scar in Okinawa."

...

Freshman: "What is home without a mother?"
MU Girl : I am tonight. "

...

Just because a man is polished 1s no sign that he
ha~ a clean mind.
"'
Sam: "Smoke?"
Joe: "Nope."
Sam: "How come?"
Joe: "Kissed my first woman and smoked my first
cigarette on the same day. Haven't had time for tobacco
since.· •
"'
The little tot was sitting demurely on the couch ,
watching her mother smok ing a cigarette. Her nose was
wrinkled, and in her pale blue eyes was an expression of
child disillusionment. Finally unable to stand it any longer, she blurted out in her quavering voice, "Mother, when
in the hell are you going to learn to inhale?"

...

use unless the amount of energy possessed by the neutrons
is accurately known. Since they are electrically neutral,
no measurements may be made directly. To determine
these energy levels, the previous process is reversed. The
neutrons are fired into a target of paraffin or some other
substance containing hydrogen. The neutrons collide
with the proton nucleii of the hydrogen atoms and knock
them out of the target.
The incident protons are passej through a proportional-counter telescope. This consists of three counters similar to the now familiar Geiger-counter. If all three counters are trigge red within one-millionth of a second, it is
assumed that one proton did the job. Between the
second and third counters is inserted a copper absorber.
Only those protons with enough energy to pass through
this absorber will trigger the last counter, and by changing the thickness of the copper, various energy levels are
determined. Since the energy of the protons bears a simple relation to that of the neutrons releasing them, the
energy of the neutrons can be readily determined .

Funeral director ( to aged mourner) - "how old a re
you?
,;, KNOCK-ON PROTON
I

Aged Mourner: ''I'll be 98 next month."
Funeral Director: "Hardly worth going home is it ?"

I
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NEUTRON

In addition to the neutrons released at the beryllium
target in the cyclotron. other particles called pi-mesons
are released. These particles are midway between protons
and electrons in mass. being about 250 timEs the mass of
electrons. They may have either positive or negati ve or
even zero charge. The charged pi-mesons deca y into
lighter mu-mesons after only a few hundredths of a microsecond. The neutra l type decay one-million times as fast, .
and turn into two gamma-rays which are pure radiant
energy. Cosmic rays are a na tural source of mesons. but
the cyclotron is a powerful. controlled source of them .
This multi -million dollar neutron "machine-gun " was
jointl y financed by the Office of Naval Research and .
Columbia Un ive rsit y. Direction of the program is in the
ha nds of Drs. E. T. Booth and J. B. Dunning o f Columbia. Pure research. the experimentation with subatomic and nuclea r particles and th eir effects. is the present field for the cyclotron. Who knows. - perhaps in the
the not so dist an t future. use of such machines in indus•
tria l applications will be common practice.

pp,.SSAIC, NEW JERSEY

Tt-tE otc.ON1"1'E coMPANY t
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Pictures and information courl e-sy Radio-Elect ronics.
No t•ember. 1950 in an article by H'arr en F. Goodell. Jr.
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK!

Charles ton .. . Carteret .. . Paulsboro ... ports of
call for the S. S. Marine Chemist, the newest addition to Dow's cons tantly expanding distribution
system. Unique in its field, this 463 foot tanker is
especially "tailored" to carry its chemical cargo. The
t e n tanks in the vessel have special bottoms to keep
the various c he micals free from contact with the
"skin" of the ship. Between the tanks, double bulkheads are ins talled and separate pumps and lines are
provided for each product ... truly a chemical warehouse afloat!
SLeaming out of the Dow plants at Freeport, Texas,
the S. S. Marine Chemist plys the coas twise shipping
lanes to deliver its cargo of caustic soda, glycols and
solvents to South Carolina and Ne w J ersey ports.
From these points, a flee t of lined, insulated tank
cars takes over to speed the chemicals to Dow's customers located along the eastern seaboard.
This mos t recent link in the Dow dis tribution plan
is only one m eans of transport in a comple x system
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required to move over 600 Dow chemicals across the
nation ... chemicals that range from caustic for the
soap industries in Massachuse tts to soil fumigants
for the lettuce growers in California.
THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY • MIDLAND, MICHIGAN
New York •

Boston • Philadelphia

• Washington

•

Atlanta

• Cleveland

Detroit • Chicago • St. Louis • Houston • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Seattie
Dow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto 1, Canada
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FOR YOUR CON\'ENIENCE •••

This new, attractive bottle
base combined with the
famous Higgins color card.
A natural for use right on
your drawing board. Ask
for it at your Higgins Ink
dealer's.
·

--
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COLUMNS
(Continued from Page 15)
A professor threatened to shoot me the other day . ..
if I didn't quit telling the pigeons lies about him . . .
Shot ... that's something I don't want to be . . . that's
also what a lot of people if they've had more than one
of ... are half . ..
The1e's a girl in one of my classes, men . . . No lie
. . . She petitioned in on the last day of petitioning, and
before she found out that she wasn't in Math ten . . .
it was too late . .. I'm really taking some well rounded
courses . . . Take that Statics for instance .. . There's
a complete course . . . I'm taking it now for the third
time . . . Everything they miss during the year is covered
on the final . . . How thorough can you get . . . The
mechanic at the garade where I take my car is sure
thorough . . . I left the car while I went to get a short
root beer . . . and when I got back, he'd cleaned the
plugs, carburetor, drip pan, and my wallet . . . Some
how or other he'd even found time to neck with my
girl . . . I didn't catch him at it . . . but it took me
three hours to clean the grease off my fraternity pin ...
I've been a little short of cash lately . . . Of course being
broke is no crime . . . but it is a little inconvenient around
eating time . . . Eating is such a habit . . . If my folks
hadn't got me started when I was too young to know
better . . . think of the money I could have saved . . .
Lately, my girl has been costing me quite a bit, too ...
I've spent so much on her since the first of the year,
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that I'm going to have to marry her for my money • · ·
She wanted a new evening dress for the Ball . • . When
I saw it, it was more gone than gown . .. The guys that
always have the moola around here tell me that the
quickest way to get back on your feet is to miss a car
payment ...
Someone wanted to know how old Sam was .. . Well
. .. I used to get mighty peeved at little Jesse . . . He
wa,; always pulling on my whiskers . . . I wouldn't want
to tell you just exactly how old I am . . . but, on my
last birthday, when I lit the candles on the cake . • . I
like to barbecued the ceiling . . . I've gone through more
restorations than the columns ... Lately ... the last five
years or so I've been feeling kinda' peeked . . . You
know . . . like the sweater girl who tried to do a backbend . . . So I sent away for one of those muscle building
courses . . . E1very week for the past two years they've
been sending me heavier and heavier and more and more
equipment through the mail ... I don't seem to be much
heavier or stronger as a result . . . but, you should see
my mailman . . . Line forms to the left girls . . . Left
. . . that means that Sam gets the overflow ... Speaking
of overflow . . . Everything seems to have a hidden
meaning . .. It's rumored that even the little red schoolhouse may have something behind it ... Remember that
a man who gets rattled might have a screw loose . . .
That doesn't have any connection with overflow, but it
does fill up space ...
I told you a while back that we had some skunks
on this campus . . . Did you also know that we had some
Gnus? . . . Yes indeed . . . Only the other night, Papa
Gnu went home from classes and Mama Gnu met him
at the door . . . Shyly she looked up at him and said
. . . I've got news for you .. . What this school really
needs much worse than news . .. is a good two dollar
lab report . . . They are rare . . . Rare too are the
taxicabs in this town . .. Rare only because most of the
drivers are never done ... They call them Yellow Cabs
. . . huh . . . There's nothing Yellow about the cabs
in Columbia . . . they'll attack anyone . . . It's getting
so that it's worth your life to walk across the street without looking both ways, and at the same time listening
to the cab dispatchers on a surplus walkie-talkie . . .
Dances at Rothwell are getting rough too . . . If you
don't learn how to dance fast . .. You'll get mangled
. . . Dancing . . . that's the art of getting your feet
out of the way faster than your partner can set hers down
... I went to a dance the other night . . . It was informal
. . . I could wear my own clothes . . . It was raining
( Continued on Page 38 )

TUXEDO RENTAL
Tiger Hal & Dry Cleaners
13 on the Strollway
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for Engine ers
Between the gloved fingers, you see the plostic discs which separate and insulate inner wire from outer tube of coaxial unit.

them on the coaxial conductor accurately and speedily is not so simple. Equipment was designed and
built which receives the discs from a hopper, forces
each against a knife edge to slit it, and slips them on
to the wire at regular intervals of one inch. At the
same time another part of the machine forms copper
tape into a tube around the wire and discs, gives a
high voltage test, and wraps the tube with two spiral
layers of steel tape to produce a completed coaxial
unit.

Before the discs go into the machine, they are subjected to an ''ozone atmosphere" and to the radiation
from radium salts to remove static electricity which
would cause them to stick together and refuse to enter
the feeding tracks.
All of this - the development of new production
1

11

Plastic life-save rs
For Coaxial Cable

-'

methods and machines, the infinite care in manufacture - requires engineers of many kinds-electrical,
mechanical, chemical, metallurgical, industrial. Working closely together, they help to convert scientific
developments in communications into economically
manufactured products for the Bell System.

(ACTUAL SIZE)

In every mile of new eight-unit Bell Telephone coaxial cable there are over half a million little plastic
insulating discs. They look simple enough-like small
plastic "life-savers"-but there's a lot of engineering
behind them.

In early coaxials, the insulators were made of hard
rubber. But scientists at Bell Telephone Laboratories
found that polyethylene-becau se of its extremely low
power factor and lower dielectric constant-reduced
shunt losses to about one-twelfth of those with rubber discs.
Use of polyethylene plastic, however, required
the development by Western Electric-manufactu ring
unit of the Bell System-of.unusual handling techniques and special machinery.

Punching the discs, with a neat hole in the center,
from sheets of the tough plastic is routine. To position

A
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Plastic insulators, fed into this mechanism, are slit - and
pressed on to the coaxial conductor exactly one inch apart.

SYSTEM SINCE 1882

COLUMNS
( Continued from Page 36)

outside and it was really crowded on the floor .. . About
all most of us had room to do was stand around looking
at each other . .. There we were .. . The women look ing the women up and down to see what they were
wearing . . . The men looking the worr.en up and down
to see what they were . . . Clothing, is getting to be a
proble:n in Columbia . .. They advertise these new spring
suits . . . All they are going to charge you is half a
years pay per . . .
Time has really flown since the last time I wa3

here . . . and there is nothing to hasten the flight of
time like the spur of the moment . . . So, strap on your
sp:us men . . . I'll be here again soon . .. Hey, I almost
forgot to tell you about that new course in higher surveying . . . C.E.'s going around finding out how many
girls live in each of the Suzieland Halls . . . Maybe
Kinsey hasn't forgotten Columbia after all . . . Look,
hasn't . . . They rever learn . . . Neither did the St.
Pat's Board member w~ saw the other day . . . Broke, as
usual , he was taking the cap off his knee to £ee if there
was any beer in the joint ... Women are sure a problem,
m en ... This understanding them is rough ... Some of
them are easy . . . Some of them are tough . .. Go easy
m en ... Se= you around the columns ... Me and Tripod,
that is . . .
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( Continued from Page 10)
The next grade is that of Member. A Member has
all the rights and privileges of the I.RE. except to hold
the offic'."! of the President, Vice-President, and Director.
A Member must be 24 years of age and shall have had at
least three years active practice in his profession.
The grade that most engineering students are interes~ej in upon graduation is the Associate grade. For
ajmission to the grade of Associate the candidate must be
at least 18 years of age, and must be interested in the
theory and practice of ra:iio engineering.
To be a Student member, the applicant must be registered as a student of electrical studies, under-graduate,
or graduate, in an educational institution of recognized
standing and his application must be endorsed by a member of the faculty. A student ceases to be a Student member six months after termination of student status.
It is hopej that this article will acquaint you with
the organization and quolifications for membership in
the A.I.E.E. and I.RE. Association with either of these
organizations will add much to the young engineers
future .

ALUMNI
( Continued from Page 11)

George Oliver, P. 0. Box 273, Rivertown, Wyoming,
is the District Manager for the Mountain States Power
Company.

Two Names

C/)11\e in and see1he

You Can Depend On

EDGAR'S
• Easy to clean - automatic
ov en a nd burn er li ghting - ev ery
\_ ...· coo king fea ture you ' d want !

{Cmp

Liberal trade-In - easy terms

EDGAB'S
38

Maytag
•••
Phone 7404
1013 East Broadway
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Roehling Preformed has

longer service life . .•
works better on the job
FOR EVERY make and type of roperigged equipment, Roehling Preformed
"Blue Center" Steel Wire Rope provide!.i
extra handling ease ... extra toughness and
long life. "Blue Center" steel, an exclusive
Roehling development, assures top resistan_ce to fatigue. Roehling Preformed rope
spools better .. . minimizes vibration, whipping and kinking.
There's a proper Roehling wire rope for
every requirement. The Roehling Field
Man is always ready to recommend the
best rope for economical performance on
any operation. In addition, his suggestions
on the proper installation, use and maintenance of wire rope often bring further
substantial savings. John A. Roebling's
Sons Company, Trenton 2, New Jersey.

*

*

*

*

11IUlanfa, 934 Avon Ave
801fon, 51 Sleeper St
Chicago, 552S W. Roosevelt Rd
Cincinnati, 3253 Fredonia Ave
Cleveland, 701 St.
:• Clair Ave, N. E. * Denver, 4801 Jackson St* ffouafon, 6216 Navigation Blvd* Los Angeles, 216 S. Alameda St* New Yorlc, 19 Rector St* Odeua,
,·, rexo1, 1920 E. 2nd St * Phllodelphla, 230 Vine St * San Frondaco, 1740 17th St * Seattle, 900 ht Ave, S, * rulaa, 321 N. Cheyenne St
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CLUB
( Continued from Page 26)
19/64 inches in length. Doc Scorah had to use his famed
magnifying glass on one senior.
The Air Force turned out to inspect the Campus
Stunt to see if it was rnfe to take off. They pronounced
the rocket safe ( really some thought that it was going to
fly) a::id preparations we~e completed. Not enough
smoke came out the bottom and not enough noise came
out the speaker. But the skyrocket flew out and surPeople "aahed" and cameras
prised ma::iy people.
clicked all at once. It was an impressive sight.
Later Friday at 4 o'clock the St. Pat's Parade started.
The ASME float won top honors with a Giant Steam
Roller; complete with steam whistle, moving pistons and
engineers dangling from the cab.
At 5 :50 o'clock old St. Pat hobbled up to the Knighting stand accompanied by two stout young men in green
ties and cummerbands. As St. Pat was helped up the
step3, some::>ne in the crowd glimpsed a pair of lou<l
plaid socks on his feet. In a cloud of steam the blessed
Blarney Stone appeared.
During the ceremonies one lady of St. Patrick knelt
at the wrong spot on the platform and had to be tugged
into place so she could kiss the Blarney Stone.
Fred Levien arrived late for the ceremony, he had
drive:i. the tank ·in the Parade for Pi Tau Sigma. He
ran inside, put his robe on walked into the back row of
the Knights. He still had his fatigues on, muddy boondockers and his face was unshaven-truly an Engineer.
Another thing happened while the ceremoni~s were proceding.
Some dirty name snuck up to the Campus Stunt,
poured kerosene on it and set fire to it. Children were
playing in this area at the time-if the stunt had fallen,
their lives would have been ir.. danger. Luckily a few
spectators noticed the flames and extinguished the;n with
their bare hands. Just after the flames were extinguished,
the ceremonies were over. Engineer's Kaw-Towed and
St. Patrick and his Blarney Stone disappeare:.I to return
again next year. That night lab exhibits were open.
Very early Saturday morning in the driving rain,
vandles again attempted arson. This time they succee:.led.
The Campus Stunt was completely destroyed with a Joss
of over $130.00 and over 300 man-hours of labor.
The advertising possibilities of this rocket were practically unlimited. Names and information has been turned
over to the Dean of Men and an investigation has been
conducted. The Engineers attempted to do this in a businesslike manner so they can keep their names high on the
honor roll of fellow students.
At the Engineers' Convocation on Saturday morning,
Jack Harvey, Engineers' Club pre3ident, presented a
slide rule to S. Reed Scruby in recognition of his scholarship during his freshman year on this campus. The
slide rule was donated this year by the Keuffel & Eisser
Company, St. Louis division. Harvey, in presenting the
rule to Scruby, said : "it (the rule ) is symbolic of the accuracy and perfection you have demonstrated so well since

40

joining us on this campus.
Dean H. 0. Croft, in the name of the Missouri
Engineering Foundation, presented medals for outstanding achievements in engineering. The recipients were
C. W . Brown of the Missouri Highway Department and
W. V . Kahler of Illinois Bell Telephone.
The principle S;Jeaker for the Convocatio::i, H. M.
Muller, spoke on "Engineers- Industry's Key Men."
Saturday at noon the alumni held their luncheon.
W . V . Ka'.1ler, president of Illinois Bell Telephone, was
t:1e speaker. He spoke 0:1 activities of Missouri engineers
at Chicago. Saturday afternoon the Green tea was held
in the library . Coffee and cookies were served. Lab
exhibits were again open from 1 :30 to 4 :30 that afternoon.
The highlight of the week was soon approaching.
The St. Pat's Dance was held and the identity of the
Queen of Love and Beauty was finally revealed. Gene
Beckman played for the dance . At 10 :00 there was a
blare of the trumpets and dancers crowded around the
coronatio:1 stand, they waited and waited. His Honor, St.
Patrick in reminising his young days forgot what time
it was and arrived at the coronation late. Finally at 5
after 10 a car roared up to the side door of Rothwell
Gym and discharged St. Patrick. The coronation started.
This time. St. Patrick concealed his loud sock and wore
boots. He crowned Joan Highbarger the Queen of Love
and Beauty. He bestowed her the honor of presenting
the Magna Cum Laude keys, then Bob Morgan, winner
of the teard growing conte3t held Joa:1 in a vice-like grip
while they osculated. When they broke, both were smiling. As Bob Morgan left the stand he grinned, shuttered,
and his knees buckled underneath him-that kiss was
too much for him. After Joan said a few words. the
dance continued.
At 10 :30 issues of the Shamrock were distributed .
At 12 o'clock the dance ended with Gene Beckmen's arrangement of "The Engineer's Sweetheart." Everyone enjoyed the:nselves. The dance climaxed the festivities of
St. Pat's Week. I think commendation should be given
to students and alumni who worked behind the scenes
to make St. Pat's Week what it was. St. Pat's We 2 k
takes a lot more preparation than one would think and
the~e boys do most of the work and get little glory. If
any of you knkow someone who did work for the betterment of St. Pat's Week. give him a pat on the back- it
will make both you and him feel better.

CHARACTERS

( Continued from Page 19)
co::1pa:1ies as the Great Lakes Pipeline Co. Harold has
rev2ral offers for jobs after his graduation in Jun :-. but
h:n not decided on any one yet. He is in the Air ROTC
w_ill be subje:t to call for a while. but with any
lu~.c ~' all. he will b:- able to continue his career in cons '. ruc ~10:1. He started at the bottom as a laborer and
w,JrkeJ up as he went on. Now with college behind him
h:- s'.10u1J go far in hi s chose:, field. We hate to see him
gJ, both as an individual and as a part of a swell t earn .

ai:~
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Reproduces Drawings In Seconds.

Data, drawings, shop orders,
specifications-all can be
photocopied fast and accurately. Kodagraph papers,
cloth, and film save time,
protect originals from wear
and tear- even produce legible
copies from faded and worn
material.

Engineering
makes good use
of pbotograpby's
f\asbing speed

Records Motion Fa r Too Fa st To See. With the Kodak High Speed
Camera a second of motion is spread over three minutes. You
can analyze rapid movement, detect faulty action, spot points

Captures The Flick of Instrum e nts. The flash of the
cathode-tube b eam and the
swift swing of the galvanometer mirror are not too fast
for photography. It captures
and records readings so
that they can be analyzed
and reveal all the information they contain.

of wear, see ways to improve d esign and make a stronger,
better product. (Illustration above shows part of a box carton
sealing machine in action.)

An through his work, the engineer finds photography
an important aid. Its speed saves him time everywhere
from learning the strength of materials to improving
design and reproducing his drawings. Its accuracy and
its ability to enlarge and reduce permit him to have
data, plans, and specifications in any size-in any
quantity. And with microfilming he can record and
keep important material ready for instant reference
in about 2% of the usual filing space.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N . Y.

Send

for
this
Free

Book
It tells how
photography is iised to:
Speed production • Cut engineering
time · Assure quality maintenance •
Train more workers faster• Bring
new horizons to research

College graduates in the physical sciences, engineering, and business administrati on regularly
find employment with Kodak. Interested students should consult their placement office or
write direct to Business and Technical Personnel Department, Eastman Kodak Company,
343 State Street, Rochester 4, N. Y.

OC@cfil@1IB
TRADE·MARK

PROBLEM: INSTALL CABLE
UNDER GUA T DIVIDE.
G-E engineers devised •Y•·
tem for using irrigation tunnel to carry power cable .
Al LH, U. of Denver '37,
directed project.

PROBLEM : BUILD MOTORS,
CONTROLS TO POWER
A STEEL MILL.
Modern mills equipped by
General Electric handle hot
steel rolling at 60 miles
per hour.

Specialists at General Electric tackle many
of America's toughest technical problems
Some of the G-E products that serve you best are
those we make for others-for the armed services, for
the utility companies, and for industry generally.
It's estimated that during 1951 more than one-third
of G-E production will he for the armed services-to
help fill America's military needs.
For the Air Force, for example, General Electric
builds jet engines, instruments, gunnery systems. For
the Army: such products as radar and equipment for
~uided missiles. For the Navy: turbines to propel ships,
electric drive and control.~ for turnin~ turrets, etc

For industry, General Electric builds the motors that
drive steel mills, logging mills, printing presses . . .
the electrical equipment for mines and textile mills . . .
the turbine-generators that increase the nation·s
supply of electricity.
The hundreds of G -E engineers. physicists, chemists,
and other specialists assigned to these projects are
challei;iged by some of the most difficult, most complex
technical problems that men are asked to sol\'e. The\'
work with the assurance that their contributions ar~
meaningful and important.

<Joa e=/d,rai mr~ m_
GENERAL. ELECTRIC
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MECHANICAL ENGINEER ISSUE

How to keep a roll neck
from becoming a bottleneck
Bea rin gs in a hill er mill h ave to h e ru gged to carry
th e tre m e nd o us se p a r at in g forces in th e r o ll i n g of
stee l. To in sure co nt inu o us product ion and lo n g .
tro ubl e- fr ee p e r fo rm a n ce, e n gi n ee r s specify Tim k e n "
r o ll n eck b ea rin gs . T h at 's b eca use T im k e n ba la n ced
pro p o rti o n r o ll n eck b ea rin gs permi t h ig h er ro llin g s p ee d s, minimi ze r o ll n ec k wear, a n d h ave
m aximum cap acity.

TIMKEN®bearings
keep costs low
T o nn age reco rd s indi ca te th a t Timk e n b ea rin gs
h e lp k ee p cos t per to n of steel r o lled to a minimum.
In m a n y mill s Ti mke n r o ll n eck bearin gs a r e st ill
goi n g stro n g after m ore th a n tw o decad es of ser vice .
Because o f b ala n ced p ro p ort io n design , th ey g ive
g rea te r mill ri g idity, p e rmit lar ge r di am ete r ro ll necks
th a n ever b efore. R o ll n eck s t re n g th is in c r ea sed
50 to 60 % . Load r ati n gs are in cr eased up to 4 0 % .

·-------------- --------------- --------------- ------------

TIMKEN
TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS

Learn more
about bearings
Some of the engineering problems you' ll face after
graduation will involve bearing problems. If you'd
like to learn more about this phase of engineering,
we'll be glad to help. For additional information
about Timken bearings a nd how engineers use
them, write today to The Timken Roller Bearing
Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And don't forget to
clip this page for future reference.

*

NOT JUST A BALL O NOT JUST A ROLLER a=> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER
BEARING TAKES RADIAL ~ AND THRUST -()- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION
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The Most Important Job
•1n the World
by 0 . V. TALLY, Manager, Midwest Region,
General Machinery Di,•ision, ALLIS-CHA LMERS MANUFACTURING
(Graduate Training Course, 1927)

COMPANY
O.V.TALLY

is the most important
job in the world. Picking that first
Y
job carefully can mean the difference beOUR FIRST JOB

tween a running start in a really satisfying
life work and merely working for a living.
You must have been giving this problem a
lot of thought as you look toward the end
of your scholastic career. I had exactly
the same problem while I was working for
my E. E. at North Carolina State in 1925.

every basic industry ... food, steel, mining, aluminum, electric utilities, public
works, chemicals, and many others. Here
I saw my chance to find out which I
wanted to work in.
Taking the course in many different
departments, I learned as much as I could
about as many products and industries as
I could. Then I began application engi-

I happen to think that the man who
applies his company's product in the field
is the most important man in the American
business system. Not only does he help
create the demand that keeps our factories working, he is also the force behind
many of the great improvements in products and processes which have been made.
He must know and understand the customer's problems and the factory's facilities, then bring the two together to produce better goods at lower cost.
I knew I wanted this kind of work. Most
of all, I wanted to be free to try several
fields of work; to find out where my
talents lay; to see where my individual
effort would bring the greatest satisfaction.

Allis-Chalmers Serves All Industry
I chose the Allis-Chalmers Graduate
Training Course because Allis-Chalmers
has a hand in solving the problems of

And I found the work that has made me
happy.
Find Your Spot
Of course, not everyone wants to be a
field application engineer. The AllisChalmers Graduate Training Course
offers you an opportunity to find out
which branch of industry you will be
happiest in and which job in that industry

.,
In Basic Industries
laboratory scaleddown equipment is
used to investigate
processes and make
pilot runs . Lab includes complete food,
ore, wood, rock products pilot plants.

.,

neering in the New York District Office.
Since then, I have been in Washington,
Philadelphia, St. Louis and Chicago. As
it turned out, I didn't specialize in any
industry, but worked on applications for
all kinds of goods to many industries.

you can do best. You choose your own
courses and may alter them whenever you
like. You choose among electric power
generation, distribution and utilization
equipment; motors, pumps, blowers;
basic industry equipment for processing
cement and rock products, ores, wood,
chemicals, food; and many other types of
equipment. You can get actual practice
in design, manufacturing, sales, research,
administration, service and erection before
choosing which one to follow. And many
Allis-Chalmers customers have openings
for training course graduates.
As I've said, I believe the most important job in the world to you is your job
after graduation. Choose the job that
gives you the greatest opportunity for
advancement through your own effort. If
you want to talk to someone about the
opportunities at Allis-Chalmers, visit your
nearest Allis-Chalmers Sales Office. Or
write Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee l, Wisconsin, for details.

Large Allis-Chalmers
synchronous
condenser
corrects
power factor on
giant Southern
California Edison Company distribution system.

~

ALL Is CH ALME'RS
-

owam

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee I, Wisconsin
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Oh say
can you see"That's Jonesey-putting out his flag again.
"He hasn't missed one Sunday in the
eight years we've been neighbors. I used
to kid him about it a lot. Asked him
why didn't he buy a cannon co shoot off
with it. He cook it good-natured-l ike.
Bue we got to talking last week about
war in general. That was the first time
I even knew he had a son.
"His boy, Joe, enlisted right after Pearl
Harbor a nd got overseas fast. When
young Joe came back, Jonesey met him
at the railroad station, stayed up with
him all night and rode out with him to
the cemetery on the hill. After it was all
over, the sergeant gave Jonesey the flag
that had covered Joe. That's it over there.
I don't kid Jonesey any more.
"Instead, I've been listening respectfully
when he talks about the flag . .. only
when he says it, it's Flag. With a capital
F. Same capital F he puts on Freedom,
which is what he really means. Jonesey
sure made me think about Freedom a lot.
For instance ...
"When I vote, nobody knows where I
put my X's. Nobody puts me in jail for
picking out my own church. And no
teachers tell my kids to spy on me a nd
turn me in because I squawk about taxes
or high prices. And when I told my boss
I was quitting to open a little grocery
with the dough I'd saved in war bonds,
he wished me luck and said he'd have
his missus buy their groceries from me.
"That's what Jonesey meant when he
said our Freedom is right under our
noses. Can't feel it or see it. But it's there
just the same, wrapped up in every star
and stripe in that Flag across the street.
"And, if you'll excuse me, I'm going outside and hoist m y own Flag, too ... just
bought it last night. 'Oh say can you see?'
l .< ure can ... now!"

REPUBLIC STEEL
Republic Building, Cleveland 1. Ohio

Republic BECAME strong In a strong and
free America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in on A merlca that remains
strong and free ... an America who owes

much of her prosperit y to her man y hul(e
industries that proYide her people with the
world 's finest liv ing. Through //,rs, ma11y ;,,J11,trie,, R,pui,/ic "" ''·' all A mt1•;ca. A typical example can h e found in the Petroleum Industry
whose products furnish much of the nation·s
power. heat and lil(ht . In this production. 100.
steel plays a vital role .. . carbon . alloy and
stainless . . . much of which comes from the
many mills of Republic.

*

*
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GOV ER-Double pinion gear for steel
mill drive being hobbed at Westinghouse Nuttall Works. Heat-treated
gear steel for the continuous duty and
heavy shock loads found in steel mill
applications outfrzsts untreated steel
four to five times.-Cour tesy Westinghouse.
FRONTIS- Spindle being installed
in Turbine casing before test run of
steam turbine. - Courtesy Westinghouse.
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mechani cal l:ng-ineer
A dictionary term may read, "one skilled in the science of
mechanics, pertaining to machinery, etc." as the definition of the
Mechanical Engineer. But the Mechanical Engineer of today has
come a long way from that type of definition.
In some ways the term Mechanical Engineer is a misnomer
in that science of mechanics has become only a small part of the
Mechanical Engineers training. The fully trained Mechanical Engineer of today has a working knowledge of Math, Physics, Structures, Electricity, Hydraulics, Metallurgy, Industrial Relations, Design, Chemistry, Thermodynamic s, Aeromechanics, and Laboratory Procedure and Testing to name only a few of the basic courses
included in this schedule. Mechanical Engineering as a term,
has come to include the basic science of engineering in its entirety,
where as its original meaning of machine design, building and operation has fallen more and more into !he hands of skilled mechanics, and specialized technicians. The power engineer is ninetenths mechanical, as is the design engineer, automotive engineer,
testing engineer, and any number of the more specially trained
engineering personnel.
Except in the more specialized industries, the demand for
the Mechanical Engineer has continued to rise to the point of
dominance.
The Mechanical Engineer is the man that shows you what
to do it, and how to do it. He designs the product
where
do,
to
to fit the needs and specifications, designs the tools to make the
product, designs and builds the machinery that produces the power to run the tools that makes the product, and in many instances
is responsib1e for the transportation of that product to your very
doorstep.
From giant five story steam generation boilers to the tiny
fuel jets in the carburetor of your automobile, the Mechanical Engineer has done his job to improve the way of life for his fellowman. He is the unseen hand behind the modern machine age .
In all truth the Mechanical Engineer of today can be called
of the engineering profession.
backbone
the
J.A.B.
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Sl'EAM POWEB GENEBAl'ION
By JAMES M . CROMER, M.E. '51

Modern 60,000 KW Steam Turbine Unit

Should someone tell you that there was a day when
the steam required to keep the everyday life of a city
in contact was produced by hand fired boilers, you would
find it hard to accept the fact in the presence of modern
day living. Before 1900, there was much evidence to
support this fact. Hardy Irishmen could be found in
many boiler rooms, shoveling coal and tending to the hot
fire beds of the furnaces. These men were very skillful
in firing the furnaces, and were capable of obtaining the
capacity of steam they desired from the boiler. However,
America was coming into the machine age, and power
engineers were looking for a better means to increase the
steam capacity that was needed to meet the growth of the
country.
The infant stage of our present day stoker was the
development of the Roney. This stoker was classified
as inclined-grate, natural-draft stoker. It was later known
as the overfeed draft stoker. in which fresh coal was applied to the fire bed from above. The important feature
of the Roney was the rocking grate that agitated the fire
bed to prevent cooling of the fuel. This feature permitted
greater air circulation over the cool bed, thus increasing
the heat release of the boiler. The fuel was fed . by
pushers, onto the grate from a hopper at the front of
the furnace. As the fuel progressed across the bed of the

ti

furnace, it released its stored energy in successive stages.
The resultant ash was dumped off the grate into the ash
pit at the rear of the furnace. The Roney thus became
the pioneer furnace to present some measure of combustion, continuity, a steady, controlled movement of the
fuel throughout the furnace to produce a relatively uniform release of heat. The furnace presented some undesirable results; of these were a high replacement of the
burnt out cast iron grates due to low air draft volumes and
high stack draft velocities.
Principles Underlying Stoker Development
Upon entering a boiler room in a power plant. you
will discover a distinct pattern that is usually followed
throughout every power plant in the country~ This pattern is the result of the culmination of many facts gathered through observation. demands. or previous test results. You will notice a control panel board covered by
many indicators. the method of firing the boiler and
finally the vigilant inspection by workmen on the furnace.
You ask yourself the meaning of these observations. The
answer to these questions is the factors responsible to
stoker development.
The control panel is the brains of the stoker. Engineers in the past fifty years have considered the stoker
dS a machine that is never fully automatic. but must bt
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adjusted wht'7 considl'rinr, the type of fuel to be burned
and tht' quantity of steam desired . Therefore, a skill ful opl'rator is required to meet these adjustments, and
thl' engincl'rs' objective in de\eloping the present day
~toker is to build a machine that is readily responsive to
adjustment and manipulation by the operator. The dewlopment of accurate instruments to relay to the operator the changes in the internal conditions of the furnace,
such as temperatures and pre:;sures, fulfilled the engineers· objective in this respect.
The second_importan t development of the stoker was
the realization that each method of burning the fu el
resultej in either lowering or raising the capacity of the
b:Ji ler. The Roney stoker illustrated the fact that the
method of introducing the fuel into the furnace produced an improvement in boiler capacity. Observance
in fuel burning characteristics later led to the fact that
the internal condition of the furnace, such as flue gas
velocity and temperature, p:1ases of burning undergone by
the coal as it progressed across the stoker bed to the rise of
boiler capacities. As a result of these ideas, stoker development progressed rapidly.
Types of Stokers
The stokers today employ or illustrate the means by
which coal is introduced into the furnace . They may be
classified as ( 1 ) The Chain-Grate Stoker, (2 ) The Underfeed Stoker, ( 3 ) The Clinker-Grinder Stoker, and ( 4 )
The Spreader Stoker.
The Chain Grate Stoker followed the Roney in 1910
to meet further growing steam requirements. The principle of this stoker consisted of an endless chain grate,
which when coal was placed on the moving grate, would
carry the fu el to the rear of the furnace. The ash would
fall off the grate into a pit at the rear of the furnace.
Like the Roney, air was passed through the fire bed from
below, thus permitting combustion to occur. Although
noted for the efficiency attained through burning of cheap
and low grade coal , its development was curtailed due to
non -regulation of the air flow and inadequate control of
the fire bed . However, since 1910, these limitations have
been removed , and several of these stokers are still in existence.

Due to the early failure of the chain grate stoker to
meet steam demands, engineers turned to another means
of supplying coal to the furnace. This was the Underfeed Stoker. The coal was forced into the fire bed from
below. The coal entered the furnace through channels
called "retorts." A reciprocating ram provided the motion
of the coal through the channels up into the fire bed . The
inti oduction of forced draft in 1914 was applied to the
Underfeed Stoker. Adjacent to each retort was a tuyere
box through which the air entered the fu el bed . There
this stoker had a distinct advantage over that of the
chain grate, in that more coal could be burned on each
square foot of grate area. The Underfeej Stoker produced a great heat release per pound of coal, steadier combustion, and a new degree of flexibility. The stoker
could be applied to a furnace of any width by employing
a series of retorts and tuyere box through which the air
entered the fuel bed. There this stoker had a distinct
advantage over that of the chain grate, in that more coal
could be burned on each square foot of grate area. The
Underfeed Stoker produced a great heat release per pound
of coal , steadier combustion, and a new degree of flexibility. The stoker could be applied to a furnace of any
width by employing a series of retorts and tuyere. Each
reciprocating ram, connected by a single shaft, could
operate out of phas= with respect to each other. The
first Underfeed Stokers employed a dump grate at the
rear of the retort for ash disposal. This dump grate was
operated periodically to drop the ash into the pit below.
However, due to the inescapable loss of some combustible
material with the ash, a large crew of men were required to attend to the disposal of ash .
To obtain higher efficiencies and more complete combustion of the fuel, the clinker-grinder stoker became a
modification of the underfeed stoker.
The clinker-grinder stoker was similar to the underfeed stoker except that a modification of the ash disposal unit was introduced . To increase the efficiency
of the underfeed stoker it was realized that a more complete combustion of the fuel must be attained. To accomplish this effect, the dump grates of the underfeed
stoker were replaced by a clinker grinder pit. The ashes,
( Continu ed next Page)

The Centrafire-with-t ravelinggrate stoker, used on boilers
having steam rates from 30,000 to 350,000 pounds per
hour, is physically larger than
the Link-Grate-type spreader
stoker. Sketch shows coal distribution and continuous discharge of ash over the reciprocating air-seal member.
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upon leaving the grate, would fall into the pit. When
the level of ash in the pit would exceed the level of the
fuel bed, the grinder would go into operation. The ash
refuse would be grounded by the bladed rollers of the
grinder. The purpose of the grinder was therefore to
create an extension on the grate of the stoker by maintaining the level of ash in the pit to a point that it would
coincide with the top of the fuel bed. Thus, complete
combustion of the fuel was attained.
Another method of supplying coal to a furnace is the
application of the spreader stoker. Although the stoker
employs a continuous rotating grate, the fuel is not carried into the furnaces by the grate. Instead, the fuel
feed is isolated from actual combustion and ash removal
since the coal is distributed by a mechanism separate
from the grate. The grate simply supports a bed of ash
and removes it from the furnace. As the coal is scattered throughout the furnace atmosphere, it falls in a
controlled pattern on the fire bed where it bums in a
few seconds. The problem of fly ash removal is present
due to the carrying away of the finer particles of coal
by the combustion gases as the fuel is scattered through
the furnace atmosphere. Dust collectors are therefore
a necessity for the spreader stoker. The spreader stoker
has become more popular due to ( 1 ) a unified feed control and (2 ) replacement of burnt out grates is negligible.

PART 2.-THE STEAM TURBINE
No power plant is complete without a means to convert
the potential energy in the form of high pressure steam
as furnished by the boiler into mechanical energy. The
method of accomplishing this conversion is as fascinating

as the development of the stoker. The history of determining the most efficient and durable method of converting to useful work the steam applied to a machine, is
the development of the steam turbine. Like its partner,
the boiler, its development required all the skill, patience
and ingenuity of the engineers who developed the turbine.
Basically, the steam turbine consists of a rotor on which
alloy steel blades are projecting from its periphery. These
blades are usually semi-circular in a cross-sectional view.
Mechanical work is then performed as ilie steam, at high
inlet temperature and pressure, expand through the turbine.
Turbines may be classified as either impulse or reaction turbines. Each classification is based on the
length of the turbine blades and how the steam is admitted. For the reaction turbine, the steam is admitted
along the entire periphery of the blading and consequently expands to a small extent. The blades are short and
allow a large per cent of the steam to leak around the
blades. This spells low efficiency. The impulse turbine
provides for the steam to enter the turbine through independently controlled valves and nozzles instead of
around the full periphery of the stage. Thus, one advantage of the impulse turbine is its ability to improve efficiency at light loads. Another advantage of the impulse
turbine is that the blades are progressively longer as the
expanded steam approaches th1:: steam exit of the turbint . This increased length of blading results in higher
blade tip velocity, smaller rotor diameter and a smaller
per cent loss in steam due to leakage.

The first-central-station steam turbine Installation was thl11 2000-kw unit in a plant of the Hartford Electric Light Company.
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An early Roney stoker under a 200-hp Stirling
boiler. (Sketch is taken from a jamph)et dated 1898.)

Early Turbine Development

The first steam turbine introduced in this country
occurred in 1896 and was known as the Parsons Turbine.
It had been under development from 1884 to 1887 by
Sir Charles A. Parson. The machine was classified as a
150K.W., 5000 rpm reaction tturbine.
The first successful steam turbine installation occurred at the Westinghouse Air Brake Company in Washington, Pa. The installation consisted of three 400 K.W.
3600-rpm, 60 cycle, condensing turbine generator units.
Their performance paved the way for larger units of 750
KW in the early part of the nineteenth century. The
first difficulty encountered in the development of larger
units was the thermal distortion of the turbine casing.
The 750 KW turbine contained the hot inlet and cold
exit end under one casing. To alleviate the large distortions of the casing, the larger turbines were built with
the hot and cold ends under separate casings but on the
same shaft. These two case tandem-compounded turbines were capable of producing 1500 KW between 1901
and 1904. As a matter of interest, these machines had
provision for steam extraction for reheating it with live
steam from the boiler. However, reheating at this time
proved uneconomical and was abandoned. In 1904, it
was learned how to overcome the thermal distortions of
the turbine housing and single-case designs were again in
favor. By 1910, the basic patfem of steam turbines were ·
firmly established.
As turbine development progressed, designers were
confronted with another problem-the steam. exit end
of the turbine. As the steam expands through the stages
of the turbine, the volume of steam is increased in the
ratio of 1: 1000 cubic feet. This means that the steam
and water vapor leaving the last row or stage must move
at a slow velocity in order that the wasted kinetic energy
be small. Also inferred is the requirements of a large
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exit annulus, and high blade tip velocity. To meet theee
requirements, the blades sweeping out the exhaust area
must be long, light, but strong enough to withstand the
high centrifugal forces encounrered at high rotor speeds.
Turbine blades were drawn of brass but later replaced
by phosphor, bronze and five per cent nickel steel. Other
alloys, such as manganese copper, stainless steel, were
tested and used as power requirements grew. Today, turbine blading is generally made of 12 per cent chrome
iron.
Particular attention was required of the amount of
water vapor that formed in the low pressure end of the
turbine. Moisture accumulation of 10 to 15 per cent in
the steam at the exhaust end would result in heavy blade
replacement. To .reduce the damage incurred by the water
vapor, reheating or protective shields of hard metals on
the blades resulted and are still in practice. Reheating
has another advantage in that heat consumption is decreased. As an example, a single stage of reheat to the
original throttle temperature will result in about 4 per
cent decrease in heat consumption.
Several alternatives were devised to solve the steam
exit problem. One method was to reduce the rotor speed.
This allowed larger rotor diameters and longer blades. A
second method would be to divide the exit steam flow
into several paths. The single case, double-flow, low
pressure turbine was introduced in 1907. . This machine
had a capacity of 35,000 K\W at 1800 rpm. A third
method would be cross-compounding. Such a machine
would consist of one high pressure turbine driving a generator with its exhaust steam crossing over to a low pressure turbine and generator. The chief advantage of crosscompounding is the ability to reduce speed of the low
pressure turbine in order to obtain greater exhaust area.
Cross-compounding is used chiefly on larger installations
in the order of 100,000 KW. Tandem compounding,
( Continued on Page 44)

Turbine installation showing condenser arrangement of a 165,000 K.W. in the Richmond Station, J>hiladelpbia, J>a.
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THE HIGH COMPRESSION ENGINE

-----

Within the last few years the automotive industry ha,s
been conditioning the general public to accept the fact
that "High Compression" is a synonym and practically the
basis for optimum engine performance . . . "The 1951
Super Screwball V-8 is powered with that ALL NEW,
7.8 to 1 compression ratio, Flamethrower Engine. This
highest of ALL compression ratios results in tremendous
increases in economy and performance." Now, while it
must be quite obvious from the above type of Detroit
advertising that compression ratios are a good thing to
have, there are probably numerous individuals who have
wondered what these compression ratios actually are why is it that engine manufacturers seem to be concentrating so hard on increasing the C. R.-and finally,
if high C. R.'s are so wonderful, just why haven't these
"High Compression Engines" been made available to us
common folks long before· now? It is to these wondering
individuals that this article is dedicated.
Generally speaking, the compression ratio of an engine is defined as the ratio of the volume displaced by
a piston during a single stroke to the volume of vapor
remaining in the combustion space when the piston is
fully extended into the cylinder. For a manufactured engirte, this ratio can easily be determined by positioning
the piston for maximum total volume, measuring the

By JEFFERSON BAKER, M.E. Graduate
quantity of non-compressible fluid required to completely
fill this volume, advancing the piston one stroke and measuring the amount of displaced liquid. While this process for determining the C. R. of an actual engine is
relatively simple, the determination of the compression
ratio of an engine in the design stage can become somewhat more involved. This complication arises due to the
fact that the "volume of vapor remaining in the combustion space when the piston is fully extended into the
cylinder" term considers not only the cylinder head cavity volume, but also takes into account other factors,
prominent among which are: ( 1) The relation of the top of
the block to the head end of the cylinder. Although it
might seem that the head end of the cylinder and the
top of the cylinder block are one and the same thing, this
is not always the case. For example, in a "Hot Rod"
V-8 side valve engine, a portion of the block around
the valve seats ~nd between the seats and the cylinder
is removed to facilitate smoother mixture flow and consequently greater volumetric efficiency at high rpm. Thus
the top of the cylinder is not flat, but inclines toward the
valves. (2) The type of piston crown (concave, convex,
inclined, and so forth) . The compression ratio of the new
Chrysler V-8 engine can be progressively increased from
one model to another by simply exchanging the present
pistons for pistons with a greater dome area. ( 3) The
relation the top of the piston has with the head end of
the cylinder when the piston is fully extended into the
cylinder. Some pistons "pop" upward out of the cylinder
as much as ¾ of an inch, while others do not even reach
the head end of the cylinder. ( 4) The cylinder head
gasket thickness and the amount of spark plug penetration
are even determining factors.
The effect of compression ratio on engine performance can probably best be shown by considering the very
basic fact that the horsepower output of an engine is proportional to the energy supplied to the engine, or in other
words:
Horsepower Output

=

Fuel Energy x Volume of Mixture
x Density of Mixture x Thermal
Efficiency of Engine.

For a theoretical engine, it can be shown that:
Thermal Efficiency

=

1 -

(l / C.R.)n-1

For an engine using air alone for fuel (theoretical) , the
exponent n in the above equation is 1.4, but where a mixture of gasoline and air is used, it has been found that
the ratio of the specific heats (n) is closer to 1.2. See
figure 1. Raising the temperature of the compressed mixture by increasing the compression pressure ( increasing the
C.R.) also causes an increase in the amounts of H 2 and
0 2 that exist separately and a corresponding decrease in
THE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

the amount of combined H 2 and 0 2 ( H 20). Consequently,
on ignition a greater energy of reaction is obtained with
a resulting increase in thermal efficiency. The increase ·
in thermal efficiency is clearly shown in the plot of Thermal Efficiency vs Compression Ration ( Fig. 1) The reason for the indicated and brake curves flattening out at
C.R.'s above around 12 to 1 is not exactly known at this
time.
Since it has been shown that the thermal efficiency
increases with compression ratio rise, it is obvious that for
a specific displacement engine, raising the C.R. will increase the BHP on the crank shaft, or for a specific
BHP, a smaller, more economical, engine will be required.
( See performance comparison data at the end of this
article).
Naturally it is possible to increase the performance
without varying the compression ratio by : (a) increasing
the density of the mixture by supercharging, use of coolerant in the mixture, etc; (b) by improving the heating
value of the fuel. It should be noted that octane rating
is no specific indication of fuel energy content, i.e., alcohol is sometimes used in high compression engines because of its high octane operational characteristics, but
the brake specific fuel consumption of an engine burning
an alcohol blend is so much higher than gasoline that in
some situations ( endurance type racing) this high consumption necessitating more frequent refueling, overshadows the gains made possible by higher performance. ( c )
increasing the thermal efficiency by improving mechanical and combustion details. However, on examining these
other means of increasing performance, it can be seen
that (a ) at this time, and for general use, increasing the
density of the mixture through supercharging is uneconomical due to increased initial cost and mechanical and
maintenance details. (b) while increasing internal energy
in the fuel would be advantageous, even if it were possible,
it would undoubtedly increase fuel cost, and consequently
CONSTANT SPEED ECONOMY
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it is doubtful if any overall economy would result, at
least in the near future; (c) not much further economical
increase of thermal efficiency can be gained by improvement of construction details or design of combustion apparatus, because, after all, many years have been spent by
the automotive industry accomplishing the present refinement of these details, and some possible further improvement has to be neglected due to restraints imposed by
the mass production methods of engine construction. Consequently we come to the ultimate conclusion that for better engine performance, increased compression ratio
seems to be the answer. It can be shown that the C.R.'s
have increased from about to 5 to 1 in 1930 to an average
of about 6.7 in 1947 and have resulted in a corresponding
fuel economy increase from 28 ton-mile/gallon to about
38 ton-mile/gallon. This is an increase of over 30% of
which the greater majority of the increase can be attributed
to the increase of C.R.
Since the main purpose of increasing the compression
ratio is to increase the fuel economy, it is interesting to
look at the economic side of H. C. R's and see what we can
afford to pay for this increased compression ratio. Da~a
taken from a paper presented by W. S. James befote
the National Gas Association of America shows the dollar value of improved fuel economy. If we assume \3
mpg year around average for a 6.5 C. R. stock car arid
25c per gallon, a 10 per cent gain in mpg will save $20.00
in 10,000 miles. Looking at figure 3 we can see that the
average gain in going from 6.4 C. R. to 12 C. R. (s
around 35% which would save $55.000 in 10,000 miles.
Now while this is an appreciable gain, it also indicates
that any increasing of compression ratios must be macle
!
( Continued on Page 46) •
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PRESENTI~
Professor Eastman Smith
By JO/IN .-\ . BA( 'ER . ME 'SJ

Professor Smith. Missouri University, 1951

You won't have to look far to find one of the men of
this month's Faculty page. If you tum to the right as
you come into the main entrance of the engine buildin11;
and keep on walking, you 'll bump ri11;ht into a door marked
Eastman Smith. Many people mistake said door for
"Administration," which is three other doors. So, usually
this door is closed. as the occupant is probably researching, or else in the class room of one of the 13 M.E.
courses he has been listed as teaching. But if you haunt
the halls around his office-- -you mi11;ht be lucky enou11;h
to catch him on the fly.
Despite the fact that Professor Smith is usually in
transition from one class to another. or in the process of
the many "extra curricular duties," there is always a ready
smile. and a few moments of conversation, of which the
Shamrock took advantage to fill his aln•ady crowded
schedule for an overdue interview.
Born in Sprin11;field, Mass.. April 2. 1897. Eastman
Smith be11;an at the early age of four to show a marked
interest in things mechanical by taking apart and reassembling a complrx set of andirons rrsting in the fin• place. What could be more natural than, when the timt'
for college came around. that hl' enten>d I larvard as a
freshman Mechanical Enginl'l'r. Around this time the
German army tried to conquer the world again, and with
a good many of his classmates ht' enlisted in the U. S.
Army after completing the Sophomore Yt'ar: and wound up where a mechanical enginl'l'r was nl'l'drd in those days.
12

as an ambulance driver in France. The particular vehicle
assiKJ1ed was said to have boasted a 31 ~ cylinder motor.
There was also a hand -crank. Professor Smith has a good
many stories of the tricks and methods developed to ka,p
those horseless carriages running. I le and his buddies
volunteered again. after the Armistice. for shoveling their
way home straight across the Atlantic. during a <final ,
high speed run of 14 days on th1: S. S. Graf Valdcrsee. It
was then that the Iron Fireman was first invented .
The end of the war saw E. S. back in school. this
time at M .I.T .. where after due timl' he was awarded his
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering.
With a grin, the Professor relates one of his duties of
testing mufflers. where in addition to being a good engineer one also had to be a good athlete. It seems. tht·
commercial mufflers tested had a bad habit of suddenly
bursting at the seams and spraying the test lab with
flying metal. He stayed in one piece only because he
could beat the flying scrap to the nearest barrel.
In 1927 he had a decision to make that was to shape
the entire course of his life. The decision lay in the
choice between two different jobs. one with the A.S.l\1.E .
the other with the University of New York as lecturer.
The fact that he is teaching today indicates that he made
the right choice. In his own words. Profes__'-()r Smith
says. "We were overrated. overkd. and overpaid; so right
there and then I decided I liked teaching. and have never
found a reason to change my mind." Thl' fact that the
"course" he taught contained all ~ience. including Physics, Astronomy. Chemistry. Plant and Animal origina tion and development. together with Philosophy. Geology,
and Einstein's Theory, and that to kt'Cp up with the
course he subscribed to from 15 to 2() journals and purchased and swallowed 50 tt•xtbooks all in one year. leads
one to believe that in those days the instructors had to
win their spurs the hard way.
From New York University . ( ha\'ini.r lx>en told of thl'
deli!'(hts of the Doctor's Degn>t· \ our tird<'&; ~holar n •turn<>d to M.I.T. to work for his Sc.D. It was during
this period that he finally put his ambitious ideas into
an actual working model consisting of a set of instrument~
for recording all types of m<'Chanical \'ibrations. and built
into a compact. portabl<' frame. Built with tlw lwlp
of a skilled instrument builder. tlw St't cost around an
<'Conomical SI000.00. one half paid by M .I.T. and tlw
rl'st coming out of tlw pocket of the d<>si!CTWr and buildt•r.
It was durin!'( this period that lw met thl' girl that
was to become his wife. Comini,:: from Duluth. Minnl'80ta.
sh<' was studying Landscape Architecture at Harvard . In
August 1933. Alice llpham and Eastman Smith wen•
( Conti,wed on Page 40 ,
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E FACULTY
Dr. Ralph Scorah
By FREDERIC LEVIEN, M .E. '51
Like Scotch and Soda, like pro and con, like sterling
and silver, that's like Doc Scorah and the Mechanical
Engineering Department. They go together. Even more
than that, when it comes to Doc and his department, they
are one and the same.
It's not a very long walk from the University Hospital, where Ralph Louis Scorah was born some 53 odd
years ago, to the desk he now occupies in the Engineering building, but many adventuresome miles were traveled
before R. L. Scorah accepted the seat and responsibility
that goes with it, behind the door marked-"Chairman
. . . Mechanical Engineering Department." His early
life reads like a chapter out of "South Sea Tales," and in
it lies all the adventure, excitement and romance that
most of us can do no more than dream about.
After graduating from University of Missouri with
a BS in Mechanical Engineering Doc took a big first
step and put his feet down in Paris, France where he took
a year's training course with the Citroen Automobile works
of Paris. He left them to become a road tester for the
Peugot Automobile works which was making cars for the
Indianapolis races at that time. He soon left them and
got a job working with Fiat, the great Italian automobile
manufacturers. While working for Fiat he raced cars all
over Italy, from Tourin to Rome in advertising stunts
for his company.
However the wanderlust returned, and with the rest
of the world his own private oyster, he signed up as second engineer on the "Empress Of Britain." Soon names
such as Port Said . .. Calcutta . . . Naples .. . Melbourne
. . . Hong Kong, suddenly became real, and alive. They
were his, to see, and enjoy, and learn about. Then,
when the "Empress" reached Hawaii, Ralph Scorah
jumped ship. He found a job acting as a guide, showing tourists around the craters of the Great Volcano.
Moana Loa, on the big island, Oahu. All the while becoming familiar with the customs, the mannerisms and
the ideas of the people among whom he lived.
Then one day, just by chance, Ralph Scorah found
himself on an outrigger canoe heading for one of the
myriad number of small outlying islands that go to make
up the Hawaian group. Here he was to spend 12 months
of his life in what was a veritable south sea paradise.
The island was inhabited by a friendly people who soon
came to regard Ralph as one of them. They shared with
him their food , their homes, and their friendship. All
the fears and worries of the outside world were but a
memory. In their place, swimming, fishing, sailing canoes
and outriggers, hunting and all the native sports were
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"Doc" Scorah, Hawaiian Islands, 1981

his to participate in. Life was rich and full, the future
was non-existent and the present was idylic.
However the thrill of conquering the unknown and
the boredom of familiarity, even with conditions such as
this, soon began to tell. The decision was made to move
on. Accordingly, signed as the second engineering officer with the Matson line, Ralph Scorah arrived in San
Francisco about the same time as the devastating crash
of 1929. Jobs were unobtainable, and with his back
against the wall plans were finally made to enter the
University of California at Berkley and continue his
schooling.
When the smoke finally cleared R. L. Scorah emerged with a Dr. before his name and a job teaching in the
Mechanical Engineering Department at Stanford University. Among his many acquaintances were such men
as-Lawrence, the originator of the cyclotron, andBoelter, Dean of the College of Engineering at UCLA.
In 1935, Doctor Ralph Louis Scorah finally returned
to Columbia, Missouri and began teaching at the University of Missouri, College of Engineering. Now, here
at school, more than any other man, Doc has become the
symbol of the last great hurdle before graduation as a
Mechanical Engineer. For Doc teaches ... M .E. course
#351, Design of Steam Power Plants. He has been
credited with producing more cases of the GI's, extracting
more blood sweat and tears, and inducing more sleepless
nights than Noyes Hospital ever thought of doing. He
must also be credited with making us, his students, take
the first faltering, painful, but all-important step toward
( Continued on Page 42)
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ABOUND TBE COI.IJMNS
SL/PST/CK SAM. B.S. '99

'Slip 'ST,c.K
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Howdy, men .. . Hey . . . have you seen the new
benches in front of the building? . . . Real purty . . .
People who carry glass bottles shouldn't sit on the
arms of them . .. I hear that since liquor by the drink
has finally moved into Columbia, they've formed a new
society to compete with the old AA . . . Alcoholics
Unanimous .. . Make way for a charter member .. .
Really, I don't see why everyone expects people to become more intoxicated under this new deal . . . A man
isn't drunk as long as he can still lie on the floor without holding on ... The people who are agin it do have a
point, though . . . Nothing can hold liquor quite as
well as a bottle . . . Read that again, Girls . . . Engineers don't seem to like those hour glass gowns on
those beer glass figures . . .
Old Sam's been steppin out again, men . . . What
with this fine spring weather and all, the old blood is
beginning to move around like it used to . . . Had a
date with a gal last Saturday night . .. Was she ever
a stuffed shirt . . . She told me that she was a perfect
thirty-six, but I never could quite grasp what she was
talking about . . . You know that road that's paved
with good intentions? .. . Men. that gal has the paving
contract . . . And the things that girl wouldn't do . . .
You know thirty years ago, a girl didn't think of doing
the things a girl does now . . . Maybe that's why she
didn't do them ...
It won't be Jong now until summer is here .
Then come's the fall term . . all too soon . . . Aldag
will be a sophomore .. . It looks as if the boy has
finally gotten ahead . . . Seems like a hollow victory
. . . Reichert will be gone from the Publicity desk . . .
but his sign will still be there ... "Anybody who likes
work can have a helluvagood time here." .. . Nobody
see.ms to know just who will be here and who won't
. . . . Seems like the only thing you can count on in days
like these, is your fingers . . .
Had a quiz in Physics I the other day . .. I was
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real close to an E in it, too . . . Just three seats away
. .. Ah well, some men are wise . .. some men are otherwise . .. Kiss the wrong girl, and you 're liable to be
lengthwise . . . Not that the gals don't ask for it
It's just that they can 't make up their minds . . .
They can't decide whether to miss a kiss or be a Mrs .
. . . The world's oldest fairy tale was written some four
thousand years ago, says a writer . . . Must have gone
something like . . . She looked up into his eyes, heaved
a passionate sigh, and said, " Darling, You are the only
man I've ever loved. " . ..
Last month some woman wrote an article for one of
the major weekly magazines . . . In it she defended
women drivers, and hinted around that they actually
were better drivers than men . . . Huh . . . She's
never watched the ladies tum onto University from Ninth
. . . How they can manage to snarl up traffic on both
streets at the same time is a mystery to me, but I've seen
them do it more than once . . . Guess the Romans had
the right idea . . . In 250 B. C. , after the ladies had
picketed the Coliseum, protesting this regulation, they
were once again permitted to drive ... but only if they
were over thirty years old . . . Smart apples those Romans .. . Who ever heard of a woman admitting that
she was thirty ...
While we're on timely subjects, I want to inject a
little bit that came out from behind the Ferrous Draperies . . . Seems that the Russians have been real proud
lately, of doing something that the capitalist shmoes
haven't ... They produced a fi ve-cent cigar . .. Imagine
. . . The man on the street was pleasantly surprised by
this great achievement, but he was heard to mutter as he
slowly walked away .. . "All this five cent cigar needs
is a good country" . .. The Russians have been noted
for their food for a long time . . . I can even remember when they were noted for their caviar instead
of their baloney .. .
Sam has been receiving these requests for advice
again . . . People just don't seem to learn .. . M y latest
is from a lady who writes: .. . Dear Sam . . . M y son
has been like a fish out of water since he Jost his last
job . . . What can I do for him? . . . Dear Madame
. . . M y ad vise to you . is to get him a good deodorant
. . . That takes care of that ... Somebody should take
care of the guys that go around trying to get you to
join these " health" clubs . . . It's not the money they
want . . . Ifs your health they are concerned with . . .
Yeah? . . . Whoever heard of a blind man being invoted to join a nudist colony . . .
Old Sam is feeling like young Sam again ... Went
to the art museum in St. Louis with one of my boyhood buddies and he is really getting ancient . . . We
( Continued on Page 36 )
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CBAB ACl'E B SKET CHES
By FRED H. LEVIEN, M.E. '51

The SHAMROCK is our window to the world . Thru
it the outsider catches a glimpse of what goes on here at
the University of Missouri College of Engineering. Even
more important, through it thty judge us as a school.
Consequently, the SHAMROCK: takes on a great deal
more importance than just a "monthly magazine." It is
our barometer of accomplishments.
This past year the weather has been fair and our
barometer high. The SHAMROCK has exhibited a
great deal of imaginative layout and the quality of the
material has improved tremendously. Most of the credit
for this must be given to the Editor in Chief, John Bauer.
John was born, raised and educated in St. Louis,
Missouri. He graduated from Southwest high school in
1942 and then spent a year in pre-engineering at Harris
Teachers College in St. Loui:;. When the war broke
John went to work for McDonnell Aircraft Company as
a draftsman and a trainee in shop techniques for three
months. Later he was transferred into the Engineering
Department working as a weight analyst on the "Phan tom," one of the first jet fighters ever to be mass produced by McDonnell.
The law of averages finally caught up with John
and he was inducted into the Army in the summer of
1944. After completing training in the U. S. he was
shipped to the ETO thru Newport News, Va., arriving in
Naples Italy around March, 1945. He spent seven
months on "tour" in Italy from Casserta to Florence and
was on his way back to the Pacific Theatre when the
peace was signed.
July of •46 found him back in St. Louis looking for
a job when there were no jobs. He became a member
of the 52-20 club for about six months and then he reenrolled in Harris to take his second year of Engineering.
After receiving an Associate of Arts from Harris Teachers
College he spent a very pleasant summer working for the
Anheuser Buesch brewery in St. Louis, and then enrolled
at the University of Missouri in September, 1948.

John A. Bauer, M.E. '51

lows 'till they all began to "tum to" and material began
to appear on the desk marked "Editor." John himself
handed in several fine articles and always kept the
SHAMROCK supplied with a plentiful supply of his
cartoons. His efforts were not in vain, for the object of
his affections, SHAMROCK. prospered.
Although his major interest is in research and aviation design, John hopes to acquire enough capital and
engineering know how to go into the manufacturing of
toys. An avid model builder he has a complete fleet
of model ships from destroyers up to battle ships. In
addition he has built and had on display at the lab exhibits during St. Pat's week a complete armada of model
planes from the first and second world wars. As if this
weren't enough he also has made a complete model
army, fully equipped with infantry, cavalry, and all
necessary equipment to go with them.
Besides model building his hobbies also include gun
collecting, he has a fine collection already, and hunting
and fishing come in for their share of time. Of course
his work as an artist is well known to most of his friends.
Cartooning in particular seems to hold a particular fascination for John. He has several courses in figure drawing and water coloring under his belt here at MU.

John started his career with the SHAMROCK as
a cartoonist, and a very fine om: too, I might add. Then
one bright and shining day h~ ~tormed up to the office
and told the editor he didn't like the way things were
being run . That was his application for the "headache
seat." Before he could say "I object," John found himself the new editor. He also found that the magazine
left to him was in sorry shape. The staff was disheartened and the student body apathetic to it.

With numerous jobs already offered him, John is still
undecided about the future, but his general plans are
for he and his wife to head toward Oregon or Washington,
or there abouts and possibly to find some work in ~jded
missile research.

With fresh imaginative ideas and the will to work
John set about revitalizing the SHAMROCK. He redesigned the cover, set up awards for the best articles
to be handed in, begged, threatened, and cajoled the fel-

Whatever his job may be in the future, we ~ at
least look back right now at this last year SHAM~OCK.
and to John Bauer here's a richly deserved "Well dqpe!"
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TBE SUBMARINE
a

llldory ol lhe Development ol lhe Undenea Boal
By JOHN A. BAUER. M.E. 'SJ

PART Ill

United States sea going type submarine used in the Pacific theatre, 1941-46.

To say that the battleship is obsolete may be a bit
premature, but high ranking naval authorities are coming
to the conclusion that the fast bomber and the modern
11ubrnarine have numbered the days of the big gun ship.
In the first few weeks of the second World War, Germany was ready to take up where she had left off in 1918
in her U-boat warfare. Within a month after the British
had declared war on Germany, the U-boat had accounted
for upward to fifty merchant ships, the carrier Courageous,
and the battleship Royal Oak torpedoed at her anchorage
in Scapa F1ow. The old pattern reappeared catching the
British completely unprepared. The torpedoing of the
liner Athenia completed the final link, serving notice to
the nations at large that unrestricted U-boat warfare was
to be the order of the day.
Immediately anti-submarine measures were put into
effect with success. The convoy system together with new
and improved sound detection called "Asdic" made submarine attack more vulnerable to anti-measures. But
the British Navy found the ~ubmarine stronger, their
tougher hulls able to absorb more punishment without
damage, and armored superstructure able to turn the fire
of the lighter weapons. Yet the U-boat was still bottled
up in the North Sea by British control of strategic posi-

tions.
In the spring of 1940, with a sudden strike into Norway, Holland and Belgium, Germany nullified all efforts
to c:or\trol the U-boat. Following the consolidation of
their pasitions by the German army, knocked down subs
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are sent by rail to the coast and quickly put into action.
With the new bases in use, unrestricted U-boat warfare
began to wear down British shipping.
Meanwhile, the English Navy desperately began to
cast about for material and means to control the situation,
and on September 5, 1940 the famous destroyer-bases
deal went through in time to save the situation, and although losses averaged around 400,000 tons a month, this
was a considerable drop from the peak period. March
1941 found the situation in a dead lock.
Then in the spring of 1941 Germany brought out new
tactics-the use of the Wolf pack. The pack would operate by various methods. One such method was the
use of a scout, who upon sighting a convoy would radio
its speed and course to the waiting pack. The pack would
then take up various positions on all sides of the Convoy
and upon signal stage an attack from all angles at once,
escaping in the resulting confusion. Another favorite
trick was for two or three boats to rise in the middle of
the convoy, fire their torpedoes in all directions and submerge and race for safety in the resulting confusion.
Again the sinking rate rose alarmingly, pushing the British
to the wall.
The President of the United States' message of September 11, 1941, when he proclaimed his shoot on sight
address in regard to the U. S. navy Greenland patrol once
again saved the British a disasterous defeat at the hands
of the U. boat. Almost at once the crushing force of fresh
ships and crews was felt. and by November the GreenTHE MISSOURI SHAMROCK

land Patrol was so successful that convoys were not running blacked out as had been the practice.
Yet December 1941 found England and the United
States in a tight situation. The battle of the Atlantic had
to stay won, but now both allies needed escort vessels in
the east, and accordingly in the winter and spring of 1942
the U-boat moved east to the coast of the United States.
By March of 1941, 337 U. S. ships had gone to the bottom as the result.
New developments in the German submarine were
a large part responsible for this success. The development of huge 3000 tonners, carrying two 8 inch guns, armament comparable to that of a heavy cruiser, new hulls
capable of 600 feet depths, at which no depth charge
could go. New methods of under water power in form
of hydrogen and oxygen from bottles, the electric torpedo and other developments still on the secret list. By
1942 Germany had an under water fleet of 600 boats,
½ of which were in action, ½ traveling to and from combat area, and the remaining ½ refilling and refueling.
How we won the war against the submarine on our
coast is known to every one, it can be attributed to a
combination of the old element, of a large number of
small anti sub vessels and the new element of the bomber.
For where the bomber has control of the air the submarine
must stay deep and while she is running deep she can not
launch an attack, thus although the submarine is not
destroyed her effectiveness as a fighting unit is nullified.

Underwater run of Guppy submarine with sn:>rkel
tube extended to surface.

and rescuing downed airmen. Other than the anti-submarine vessel, the most feared opponent to the submarine
was an enemy submarine.

In the war in the Pacific our own submarines wrote
one of the outstanding chapters of naval history. From
the beginning of the Japanese War the submarine was the
only American warship able to penetrate the inner sanctum of Japanese waters at will. Their record is impressive ; the American type of submarine of World War
II fame is credited with sinking almost two thirds of
Japan's merchant tonnage in addition to almost one third
of her naval losses. In addition to the task of whittling
away the Emperor's marine and naval forces, the sub. marine proved its versatility by successfully undertaking
such missions as: scouting enemy waters, taking reconnaissance photographs, landing pre-invasion scouting parties, supporting guerrillas in occupied territories, evacuating enemy encircled outposts, mining Japanese waters

The following is a description of an action which
occurred on February 9, 1945 in the Bobuyan Channel
south of Camiguin Island in the Pacific Theatre. The
U.S.S. Batfish was on patrol when the radar man noticed his screen acting up. It was not a pip which he
saw. It was rather a faint shimmering of the scopes,
a momentary unsteadiness in the green and amber cathode
ray tubes. A few moments of this and suddenly, "Captain to the Conn!" The Captain survey the phenomenon,
and suddenly ordered, "Secure The Radar!" He hadn't
a moment to lose, for what he saw was the operation of
another radar set. The fact that no other ship was
detected on the screen, told him that the ship carrying the
radar was lying low in the water or under it with only
antenna above the surface. In addition to this fact, the
(Continued on Pag,e 18)

U.S.S. Spinax, radar picket submarine shows modern electronic sea and air search equipment.

With snorkel partly extended above conning tower, the Guppy-Snorkel, U.S.S. Halfback, lies to.
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Japanese "I" Class Submarine Displacement 26000 tons, the best of the Japanese undersea fleet.

Batjish was the o:1ly American ~ubmarine assigned to this
area. Therefore, with these facts in mind, the conclusion
was that the other ship carrying that radar set must be
a Japanase submarine! The Batfish turned toward the
enemy sub. It was night when the contact was made
so nothing could be seen in the darkness and only the
quick use of the radar set guided the Batfish toward her
enemy.
There was no noise except the rush of the wind and
the murmur of the water as it boiled by and was left in
the wake. The Batfish pulled ahead of the unsuspecting
Jap and heeled over in a full ninety degree turn, bringing
the Nip's course to about 250 on the starboard bow. As
the Batfish closed the range to 1500 yards, the Captain's
keen eyes picked out a blur in the gray murk. At 1000
yards the silhouette of a Japanese Class I submarine was
made out, broadside to the deadly bow of the Batfish.
Carefully the Captain took a bridge bearing and had it
matched into the Target Direction Calculator. Satisfied,
the order was given "Fire one!" Seconds later number
two and three were launched, and three electric wakeless
torpe:loes were on their way to the target. Suddenly the
sky was lighted by a brillant red and yellow flame shoot
ing high into the sky. And as quickly as the flame sank
into nothingness, the Jap had simply exploded, and
twenty-five hundred tons of Japanese scrap metal plunged
to the bottom, leaving nothing but a large oil slick spreading in all directions.

Now this was not the end of the action, for two nights
later. an hour or so after sunset. the same thing happened
again . And again an enemy sub was detected, shadowed
on the surface at night, and again the approach was
made, the torpedoes fired and another Nip sub was blown
apart. Shortly after midnight. some twenty-four hours
later, again came the cry, "Captain to the Conn!" For
the third time in four days, th~ Batfish detected the unfriendly presence of a submarine. A short time after the
JR

Nip was picked up on the radar, his course and speed
wc ;-e known and the task of shadow and approach was
b2gun. Two hourse later a brilliant orange explosion
showd a hit right in the center of another H .I.M. submarine, and the Batfish marked number three on his
scoreboard.
The Batfish is now out of commission, anchored at
Mare Island, California. And the only way you can distinguish her from her sisters 1s by the replica of a Presidential Unit Citation Bar painted inconspicuously on the
side of her bridge and right below it, painted the silhou ettes of three Japanese I Class submarines.
The action of the Batfish points out all too well that
the submarine either may become the hunter or the hunted, depending upon the ability and equipment available
to each individual.
At the present time, in addition to constructing the
most mojern commerce and naval destroyers, the U. S.
Navy is experimenting wiU1 underwater troop carrying
transports, with radar picket submarines which carry electronic search equipment that can detect the approach of
enemy forces afloat and airborne, with underwater oilers
a:1d cargo subm:irincs; with submarines capable of launching ~idd missiles, and with anti-submarine submarines.
Last but not least, the latest development is the Guppy
Snorkel submarine now being built. These submarines
can drive through the depths at a speed hitherto unknown
to submersibles and stay down for weeks and even months.
if the need should ever arise.
Twice in two world wars the submarine came cloee
to winning the war single handed, and although twice the
sub has been effectively controlled it has never been driven from the sea, and each time has always been ready to
come back stronger than ever if it had been given the
opportunity.
( Continued on Page 44)
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John A. Bauer, editor-nice work if you gan get it.

Ken Reichert-did a fine job as
Slipstick Sam this year.

Fred H. Levien, one of our top
staff writers.

George Moberly-our business manager, he knows
what the word work means.
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Dave Aldag our humor editor and
Sam's thorn-in-the-side.
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IGNITION OF DIESEL FUELS
By DE RJN DER NA TH SU D, Graduate M .E.

During the last few years the high speed Diesel engineers have shown considerable economic improvement
in operation over the present gasoline engines. This
economy of the Diesel is based on its ability to use Jess
quantity of low priced fuels. The Diesel as compared to
gasoline engines has a bout 40 % higher thermal efficiency
as the former converts proportionally more of the latent
energy of the fuel into use ful work. In view of the above
advantages offered by the Diesel, an increasing amount of
resea rch is being done to improve the qualit y of the
Diesel fu els.
The Diesel engine is named after Dr. Rudolf Diesel
of Germany, who dev ised the cycle and the engine type,
about the year 1892. In the United States the first Diesel
engine was installed at the Anheuser Busch Brewery at
St. Louis. Missouri in 1898.
The present Diesel operates on the cycle which may
be approximated as illustrated by figure one. Fresh
charge of air is drawn in on the suction stroke, or forced
in by the supercharger, as labeled O to 1. It is compressed without gain or loss o f heat (adiabatically) until
the piston reaches Top Dead Center or the end of the
stroke at point 2. Fuel inj ection occurs slightly before the
piston reaches TDC a nd combustion occurs instantly as
the fu el is ignited by the heat of compression alone. The
ignition is continued at such a rate so as to ma intain
constant pressure for such time as required to develop
the desired amount of power. Injection stops at point
3. and the piston continues to the end o f its stroke under
the influ ence o f the expanding products of combustion.
Exhaust of the burnt gases starts at 4 and continues back
to point O and the cycle is repeated .
Combustion in a Compression Ign ition engine. o f the
type described above. is an _exceed ingly complex phenome:-ia. much o f which is still unknown or difficult to
comprehend. Ignition in a C. I. engine occurs as a result
o f autoignition of the fu el at the high temperature and
pressure after compression. It can be called effecti ve if
it caus: s combustion to propagate itself. In C. I. engines
ignition does not sta rt from a predetermined point but
rather at a place determined by local conditions of temperature and fuel distribution. It can be stated that the
rate of combustion is a direct function o f fu el distri bution.
The ease of igniting the fuel in the engine by autoignition is called the " ignition quality" o f the fu el. which
is a function o f the characteristics o f the different con stituents that make up the fuel.
T o get a clear picture o f "What is going on," the
combustion process in the engine cylinder is broken down
into different stages o r periods. The time that lapses
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between the beginning of fu el injection and sudden infl amation is roughly defined as the period of "Ignition
delay." This period occurs as the reactions become explosive. Figure 1 ( A ) shows the relation of delay to the
rate of combustion in a comp ression ignition. As the fu el
is injected. at the beginning of the delay period , it is
atomized and mixed with a ir and the combustion is restrained to tin y particles ( Nuclei ) causing an increase in
temperature and pressure. At higher compressions, producing higher pressures and temperatures. the delay period is shortened due to the increase of molecular activity.
thereby rapidly atta ining the chemical reaction conditions.
This stage is oft en called as the period of physical delay
or the heating period.
The second stage is termed as the period of rapid
combustion. During this stage the fuel injected in the
physical .delay period ignites very rapidly as the flames
spread throu ghout the combustion cha mber in an un cont rolled manner. This stage is often ca lled the "Chem ica l delay" period as the combu stion reaction starts slow ly and the fl ame propagation depends upon the speed of
th e chemica l reaction. Since the mix ture is heterogeneous.
entire a reas may explode and burn rapidly b-.oeause of
accumul atio:1 of fu el during the pi1ysical delay period.
The ··D2lay period" can now be more completely defined as the sum of the physical delay, or the period of
mixture formation. and the chemica l delay period where
uncontrolled combu stion occurs
In the fin al stages o f combustion the rema ining part
of the fu el which for some reason or the other could not
get enough oxygen. now burns quickly as further mixing
with a ir takes place. This may be controlled by rates of
mixing and fu el inj ection. As the process is non-uniform.
combustion continues even when expansion stroke is well
under way.
The "Diesel Knock" is due to extremely rapid burn ing. often o f a large part of tJ1e fu el charge, which is a
functi on of its delay period . This knocking is accompan T H E MISSOURI SHAMROCK

ied by extremely rapid pressure and temperature rise, due
to sudden release of chemical energy, and by excessive
high frequency torsional vibrations with over heating of
the piston and cylinder head. It usually results in power
loss. This knocking may be considerably reduced if the
combustion takes place exactly, completely and instantly
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at top center. This control of combustion may be accomplished by shortening the delay period and other fuel
ignition characteristics, high temperature, high density,
a reactive mixture, fuel spray pattern and penetration,
droplet size. fuel volatility and surface tension.
It is clear from the preceeding paragraph that there
is a close relation between "Knock" and "Ignition delay."
This delay is used as a measure of the performance of a
particular fuel. The blend of two known fuels that matches the performance (ignition delay ) of the fuel under
test, is the basis of fuel testing and rating in terms of
an arbitrary scale of Cetane numbers. The known fuels
are more commonly referred to as the reference fuels.
The primary reference fuels are Cetane ( C, 6 H 3 4 ), a normal
paraffin of very high ignitability of the higher straight
chain paraffins and alpha-methylnaphthalene (C 11 H 1 0 ) , an aromatic hydrocarbon of very low ignitability.
The percentage by volume of Cetane in a mixture of
the two is its Cetane number. Thus by definition, the
Cetane number rating of alpha-methylnaphthalene is zero

and that of Cetane is hundred . A Cetane rating of 55
would indicate that the fuel that has the same ignition
characteristics in a standard ASTM CFR Engine ( described in the last part of the article) under fixed operating conditions as a mixture by volume, of 55 parts of
Cetane and 45 parts of alpha-methylnaphthalene.
Various methods have bem used for rating Diesel
fuels. The most important among them are, ( 1 ) Phy sical and chemical methods, ( 2) Motoring or Critical compression ratio method, and (3) Fixed ignition delay method. A description of all the above methods would be beyond the scope of this article. Only fixed ignition delay
method is described further in this article as it is being
currently employed by the author in conducting research.
The delay method is not quite as rapid as the motoring method, but is much more accurate and was adopted
for this study. In brief, the procedure in rating fuels
consists of finding the compression ratio necessary to produce the standard 13 degrees ignition delay period with
the unknown sample and then testing a pair of known reference fuels, one slightly better and the other slightly
worse than the unknown sample. When the compression
ration of the sample is bracketed between those of the two
reference fuel blends differing by not more than five
Cetane numbers, tthe rating of the sample is calculated
by interpolation.
The test apparatus used for Cetane ratings is the
standard ASTM CFR Diesel fuel testing unit. It consists of a four-cycle, single acting, single cylinder, 3.25
by 4.50 inch Diesel engine connected by V-type belts to
a synchronous induction motor which maintains the engine at a constant speed of 900 RPM.
Fuel injection equipment is a Bosch injection pump
with a variable injection advance and micro-meter screws
for adjusting the required fuel quantity and injection
angle. The Bosch injector is water cooled and is arranged
to inject fuel at one end of the combustion chamber. A
( Continued on Page 38)

Fig. 2-Combustion chamber volume control mechanism.
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And now with !\fr. Riley"s permission we"ll
return to the anatomy of the frog.
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Think he"ll c-atc-h her ?

Grins
T II E :\11 SSOl .R1 ~H Al\1 R(

K

BULLARNEY
A fellow staggered up to the desk clerk in a local
hotel and demanded another room.
"But you have the best room in the hotel, sir," was
the clerk's reply .
" I don't care," was the stubborn reply, "I want another room and I want it quick."
Realizing that it would do no good to argue with the
gentleman, the clerk turned to the bell-boy and said.
'"Move this gentleman out of 300 and put him into 309
right away."
Completely satisfied, the inebriate guest weaved toward the elevator offering no work of explanation or
thanks.
" Would you mind telling me, sir, why you don't
like 300?" asked the clerk, hardly expecting a sensible
answer.
He got one however, "the dam thing's on fire!"

""

He : "Mind if I tum out the hall light?
She : "Not at all."
He : "The ceiling light?"
She: " Why, of course."
He: "The floor lamp? "
She : " Yes, Johnnie."
He: "Now that it is dark in here, may I ask you a
question?"
She : "Yes dear. "
He: "Do you think this luminous dial watch is worth
forty dollars? "
A hen, hit by an Army jeep, got up, straightened
out her feathers and said: "Lively little cuss ... but he
didn't get anywhere."

""

Little Willie is so distressed, he got a pair of pink
pajamas and a military hairbrush for Christmas and he
doesn't know whether to go to West Point or Harvard.

""

In one of the American advances a sergeant ordered a
private to go into a dugout .and clean out any Germans
that happened to be there. The colored gentleman
blanched a bit, swallowed his adams apple, and then
said huskily, "Ef yo' sees three or four men come runnin' out of dat hole, don't shoot the fu st one."

""

There once was a girl from Australia
Who went to a dance in a dahlia
But the petals rE-vealed
What they should have concealed
So the dance as a dance was a failiah.
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By
Aldag

No one likes to be beaten to the punch, especially
if it's filled with gin.

""

Daughter: " Why Mother, what makes you think
that it was cold out on the porch last night?"
Mother : "I distinctly heard you tell your boyfriend to
keep his shirt on."

""

Attention Beavers
The guy who works like a horse doesn't always draw
the girl with the beautiful carriage.

""

A soldier wrote : "Dear Pop, I can't tell you where
I am, but I just shot a polar bear." Sometime later another Jetter came. "Dear Pop, I can't tell you where I
am, but I've been dancing with a hula-hula dancer. "
Sometime later his father received the following, " Dear
Pop, I can't tell you where I am, but the doctor says
I should have danced with the polar and shot the hulahula girl."

""

One reason for not picturing angels with beards is
that most of them get to heaven by a close shave.

""
As the couple on their""honeymoon stood on a cliff

Many a go-getter is afterwards sorry that he gotter.

overlooking the ocean, she grew very romantic.
"Darling," she murmured, "when did you first know
that you loved me?"
"Well ," replied the groom tenderly, "when I first
begun to get mad when people said you were brainless
and unattractive."
A couple of farm boys brought a load of watermelons to town to peddle from door to door. At the first
door a young good looking girl answered the door. She
askei the price of the melons and was told seventy-five
cents apiece.
"You wouldn't charge little old me seventy-five cents
would you honey? " asked the girl with liquid eyes and
turning on all her charm.
"Listen, lady," said the boy pleadingly, "yesterday
we gave away a whole load of peaches and today we just
gotta sell the melons."

""

The moon was yellow, the lane was bright,
As she turned to me in the moonlight.
Every gesture and every glance
Gave the hint she craved romance
I stuttered and stammered. and time went byThe moon was yellow, and so was I.
( Continued on Page 36)
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CUTAWAY .JET

Sliced O~n
But a lot

THERE'S no better way to understand a jet

engine than to look inside it as the parts are
slowly turned. And whether or not you understand it even then, you can appreciate the fine
workmanship that goes into the making of
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's JT-6B Turbo-Wasp.
The engine has, in effect, been sliced open on
one side to expose its vitals. The gleaming and
painted parts were cut and assembled under
the direction of Pratt & Whitney's airport department. Judging by the popularity of other
Pratt & Whitney cutaway engines -

such as

the twenty-eight cylinder Wasp Major -

the

display jet will be in demand throughout the
country.

The hot exhaust gas rushes out the rear through
the tailpipe after whirling the turbine.

The expanding air blows thrtlllf the
and turns the impiitr sha
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Jpen Like an Orange,
Lot Tougher to Cut

The air is sucked in at the front of the engine and
is compressed by the circular, many-bladed centrifugal-actio n impeller.

1rough ibe turbine blades

mpellershaft.
MAY, 1951

The compressed air and fuel, gasoline or kerosene,
mix and burn in the conical burners .
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TURBO
THE

Photos Courtesy
General Electric

A B O V E - First take - off
view of production model
B-36D bomber which is
equipped with four G. E.,
J-47 Jet engines in addition to six 3500-hp pis ton
engines.

R I G H T - Powered by a
G. E., J-47 Turbo-jet the
swept-win g Republic XF-91
is one of the air force's
newest experimen tal j e t
fighters. The intercepto r is
45 feet long and has a wing
span of 30 feet.
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JETS IN
AIR

Photos Courtesy
Gc11eral Elect ric

ABOVE-The radically designed Martin XB-51 was
built for close support of
ground troops. The XB-51
was specifically designed
for the d e s t r u c t i o n of
ground surface m i I i t a r y
t a r g e t s. The plane has
three G-E, J-47 Turbo-jet
engines, swept back wings
and a variable angle of incidence. The XB-51 carries
a crew of two.

LEI<''l'-The North American B-45 Jet Bomber, one
of the first jet Bombers
developed for the air force.
Top speed around 540 mph.
Powered by four 5700 lb.
thrust jet engines.
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Hig hlig hts In Mech
THE IND
GAS TU

-Cut ~ Courtesy W es tinghouse

ABOVE-

The experimental 2000-hp gas turbine is a complete unit on a common bedplate. The elements, from
left to right, are: two d-c generators, gear, air intake, axial-flow
compressor, multi-element comhustors, gas turbine, and exhaust. The
compact unit lends itself to a narrow , in-line arrangement, particularly desirable for locomotive use.
It is 26 feet long, 6 feet high, and
3 ½ feet wide- and weighs 88,000
pounds.

RIGHT-

The complete in-line gas-turbine
unit, mounted on a single bedplate.
Sh :nvn left to right: the single-stage
centrifugal booster, air inlet, axialflow compressor, comhustors, turbine, and exhaust. The total unit
weighs hut 26,000 pounds and is 20
feet long.
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anical Engin eering
USTRIAL
RBINE
Incoming gas line and gas booster are at the right with outgoing line behind the
two metering panels. The gas turbine, directly connected to the booster, is behind
firewall.

The gas-turbine unit installed. The gas
booster is beyond ·the fit·ewall at the far end of
the power unit.

MAY, 1951

Close-up of incoming gas line and Ingersoll-Rand gas
booster. It compresses 190 million cfm of gas daily from
337 to 400 pounds pressure. It uses successfully a newtype gas seal, in which oil under pressure higher than
that of the gas is maintained in the booster casing, preventing gas leakage at the shaft.
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ENGINE NOTES IN THE
NEWS
WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL JET ENGINE REVEALED
The most powerful turbojet eng;ne in the world
has successfully completed ground tests that qualify
it for quantity production according to Navy and
Westinghouse Electric Corporation spokesmen. The
new jet-known as the J40-uses less fuel per pound
of thrust than its predecessor, the J34 , an engine that
powers some of the nation 's fast est planes.
Designed by Westinghouse engineers under the
guidance of the Navy Bureau of Ae ronautics, the J40
packs more potential speed into less space than any
previous rotating engine ever built, according to W .
B. Anderson, manager of the W estinghouse Aviation
Gas Turbine Division, Philadelphia, Pa.
Equivalent to 14,000 Horsepower
The thrust d evelope d by the J40--equivalent to
14,000 horsepower at modern flight speeds-is for a
"bare" engine, without thrust augmentation.
The
addition of an afterburner to reheat the exhaust gases,
after they leave the turbine and be fore they emerge
as a jet stream from the rear, together with other
developments now in progress, is expected to almost
double this figure.
The J40 is one of the most efficient basic operational turbo-jets, as well as the most powerful, yet to
be made available to the armed force s. A group of
high-performance military aircraft, now in the prototype production stage, has been designed especially
to take advantage of the performance capabilities of
the new engine.

-
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~~73°
-to 20,000 lbs. over Korea
"CALIFORNIA 73" was the popular
name of the best aviation gasoline
ever produced before the day of synthetic
additives. It was the best fuel obtainable
for the pre-World War I planes that used
it. But today it couldn't get one of the
Army's newest heavy transport planes
off the ground.
These new monsters wing westward
across the Sea of Japan, carrying cargoes
of 20,000 lbs., or 64 infantry troops, and
at 18,000 feet fly at over 200 m.p.h. Quite
• a lift! And their engines demand fuel with
performance ratings far beyond the properties of any gasoline that can be separated directly from crude.
The most significant difference between

"California 73" and the gasolines in use
today is synthetics of one kind or another.
These man-made petroleum synthetics
blended into modern gasolines have
yielded performance ratings undreamed
of little more than two decades ago. VVe
have them now thanks to research-in
which Standard Oil has been a leader.
The technically trained men who work
in Standard Oil's research laboratories
and pilot plants cannot foretell future developments in gasoline. But of one tring
they are certain: it is synthetics that will
make possible tomorrow's even better
aviation gasolines. And when better gasolines are made, research men will he!p
make them.

Standard Oil Company
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois
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THE KURTIS KRAFT SPORTS KAR
!Jy Jl:'FFl:'NSON BAKER, ME 'SU

It has often bt:en said, :md is probably trul' that
tht: most popular topics of conversation amon)( En)(inL~rin)( Studl'nts are women and automobiles, and considerin)(
t:ithL·r topic, tht: discussion invariably includes data on per formance, looks and spt:t:d . Evm if the results of the discussion tend to indicate tha t you would likt: to alter these
characteristics somewhat ( possibly increase the performance a nd speed and modify the l<X>ks to suit you r own
taste ) you probably will come to the conclusion that
the above characteristics arc constant for specific models
and it is futile to try and ma ke any drastic changes,
mainly because neither women nor ordinary production
type automobiles are designed flexible enough to absorb
drastic a lterations.
l lowcver, there docs happen to be one automobi le
available today whose cha racterist ics you personally can
va ry to suit your own individua l tastes. Providing you
have the time, ability and money to do so. Designed
a nd manufactured by Frank Kurtis, designer of 80''1
of all race car bodies, at Glendale, California, the Kurtis
Kar is a small ( relative to today 's monsters ) single seat
three passen!!;er design that ca n be purchased in three
different models or stages of assembly .
For around 4000 dollars, price being a function of the
type of engine used, you can purchase a completed KurtisKraft Sports Kar as shown in Fig. 16. Custom built to
your specification, it will be 169" overall length, 100"
wheelbase, 58" wide, and overa ll height, ground to top
is 51" . With the modified Ford V-8 160 h :p. engine the
car v. ill weigh 2400 pounds and is capable of 140 mph

under favorabll- conditions I a model with this type engine:and no otht:r altt:rations ha s bl'l·n l'lectrically timed for a
·> way avera)(l' of 142. 515 mph . 1
The final sdection of 1x,wer plant is optional with
a widl' priet· rangl' l:x·ing offered . One is an Offenhauser
racl' l'nginl'. d,·si)(nd espl'cially for the car, another is a
English Ll'a Francis Race Engine, a nd the third type
is an American stock engine ; F ord . Buick, Studebaker, and
Chr ysler are availabll with or without supercharger. On
the factory completed model, the radiator grill and wrap
around bumpL·rs are integral with the body-frame to add
strength and decrease overa ll length. Body panels are
stel'l and aluminum and arc quickly removable for making
repairs. Glass side windows are removable and fabric
top rolls up. Interior is ll'ather upholstered and is strict ly functional. It is of interest to not e that although th l'
ba sic body outline a nd frame are made as a single unit.
similar to the procedure used by Nash. there can still be
a mple modification made in the body construction to
satisfy the individua l customer. The completed model
also incorporates an adjusta ble steering wheel and a fourspced, floor-type gea r shift . The hand shift is usL'CI . not
because o f its cheaper price. but because when skillfully
used, it is a faster. lii<hter. mort· responsin•. more de1wnd able, a nd more efficient mL'ans of J<Oini< from one rotation
ra tio to another tha n a ny robot mechanism so far dt·
vist:d .
For S2800 you can obta in the completely as~embled
convertible as described abow, but less L'ni<ine and tra nsm1ss1on. For $1500 Kurti s will a lso sdl tht' car in ki t

I -JIG FOR FRAME as.• emhly i!I 6 ft. wide by I -l It. Ion~ and ha"
l'IO to f;()

individual rlnmpin~ ~tation!<-!lee ron~trurtion in Fi~. 2.

2 -TOGGLE-CLAMP fixture tilt.. bark on
swh·el or forward against frame member .

TIIF ~11SS(H'Hl Sl!Al\1HOCK

S-SPOT WELDING is done with inertarc gun where back side can't be reached.

4-REVOLVING TRUNNION allows touch-ups to be done on the underframe. Trunnion, made of 3-in. pipe, was put together in the shop.

form which includes the basic frame, unfinished body
panels and rough castings so that the real dyed-in-thewool car fan can build his own model to his own specifications and with his own hands.
Due to the fact that Frank Kurtis has been designing, building and selling special automobiles most of his
life, and since it can be seen from the rather stiff price
list that the Kurtis Kar was never meant to take its
place among the mass production automobiles, it is evident that the manufacture of this particular car is not
a get-rich-quick scheme where thousands of dollars worth
of dealerships are sold before actual car building begins.
Actually Kurtis is producing 300 chassis a year, chiefly
to keep his race car technicians busy during off seasons.
He builds this car primarily to satisfy those individuals
who want more than just a means of long distance transportation in an automobile-those who want a car that is
actually a pleasure and sport to drive.
It probably seems odd that anyone woul dactually
want a small Kurtis Kar at $4900 when he could purchase
a Cadillac for the same amount. But make no mistake,
there is a strong rEsurgence of public interest in cars whose
driving characteristics are enjoyable. Look toward the
Hot Rod Custom Car Industry. A large majority of
these cars cost between $2000_ !1Ild $4000--and the majority of them are not built by crazy high-school kids ( as
the news papers would have it). The majority of these
cars are built by mature individuals who could well afford a high priced Detroit automobile, if it were not for
the simple fact that they do not appreciate the design
chl'iract'.eristics of the present day Hydromatic Thunderflame powered Screwball eight. These are the people
who have not been swayed into believing the numerous
myths fostered by the billions of dollars of ingenious
Detroit advertising ( constant repetition of attractive fancies and a total disregard of reality) .
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In preliminary considerations for his K~r. Kurtis
neglected the myth that the best car is the one that occupies the most space and considered the facts that some
60 % of the overall passenger car mileage is dedicated to
shopping, meeting commuter trains visiting friends locally, and taking children to school-that the average American family consists of 3.5 persons with the· average passenger load being only -1.7 persons. Under these conditions the use of 6 passenger 4500# automobiles running
10-15 mpg is far from being practical and economical.
How many times have you wished your car was 2 feet
shorter that you could get into a certain parking place?
How many times have you wanted a smaller steering
ratio so that you wouldn't have to twist yourself crazy
parking or dodging pedestrians? (Ratio has to be large
on a heavy car so that you will be able to even tum the
heavily loaded wheel-not so on a 2400 pound car.)
The myth that a large car is more comfortable than
a light car entirely disregards the vital factor of weight
distribution and effective spring design. Weight in itself means nothing. A 400 pound automobile with poor
weight distribution and spring design becomes a death
trap on a curve that can be taken with perfect safety by a
correctly designed 2000 pound car. Kurti's design is
very stable and comfortable with a center of gravity location only 20½ inches above the ground ( only 6" above
the axle center line) and a comfortable, yet firm modified
1950 Ford suspension system ( coil in front, semi elliptic
rear). It is of interest to note that Kurtis does not use
his own design throughout the Kar, but uses standard
subassemblies wherever possible to facilitate easier parts
replacement. Again, in a collision it is not the weight
of a mass, but the strength of the mass that affords passenger safety. The Kurtis Kar frame and body combination of welded 10-20 gauge mild steel box and channel
( Continued on Page 34)
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5-FINAL ASSEMBLY stage of the Sportscar before it goes to body shop.

- Ph otos Co urtesy Welding Engin ee r

sections as shown in Fig. 5 incorpo rates the best results
of Frank Klurtis' extensive studies of sa fe functional frame
construction for Indianapolis racers.
The myth that only a powerful car has performance
has also been debunked by Kurtis. Assuming other fac tors constant. it isn 't power alone. but the power-to-weight
ratio that begets performance. A 2400 lb. automobile
with a 100 hp engine obviously will run rings around a
4000 lb. 150 hp. monster. Thl) smaller car will also be
more economical on gas and tires and faster on pick-up
and maximum speed . But in a two-page color advertisement. 100 hp appears to be just half as good as 150 hp.

And finall y. we would like to point out that the
Kurtis Kar may not be the answer for the average driver
and his family . but its cha racteri stics ( roadability, no rmal
wheel base. smooth yet instantly responsive steering, com fortable yet firm suspension. efficient power to weight
ra tio and true functiona l beauty o f line ) will sooner
or later find thei r way into the mass produced automobile. When that time comes. the American car will rise
again from its utilitarian lewl. on par with the refrig era to r or washing machine and will become once mo re a
proud personalized possession . Too. when that time
comes. the automobile will once more be fun to drive.

~OMPLETED JOB: $4,000 worth or more of f,tn<'~·- pents !llport automobile.
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How Honeywell Controls help discover
what it s like 90 miles straight up
7

The U. S. Government uses V-2 rockets
to explore the upper atmosphere. Sensitive instruments in these rockets record
vital data about atomic fission, cosmic
rays, weather and many other phenomena
of practical value.
Obviously, every part of these instruments must be especially accurate, dependable and rugged. That's why a
Honeywell Micro Switch was chosen to
control the motor in the V-2's special camera. Directed by this one-ounce switch,
the motor causes the film to shift eight
times, then closes the unit for protection
against the enormous impact of landing.
This small but necessary function is
only one of the many jobs Honeywell
Controls now perform in the all-impor-

America lives better-works better with Honeywell Controls

Hi,iiejWell

tant fields of atomic energy, guided missiles and aviation.
Today, fabulous ne.w control devices in
these and other fields are being developed
by the men in our expanding engineering
and research sections. Many of these
workers are keen-minded young men only
recently graduated from the universities.
Equipped ·with the latest .scientific instruments, they find their work at Honeywell provides the kind of challenge they
are looking for, often calls for fascinating
research in the realm of pure science.
This is the age of Automatic Controleverywhere you turn.
And Honeywell has been the recognized
leader in controls for more than 60 years!

For information about opportunities in our engineering and research departments write us, stating your
qualifications. Depending on the location you prefer,
send your letter to Personnel Dept., MinneapolisHoneywell, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota; Personnel Dept.,
Minneapolis-Honeywell, Brown Instruments Division;
Philadelphia 44, Pennsylvania; or Personnel Dept.,
Micro Switch, Freeport, Illinois.

~t~~
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COLUMNS
( Continued from Page 14 )

saw a painting of a beautiful girl . . . He wanted to
know who the artist was . . . What I want to know is
the model . . . She had one of those low neckline things
. . . Something you can approve of and look down on
at the same time . . . She was a dream doll ... Funny
thing about those dreams . . . Most of them look like
nightmares if you catch them with their makeup off . . .
Engineers are as honest and truthful as women ...
That's why women don't trust Engineers . . . When a
bunch of these same women get together . . . May the
Lord have pity on the first one who leaves . . . Now
don't get me wrong ... Women are really all right ..
in their place . . . Take two paces to the rear . . .
Baby . .. just two paces to the rear . . .
There was a small fire in one of the women's houses
last week, and the fire department came at a gallop ...
It took just five minutes to get the fire out, but it took
five hours to get the firemen out ... They think maybe
the fire was started by the old grad who was caJling on
one of the gals . . . I got to talking to him after the
excitement . . . He sure misses the old school . . . He
was here when there were more women than men . . .
He told me all about his old frat . . . Tappa Kegga Rye
. . . He was in Engine School for awhile . . . Working
36

for his Bachelor of Scotch ... but he finally graduated
as a CPA ... Certified Public Alcoholic, that is ...
Saw where a boy down at Arkansas University
wrote a thesis on the structural problems in the design
of strapless evening gowns . . . Keep up the good work
... That's an unusual subject for a thesis ... but these
are unusual times . . . What with television and all ...
M others a re getting their little girls to eat their spinach by telling them that it will make them grow up and
have muscles like Faye Emerson . . . Grandma told me
that Grandpa was unusual when he was young, too . . .
She said that he had hair like snow when he was just a
boy . . . Guess somebody shoveled it off . ..
I don't want to leave you men, without giving you
a few hints on living through the summer ... No matter
how fl at your conversation is . . . a woman likes it to
be a little flatter . .. You may be a fine upstanding
citizen, but that never makes any difference to a fresrly
waxed floor ... Some people have a veneer that comes
off with a little alcohol . . . You can't keep your mind
and your mouth open at the same time . ..
To you seniors who are getting out . . . All I can
say is ... so long . .. it's been nice knowing and working with you .. . Some of you don't like some of the
drivel I've dished at you . . . that 's all right . . . some
of it I don't like myself .. . We may never all meet
around the columns again ... Nobody really knows just
where we go from here . . . But whereever you do go
just remember that St. Pat is sitting up there on cloud
three, watching out for his boys . . . Come on back if
you get the chance .. . You 'll find me sleeping on a
column ... And remember that success has turned more
heads than halitosis .. .
So long, men . . . See you around the Columns
Me and Tripod. that is . . .

BULLARNEY
( Continued fro m Page 23 )

Mary: "Why do you go to dances with a dope like
that? He can't dance."
Jane: "Maybe he can't dance. but boy. how he can
intermission."
Three monkeys sat in a coconut tree.
Discussing things that are said to be;
There's a rumor that can't be true:
That man descends from our noble race.
The very idea! It's a dire disgrace.
No monkey ever deserted his wife.
Starved his baby, and ruined her life.
"And another th ing. you·11 never see.
A monk build a fence 'round a coconut tree,
And let the contents go to waste.
Forbidding all other monkeys to taste.
( Continu ed on Page 40 )
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EVER HOLD HANDS
LIKE THESE?
They're not soft and warm, these hands.
They're hard and cold - and mechanical.
They work at the Oak Ridge atomic energy
plant, preparing radioactive isotopes
for shipment to Bell Telephone Laboratories
and to other research centers.
These isotopes - which serve as tracers are used by Bell scientists to study the
materials that go into the telephone
system. Our research men, working with
Geiger counters, are able to detect
wear in relay contacts, impurities in metals,
the penetration of preservatives in wood.
This new research tool helps us to
learn more in less time, helps us to make
telephone equipment even more rugged
and dependable. That's especially important
right now when the Nation relies on
the telephone to help get things done.

@
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BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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DIESEL FUELS
( Continued from Page 2 1)
high deg 1ee of compression swirl and cont rolled turbulence
is obt a ined by means of the ta ngenti a l location of the con necting passage to the ma in cy linde r bore . The inject or
is pl aced of f center to insure tha t the injection ti p is in
the whirling a ir strea m to get good fu el a ir mixing. T h is
a lso kt>tps the injecto r tip free from ca rbon depos it s.
Practicall y a ll the combustion a ir is fo rced into the
combustion cha mber as the clea ra nce in the ma in cy linder
is very Sll)a ll.
F igure 2 shows a section of the cy linde r head mecha nism fo r va rying the volume of cy lindrica l, cont rolled turbult nce. combustion cha mber. The compression ratios
a re va ried by the mova ble comp ression plu g operated
ax ia ll y by the la rge ha nd wheel on the threaded sha ft.
T he sma ll ha nd wheel or the locking ha ndle actua tes a n
expanding mecha nism tha t ca n be locked into position to
p revent leakage of gases past the compression plug.
T o reg ister the time of ignition. a bouncing pin device
is used ca lled the Bouncing pin indica to r. It consists of a
pa ir of electrica l contact points mounted a bove a p ressure diaphragm loca ted in the combustion ch a mber. A
clearance adjustment is made so the contact po ints just
do not close with the peak compression pressures but ma ke
contact the moment the comp ression pressure is exceeded.
This lights a neon bulb on the fl y wheel. This neon bulb
has no electrica l inertia a nd lights up insta ntly.

Better Laundry and
Dry Cleaning can
be obtained by
Phoning

3114
For Free Pick-Up
And Delivery By

DORN - CLONEY
107 South Eighth
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CETANE NUMBER

FIGURE- 3
An a lmost simila r injection indica tor is mounted on
the inj ector body as shown in fi gure 4. As the injection
sta rts, the injecto r need le va lve leaves its seat a nd a contact is closed which lights a nother nrnn bulb on the rota ting fl y wheel.
A small I 10 volt D .C. genera to r, dri ven by the aforesa id induction motor, provides current to the injection a nd
combustion indica tors. The neon bulbs are placed 13
degrees a pa rt on the periphery o f the fl y wheel.
A sight tu be a nd a mirror permit viewing the a ngu la r position of the two neon fl ashes a t the sta rt of inj ection a nd compression. which a re ma de to co incide by va rying the compression ratio whik the engine is opera tin!,r
with a fix ed 13 degrees delay pe riod . Inj ection delay
of 13 degrees was chosen because it is sufficientl y long
so that compression ratios of poorer fu els wou ld not be
abnorma ll y h igh a nd yl't short enough to be in line with
the ignition la!,(s of service engines.
The Cetane ra tings fo r most high speed D iesel en gines should be between 50 -·· 60. Ratin!,(s below 40
ma y cause exhau st smoke with increased fuel consumption .
loss of power a nd the result s in poor economy . \\.- ith hi !,(h cr Cctane- numbcr ratings we get better sta rtin!,( ch a rac teri stics and improved combu stion as indica ted in Figu re 3.
The ignita bilit y and a lso Cetane -numlx:r ra ting o f
Dic~·l fuel s ca n be impron-d by a dd itin'S such as. E thyl
N itra te, Am yl Thionitrit e, Acl't one Jl<'roxide a nd Am yl
N itrit e etc . These a ct as mild explosives a nd thus aced cra te the ignition qu alit y of the fu el.
In concluding it may be po int ed out th a t the ign ition qu alit y of the Die~l fuels may mo,:t suit a bl y be cxpre~sed in terms of Ceta ne numlxrs. The Dela y method
as descri bed a bow ~ ms a t present to Jx, t he most sa t isfact ory techniqu e.
TH E M I SSOl ' RI SH AM ROCK

Bacl News for Bugs
BUGS are in for the surprise of their lives. They're going to
zoom into allethrin, the new insecticide ingredient. It looks
like especially bad news for many of the insects that pester
you most.
Take flies, mosq uitoes and gnats ... allethrin's paralyzing touch searches them out ... delivers the blow that knocks
them down fast ... leaving its slower acting companion ingredi ents in the spray or powder to complete the kill.
Until now this type of insect ic ide came from flowers
picked by the natives in Asia and Africa. But allethrin is an
all-American product, synthesized under scientific controls
and has the definite advantages over importations of uniformity in strength and quality.
It is only natural that the people of Union Carbide pio11eered in the producti on of allethrin on a commercial scale.
For they were already making most of the needed chemical
ingredients.

As a result, the people of Union Carbide are already providing allethrin in ever-increasing quantities to manufacturers of household and dairy sprays. And researchers all
over the country are now engaged in testing its value for
the control of agricultural pests and for other purposes.
Other Union Carbide chemicals are important ingredients
in many other insecticides and fungicides. One or more of
them may have a place in your future plans.
FREE: Learn more about the interesting things you
use e,oery day, Write /or the illustrated booklet "Products and Processes" u:hich tells how science and ind11 stry use U nion Ca rbide~sA. lloys , Chemicals, Carbons,
Ca:~e."1, and Pla sti c., in creatin,t. things for you. Write
/or free booklet C.
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- - - - - - - - - - - Trnde-morkrd Products of Alloys, Corbon.<, Chemicals, Gases, and Plastics include _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SYNTHETIC 0RGA1'1C CIIDIICAT.S
PREST-0-1.JTE Acet y lene
ACHESON Electrodes
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BAKELITE, KRE NE , and VINYLITE Plastics

:\"ATIONAL Carbons

PR EST ONE and TREK Anti-Freezes
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EVEREADY Flas hli gh ts and Batteries

ELECTROMET Alloys and l\•letals

HAYNES STELLITE
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EASTMAN SMITH
( Continued jrow. Page 12)

Missouri Shamrock Seniors
Reserve Your Cap & Gowns
For the June Commencement
Place Your Orders Now
For Announcements And
Name Cards

• • •
Don't forget our May Rebate
Sale- Rebates are Worth 15 %
in merchandise durin g ::;ale

UNIVERSITY
BOOK STORE
Basement Jesse Hall

BULLARNEY
( Continued from Page 36)

If I put a fence around this tree,
Starvation'd force you to steal from me ;
Here's another thing a monk won't do,
Go out at night and get on a stew.
Or use a gun or club or knife
To take some other monkeys life:
Yes, man descended the ornery cus,
But brothers, he didn't descend from us."

Theorem I in operatingYou can't kiss a girl unexpectedly. The nearest you
can come to it is to kiss her sooner than she expected
you would.

married, and in 1934, Engineer Smith received his Doctor's Dl'grl'l' from M.I.T.
From 1934 until the beginning of World War II, Dr.
Smith taught Physics in the East, and just before the
war he had begun consulting mathematical work on an
automatic automobik· transmission . With the advent of
World War II he took up work in war plants as consulting engineer, and at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Woods Hole, Mass. This work was in Optics
and Applied Mechanics. With the end of the war the
University of Missouri came to his attention through a letter from Dr. Scorah, inviting him to visit the campus.
"I likej it and stayed," added Professor Smith.
Of the many courses he does teach, Professor Smith
seems to be the most enthusiastic about his design
courses.
His assignments in these courses are a bit unique,
in that he tries to keep abreast of modem developments.
As he himself puts it, "I try to assign problems that will
be of interest to the students, and insofar as possible allow them to choose the particular phase of the problem
they want to work with. The procedure is group-cooperative."
"As a finishing course in the Mechanical department,
M.E. 221 ( Mechanical Engineering Design ) tends to become a transition-to-industry course in design, in that it
forces the student to think for himself, as well as to draw
on the knowledge already gained in his other courses."
That Professor Eastman Smith is succeeding in his
efforts is shown by the fact that employers wanting design
engineers have been returning to the Missouri University
Campus in ever increasing numbers. Evidently they are
well satisfied with previous selections. To Professor
Smith. and to all the other members of the Engineering
Faculty of the University of Missouri. we would like to
say, "Thanks, thanks for that boost up the ladder of
success you have given l'ach one of us by your untiring
efforts in our behalf. Not only in teaching us the mechanical functions of our chosen field, but also in attempting to show how to do work in that field. how to
get along with our fellow men. and last but not least.
!low To Like Our Job."

Pause and refresh
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experimental autoclave polymerizations of condensation polymers: J. H.
Blomquist, Ph.D. Chemistry, Ohio State '41;
O.A . Bredeson, Ph.D. Chemistry, M.I.T. '41;
J . E. Waltz, Ph.D. Chemistry, Indiana '41.
Carrying out

Research Takes the Long View
Fundamental studies are one
of the most important phases
of Du Pont research
Fundamental research is designed to
discover new scientific facts without
regard to specific commercial use.Yet
from it have come many products
of commercial significance.
At Du Pont, for instance, fundamental research has pointed the way

"products of tomorrow" will come
from the test tubes, flasks and
stills of the research laboratory, the
Du Pont Company recently expanded
its Experimental Station near Wilmington. In this thirty million dollar
addition, major emphasis is being
given to long-range and fundamental
research.
The enlarged Experimental Station with its 20 new buildings repre-

and fundamental research is emphasized: the newly enlarged Du Pont Experimental Station near Wilmington . Photo Aero Service Corp.

Where long-range

to products like nylon, the first
wholly synthetic organic textile fiber,
and neoprene chemical rubber, to
name only two.
Expanding for Tomorrow

With the expectation that still more

an infra-red spectrogram of polyvinyl alcohol in connection with the fundamental physical characterization of the poly- ·
mer: J. R . Downing, Ph .D. Physical Chemistry, Illinois '40, and D. G. Pye, Ph.D.
Physical Chemistry, Stanford '43.
Examining

MAY, 1951

sents one of the largest and bestequipped research establishments in
the world. Even so, less than half of
the Company's total research personnel is situated here. Du Pont laboratories in more than 25 other locations also carry on both fundamental
and applied research.
There are now about 800 technical
people engaged exclusively in research work at the Experimental
Station. Assisting them are 1,500
others, in technical and non-technical
capacities. The research people represent a wide range of training. Among
them are organic, inorganic, physical,
colloid, analytical chemists and biochemists; physicists and biophysicists; chemical, mechanical, metallurgical, electrical and electronics
engineers; plant pathologists, plant

physiologists, agronomists, entomologists, horticulturists and others
trained in biological science. In addition, there are specialists who
are not classified in any of these
groups.
Free for Research

At the Du Pont Experimental Station every effort is made to permit
the research man to concentrate on
research. He is provided with the
most modern laboratory tools and for
the construction of special equipment
he can call on a wide variety of services. These include machine shops,
carpentry, electrical, welding, instrument-making, and glass-blowing
shops. When the research worker
needs any service or equipment within the scope cff these shops, it is provided for him.
At this industrial research laboratory, Du Pont scientists are devoting
themselves to extending the frontiers of science and creating "Better
Things for Better Living ... through
Chemistry."

DID YOU KNOW THAT •••
Nylon came out of a fundamental research program begun in 1927. However, it took 13 years and $27 mil•
lion in research and operative invest•
ment to get into satisfactory commercial production.

PO

lt[~.U.S.PAT. OFF'.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
••• THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Entertaining, Informative - Listen to "Cavalcade of
America," Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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partners in creating
K & E drafting instrumenh, equipment and material•
have been partnen of leading engineen for 81 years

In shaping the modern world. So exten,ively ore these
produch used by succeuful men, it h ,elf-evident that
K & E ha, ployed a port in the completion of nearly
every American engineering proiect of any magnitude.

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK • HOBOKEN, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit

San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montrea'

''DOC'' "SCORAH
( Continued Jrom Page 13)
the transition between College student and the mature.
seli reliant Engineer.
Doc Scorah inherited the course from the late James
Wharton who was associate professor of Mechanical Engineering here at MU till his untimely death in 1944.
Since then Doc has added, whittled and moulded the
course till now. with one hand writing and the other
erasing simultaneously on both boards of 109. his Power
Plants have become a masterpiece of integrated knowledge and the seniors introduction to Benzadrine.
The feeling of elation and pride of accomplishment
that is felt when the last curve of the report has been
plotted. the last word of explanation typed. and the last
number totaled, is unexplainable to anyone who has not
experienced it. Yet unforgettable to those who have. For
in your report is mirrored the future and your success
in it as an engineer. It is you.
As for relaxation. well I kind of think it's something
Doc likes to talk about alright. but as tor indulging in it
... I don't think I have ever seen Doc when he wasn't
up to his ears in work and hell bent for election to 11:et
everything that was placed before him completed. But.
for the record . mountain climbin11: and sailin11: outri11:11:cr
42

canoes are his mainstays of spare time enjoyment.
When Doc retires ( and the columns collapse l he
plans to spend his time ··painting landscapes and seascapes."' half for the enjoyment of painting and half for
the thrill of seeing new places and meeting new people.
Although Doc has always. as far back as he can remember. wanted to teach at MU. he is never the less determined to let his two boys choose their own professions.
When talking about the group of young men going
through the School of Engim'<.'rin11: now. Doc says he
"'doesn"t know if it's the war or high prices. or being
scared of the draft." but the average student is workin11: too hard at his studies end neglecting the things
around him that develop him as an individual as well
as an engineer. Yes. he even feels that they are missing
a lot "of just good old fashioned fun." 'The learning
process is a pleasant ex1x-rience." and in this respect
m3ny of the students arc being cheated out of some of
their m'.:st pleasant memories.
Fro~1 his wealth of knowledge about the subjects
which he teaclws. and from his ability to work with JX'O pk. Doc Scorah has. as both ;i teacher and an administrator. made thl' Mechanical Engincerin11: Department
at the University of Missouri one of the finest in the
country.
THE MISSOl lRJ SHAMROCK

New glass-and-metal picture tubedeveloped by RCA scientists and engineengives a 17-inch television picture in a
2~ smaller cabinet.

/t6w-7'elet-1.s1011 :st?ttateS away"'
wlln a Bigger FJ(!ll,lre-sma/ler wk/
Ideal for mass production, compact,
and lower in cost, RCA's glass-andmetal picture tube was a major advance in television history.
Now comes still another important
RCA engineering advance, redangular
glass-and-metal kinescopes. Engineered
for the big 17-inch pictures you want in
a receiver that takes up less cabinet space
-as much as 20% less-the new kinescope
gives you finer pictures than ever before
. . . in sharp and brilliant focus over every

inch of your screen. And, as yet another
step ahead, RCA's new picture tube offers
an improved type of Filterglass faceplate
-frosted Filterglass-developed on principles first investigated by scientists of RCA
Laboratories, to cut reflection, and give
you sharper picture contrast.

•

•

•

See the latest advances in radio, television,
and electronics at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36
West 49th Street, N. Y. Admission is free .
Radio Corporation of America, RCA Building, Radio City, N ew York 20 .

Continue your education
with pay-at RCA
Graduate Electrical Engineers:

RCA
Victor-one of the world's foremost manufacturers of radio and electronic products
-offe rs you opportunity to gain valuable,
well-rounded training and experience at
a good salary with opportunities for advancement. Here are only five of the many
projects which offer unusual promise :
• Development and design of radio receivers ( including broadcast, short wave
and FM circuits, television, and phonograph combinations).
• Advanced development and design of
AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F
induction heating, mobile communications
equipment, relay systems.
• Design of component parts such as
coils, loudspeakers, c apacitors.
• Development and design of new recording and producing methods.
• Design of receiving, power, cathode
ray, gas a nd photo tubes.

Write today to College Relations Division, RCA V ictor, Camden, N ew Jer8elJ.
Also many opportunities for Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers and Physicists.

RADIO ~ORPORAF ION d AA,1/FRleA

World Leader in Ra~o - Firs/- in 7elew"s/on
MAY, 1951
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S:team Power
(Continued from Pate 9)

which is capable of producing the same amount of KW
as cross-compounding, is more simple and smaller in 000·
struction than are single shaft high speed machines.
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names are important. Only the finest products carry them, because only the
finest products warrant the time
and expense necessary to support them.
Brand names are doubly important to you who will be called
upon to recommend or specify
certain products in your professional career. To safeguard your
own reputation, you will want to
know you have specified the best.
Sherarduct is the outstanding
name in rigid steel electrical conduit. It has stood the test of time
in all types of installations and
under the most severe conditions.
For more than 40 years, architects, engineers, and contractors
have relied on it for permanence
in wiring, because a Sherarduct
installation will "last as long as
the building stands,"

EVERYTHING IN
WIRIHG POINTS TO

I

na.tiorao.1 Eled ic:

Condenser Development
distinct advantages of the steam turbine
the
One of
over the reciprocating engine is its ability to extract the
maximum amount of heat energy from the steam by expansion to a pressure far below atmospheric. Turbines
may be either condensing or non-condensing. For the
former, the condenser allows the steam to be expanded
below atmospheric pressure. In the case of the latter, the
steam is expanded to atmospheric pressure.
The first condenser to be developed in this country
was the barometric jet condenser in 1899. This condenser performed well, producing a vacuum of 26 inches. It
was then realized that in order to obtain a higher vacuum, a means to remove excess air that was carried by
the steam, had to be removed. Rotary air pumps, such
as the La Blance air pump, were used, thus improving
the vacuum to 29 inches.
The surface type of condenser that has proved most
satisfactory was developed in the early 1900's. The exhausted steam was condensed by falling upon a nest of
tubes through which cooling water was circulated. Steam
jet air ejectors appeared during this same period of development and were considered an improvement over the
rotary air pumps by reason of steam consumption, space
requirement. and better vacuum. Thus, we find the
condenser a valuable auxiliary in power plant improvement.

SUBMARIN E
( Continued from Page 18)

Time and the availability of records of material has
kept me from continuing this record of the submarine
as a powerful fighting weapon. The recent developments, and description of actions have of necessity been
kept secret. But this last conflict has proven beyond
all doubt that the submarine is no longer a weapon to be
disregarded as an arm of !-maller weaker countries and
therefore of no consequence. This last war has proven
that under equal conditions, the submarine can and will
either sink or put to flight the largest of big gun battleships, and on its own can strangle the life out of a nation
dependent upon the sea for supplies and food.

We regret to say that an unfortunate error
was made in our April issue. Mr. James Harrison
Barns. class of 1906. died in the Boone County
Hospital on December 13, 1950. We express our
condolences and are sorry that the error was not
discovered in time.

PROO'QCTS COll•O .. ATION

P
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In city streets
lay pipe known for

STRENGTH
CRUSHING STRENGTH
The ability of cast lron pipe to withstand
external loads imposed by heavy WI and UD•
usual traffic loads is proved by the Rin,;r Compression TesL Standard 6-lnch cast lron pipe
withstands a crushing weight of more than
14,000 lbs. per fooL

BEAM STRENGTH
Known strength factors I Proved resistance to
corrosion I These are your only safe and sure guides
to long life and low maintenance expense of water,
CJC1S and sewer mains laid under costly modem pavements.
The four strength factors that pipe must have to survive
traffic shocks, heavy extemal loads, beam stresses
and severe working pressures are listed in the box
opposite. No pipe that is deficient in any ol these
strenqtb factors should ever be laid in paved streets
ot ciUes, towns and villages. Cast iron water and gas
mains, laid over a century ago, are serving in the streets
of 30 or more cities in North America. These attested
service records prove tha\ c;;ast iron pipe not only assures
you of effective resistance to corrosion but all the
strength factors of long life and economy, as welL
I \'

t

( • ) JllO"-

When cast lron pipe is sublected to beam
stress caused by soil settlement, or disturbance
of soil by other utilities, or resting on an obstruction. tests prove that standard 6-lnch c:aat
lron pipe in IO-foot span sustaina a load of
15.000 lbs.

SHOCK STRENGTH
The toughness of cast iron pipe which enablea
It to withstand impact and traffic shocb, as
well as the hazards in handling, Is demonstrated by the Impact Tes!. While under hydrostatic pressure and Cle heavy blows from a
50 pound hammer, standatd G-inch cast lron
pipe does not crack until the hammer la
dropped 6 times on the same spot from progressively Increased heights of 6 Inches.

BURSTING STRENGTH
In full length bursting tests standard 8-lnch
cast iron pipe withstands more than 2500 lbs.
per square Inch Internal hydrostatic pressure,
which proves ample ability to resist water•
hammer or unusual working pressures.

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, THOS. F. WOLFE. MANAGING DIRECTOR. 122 SO. MICHIGAN AVE ••
CHICAGO 3.
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The battleship was in port a nd visitors were being
shown around . The guide wa~ explaining a bronze tablet
on the deck.
Guide: " This is where our gallant captain fell ."
Visitor : "Wdl no wonder I tripped over it myself. "

.

A young blonde walked into a drug store and timidly
approached a clerk ·The ba by tonic you advertise;
doe~ it really ma ke ba bies biggu and stronger'"
" We sell a lot o f it and have never had a complaint, "
replied the clerk.
"Well, I'll try a bottle," sa id the bride, and then left .
Five minutes late r she returned, cornered the same
clerk and whispered , " I forgot to ask who takes it- me
or my husband '"

.

" I haven't had a bite for days," said the tramp to
the landlady of an English inn, the George and the
Dragon. "D'you think yer could spa re me one'"
"Certainly not," replied the la ndlady .
"Thank yer," sa id the tramp, and he slouched off.
A few minutes la ter he returned.
" What do you want now'" asked the landlady.
"Could I 'ave a few words with George' " sa id the
tramp.

.

Sven got into ·the mine eleva tor, chuckling out loud.
"What's the joke, Sven:1" asked the mine foreman .
'Ay bane have a good joke on Ole," he replied , "ay
yust find out that Ole pay my wife five dollars to kiss
her a nd I do it for nothing."

.

Three men in 'a night club were each insisting on
paying for the $ 15 check.
"Look, said one o f them, "this goes on my expense
account. a nd because my compan y is in the 80 per cent
overall income tax bracket this will cost us only $3."
"No, I'll catch it, " said the second. "My compar.y
isn't in the 80 pe r cent overa ll bracket, but still it pays
an excess profits tax. We're in the 95 per cent brac ket .
so it will cost us 75 cents to pay the check. "
"Gentlemen, " spoke the third man, " my companr
has a cost-plus contract and if I pay this check we' ll
make $ 1.50 on it."

HIGH COMPRESSION
( Continued fro,r. Page 11 )
a t small initial cost to the consumer. Of course for
sporty individuals an increase in C. R. with the displacement of the engine remaining constant will definitely give a more responsive automobile.
What are the difficulties encountered in the design
of high compression spa rk ignition engines' The relationship of engine to fu el is the most fundamental problem involved in int ernal combustion engine development.
Up until the present time, all attempts to increase compression ratios in the conventional poppet valve spark
ignition engines have fail ed because engines and fuels
have not been adequately matched and knock has been
encountered. It is well known that in obtaining high
compression ratios there have been two approaches to
the problem; na mely, spa rk ignition and compression ignition ( Diesel ). The fu el type requirements for these two
type engines are basically opposite, with the spark ignition
engine requiring a fast burning. short time lag, fu el and
the Diesel requiring a slow burning, long time lag type
fu el. Today 's Diesels a re operating with a compression
ratio range between 14 and 17 to l with brake thermal
efficiencies as high as 34 '7c and peak combustion pressures
in the range of 1000 to 1500 psi. The main reason that
these high C. R. and efficiencies can be obtained is that
the proper type Diesel fu el is available. Crude oil as
prov ided by nat ure can be refined and processed to make
either Diesel fu el o r gasoline. The Diesel fu el refining
path leads toward long chain molecules and increasing ce tane number, while the gasoline refining path goes in the
opposite direction towa rd compact molecules a nd in creasing octane number. It seems that the gasoline refining path has been the most expensive and time consuming to find and follow. It was the discovery tha t the
knocking characteristics of gasoline a re related , in a very
definite o rder, to the molecular structure. tha t has finally
led to the development of high octane fu els. A paper of
"Fuels a nd Engines for Higher P ower and Greater Efficiency·· given before the S. A . E. in 1945 presented the
la test fu el work on triplane. Triplane (2 .2.3-trimetl1yl
butane l is one of the best fuel s known from the stand 011

Page 48 )

Two Names

Come in and see1he,

You Can Depend On

(Cm

\"J:..:

• Easy to clean - automatic
oven and burn er lighting-every
cooking feature you'd want !
Llbtral trade-In - HSJ t,1111

EDGAB'S
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( Cm1 ti11u ed

EDGAR'S
Maytag
•••
Phone 7404
1013 East Broadway
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Why can't this be an
ALUMINUM DIE CASTING?
This challenge was thrown at us by a leading
automobile maker.
"It's possible," we agreed. But ... the clutch
housing also supports half the engine's weight, it
is highly stressed, must absorb vibration. Could
a die casting economically be made that strong?
An Alcoa Development Program was started.
With the auto maker we drew up designs. We
selected our strongest die casting alloy; poured
sand castings from it; machined it to the dimensions of the die casting design.
Shear static loads and bending stresses were
measured. Brittle lacquer and strain gauges show
us stress concentrations. Castings, engine and
transmission were assembled, then run with an
unbalanced shaft to measure clynamic stresses.

With the auto maker we modified designs. Die
castings were made. We repeated the laboratory
tests while the auto maker made road tests. The
:first stressed automotive die casting was a success.
25% stronger in shear, 10% stronger in bending,
100% better in fatigue life than the original
clutch housing. Only ¼ as much weight as
the original cast-iron housing. And 15% lower
in cost.
This case is typical of the engineering problems
Alcoa men undertake and solve. Throughout the
Alcoa organization similar challenging jobs are in
progress now and others are waiting for the men
with the imagineering ability to tackle them .
.ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1825 Gulf
Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

ALUMINUM
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Compressio n Engine
(Continued from Page 46)

point of knock. Since our scale of knock rating does
not go above 100 and is an arbitrary unit at best, it cannot be exactly said what the octane rating of triplane
really is. General Motors says that its performance
number with tetraethyl lead added may be as much as
500 under some engine conditions as compared with 100
for iso-octane. Triplane has been successfully operated at
compression ratios as high as 14.4 clear or 18 leaded.
It is interesting to note that normal heptane ( low end
of the octane scale) has the same empirical chemical
formula, C,H, 0 , as does the new triptane ( first tested
in an engine in 1926) . The only difference in the two
fuels in that the normal heptane molecular structure is
a straight carbon chain, while the triptane is a compacted
carbon chain.
Naturally we should not epect to have triptane avail able at the filling station tomorrow, but it is possibly on
its way . By using triptane as c fuel, General Motors has
developed high compression spark ignition engines which
give as high an efficiency as diesel engines and without
knock. The use of triptane made it possible to build an
engine and uncover the mechanical problems separately
from the fuel by gradually reducing the antiknock value of
the fuel until the· engine detonated, improving the engine
design to eliminate this knock, and then further reducing
the fuel antiknock value to find another source of knock.
These engines have shown that higher compression ratios
present no insurmountable engineering problems.
Concern over engine roughness, ignition problems,
high friction. poor idling, and other factors have been
shown to be the result of carrying low compression designs beyond their range. In other words. if the compression ratio of an engine of 6.5 to 1 were raised to 10
or 12 to 1 by decreasing the cylinder head cavity, little
gain in power and efficiency should be expected due to the
high loads and the engine's lack of rigidity. Roughness, increased friction and other mechanical problems definitely
tend to counteract any gains from high compression ratios
in low compression designed engine blocks. After success ·
ful design of a basic 12.5 to 1 engine was obtained ( 12.5
seems to be the point where the most gains were found)
it was found that with reasonable attention to such design
factors as spark timing, combustion chamber shape, valve
timing. mixture ratio. and temperature. minimum engine
speed under full load. and so forth. that these engines can
be operated satisfactorily with 95 octane fuel. It was also
demonstrated that production designs can be developed
for 12.5 to 1 compression ratios which weil,"(h substantially
less per horsepower than present engines. It was shown
that increases in fuel economy of 35¼ to 40% can be
expected where compression ratios reach 12.5 to 1. with
the larg~t economy resulting under city traffic conditions.
( See Fig. 3 l Road tests of the General Motors six cylin der 12.5 to 1 C. R. engines ( St.'( · fig. 2 ) have shown that
the engine was up to the accepted standards of smoothness.
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flexibility, and performance in general. Starting was satisfactory with the standard six-volt battery system using
a conventional coil with modifitd windings and core material. Cold starting was not a problem at winter temperatures around Detroit. Test covering over 40,000
miles of operation with fuels containing 2.5 ml of tetraethyl lead per gallon failed to develop any serious combustion chamber deposit problems. It might be interesting to show compari,;on data as to specifications and performance factors for the high compression engine and
1946 stock production model. ( See Fig. 2. for sectional
views of the H .C.R. engine.
Number of Cylinders
Bore and Stroke
Displacement, cu. in.
Compression Ratio
Compression Pressure
at 2000 RPM
Peak Pressure at 2000
RPM
Engine Torque at
2000 RPM
Mech. Efficiency at
2000 RPM
Maximum BHP
Minimum Brake Sp.
Fuel
Miles Per Gallon at
40 MPH
Heat Rejection to Water, BTU/ BHP/ MIN
Rear Axle Ratio
Car Test Weight. lbs.

6
3 3/s x 3 %
181
12.5

6

-120

165

1150

525

154

163

3 1}2

X

41,s

~38
6.4

85 9'r
81.5%
95 at 3600 RPM 85 at 3400 RPM
.40 at 2000 RPM .54 at 2000 RPM
~6.5

18.5

31.5
3.63
4110

-15.5
3 .63
·1110

The work done so far on high compression enl,"(ines
has only dealt with material and energy relationships. and
these are only a part of the problem of giving high compression engines to the general public. The jump from
6.5 to 12.5 compression ratio cannot be made at once
for various reasons. There are almost 30 million cars on
the road that do not require higher octane gas and could
not be readily converted to utilize higher octane fuel. While
it would not be possible for the Automotive Industry to
entirely retool to obtain the full advantage of high compression ratios in any specific year. neither would it be
possible for the Fuel Industry to shift into production of
high octane fuel over night. The inevitable solution seems
to be that when new engine designs are made. they will incorporate such design factors so that compression ratios
can be increased in succeeding models without the necessity of completely retooling, resulting in compression ratio
increases as suitable fuels become a\'ailable. These changes in fuel and engine can come only as fast as the engineers and chemists learn how to commercialize the pos·
sibilities, and it appears that with a little cooperative work
between the Petroleum and Automotive Industries we will
all soon be blowing cylinder head 11:askets along with the
best of the "Hot Rod" boys.
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